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1 'ABSTRACT 

2 The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is developing a basis to support decisions on whether 
3 to undertake a rulemaking that would set specific requirements on controlling licensees' releases of solid 
4 materials. Specifically, the solid materials being evaluated include metals, building concrete, onsite 
5 soils, equipment, furniture, etc., which are present at, and/or used in, licensed nuclear facilities during 
6 routine operations. Historically, licensees have released solid materials on a case-by-case basis, without 
7 a consistent approach to designing and conducting clearance surveys. This draft report provides 
8 information about measuring residual radioactivity in materials that are to be cleared from nuclear 
9 facilities, including guidance about designing, performing, and documenting radiological surveys of solid 

10 materials to address the need for consistency in the surveys.
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201 The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is developing a basis to support decisions on whether 

202 to undertake a rulemaking that would set specific requirements on controlling licensees' releases of solid 

203 materials. Specifically, the solid materials being evaluated include metals, building concrete, onsite 

204 soils, equipment, furniture, etc., which are present at, and/or used in, licensed nuclear facilities during 

205 routine operations. 'Historically, licensees have released solid materials on a case-by-case basis, without 

206 a consistent approach to designing and conducting clearance surveys. This document provides guidance 
207 on designing, performing, and documenting surveys of solid materials to~address the need for consistency 
208 in the surveys. For convenience, Section 2 provides a roadmap, or flow diagram, of the survey process 
209 described in this report.  

210 The Data Quality Objectives (DQO) Process (discussed in Section 3) is the foundation for designing and 

211 implementing surveys of solid materials. However, before beginning to plan for the survey, the licensee 
212 must decide whether to dispose of the solid material as radioactive waste or perform surveys to determine 
213 whether the material can be released. That is, it may be more cost-effective to simply dispose of the 
214 material as radioactive waste, rather than performing clearance surveys. In general, solid materials that 
215 have a limited potential to be contaminated would likely be surveyed for clearance, while those materials 
216 that are known (or likely) to have contamination in excess of the release criteria, which would therefore 
217 require cleaning and reevaluation prior to release, would probably be disposed of as radioactive waste.  

218 After determining that clearance is the preferred option, the licensee would use the DQO Process to 

219 determine the most advantageous survey protocol based on the solid material being released 
220 (Section 4.2), the available survey instrumentation, the need for laboratory analyses, and the applicable 
221 release criteria. Effective survey design should consider the available process knowledge of the solid 
222 materials and the need for additional characterization of the material (Section 4.3). Characteristics that 
223 impact the release of solid materials include their physical description, potential for contamination 
224 (Section 4.4), nature of the contamination, and degree of inaccessible areas (Section 4.7).  

225 It should be noted that this report does not provide release criteria, but does presume that criteria have 

226 been obtained prior to survey design (Section 4.1). Specifically, this report assumes that derived 
227 concentration guideline levels for clearance (DCGLc) are available for use, and focuses on how those 
228 release criteria can be applied when multiple radionuclides may be present (Section 4.5).  

229 This report describes a number of different survey approaches, including conventional scanning, 

230 automated scanning using a conveyorized survey monitor, and in toto techniques, such as in situ gamma 

231 spectrometry and tool monitors. In addition, because detection limits for survey instrumentation are an 

232 important criterion for selecting a particular approach, this report addresses the measurement of 

233 contamination (Section 4.6) for each survey approach considered. This report also stresses the use of 

234 situation-specific measurement sensitivity of scanning to release solid materials whenever the minimum 
235 detectable concentration (MDC) of the scan is less than the DCGLc. Statistical survey designs, such as 

236 those discussed in NUREG-1575, "Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual" 
237 (MARSSIM), Rev. 1, are recommended in cases where the scan MDC is greater than the DCGLc.  
238 [Note: Appendix A provides a primer on the basic radiation properties, which are relevant to the 
239 measurement of radioactivity in and on solid materials. It also addresses some of the fundamental 
240 principles of radiation detection and measurements.]
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241 Survey approaches (discussed in Section 5)'were determined using the DQO Process, giving due 
242 consideration to two major requirements. Specifically, (1) the survey result must be able to demonstrate 243 that clearance criteria have been met within predetermined confidence' levels, and (2) the survey unit size 
244 must be sufficiently evaluated to develop a technically defensible applroach for area or volume averaging.  

245 The general release survey approaches identified in Section 5 include (1) surveys using conventional 
246 instruments that incorporate both scanning and statistical designs for determining sample sizes; 
247 (2) automated scanning surveys (conveyorized survey monitors); (3) in toto surveys performed using 
248 gamma spectrometers, bag monitors, tool monitors, and portal monitors; and (4) analytical methods and 
249 laboratory analyses on representative samples based on statistical sampling designs. Section 6 provides* 
250 guidance on reducing survey data, demonstrating compliance with clearance release criteria, and 
251 documenting results. Appendix B provides additional information on advancements in general radiation 
252 detectors and survey instruments thai utilize new detectioii materials and 'software.  
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253 ,FOREWORD 

254 This reporf 13rovides technical information on conlhctiihjradidtiofi sur•'eys'of solid materials at nuclear 

255 facilities.  

256 NRC Examination of its Approach for Controlling the Release of Solid Material " 

257 On Juune 30, 1999, the NRC publishedfor public c6mment,,an issues paper indicating that the agency 
258 was exarhuinirig'its approach for control 6f solid material. The issues paper presented alterative courses 

259 of action for controlling the release of solid ffiter'iils'that ha've very low amciunts of, ornio','radioactivity.  

260 In August 2000,'the Commiission decided to defer'its final decision on whether to prbceed with 

261 rulemaking on controlling the release of solid materials while it requested a studyl y the National 

262 Academies on possible alternatives for controlling the release of slightly contaminated materials. While 

263 the National "Acaidemies' study was ongoing, the C6mmisisionidirected its staff to continue developing 

264 the technical ififormation bake that the Commissi6n nee'ded to sipport i policy decliion'iii this area.  

265 As part of this decisionmaking, it is useful to hav, information on'methods that could be used to perform 

266 radiation surveys to control the release of solid manterial. The alternative'sdescribed in theý June'1999 

267 issues paper were to (1) continue current practice iý'ith6ut a (2) issue a prop6sed rule 
268 to establish i standard. -If the Commission were to develdp atrulerulemaking alteimnatives in the issbes 

269 paper were to (1) permit release of mnaterial for unrestricted use if it meets certain dose levels, 

270 (2)'Orohibit release of material that hal been in'an area in a licensed facility, .vhere radioactive mae'rial 

271 was used or stored, and (3) riestrict r'elease to only~c'i'iain authorized uses: Foir ahy of the alternati6v`s 

272 a radidlogicil survey is nece-s'aryin order io ensure that the criteria ie' implemented a'p'ropriately.  

273 The-extent of the survey needfd deilends on the alternmtive ch6sdn by'the'Commission to ensure 
274 protection of public health and safety.  

275 This report evaluates methods available at the time of its creation for conducting radiological surveys 

276 of material at NRC-licensed facilities for the various alternatives.  

277 Further Development of Use of the Data Quality Objectives Process 

278 During the 1990s, the NRC and the industry mad& a66cncerted effort to improve the planning, coniduct, 

279 evaluation, and documentation of final radiological surveys of building surfaces andl surface soil 

280 to demonstrate compliance with established standards. This effort included preparing NUREGs-1505 

281 and 1507 and culminated in 1997 with the issuance of NUREG-1575, "Multi-Agency Radiation Survey 

282 and Site Investigation Manual" (MARSSIM), as a result of a joint effort by the NRC, U.S. Environmental 

283 Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

284 to develop a consistent approach for planning, performing, and assessing the ability of surveys to meet 

285 standards, while encouraging effective use of resources. The MARSSIM provides guidance 

286 on developing appropriate survey designs using the Data Quality Objectives (DQO) Process to ensure 

287 that survey results are of sufficient quality and quantity to support a final decision. The MARSSIM 

288 and NUREG reports replaced the previous approach for such surveys contained in NUREG/CR-5849.
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289 This report provides technical information with regard to extending the DQO Process to issues 
290 concerning controlling the release of solid materials, and specifically to the design and implementation 
291 of surveys for these materials. This information is important to ensure protection of public health 
292 and safety. In particular, this information is important to ensure that materials being released meet 
293 the established standard.  

294 Scope and Approach of this Report 

295 This report provides technical information on survey approaches for a range of possible alternatives 
296 for controlling the release of solid material. It provides information on surveys associated with options 
297 where material would not be released, as well as surveys for a range of nuclide concentrations for options 
298 where material would be released. In so doing, it discusses the need for increased survey complexity 
299 as allowable material levels decrease to allow for the ability to distinguish actual residual radioactivity 
300 levels in solids against background.  

301 The alternative of not permitting material to be released if it is located in an area where radioactive 
302 materials are used or stored, referred to in the issues paper as "prohibition," would rely principally 
303 on process knowledge of where the material originated because it would use that information as a basis 
304 for determining disposition of the material. Information on process knowledge is presented 
305 in Section 4.3 of this report. This alternative 'would not be as dependent upon detailed methods 
306 for radiological surveys and, thus, much of the information in later sections of this report would not apply 
307 to this alternative. The alternatives of continuing current practice or permitting release using dose-based 
308 criteria rely upon process knowledge of where the solid materials originated in the facility, as well as 
309 comprehensive radiological surveys to demonstrate that the level of radioactivity on the material would 
310 meet the required criteria. Information on various survey methodologies is presented in Section 5.  
311 The alternative of restricted use may use process knowledge to determine those materials that would be 
312 limited to authorized uses, but may be similar to unrestricted use in the need for comprehensive surveys.  

313 Farouk Eltawila, Director 
314 Division of Systems Analysis and Regulatory Effectiveness 
315 Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
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1 INTRODUCTJON

421 1.1 Background 

422 The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is de~'eloping a basis to support decisions on whether 
423 to undertake a rulemaking that would set specific requirements on controlling licensees' releases of solid 

424 materials, which are potentially available for release of NRC-licensed sites during'operations as well as 
425 during decommissioning. Specifically, the solid materials being evaluated include metals, building 
426 concrete, onsite soils, equipment, piping, conduit, furniture, etc., which are present at, and/or used in, 
427 licensed nuclear facilities during routine operations.' Historically, licensees haiv'e released solid materials 
428 on a case-by-case basis, using release criteria that varied from "no detectable activity greater than 
429 background" to the surface activity guidelines found in, or adapted from, Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.86 
430 (AEC, 1974).  

431 1.2 Need for This Report 

432 This report provides technical information, based on the Data Quality Objectives (DQO) Process, 

433 designing, performing, and documenting clearance surveys for solid materials. Toward that end,-this 

434 report discusses a number of clearance survey approaches, which use a variety of survey technologies 
435 and instrumentation. This report also provides guidance for using the DQO Process to determine the 

436 most advantageous clearance survey protocol based on the solid material being released, availal5 le survey 

437 instrumentation, required laboratory analyses, and applicable release criteria. The various survey 
438 protocols discuss analytical and field survey instrumentation criteria, material parameters (e.g., physical 

439 nature of material, survey unit sizes), and techniques that can be applied to clearance surveys of 
440 materials. The DQO Process also helps to address clearance'survey approaches for radioactive materials 

441 that may have inaccessible surfaces 6r may not be in directly accessible areas: The'overall objective is to 

442 provide guidance for selecting and properly applying clearance survey strategies.t, 

443 1.3 Scope 

444 The major emphasis of this report is to provide technical information on designing, performing, and 

445 documenting clearance surveys for solid maierials. Specifically, the solid materials covered includ& 
446 scrap metals, building concrete rubble, onsite soils, equipment, and building debris'. This ieport 

447 desbribes a number of different clearance surveyýpproaches, including conventional scanning.' 

448 automated scanning using a conveyorized survey monitor, and in toto techniques, such as in situ gamma 

449 spectrometry and tool monitors. - , . , '.  

450 Importantly,,'this report stresses the use of situation-specific measurement of scanning to release solid 

451 materials whenever the scan minimum detectible concentration (MDC) is less than the derived 

452 concentration guideline level for'clearance (DCGLc). Statistical survey designs, such as'those discussed 

453 in the Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual (MARSSIM)v NUREG-1575,° , 

454 Rev. 1, are recommended for direct mneisuiements of surface activity and media samples in cases where 

455 the scan MDC is greater than the DCGLC. .  

'Note-that the U.S. Department of Energy uses the term non-real property to refer to solid materials such 
as tools, equipment, office items (furniture), consufmabl6 items and debrii, while "real property" refers to'land'and 
building structures.
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456 Appendix A provides a primer on the basic radiation properties, which are relevant to the measurement 
457 of radioactivity in and on solid materials. It also addresses some of the fundamental principles of 
458 radiation detection and measurements.  

459 In preparing this report, the NRC staff considered various types of instruments that are used to perform' 
460 clearance surveys, including gas proportional, Geiger-Mueller (GM), zinc sulfide (ZnS) scintillation, 
461 sodium iodide (Nal) scintillation, and high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors. It was not the intent of 
462 this study to compare different manufacturers' field survey instruments: Rather, the various instruments 
463 that were used in this study are generally representative, with the niotable exception of the conveyorized 
464 survey monitor (CSM). Moreover, the reader should note that the use of these survey instruments in 
465 conducting this study does not, in any way, constitute endorsement of a particular product or 
466 manufacturer by the NRC or its contractors.  

467 This report assumes that the user has some knowledge of the solid materials to be cleared. The role of 
468 process knowledge (covered in Section 4.3) is important both in deciding whether to pursue clearance of 
469 the solid material, and in providing information on the nature and degree of contamination that the solid 
470 material might be expected to have. Specifically, characteristics of the solid material that impact its 
471 clearance include the material's physical description, contamination potential, nature of the 
472 contamination, and degree of inaccessible areas.  

473 1.4 Methodology 

474 Clearance survey approaches were determined using the DQO Process, giving due consideration to two 
475 major requirements. Specifically, (1) the survey result must be able to demonstrate that the clearance 
476 criterion has been met within predetermined confidence levels, and (2) the survey unit size must be 
477 sufficiently evaluated to develop a technically defensible approach for area or volume averaging. The 
478 clearance survey should also follow the DQO Process to address the potential presence of elevated 
479 contamination. That is, the solid material should meet any established release criterion limiting 
480 contamination over specified smaller portions of the surveyed material be met, and the average 
481 radioactive concentration over the material survey unit, as determined by a sufficient number of 
482 measurements, should satisfy the average clearance concentration limit (DCGLc) that has been 
483 established. Additionally, the clearance survey approaches discussed herein recognize the importance of 
484 process knowledge in survey design, as well as the usefulness of scanning, particularly when the survey 
485 instrument has sufficient scan sensitivity and lends itself to the automatic documentation of scan results.  

486 The general clearance survey approaches identified include (1) material release surveys using 
487 conventional instruments that incorporate both scanning and statistical designs for determining sample 
488 sizes; (2) automated scanning surveys that use data acquisition systems (conveyorized survey monitors) 
489 to automatically document scan results; (3) in toto surveys (i.e., survey techniques that measure the entire 
490 material at once) performed using gamma spectrometers, bag monitors, tool monitors, and portal 
491 monitors; and (4) analytical methods and laboratory analyses on representative samples based on 
492 statistical sampling designs. The clearance survey approach should also consider whether the solid 
493 material has potential surficial or volumetric contamination, or both. A working definition of volumetric 
494 contamination is contamination that is present beneath the surface of the material. One might, in turn, 
495 define surficial contamination as the activity contained within a surface layer with a thickness equal to 
496 that of the saturation layer, which ISO (1988) defines as the thickness of the medium (surface material) 
497 equal to the maximum range of the specified particulate radiation.
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498 Appendix B provides additional information on advancements in general radiation detectors and survey 

499 instruments that utilize new detection materials and software. These clearance survey approaches are 

500 sufficiently comprehensive to include and account for physical measurement parameters, including 

501 radionuclide(s); concentrations; difficulty and expense of detection; and complexity, size, or 

502 configuration of clearance item(s).  

503 This report considers both the material matrices being cleared, as well as the facility types releasing these 

504 materials. For example, this study considered the following facility types: 

505 0 nuclear power reactor 
506 0 sealed source facility 
507 * tran.uranic facility 
508 0 fuel fabrication facility 
509 0 broad research and development (R&D) facility 

510 0 gaseous diffusion plant 
511 * uranium mill facility 
512 • rare earth facility 

513 In addition, the clearance survey approach should consider the typical radioactivity mixtures associated 

514 with the given facility type. Knowledge of the radionuclide mixture is necessary to develop appropriate 

515 derived concentration guideline levels for clearance and, therefore, is essential for proper survey design.  

I,.
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517 
518 
519 

520 
521 
522 

523 
524 

525 
526

527 c. Based on the process knowledge of the material, determine whether the solid material is impacted.  
528 If not, iheiolid 'majerial 6an be con'sidered for release.' ' 

529 d.' Spiecify thli release criterion, ificluding coriditiohs~for aliplyirig the ciiterion, for the given solid 
530 mateijal. ½ "

e. Classify the impacted solid materials according to their'p"otential for containing radioactivity into 
Class' 1, 2, or 3 mateiial survey units (ilso termed lots or batches).  

f. Depending on a number of cost considerations (e.g., cost of iadioactiv'v waste disposal, value of the 
cleared material, cost of cleaning and dismantlement, and cost of the clearance survey), determine 
whether clearance is the best material disposition option.  

g. Use the DQO Processtt6 select clearance survey'aproaches and instinuiientttionbias&d oin the nature 
of the solid material and'contarmination type" and potential. '.  

-I'-, • " ;' , . " . ' •-•/ , , - , 

h. Decide whether the solid material can be released via scanning (considering the material and 
: c;ntiiiiatioii type and scan MDC)0.' Solid'materials are eithefrelea~gd via scanhuifig (eg., using 
conve~ntiojiil harid-held instruments'ofcbnv6ý,brized siirý& ixi6nitors) or via staiic direct 

'-measurements usiig conventionral instruments, Lfn toto measurement techniques, or inedia samples.  

i. Based on the selected clearance survey approach(es), 'assess the survey design issues related to the 
radiation type and presence of multiple radionuclides (i.e., application of derived concentration 
guideline levels,'1such as the use of surrogates and unity rule) and address inaccessible areas.  

j. Detetrriine the background distribution for the solid materials of cohcern for each instrument and 
& detector type. The distribution'shodild cbnsider the Variability caused by sipatial and temporal 
background variances in the area where surveys will actually be performed, as well as variations 
associated with the various material types. 'o '

549 k. Determine the static MDCs and scan MDCs for the selected clearance survey approach(es).

5

2 ROADMAP1,,, 
I I 

The flow diagrin°(Figkure 2.1) for the clearaiie 'of solid aterials serves as an'ov'erview of the clearance 
process described in this ieport. :Section references ih the'flow'diagramn bbko direct the reader to'the 
section of this report'that discus'is the paihicula -guidance. " " 

As illustrated in the flow diagram, the clearance process consists of a series of steps that provide 
sufficient confidence that the establislied leai'ance criferioh hai been'm&t. With tlie[DQO Process as the 
underlyiigf nndation, the steps of the process are summaiinzd is follows: -> 

a. Evaluate and sort solid materials in terms of handling issues, such as the size and physical nature of 
the material (e.g., many small regular pieces or a few large, irregularly shaped pieces).  

b. Research and 'd6cument the process knowledge for the solid matlerial, iid characterize the material 
as necessary. -
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570 
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574 
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576 For static direct measurement survey s, use a statistically based sampling design for conventional static 
577 measurements with hand-held instrumentation or perform in toto measurements using in situ gamma 
578 spectrometry, tool monitors, bag monitors, etc. Collect and analyze media samples, such as smears, 
579 in lieu of direct measurements when difficult-to-measure radionuclides may be present.  
580 Survey coverage is governed by the material classification.  

581 q. Evaluate survey results and appropriately, dispose of any solid materials that fail to me~et the release 
582 criterion. If appropriate, remaining materials from a lot where a failed item was found may be 
583 reclassified and resurveyed with a higher degree of rigor if the survey results suggest an original 
584 misclassification based on established investigation levels. Clearance survey results are documented.  

585 r. Reevaluate solid material disposiiion options.

- .1 

.1 

- I
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1. Compare the static MDC and scan MDC to the DCGLc. If the static MDC is less than the DCGLC, 
perform survey (step p); but if the scan MDC is less than the DCGLc, evaluate whether a scanning 
instrument can document the survey results (step o). If the MDC and scan MDC are greater than 
the DCGLC, determine whether the measurement parameters can- be changed to reduce the MDCs 
(step m).  

m. Determine whether the measurement parameters can be changed to reduce the static MDC. If so, 
calculate a new static MDC and compare it to the DCGLc. If the new static MDC is less than the, 
DCGLC, perform survey (step p). If the static MDC cannot be reduced to a level below the DCGLc, 
reevaluate disposition options (step r).  

Determine whether the'measurement parameters be changed to reduce the scan MDC. If so, calculate 
a new scan MDC and compare it tothe DCGLc. If the new scan MDC is less than, the DCGLc, 

evaluate whether a scanning instrument can document the survey results (step o). If the scan MDC 
cannot be reduced to a level below the DCGLC, consider using static direct measurements (step n).  

n. Since the scan MDC cannot be reduced to a level below theDCGLc, determine whether another 
clearance survey approach is feasible. If so, proceed with the alternative clearance survey approach 
based on static direct measurements using conventional instruments, in toto measurement techniques, 
or media samples. If another approach is' not feasible, reevaluate the disposition options (step r).  

o. Determine whether the scanning instrumentation has the ability to automatically document scan, 
results. If so, perform a scanning-only survey; otherwise, perform a scanning survey using direct 
measurements or media samples for documentation purposes. The iiumber of these measurements 
should be determined using the DQOProcess, and may be determined using a statistically based 
sampling design.  

p. For scanning release surveys, perform surface scans using hand-held survey equipment or 
conveyorized survey monitors. If automatic logging capability exists, perform a scanning-only 
survey; otherwise, use direct measurements or media samples for, documentation purposes.  
Scan survey coverage is governed by the material classification.

I I
I I
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586

a. Evaluate physical description of solid material (4.2) 

b. Evaluate and document process knowledgelcharacterization of solid matenal (4.3) 

Ii ~_ _<c. Is matenial impacted? (4.3) & (4 4) 

Yes 

d. Specify release criteria and conditions for solid material (4.1) 

Fe Classify materal (4.4)a, 

Cost considerations<No 

-Cost of disposal/WAC survey r. Re-evaluate 
-Value of material f Is clearance an opton? (3 2) disposition 
-Cost of clearance survey options 
-Cost of decontamination 
-Cost of dismantlement 

587 Figure 2.1: Flow diagram for clearance of solid materials
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g Consider survey approach based on 
ndture of matenil & added radioactivity 
(5) 

"Yes No h Can sanniinlg be used to release material? (5) 

CStyconventional scanningsI 
In c-lot conventional static/ media samples 

c Aplcaion of p. (4 5)] 1 Application of DCGLs (45 ) 

Determine background (5.1) j. Determine background (5 1) 

k Determine Scan MDC (4 62) k Determine MDC (4 6 1) 

Yes NYes 

m S Can sc ansDto (5) 

mesue t re d? Pro suraey: 
sampteistic, doeumbned? (a 

p~~ ~ Pefo- ovetinr de-eiant flsor conventionalstai 

nuve basedon r andve mfdiaiample 

cnn avadiretaone survey b drfor survey: 

588 Figure 2.1: Flow diagram for clearance of solid materials (continued)
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3 DATA QUALITY OBJECTIVES

590 The approach used in the Muilti-Agency Radiation Survey and Site Investigation Manual (MARSSIM, 
591 1997) has proven t6 be very useful for designing efficient, objective, and defensible final status surveys 
592 to collect data to support decisions' c6ncerning the release of lands and structures for unrestricted use 
593 according to the criteria established by the Commission's final rule (NRC, 1997). Many of the 
594 improvements in the design of final status surveys using the MARSSIM were achieved through the 
595 extensive use i docuent of the Data Quality Objectives (DQO) Process.  

596 The DQO Process is a systematic plannin tool based on the scientific method hsing a graded approach
597 to ensure'that the level of detail in planning a survey, and the level of effo"rt applied in conducting a 
598 survey are comme n surate with the intended use of the resiilting data and the degree of confidence needed 
599 in the results. This process focuses the'need for data collection on the decisions that will be made using 
600 the data. Data that do not contribute to bette'r decisionmaking are-superfluous. By focusing the surveys 
601 oh the'data needed for a'decision resulting in a sliec'ific action or its alteinative'being chosen leads 
602 naturallW to an efficieit design.  

603 The DQO Process is quite general and'66rtainly can be applied to solid material surveys. Some of the '

604 specific concepts developed for the MARSSIM, such as survey unit classification (Section 4.3), will 
605 continue to be useful iii coiitrolling therelease of solid ma'te'rials. However, surveys of solid materials 
606 and final status surve,'s of" lands and struattres differ in some fundamental ways. The remainder of this 
607 section discusses the DQO Process specifically to examine the quality and quantity of survey data that 
608 may be needed in order to make decisions about releasing solid materials from radiological controls.  

609 3.1 State the Problem 

610 The basic issue is whether solid maierials that may contain contamination from a licensed facility can be 
611 released fromri'adirlogicai "ontrols. To stateIthe problem clearly, the process begins with developing a 
612 conceptual model of any~potential radiological exposure, which identifies (1) any known or expected 
613 locations 6firadioactivity, (2) potential sources of radioactivity, (3) the nature ofthe solid material that, 
614 may contain contamination, (4) whether such radioactivity is likely to be on the surface of the material or 
615 distributed thr6iogh_4 portion of its volume, and (5) potential exposure scenarios for the material. Process 

616 knowledge is very mportantin complleting this step. -.  

617 If solid material hai the potential fo r containing contamination from facility operations, a survey is 
618 generally requ'ired before the maierial m-ay be released from controls. The types and sensitivity of 
619 equipment, procedures, and resources available for measuring any contamination in or on the material., 
620 should be also be addiessed. The regulatory criteria for preventing the release from control of materials 
621 with unacceptable levels of c6ntamination must also be established.. These may be either activity-based 
622 or dose-based:• If the criteria are dose:based, the equivalent criteria in terms of an activity concentration 
623 must be obtained from an approved dose modeling procedure; NUREG-1640 provides an example of a 
624 methodology for converting activity concentration to potential dose.
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625 3.2 Identify the Decision 

626 Following the collection of survey data, a decision is made as to whether the material can be released 
627 from radIological controls. That decision is based on whethe" the survey data" indicate tha't the criterii,,; 
628 established for the prevention of release of materials with unacceptable levels of contamin' ation have 
629 been exceeded. If not, the material ii allowed to be released from radiological controls.  

630 By contrast, if the level of contamination in or on the material exceeds the release critIeria, the material 
631 may not be released from control. However, further actions may be possible. !One course of action may 
632 be to remove radioactivity from the material until the release criteria are met. Another possibility is to 633 abandon release as an option,'and dispose of the material as r'adioactive waste. Figure 3.1 expands stdj, f 
634 in the fl6ov diagram for clearance of solid matenals'(Figure 2.1)'to illustr-ate how the DQO Process might 
635 be applied to the decision of whether to attempt to clear the'material, rather than disposing of it as 636 radioactive waste. The cost of'a survey may exceed the cost'of disposal, even taking into account the 
637 value of the recycled material. For release of materials, it may be important to decide first whether it is' 
638 practical to perfoim a survey. In some cases, this may be a close decision that'rinay require actually 
639 designing the survey. In others, there may be considerations that make it easier to decide one way or the 
640 other. Among these considerations are the radionuclides of concern and how readily they are detected 
641 (Section 4.6), and the iaccessibility of measurement surfaces (Section 4.7). In making these decisions, the 
642 cost of the alternative action-should include the cost of measurements necessarý for waste 
643 characterization and disposal costs. A detailed discussioi of these alternative's is beyond'the scopeof 
644 this'report.  

645 3.3 "' Identify Inpuis to the Decision 

646 Other than the data to be collected, the decision regarding material release is based on certain 
647 information, including (1) the -actual release criterion (Section 4.1), (2) the material in question 
648 (Section 4.2), (3) the radiohiuclides involved (Section 4.3) and (4) their detectability (Section 4.6).  

649 In the MARSSIM, survey unit classification is used to determine the appropriate type of final status 650 survey .to perform, based 6onall of the information on hand about the survey unit.' For surveys bf solid 
651 materials, pro~ess knowledge'(Sec'tion 4.3)'is used'much as an historical site assessment would be io 
652 assist in theclaisification (Section 4.4). There iý a great'advantage to applying',hi syst'em to surveys of • to aplyn thssytr to survey of t 

653 solid materials, in that it allows the survey to focus where it is most needed' In ess'ence, professional 
654 judgment is incorporated wherever possible to eliminate the necessity for overly burdensome or 
655 prescriptive data collectirri: This is a key element in using a graded apjproach to survey design.  

656 Material that has not beendexposed to radioactivity can be classified as "nbn-impacted." Class 3 materials 
657 are notfexkicted to contain'any contalmination. Cla~s 2 materials are' not expected to contain 
658 contamination cbncentrations hi excess of the release c'riteria ovei any portion: Class I material may 
659 contain contamination in excess of the release'criteria over some poitions.
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(f.1) - Is clearance an option for the survey method chosen? (3 2) 
Disposal Ciearranc•e 

S• ' •i " �Application of DCGLs 
" _" . , Determine background 

-Determine MDC 
"MDC<DCGL'

2 Cost of disposal Are there inaccessible areas 

1. Cost of dismantlement 

3 Cost of waste acceptance survey No Is decontamination necess 

Y Yeses 

-2. Cost of decontamination 

Total cost of disposal option " . .  
•(sum of 1,2, 6d 3) -,, .  (smf1,, id3. Cost of clearance survey 

Total cost of clearance oj'tion 
(sum of 1,2, and 3) 

NoI Yes 
cost of disposal option cost of clearane opno 

Perform clearance survey , "':" ." , V• o tion availableOq.--'?, 

I ,a I 

660 Figure 3.1: Example of DQO Process applied to clearance vs. disposal 
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661 An alternative under consideration is a release criterion of zero contamination; that is, any detectable 
662 radioactivity over background would be unacceptable' for release from'radiological controls. In this case, 
663 the distinction between Class I and Class 2 material largely disappears.  

664 As with the MARSSIM surveys, a combination of direct~measurements and scanning is used to ensure 
665 that the average concentration of contamination in the material is within the established criteria and also 
666 to ensure that there are no smaller areas of elevated added activity that may exceed criteria specifically 
667 established for such areas on or in thý solid material. In the MARSSIM, a dose model is used to establish 
668 two sets of criteria through the use of area factors. The derived concentration guideline level (DCGLw) 
669 is the radionuclide concentration across the entire survey unit for which ihe model calculates a dose 
670 equal to the release criterion. The DCGLEMc is the radionuclide concentration within a specified smaller 
671 portion of the survey unit for which the model calculates a dose equal to the release criterion. The ratio 
672 of the DCGLEMC to the DCGLw is called the area factor for the specified area.  

673 In this report, the notation DCGLc is used for the average concentration throughout the solid material 
674 being surveyed that corresponds to the release criterion. Criteria limiting contamination over specified 
675 smaller portions of the surveyed mat&rial' must also be met if such are established. Note however, that 
676 the size and geometrical configuration of the solid material may change significantly from that surveyed 
677 to that of a modeled exposure scenario.  

678 In the typical development of a MARSSIM survey, it is assumed that a statistical sample of 
679 measurements at discrete location' is used to estimate whether the population average concentration of 
680 contamination in a survey unit meets the release criteria. There are cases, however, when scanning 
681 sensitivities are sufficient to detect concentrations below the DCGLw. In such cases, if the data are 
682 logged so that they are quantitative and reproducible, the entire material survey unit (batch) has 
683 essentially been measured and there is no need to estimate the average with a statistical sample. This 
684 case was not specifically discussed in the MARSSIM because instruments capable of such sensitivity 
685 with logging were just becoming available-. When essentially the entire survey unit is measured, the 
686 spatial component of the measurement variable becomes negligible. However, the uncertainty of the 
687 measurement process itself remains.  

688 For surveys of solid materials, it is anticipated that in many cases, scanning sensitivities may be 
689 sufficient to detect and quantify concentrations below the DCGLc. In such cases, provided that the 
690 scanning data are quantitative and reproducible, measurements at discrete locations on the material may 
691 not be needed. Adequate documentation of the scanning results may be sufficient to establish whether 
692 the release criteria have been met.  

693 Conveyorized scanning systems can perform much the same function as scanning with a data logger for 
694 the survey of solid materials. In this case, the survey unit is moved under the instrument rather than 
695 moving the instrument over the survey unit. By contrast, a box or drum counter can measure the entire 
696 "survey unit" or "batch" at once.  

697 In designing surveys of solid materials, a crucial issue is whether measurements and/or samples taken at 
698 discrete locations are necessary. This is emphasized in Figure 2.1 (step h), where different paths are 
699 taken depending on whether the scanning sensitivity is sufficient to detect the DCGLc. It is also 
700 important to determine whether there is a method by which the entire solid survey unit may be measured 
701 at once, in toto. Box, drum, and tool counters have been mentioned as one possibility. In situ gamma 
702 spectrometry is another. These approaches and options are discussed in detail in Section 5 of this report.
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703 3.4- t -Define the Study, Boundaries .  

704 In the MARSSIM,,the size of a survey unit is established to be consistent with the size of the area 
705 assumed in the dose modeling. The same criteria should be used to establish survey unit sizes for solid 
706 materials, if possible, using exposure scenarios such as those described in NUREG-1640. The potential 
707 exposure scenarios can be examined to determine how material is transported through the environment, 
708 industry, and commerce to the point of exposure. This'could identify whether certain critical areas or 
709 volumes require special consideration, or whether homogenization of the material during processing 
710 reduces the importance of such areas or volumes.  

711 In some cases, there may be a more natural connection between the "batch size" of a lot of material and 
712 the type of survey that should be performed., This is discussed at length in Sections4.1, 4.2, and 5. Here, 
713 the reader should simply note that for material that consists of many small regular pieces, a conveyorized 
714 scanning system may be used In this casea batch might be the amount of material within the instrument 
715 field of view. ,If the material consists of a few large irregularly shaped pieces, a batch might be a single 
716 piece that is hand-scanned, or perhaps a few pieces scanned in toto using a box or drum counter, or 
717 measured using an in situ gamma spectrometer.  

719 3.5 Develop a Decision•Rule '. = -.  

719 Section 3.3 discussed three types of survey design, including (1) those in which measurements are made 
720 at discrete points together with scans; (2) those in which scanning alone is sufficiently sensitive, and (3) 
721 those in which the material is measured in toto., , The decision rules are slightly different for each type of 
722 'survey: One decision rule (discussed first) compares the measurement(s) to the DCGLc ,while another 
723 possible decision rule (discussed subsequently) concerns higher concentrations over smallerareas.  

724 When scanning alone is sufficient, the result of the survey is the average of a great many measurements 
725 over the material, far in excess of the number that would be needed to satisfy the requirements of a 
726 statistical design. .,The decision rule is to prevent the release of the solid material from control if the 
727 average concentration exceeds the established criteria.. r .: , I ,,:, i,, ,, -, . , 

728 By contrast, when scanning alone is not sufficiently sensitive, it is necessary to obtain a statistical sample 
729 consisting of direct measurements or laboratory analyses of the material. The decision rule can be 
730 formulated using the same type of hypothesis tests that are used in the MARSSIM, to prevent the release 
731 of the solid material from control if the average concentration exceeds the established criteria. The 
732 parameter of interest is the average of the measurements.. . .• ", , , 

733 In the third case, when a single measurement is made of the material in toto, the decision is based on this 
734 single result rather than the average of several measurements., Decisions of this type, which involve 
735 comparing a single measurement to a limit, are essentially based bn detector sensitivity. The hypothesis 
736 testing framework becomes one of determining the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) of the" 
737 method. If the MDC is less than the DCGLc, the decision rule is to prevent the release of the solid 
738 material from control if the concentration detected exceeds the established criteria.  

739 For the release of materials, then, the fundamental issue is whether the decision rule is to be based on a 
740 single measurement or an average. When the decision rule is based on a single measuremeht, it is 
741 'essentially a detection decision, and the appropriate framework for considering such decision rules is in 
742 the MDC calculations., -.. ' I • I , ' ; , , -
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743 A decision rule concerning smaller areas of elevated contamination requires a natural equivalent to the 
744 DCGLEMC. At minimum, a specific area and area factor must be identified (Section 3.3). For survey 
745 design, a conservative choice would be to assume'an area factor of 1, making the DCGLEMc equal the 
746 DCGLc. This causes no difficulty in the case where the scanning MDC is sufficiently sensitive to detect 
747 the DCGLc, but could essentially preclude the release of Class -1 material in other cases.' Scanning might "• 
748 still be performed, recognizing that there is a risk of missing an area with a concentration between the 
749 DCGLc and the actual scan MDC. How serious a risk this poses depends on the radionuclide, the 
750 material, its potential uses, and, of course, the magni'ude of the scan MDC. This would have to be' 
751 evaluated during the DQO Process (refer t6 examples in Section 5). For Classg 2 material, the scan 
752 sensitivity does not drive the survey design since concentrations in excess of the release criterion are not 
753 expected over any portion of the material. It does, however, underline the importance of correct material 
754 survey unit classification. Judgmental scans (i.e., scans at locations that tlie surveyor deems to be 
755 potentially contaminated) should be performed over a portion of the batch, regardless of the 
756 classification. Investigation levels are defihed as in the MARSSIIM; for'Class 3; iny positive 
757 identification of contamination, and for Class 2 or Class 1, any positive indication of activity above the 
758 release criteria. ' ''' 

759 It may seem, at first, too restrictive to flag any positive indication of activity above the release criterion 
760 in Class I areas. However, this practice can identify any portion of the material that might cause the 
761 overall average to exceed the limit despite the result of the statistical tests. There are also "as low as is 
762 reasonably achievable (ALARA) considerations, which would dictate that the contamination in such 
763 areas must be removed if it is reasonable to do so., Alternatively, that portion of the material could be 
764 segregated and disposed of as waste. This, is another fundamental difference between material clearance 
765 surveys and lands and structures surveys, in that such segregation is much more easily done "on the fly." 
766 Removal of a portion of material is not, likely to be disruptive of a "survey unit," as it would be for lands 
767 and structures, where it may involve earth moving equipment. Of course, for very large pieces of 
768 material or equipment, these advantages will diminish.  

769 An alternative approach is to base the relehse decision solely on an estimate of the dierage concentration 
770 or the estimated total activity (inventory) of the material to be released. This is equivalent to the 
771 assumption that the dose or risk does not depend on the distribution of activity in the material, but only 
772 its total amount. This may be a reasonable assumption when' the materials from many batches are likely 
773 to be mixed during processing. It is less justifiable for equipment that is released for reuse.  

774 When a single measurement is made of the material in toto, it is not possible to detect and distinguish 
775 small areas of elevated activity. That is, the ri-diation from such areas may be detected, but will be 
776 attributed to the overall concentration. However, the calibration of such detectors usually includes some 
777 assumptions about the distribution of activity over the material. The uncertainty analysis of this 
778 calibration should include a discussion of the effect of inhomogeneities in the source distribution on the 
779 data interpretation: This might be used to estimate bounds on the added activity that might exist over 
780 only a portion of the material.
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781 3.6 Specify Limits on Decision Errors 

782 For surveys that involve measurements at discrete locations on the material, several considerations apply 

783 in specifying the limits on decision errors. First, is the form of the null hypothesis., 

784 Null Hypothesis: The contamination in the solid material surveyed exceeds the release criterion., 

785 If an activity limit is specified, the Scenario A hypothesis used in MARSSIM would be appropriate.  
786 The material is assumed to contain an average concentration above the limit. Unless the data cause this 

787 ?hypothesis to be rejected, the material would not be released. A Type I error involves deciding that the, 

788 solid material meets the release criterion when it actually does not. The stirvey would be'designed so that 

789 the probability of a Type I error occurring is limited to an agreed value alpha when the material contains 

790 added activity just at the limit imposed by the release criterion. Th6 probability of a Type I error 

791 decreases as the concentration of added activity increases., A Type I error involves deciding that the.  
792 solid material does not meet the release criterion when it actually does. The probability 6f a Type II error 

793 rate occurring is limited to an agreed value beta when the material contains added activity at a specified 

794 concentration lower than the release criterion, as defined by process knowledge or preliminary surveys 

795 indicating how~much activity is likely to be present. The probability of a Type H error'decreases as the 

796 concentration of added activity decreases. The concentration range between where the Type I error iate 

797 is set (the DCGLc) and where the Type H error rate is set is called the "gray region" because the decision 

798 error rates in that range may be higher. The concentration where the Type H error rate is set is, therefore, 

799 called the "lower bound of the gray region",(LBGR).ý The difference (DCGLc -LBGR) is denoted A.  

800 In this scenario, the burden of proof is on the surveyor to establish that the release criterion is met.  

801 Null Hypothesis:, The solid material surveyed contains no contamination.  

802 It may be that the criterion established for the release of solid material from controls is that there must 'be 

803 no added activity above background. In this case; aforrm of the Scenario B hlipothesis, as developed in 

804 NUREG-1505 (NRC, 1998b), would be used. The material is assumed to contain no added activity.  

805 Unless the data cause this hypothesis to be rejected, the material would be released. The roles of Type I 

806 and Type 1I errors are reversed from those in Scenario A. A Type I error involves decidifig that the solid 

807 material contains contamination when it actually does not. The survey would be'designed so that the , 

808 probability of a Type I error occurring is limited to an agreed value alpha when the -material contains only 

809 background radioactivity., A Type II error involves deciding that the solid material does not contain 
810 contamination when it actually does. The probability of a Type II error rate occurring is limited to an, 

811 agreed value beta when the material contains added activity ata specified concentration. The probability 

812 !of a Type II error decreases as the concentration of added activity increases. The specification of~the ', 

813 Type II error rate at a given concentration is crucial because it dictates how rigorous the survey must be.  

814 It specifies the smallest amount of added activity that would be reliably detected in the survey. It is not 

815 sufficient to declare that there is no added activity detected without specifying precisely the amount that 

816 would have been detected had it been there. The gray region is that between zero added activity 
817 (the LBGR) and the specified minimum detectable contamination concentration, which marks the "upper 

818 bound of the gray region" (UBGR). Note that if the radionuclide in question does not appear in 

819 background and radionuclide-specific measurements are made, any positive measurement would cause 

820 the null hypothesis to be rejected. This is based not on the hypothesis test, but on the fact that added 

821 activity has unambiguously been identified in the material.
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As in the MARSSIM, these hypotheses are tested using a Sign test when the'contamination does not 
appear in background and radionuclide-specific measurements are made. Otherwise, the Wilcoxon Rank 
Sum (WRS) test is used. For both tests and in both of these scenarios, specifying a, 03, and A, together 
with an estimate of the anticipated variability of the measured concentrations over the material, a, 
provides sufficient information to calculate the number of measurements that should be made during the 
survey. , .I 

Material survey approaches based on scanning alone with data logging generally require many more 
measurements than would be required based on hypothesis testing and the determination of statistically 
based sample sizes using specified Type I and II decision errors rates. An alternative way of viewing this 
situation is that the number of measurements is so large that the decision error rates are very small and -.  

the gray region is very narrow., If there is 100-percent coverage of the material, the entire population of 
concentrations has been measured. i In these cases, a formal statistical test is unnecessary and it is 
appropriate to simply compare the measured average concentration to the release limit to determine 
whether it has been met. This is true, provided that there is no bias in the calibration of the instrument or 
method. Specifically, it is important that the calibrations be determined realistically. For example, the 
efficiency of the particular clearance measurement depends on the distribution of the contamination.  
Given that the radionuclide distribution is often non-uniform, it is important to ensure that the uncertainty 
in the efficiency fully considers the contamination variability, and that a conservative estimate of 
efficiency is used in the calibration. 

The above discussion assumes that a set of sample data is being taken in a survey unit in order to base the 
release decision on a rule concerning the average concentration. However, as discussed in Section 3.5, 
the decision rule for surveys conducted with conveyorized scanners or in toto detectors may be of a 
somewhat different form, involving whether or not the concentration estimated for a single batch of 
material exceeds a specified limit. In this case, the decision rule is essentially a detection decision.  
Thus, the development of the decision rule and the specification of limits on decision errors are the same 
as those entering the MDC calculations: NUREG-1505, Rev. 1; Section 2.4, discusses the similarities 
and differences between MARSSIM-like decision rules and MDC calculations.- Both involve specifying 
a gray region and limiting Type I and Type II decision errors. Both can be framed in the context of a 
Scenario A null hypothesis (the material surveyed exceeds the release criterion) or a Scenario B null 
hypothesis (the material surveyed unit does not contain contamination). MDC calculations are usually, 
done for a Scenario B null hypothesis, and the Type I and Type II error rates are set at 0.05.  
Incorporating the estimated uncertainty for the measurement process; usually denoted c, the MDC 
calculation provides the value of the concentration to which the specified Type H error rate applies.
Alternatively, starting with a DCGLc as the concentration at which the Type II rate is set, the MDC 
calculational framework can be used to design the measurement process in the same way that MARSSIM 
surveys are designed., All sources of measurement uncertainty must be carefully considered, including'" 
possible inhomogeneities in the distribution of activity over the material. The entire decision rule and i.  
DQO Process depend on the estimated measurement uncertainty, a, near the detection limit since the 
resulting MDC is typically about 3 or 4 times a. Further guidance on evaluating and expressing 
uncertainty may be found in Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994.



862 3.7 Optimize the Design for Obtaining Data

863 The DQO Process emphasizes a graded approach so that the survey effort is commensurate with the 
864 likelihood that the material contains sufficient contamination that it should remain under radiological 
865 control. The extent of the survey depends on the classification of the material. Process knowledge plays 
866 a crucial role in this classification, and the better documented the use of the material, the more accurate 
867 the classification will be.  

868 The details of material survey designs are discussed in Section 10. Non-impacted material is clean and 
869 requires no survey. Class 3 material is very likely to be clean and usually requires only judgmental scans 
870 over a small portion of the material, in additiori to direct measurements. Class 2 material is nearly clean, 
871 but may require more systematic scanning of 50 percent or more. Class I material will require 
872 systematic scanning of 100 percent of the material.  

873 With sufficient scanning sensitivity, direct measurements are not required. Conveyorized survey 
874 monitors may be able to efficiently scan 100 percent of the material, again without the need for direct 
875 measurements. Measurements of an entire batch of material using in toto techniques in essence combine 
876 the attributes of a direct measurement with a measurement that has some of the attributes of a 
877 100-percent scan.  

878 For cases in which only one in toto measurement is made, the significant source of variability is 
879 measurement error, and the hypothesis test is a detection decision similar to that used in calculating an 
880 MDC, with the exception of the possible reversal of the usual null and alternative hypotheses. However, 
881 the survey should consider the possible effect of source inhomogeneity on the calibration, which will 
882 play the role of spatial variability in this case. Similar considerations will apply for conveyorized 
883 scanning.  

884 For batches of material that require statistical sampling, the variability of concentrations across the batch 
885 may have a significant impact on the number of samples required. Pre-screening and careful 
886 documentation of the prior use of the material can improve the classification, and will also allow 
887 construction of more homogeneous batches. As with the MARSSIM, the number of samples depends on 
888 the variability of activity within a survey unit, not the size of the survey unit. A few large items with 
889 similar activity could make a Class 2 batch, while one large item with spotty contamination might have to 
890 be treated separately as a Class 1 batch requiring more samples.  

891 When realistically calculated scanning MDCs are below the DCGLc, clearance surveys based on simple 
892 detection decisions are usually most efficient to segregate any material above the DCGLc for either 
893 cleaning or disposal. Issues of survey unit size and elevated measurements become largely irrelevant.  
894 However, the defensibility of such surveys rests entirely on how carefully the MDCs are calculated.  

895 The relationship between MDCs, minimum quantifiable concentrations (MQCs), and the calculation of 
896 combined standard measurement uncertainties is being actively investigated by international standards 
897 groups. See for example, ISO, 1995, 1997, 2000a, and 2000b, as well as IUPAC, 1995.
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898 4 SURVEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS a 

899 This section addresses specific areas of consideration common to radiological surveys for 
900 controlling release of solid materials., The topics discussed include release guidelines and their 
901 application, the nature of solid materials being consideied for release, process knowle'dg'eused to classify 
902 materials based on their potential for contamination, the measurability of contamination, and inaccessible 
903 areas. These topics should be addressed during the planning stages of radiological surveys foi solid 
904 materials. 

905 4.1 Release Guidelines 

906 Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 introduce the various forms of release guidelines, and then'discuss the related 
907 'averaging conditions and survey unit considerations..

908 4.1.1 Forms of Release Guidelines a , 

909 Release guidelines can either take the form of activity concentrations or be based on the potential dose to 
910 an individual. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.86 (AEC, 1974) provides an example of surface-based 
911 guidelines, which are generally based on the detection capabilities of commercially available survey 
912 instruments. Table 4.1 provides the RG 1.86 surface activity guidelines and conditions for 
913 implementation, and is reproduced here to provide historical perspective on clearance criteria.  
914 Removable surface activity guidelines are 20 percent of the average surface6 activity guidelines for each 
915 grouping.  

916 Table 4.1: Regulatory Guide 1.86 surface activity guidelines , ,

''"•Tverage Total Maximum 2 

"Radionuclide SurfacActivity in 1 m2  Suiface Activity ifi 100 cm 
(dpm!100 cm2) 2 (dpm/100 cm2j 2 

U-nat, 2 35U, 238U and associated decay 5 
products 5,000 a 15,000 a 

Transuranics, 226Ra, 228Ra, 23ITh, 2STla a , - 0 
2 3 1pa, 

2 27 Ac, 1251, 1291 a100 -, ," 300 

Th-nat, 232Th, 'Sr, 223Ra, 224Ra, 232U, 1261 , '' 

1311, 1331 - , " 1,000 -" 3,000 

Beta-gammi emitters (nuclides with '., i. a . . ,- .. , a 

'decay modes other than alpha- emission or -5 0 0-" 

spontaiedusfission) except 9"Sr and -5,0. 15, 

others noted above a,. ,(, .' - .

)r ,

2The maximum surface activity guidelines (which are three times the average guidelines) in RG 1.86 
effectively provide for an area factor of 3 for 100-cm2 areas.
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928 The application of the surface activity guidelines shown Table 4.1 requires some explanation. First, it is 
929 important to understand that surface activity levels may be averaged over 1 m2, but no surface activity 
930 levels can exceed the maximum surface activity specified for a 100-cm2 area. Hence, RG 1.86 provides 
931 release criteria for surface activity, as well as averaging conditions for the application of those criteria.  
932 Also note that RG 1.86 does not include volumetric release criteria. The standards were to be dose
933 based; hence, the release criteria should include the dose criterion upon which to base the DCGLc 
934 (clearance DCGL), as well as any necessary conditions for the implementation of the DCGLc. For 
935 example, any limits on the area or volume averaging of solid materials should be clearly expressed.  
936 Restrictions on the averaging area or volume of solid materials will necessarily impact the material 
937 survey unit or batch size.  

938 Draft NUREG-1640 (NRC; 1999), "Radiological Assessments for Clearance of Equipment and Materials 
939 from Nuclear Facilities," considers both reuse and recycle scenarios,ý and was written to provide a method 
940 for converting a dose criterion to a concentration that can be measured on equipment and materials.  
941 NUREG- 1640 contains dose factors for a number of different metals and concrete for many 
942 radionuclides, and these dose factors address contamination both surficially on equipment and 
943 volumetrically in scrap materials. The dose factors are normalized and are expressed in units of annual 
944 dose per unit of radioactivity (e.g., in pSv/y per Bq/g or mrem/y per pCi/g).  

945 4.1.2 Release Guidelines - Averaging Conditions and Survey, Unit Considerations 

946 As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the regulatory criteria for preventing the release from control of materials 
947 with unacceptable levels of contamination may be either activity- or dose-based. Regulatory Guide 1.86 
948 is an example of the former, while draft NUREG-1640 provides an example of a dose-based approach for 
949 calculating activity concentrations that equate to the release criterion. Furthermore, in the case of dose
950 based criteria, it is possible that area or volume factors will be determined. Area and volume factors, as 
951 derived from dose modeling, can be used to determine maximum limits on activity concentrations greater 
952 than the DCGLc that could exist in smaller" surface ar'eas (or volumes) than those modeled to derive the 
953 DCGLc, and still demonstrate compliance with the dose criteria. Therefore, th6 radiological survey 
954 approaches discussed herein should address both the average contamination in the survey unit, as well as 
955 the contamination that may be present in smaller areas and volumes within the survey unit.  

956 One of the technical challenges is defining a "survey unit" for clearance surveys of materials. The 
957 material survey unit (or batch) concept is at the core of statistical designs for release surveys. In the 
958 MARSSIM, the survey unit represents a specific land area or building surface area. For clearance of 
959 solid materials, the survey unit may consist of equipment surface area, volume of bulk material (soil or 
960 rubblized concrete), number of small items, lengths of pipe, etc. Like the survey unit concept in the 
961 MARSSIM, any relationship between the survey unit size (i.e., batch size) and the modeling input used to 
962 establish the DCGLc should be adhered to. Thus, the definition of a material survey unit (or batch) for 
963 solid materials released using a conveyorized survey monitor (CSM) may relate to the amount of material 
964 scanned as it passes under the detector(s) for a specified observation interval and given belt speed. Based 
965 on the material's classification, 10 to 100 percent of the material might be selected for analysis on the 
966 CSM.- Another example might include a few large pieces of equipment. In this case, the survey unit 
967 might consist of the entire piece itself, such as a large electrical panel. Therefore, material survey unit 
968 selection is ultimately based on the DQO Process, consistent with the nature of the material, the 
969 clearance survey technique selected, and the material's potential for contamination.
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970 4.2 Solid Materials 

971 This section discusses the physical nature of the solid materials being cleared: The physical nature of the 

972 material refers to attributes such as the size of the material and composition (or homogeneity) of the 

973 material, and it directly impacts the handling issues, as well as the selection of the clearance survey 

974 approach. For example, large, discrete pieces of metal can be surveyed using conventional hand-held 
975 survey instruments, while peanut-sized pieces of copper chop are perhaps best'surveyed using a 

976 conveyorized survey monitor or via laboratory ahalyses. .These smaller solid materials consisting of 

977 many small regular pieces are best handled and released as bulk material, perhaps using a conveyorized 

978 survey monitor or an in toto clearance technique. By contrast, a concrete slab may be released on the 

979 -basis of a surface scan using a large-area gas proportional detector,jas compared to rubblized concrete

980 which is cleared on the basis of a number of representative samples analyzed in a laboratory.

981 Therefore, it may be appropriate to consider solid materials'as being comprised of (1) many small regular 

982 pieces,' (2) individual, large pieces of equipment and metal, or (3) medium-sized items and materials that 

983 fit on a pallet (e.g., perhaps 10 to 100 pieces of cut pipe, fan blades, etc.). Figures 4.1 through 4.6 

984 provide photographic examples of typical solid materials being offered for release.  

985 It may be advantageous for the material to be processed before being surveyed. Solid materials that can 

986 be made homogenous via melting, chopping, cutting, etc. are more easily surveyed. For example, copper 

987 wire can be surveyed with hand-held survey instruments, but it can be more effectively surveyed using a 

988 CSM if the wire is chopped into small pieces. Similarly, material processing might include cleaning '- ý "I 

989 techniques (e.g., grit blasting, melting), which can homogenize and reduce the material's contamination 

990 potential. , - 5 

991 Addressing inaccessible areas (Section 4.7) is another important issue that impacts the decision of

992 whether to clear the material. If material preparation activities include dismantling (i.e., cutting, 

993 disassembly) or use of specialized survey instruments to gain access to inaccessible areas,-it may be 

994 deemed too expensive to survey and release the material. In such situations, disposal may be a more 

995 appropriate option. ,,.. .  

996 This section provides a number of material examples that address the design of clearance surveys for 

997 solid materials. Each of the following solid materials is described in terms of its composition, weight, 
998 material survey unit dimensions, and estimated percent of inaccessible areas.  

999 Concrete rubble consists of crushed concrete ofa soil-like consistency from the demolition of buildings 

1000 and structures. The reinforcing steel rebar has been removedfrom the concrete'rubble.: The primary 

1001 assessment techniques include laboratory analysis of a statistically determined number of representative 

1002 samples and surface scans, or use of a CSM. The total surface area of the crushed concrete when spread 

1003 out to a height of 15 cm (to facilitate scanning) is about 50 mi. This survey unit is assumed to have no 

1004 inaccessible areas. I ... ..t I" * -,• . .' 

1005 A concrete slab consists of 30-cm thick medium density concrete (2.4 g/cm3), with surface dimensions 

1006 of 1.2 m byA.8 mi.: The primary assessment technique is surface activitymeasurements, perhaps with the 

1007 number of measurements statistically determined; and surface scans. This survey unit is assumed to have 

1008 -no inaccessible areas and only to have contamination surficially. -If volumetric contamination is 

1009 expected, alternative clearance survey techniques, such as concrete core samples, are warranted.
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1010 Small-bore pipe (<6 cm diameter) from piping systems and electrical conduit is assumed to be sectioned 
1011 into 1.2-m to 1.8-m lengths. It is assumed that conventional survey instrumentation cannot access the 
1012 pipe interiors. For Class 2 and 3 survey units-so classified because the pipe interiors are very unlikely 
1013 to have contamination-the primary assessment technique is surface activity measurements of pipe , 
1014 exteriors, with a number of smears from the pipe interiors, and surface scans. Class 1 survey units should 
1015 be fully surveyed inside-so either the pipe must be cut open or specialty survey equipment employed.  
1016 It may also be possible to evaluate the cut pipe using a CSM or in situ gamma spectrometer. The surface 
1017 area for pipe section exteriors per survey unit is 17 m2 (based on a pipe diameter of 6 cm and 1.5-m 
1018 lengths).  

1019 Large-bore pipe (>6 cm diameter) from piping systems is assumed to be sectioned into 1.2-m to 1.8-m 
1020 lengths. It is assumed that conventional survey instrumentation can access the pipe interiors. Therefore, 
1021 this survey unit is assumed to have no inaccessible areas. The primary assessment technique is surface 
1022 activity measurements of pipe interiors and exteriors, and surface scans. The surface area for pipe 
1023 section interiors and exteriors per survey unit is 72 m2 (based on a pipe diameter of 30 cm and 1.5-m 
1024 lengths).  

1025 Structural steel consists of light and heavy gauge steel that may require sizing to fit on a pallet (1.2-m to 
1026 1.8-m lengths). The structural steel may consist of I-beams, structural members, decking, ductwork, 
1027 tanks, and other containers. This survey unit is assumed to have no inaccessible areas. The primary 
1028 assessment technique is surface activity measurements, with the number of measurements statistically 
1029 determined, and surface scans. In toto clearance techniques may also be useful to assess structural steel.  

1030 Copper wire consists of insulated and non-insulated wire (0.6 cm or larger), copper windings, and bus
1031 bars. It is assumed that this amount of copper weighs 0.75 tons. The primary assessment technique is 
1032 surface activity measurements, with the number of measurements statistically defermined, and surface 
1033 scans. In toto clearance techniques may also be useful to assess copper wire. This survey unit is 
1034 assumed to have no inaccessible areas.  

1035 Copper ingots (bulk) consist of size-reduced pieces of copper and ingots. The primary assessment 
1036 technique is laboratory analysis of a statistically determined number of representative samples and 
1037 surface scans, or use of a CSM.' The total surface area of the bulk copper when spread out to a height of 
1038 5 cm is about 15 m2 . This survey unit is assumed to have no inaccessible areas.  

1039 Soil includes materials that are soil-like, consisting of a finely divided mesh. The primary assessment 
1040 technique is laboratory analysis of a statistically determined numberof representative samples and 
1041 surface scans. Other clearance survey techniques that might be employed include use of a CSM or 
1042 in toto techniques. The total surface area of the soil when spread out to a height of 15 cm (to facilitate 
1043 scanning) is about 50 m2., This survey unit is assumed to have no inaccessible areas.  

1044 Large items for reuse include transformers, specialty equipment (e.g., lathes), electrical panels, and 
1045 other complete systems. These materials are assumed to require some amount of disassembly to allow 
1046 access to interior surfaces, but consideration must be given to the fact that these items are valued for their 
1047 function, so cutting is usually not an option. The nominal weight of a large item is 1.5 tons. The primary 
1048 assessment technique is surface activity measurements, with the number of measurements statistically 
1049 determined, and surface scans. In toto clearance techniques may also be useful to assess large items for 
1050 reuse.
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1051 Scrap metal pile consists of miscellaneous mixed metals with no common configuration. The scrap may 

1052 require sizing to fit on a pallet. The nominal weight of the material on a pallet is assumed to be 1 ton.  

1053 The primary assessment technique is surface activity measurements, with the number of measurements 

1054 statistically determined, and surface scans. 'In toto'clearance survey techniques might also prove useful.  

1055 The totil surface area of the scrap metal pile is assumed to be about 10 m2. This survey unit is assumed 

1056 to have no inaccessible areas.  

1057 Scrap equipment and small items for reuse include small pumps, motors, harid tools, power tools, 

1058 scaffolding, and the like. These materials are often associated with operational releases and are assumed 

1059 to require some amount of disassembly'to allow access to interior surfaces. The nominal weight of the 

1060 material on a pallet is assumed to be 1.5 tons. The primary assessment technique is surface activity 

1061 measurements, with the number of measurements statistically determined, and surface scans. Both 

1062 in toto and CSM clearance survey techniques might be used to release scrap equipment.  

1063 As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, survey units should be selected based on the DQO Process, consistent 

1064 with the nature of the material, the clearance survey technique selected, the material's potential for 

1065 contamination, and considering any relationship between the survey unit size (i.e., batch size) and the 

1066 modeling input used to establish the DCGLc. Table 4.2 provides typical survey unit sizes.  

1067 Table 4.2: Typical material survey unit sizes

Solid Materials Examples Survey Unit Sizes 

Bulk materials soil, concrete rubble, 1 to 7.5 m3 

copper ingots' (smaller for CSMs) 

Few, large pieces of concrete slabs, large items item itself 

equipment and material 

Small items on a pallet- small- and large-bore pipe sections, 10 to 100 m2 

structural steel, equipment, 
scrap metal, copper wire 

"a. *. 2, '. • .
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Figure 4.1: Concrete slabs staged for clearance surveys
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Figure 4.2: Containers of copper chop 
(recently surveyed using the conveyorized survey monitor) 
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1078 

1079 Figure 4.3: Transformer being surveyed for reuse 

1080 

1081 Figure 4.4: Scrap equipment (rotors) that may need disassembly prior to release
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1082 

1083 Figure 4.5: Scrap metal piles being prepared for survey 

1084 

1085 Figure 4.6: Large-bore piping that has been sectioned to permit release surveys
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1086 4.3 Process KnoWledgeaxid Characterization V' I" : 

1087 The release of solid materials can occur during both normal operations and decommissioning of a' ' 

1088 facility. Releases that occur during operations typically involve smaller quantities of materials than those 

1089 that occur during facility decommissioning, and the materials' potential for-having contamination is 

1090 usuallybetter known for operational releases than for decommissioning releases since the materials' 

1091 origin is more certain. -Regardless of when the materials are offered for release, process knowledge 

1092 - concerning the solid material is critical. -In fact~it may be worthwhile to use the DQO Process to develop 

1093 the materials' process knowledge. The following section identifies inputs that are relevant to any 

1094 material release decisions involving process knowledge.  

1095 .3.1 Evaluating a Solid Material's Contamination Potential 

1096 One of the first steps in the clearance process is to use process knowledge to determine whether licensed 

1097 operations impacted (containinated) th6 solid mate'rial`.'Ope'iational surveys are expected to provide 

1098 inforimatioi. supporting the classificati'oh, 'decisi-ns .discussed in the next section. Process knowledge is 

1099 obtained through a reView of the operations conducted in facilities wherie materials may have been 

1100 located and the'processes in which the nMaterials ihay have been irivolve'd. This inforriation is used to 
1101 evaluate whether the solid'mhaterial (su~h as'structural 'steel,-ventilation duct-vork, or process piping) may 

1102 have been in direct contact with radioactive materials by design. Peviewvs should also'include 

1103 operational records to evaluate whether spills, fires, and/or airborne or similar releases occurred that may 

1104 have resulted in material contamination. The records-r•view shoiild h also include siirvey data that may 

1105 indicate the lresence of contairaination. , 

1106 In some instances, process knowledge may not be available for the solid material being considered for 
1107 clearance. For example, consider'ari 6otdobr material stag ing area, where 'various pieces f orusty 

1108 equipment and meta'l hlave ac'c~u~mulated oier the years. The origin of these solid miterials is uniknown.  

1109 In this case, it is particularly important to perform ch•racterizýtion iurveys of t' °raterials'to establish 

1110 their contamination potential and the radionuclide identity of the contamination on these solid materials.  

1111 Furthermore, surveys are useful to validate the material's process knowledge, everi whenthe solid 

1112 material has a well-documented history.  

1113 After reviewing the material's process knowledge and completing the characterization, an initial 

1114 classification is performed. The selection 6f miaterial classification should be based on the process 

1115 knowledge, as well as previous operational records and sulrvey data, to establish the potential for solid 

1116 materials to have contamination. This may include considering thefunction and use of the material, 

1117 location(s) where the material was used, determinations'asý to whether previous surveys were performed 

1118 to supplement the process knowledge, and whether there is a potential for internal contamination and 

1119 how it affects the classification. Additionally, the potential for the hnaterials to have been exposed to a 

1120 neutron fluence resulting in the formation of long-lived activationýpioducts should be evaluated.  

1121 Materials that have never been in a radiological area are typically classified as non-impacted. For 

1122 example, virgin steel I-beams that resulted from the demolition of an office building that was located 

1123 outside of control areas and had never housed radiological activitiesý of any type would beý classified as 

1124 non-impacted. Impacted solid materials are those items that were, at any period in time, stored or used 

1125 within a radiological area. These items could have contamination and, therefore, require further 

1126 evaluation before they may be considered for release.
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1127 The contamination potential of the solid material is used to further classify the material as either Class 1, 
1128 2, or 3 (Section 4.4). The specific classification will assist in defining the survey approach prior to 
1129 release. Those materials having the highest potential for contamination would receive the greatest 
1130 clearance survey effort.  

1131 Solid materials are classified as Class 1, 2, or 3 based on the contamihation potential of the material.  
1132 The specific classification dictates the required rigor of the clearance survey.  

1133 4.3.2 Evaluating the Nature of Contamination 
I.  

1134 Process knowledge can also be used to determine the nature of contamination (i.e., the identity, extent, 1135 and location of the radionuclide contamination'on the solid material). The type of facility from which the 
1136 materials originated is an important factor. For example, if the solid materials came from a nuclear 1137 power reactor, the likely radioactivity includes fission and activation products; if the materials were from 
1138 a gaseous diffusion'plant, the radioaciivity mr'ay include enriclied uranium and 99Tc..:- A number of studies 
1139 have investigited screening (release/clearance) level's for'key radionuclides asoci'ated with clearance 
1140 (IAEA 1996, Hill 1995, NRC 1999, ANSI 1999); Rhther than develop anew: list or augment existing 
1141 lists, this section focuses on a few important radionuclides to explore specific issues related to their 1142 presence and detection in solid materials.-' 

1143 The radionuclide mixtures for each facility type'(or industry category) should be known in order to 
1144 effectively design the clearan6e'survey." The s'pecific'facility type provides a general indication of the, 1145 expected radionuclides. Short-lived radionuclides (i.e., half-lives from less than a day to several mbnths) 
1146 that may be associated with a particular facility are not shown. It is necessary to account for the potential 
1147 presence of short-lived i'adionuclides, which may, include justification that the'radion6zclides are n6o a 
1148 concern because of their expecied c6ntamination levels considering radioactivedecay. Common 
1149 radionuclides at various types of facilities are as follows: I 

1150 Nuclear Power Reactor loCo 
1151 '37Cs 
1152 63Ni 
1153 55Fe 
1154 fission and activation products 
1155 transuranics" 
1156 
1157 Fuel Fabrication Facility enriched uranium 

1158 Sealed Source Facility, 24 'Am 
1159 loCo 
1160 137Cs 
1161 9°Sr 

1162 Broad R&D Facility 3H 
1163 14c
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Transuranic Facility - 24'Am ..  
, ;. .-. ,-23 Spu 

'238pu1 

Gaseous Diffusion Plant "' -
99Tc 
enriched uranium *•' 
transuranics

1164 
1165 
1166 

1167 
1168 
1169 

1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 

1174 

1175 
1176 
1177 
1178 
1179 
1180 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 
1185 
1186 

1187 
1188 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1192 
1193 
1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205

Rare Earth Faci

y

'acility 238U 
,. • ~230Th, .  

226Ra 

progeny' 

ility Thorium'

Scoping and characterization surveys would likely be perforimed, and may include field measurements 

and sample collection with laboratory analysis, t6 identify the specific radionuclides that are present and 

their radiation characteristics. Identification of radionuclides is generally performed through laboratory 

analyses; such as alpha and gamma spectrometry, and other radionuclide-specific analyses:' For instance, 

the radionuclide mixture of contamination on solid materials that originate from a power reactor facility 

may be assessed by collecting representative samples, and performing gamma spectrometry analyses to 

determine the relative fractions'of activation and fission products present. Radionuclide analyses are also 

used to determine the relative ratios am6ng the identified radionuclides, as well as to provide information 

on the isotopic ratios and percent equilibrium status for common radionuclides like uranium and thorium 

-decay series. This information is useful in establishing and applying the DCGLc for the material being 

released. Table A.4 in Appendix-A provides information on radionuclide characteristics and lists some 

standard methods for detecting their radiations.  

It is useful to consider the possible contamination scenarios associated with the radionuclide(s) of 

concern. Radionuclides that can be connected to a specific function in a power reactor or gaseous 

diffusion plant, for example, will have a very specific contamination pattern or scenario based on the 

materials and processes involved. For example, "Fe and `4Mn are activation-corrosion products, which 

can be found in irradiated metals from reactors (e.g., core shrouds, support'plates,; and core barrels), but it 

is unlikely that facilities would be attempting to clean (if possible) and release these materials. The more 

likely scenario involves materials that are associated with items that are not typically linked with any, 

process that would expose them to radiation (e.g., neutrons) or radionuclides. Such items include 

structural materials (e.g., wood and steel), tools, pipework, heating and ventilation ductwork, and office 

equipment. Contamination found on these materials is most likely a result of the inadvertent movement 

of radionuclides by personnel and circulating air. However, it is clear in the case of reactor facilities that 

the radionuclides 60 Co, "Fe, 63Ni and `4Mn are associated with steel.-,,Tritium (3H) is the most mobile and 

is usually in the form of tritiated water when released. This means it can penetrate porous materials 

(such as concrete and wood) and form oxide layers on metals. In general, soluble radionuclides can 

penetrate porous materials'to create contamination at depth. They can also become airborne and be 

transported by air currents to remote and inaccessible areas. Fine particles created by machining" 

operations can become airborne and be deposited in cracks and on horizontal surfaces. ,With the 

exception of the corrosion-activation products, most of the contamination will reside on surfaces of 

various materials.
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1206 To summarize, the nature of contamination on solid material can be described in terms of its distribution 
1207 on the material. For example, the contamination distribution on most items and materials is generally 
1208 spotty, although some materials (particularly those that were designedto have intimate contact with 
1209 radioactivity) exhibit a more uniform contamination distribution. This is an important consideration 
1210 when selecting the clearance survey, approach. Scanning is the preferred clearance survey methodology, 
1211 precisely for its ability to detect the predominantly spotty contamination on solid materials.  

1212 4.4 Classification 

1213 All materials can be divided into two types-non-impacted and impacted. Non-impacted solid materials 
1214 have no contamination potential based on process history, while impacted solid materials have some 
1215 contamination potential based on operations and process knowledge. Impacted materials are further 
1216 subdivided into three classes based on the materials' known contamination levels or contamination 
1217 potential, as outlined in the following subsections.  

1218 The classification of solid materials is used to determine the clearance survey coverage for that material.  
1219 The basic philosophy is that the greater the'potential for, the material to have contamination, the greater 
1220 the clearance survey effort. This is the philosophy in the MARSSIM, as well. The solid material 
1221 classification will specify, for example; how much metal scrap on a pallet must be surveyed, or what 
1222 fraction of soil must be processed through a conveyorized survey monitor.  

1223 Improper classification of materials has serious implications, particularly when it leads to the release of 
1224 materials with contamination in excess of clearance criteria. For example, if materials are mistakenly 
1225 thought to have a very low potential for having contamination; these materials will be subjected to a 
1226 minimal survey rigor. This misclassification results in a higher potential for releasing materials in error.  
1227 To minimize these potential errors, investigation levels should be established and implemented to 
1228 indicate when additional investigations are necessary. For example, a measurement that exceeds an 
1229 appropriately set investigation level may indicate that the material survey unit has been improperly 
1230 classified.  

1231 4.4.1 Class 1 Solid Materials.  

1232 Class 1 solid materials are those materials that have (or had) a potential for contamination (based on 
1233 process knowledge) or known contamination (based on previous surveys) above the release criterion 
1234 (DCGLc): These solid materials include materials that comprise processing equipment or components 
1235 that may have been affected by a spill or airborne release.  

1236 Basically, Class 1 solid materials are those materials that were in direct contact with radioactive 
1237 materials during the operations of the facility or may have become activated. Additionally, solid 
1238 materials that have been cleaned-to remove contamination are generally considered to be Class 1.  
1239 An 6xception may be considered if there are no inaccessible areas and any contamination is readily 
1240 removable using cleaning techniques. Examples of such methods may include vacuuming, wipe downs, 
1241 or chemical etching that confidently remove all contamination such that surface activity levels would be 
1242 less than the release criteria. Documented process knowledge of these cleaning methods should be 
1243 provided to justify this exception to the cognizant regulatory authorities.
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1244 4.4.2 Class 2 Solid Materials 

1245 Class' 2 olid te aare~those materials that have (or had) a potential for or known contamination, but 
1246 arIe not expected to hav'e concentrations above the r'elease criteria. :These materials include those items 

1247 that are within radiologically posted areas, but are not expected to have contamination. This class of 
1248 materials might consist of electrical panels, water pipe, conduit, ventilation ductwork, structural steel, 
1249 and other materials that might have come in contact with radioactive materials.  

1250 Any Class 2 solid materials that exceed the release criteria, based on previous surveys, should be 
1251 reclassified as Class I for clearance surveys. For items of unknown or questionable origin, scoping 
1252 surveys should be performed to determine whether residual surface contamination ii p'resent. Provided 
1253 that no activity is identified, the minimum classification for such materials should be Class 2.  

1254 4.4.3 Class 3 Solid Materials 

1255 Class 3 solid materials are those materials that either are not expected to contain any contamination, or 
1256 are expected to contain-contamination less than some small specified fraction of the release criteria based 
1257 on process knowledge or previous surveys. Any solid materials that exceed the specified fraction of the 
1258 release criteria, from previous surveys, should be reclassified as Class 2 for clearance surveys.  
1259 Additionally, if the historical assessment data are insufficient to clearly document that an item or area is 
1260 non-impacted, the minimum classification for such materials would be Class 3.  

1261 4.5 Application of Release Guidelines 

1262 Section 4.1 discussed release guidelines for clearance and the concept of the derived concentration 
1263 guideline limit for clearance (DCGLc) based on dose factors, such as from NUREG-1640. This section 
1264 addresses how individual DCGLs for clearance can'be combined and applied when more than one 
1265 radionuclide is potentially present. Options may include the use of gross activity DCGLs for surface 
1266 activitycompliance and use of surrogate measurements or the unity rule for volume activity compliance.  

1267 Regardless of the option used to.modify the DCGLs to account for multiple radionuclides, it is necessary 
1268 to identify the potential radionuclides,,as well as the relative ratios of these radionuclides, if a relative 
1269 ratio indeed exists. Section 4.3.2 discusses the approach for determining the nature of thý contamination, 
1270 as well as calculating the relative ratios among the multiple radionuclides and state of equilibrium for 
1271 decay series radionuclides.- . A , 

1272 4.5.1 Surface Activity Assessment wý'hen Multiple Radionuclides are Present 17 4.. SuacAciiy Assesmen A A. . " A A A 

1273 Surface activity DCGLs for clearance apply to the total surface activity level., For cases in which the 
1274 surface contamination is entirely attributable to one radionuclide, the DCGLc for that radionuclide is 
1275 used for comparison to clearance data. The clearance data may be obtained from direct measurements of 
1276 surface activity, scanning with data logging, CSM surveys, etc.
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1277 For situations in which multiple radionuclides with their own DCGLs are present, a gross activity 
1278 DCGLc can be developed. This approach enables field measurement of gross activity (using static direct 
1279 meaisurements or scais); rather thani'determinationA of individual radi6nuclide activity, for comparison to 
1280 the DCGLc. The gross acii'vity DCGL for surfaces with multiple radiointiclicdes is calculated as follows: 

1281 (1) Determine the relative fraction (J) of the ittal activity cdntribuied by the'i'adionuclide.  
1282 (2) Obtain the DCGLc for'each radionuclide present.  
1283 (3) Substitute the values off and DCGLc in the following equation.  

Gross Activity DCGL = 

DCGL, DCGL2 

1284 For example, assume that 40 perceni 6f the total surface activitywas'contriluted by a radionuclide with a 
1285 DCGE.c of 1.4 Bq/cmr(8,300 dpml100 cin2); 40 percent by a iadi6nu'clide' with a DCGLc of 0.3 B1l/cm2 
1286 (1,700 djbm/100 cm2); and 20 percent by a radionuclide with a DCGLc of 0. lBq/cm2 (830 dpm/l00'cm2).  
1287 Using the above equation, 

Gross Activity DCGLC 1 
0.40 0.40 0.20 

1.4 0.3 0.1 

1288 = 0.3 Bq/cm2 (1,900 dpm/100 cm2) 

1289 Note that the above equation may not work for sites that exhibit surface contamination from multiple 
1290 radionuclides having unknown or highly variable concentrations of radionuclides throughout the site.  
1291 In these situations, the best approach may be to select the most conservative surface activity DCGL from 
1292 the mixture of radionuclides p&resent. 'If the mixture contains radionuiclides th'af cannot be measured using 
1293 field gurvey'equipment,1 such as 'H or "Fe, laboratory analyses of solid materials may be necessary. ; 
1294 " t ; -, I,, 
1295 Meeting with surface activity DCGLs f6i radionuclides of a decay seiies (e.g., radium, thorium, and 
1296 uranium) that emit both alpha and beta radiation may be demonstrated by assessing alpha, beta, or both 
1297 radiations. However, relying on the use of alpha surface activity measurements often proves problematic 
1298 because of the highly variable level of alpha attenuation by roughIporous, and dusty surfaces. Beta 
1299 measurements typically provide a more accurate assessment of thorium and uranium contamination on 
1300 most b'uilding surfaces because surface conditions'c6ise significantly less attenuation of beta particles 
1301 thari alpha particles. Beta measurements, therefore, may provide 'a more accuratý determination of 
1302 surface activity than alpha 'neasurerhents.
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1303 
1304 
1305 
1306 
1307 
1308 

1309 
1310 
1311 
1312 
1313 
1314 
1315 
1316 

1317 

1318 

1319 

1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1328 
1329 
1330 
1331

Radionuclide 

232Th 
228Ra 
22BAc 
228 Th 
224Ra 
220RN 
216po 
212Pb 
212Bi 
212Bi 
212po 
208TI

Average Energy 
(keV) 
alpha 

7.2 keV beta 
377 keV beta 

alpha 
alpha 
alpha 

,alpha 
102 keV beta 
770 keV beta 

alpha 
alpha 

557 keV beta

Fraction Instrument Surface Weighted

1 
1 
1 

0.64 
0.36 
0.64 

.,0.36

Efficiency Effic 
",", 0.40 °:. .. 0.  

0 
0.54 0.  
0.40 0.  
0.40 0.  

"-0 40 0.  
--- 0.400.  
.'40 0 0.  

0.66 0.  
0.40 0.  
0.40 0.  
0.58, 0.

ieficy -Efficiency 
25 0.1 _ 
0 0 
50 0.27 '" 

25 0.1 
25 0.1.  

25 0.1 
25 0.1 
25 0.1 
50 0.211 
25 0.036 
25 0.064 
50 . 0.104 

Total efficiency = 
- , •.... -- 1.29-

4.5.2 Volume Activity Assessment when Multiple Radionuclides are Present 

Typically, DCGLs correspond to a release criterion (e.g., a regulatory limit) in terms of dose or risk.  

However, in the presence of multiple radioniuclides, the'total of the DCGLs for all radionuclides could 

exceed the release criterion. In this case, the individual DCGLs would need to be adjusted to account for 

the presence of multiple radionuclides contributing to the total dose. One method for adjusting the 

DCGLs is to modify the assumptions made during exposure pathway modeling to account for multiple 

radionuclides.,,The surrogate measurements discussed in'this section describe another method for 

adjusting the DCGL to account for multiple radionuclides when radionuclide-specific laboratory analyses 

of media samples or in toto measurements are performed. -Other methods include the use of the unity rule 

and development of a gross activity DCGL for surface activity to adjust the individual radionuclide 

DCGLs. -. I1 ~ '
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The relationship of beta and alpha emissions from decay chains or various enrichments of uranium 
should be considered when determining the surface activity for comparison with the DCGLý'values.  
When the initial member of a decay series has a long half-life, the radioactivity associated with the 

subsequent members of the series will increase at a rate determined by the individual half-lives until all 

members of the decay chain are present-at activity levels 2•qual to-the ictivity of the parent.  
This condition is known as secular equilibrium.  

Consider an example in which the radionuclide of concern is 232Th, and all of the progeny are in secular 

equilibrium. Assume that a gas proportional detector will be used for surface activity measurements.  

The detector's efficiency is dependent upon the radi6nuclide mixture measured and the calibration source 

area (greater than 100 cm2 area calibration sources are recommended). The 232Th efficiency is calculated 

by weighting the individual efficiencies from each of the radionuclideý present (see Table 4.3). -This 

value is greater than 100 percent because of all of the progeny that are assumed to be in equilibrium with 

the 232Th. It is important to recognize that if the DCGLý for 232Th includes the entire 32 Th decay series, 

the total efficiency for 232Th must account for all of the radiations iri the decay series.  

Table 4.3: Detector efficiency for the rare earth facility 

(232Th in complete equilibrium with its progeny) using a gas proportional detector

1332 

1333 
1334 
1335 
1336 
1337 
1338 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1342
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1343 The unity rule, represented in the following expression, is satisfied when radionuclide mixtures yield a 
1344 combined fractional concentration limit that is less than or equal to one: 

I + + <1 

DCGL, DCGL 2  DCGLn 

1345 where 
1346 C = concentration, 
1347 DCGL = clearance guideline value for each, individual radionuclide (1, 2, ... n) 

1348 For the clearance of solid materials that have potential contamination with multiple radionuclides, it may 
1349 be possible to measure just one of the radionuclides and still demonstrate compliance for all of the other 
1350 radionuclides present through the use'of surrogate measurements. In the use of surrogates, it is often 
1351 difficult to establish a "consistent" ratio between two or more radionuclides. Rather than follow 
1352 prescriptive guidance on acceptable levels of variability for the surrogate ratio, a more reasonable 
1353 approach may be to review the data collected to establish the ratio and to use the DQO Process to select 
1354 an appropriate ratio from that data. The DCGLc must be modified to account for the fact that one 
1355 radionuclide is being used to account for one or more other radionuclides.  

1356 The following equation illustrates how the DCGL for the measured radionuclide is modified 
1357 (DCGLmex,.mod) to account for the inferred radionuclide: 

1358 where 

DCGLesmd CGLm) / (DCGLifr) 

DCGL + DCGLinfer 

Ceas /ea 

1359 CinfCme., = surrogate ratio for the inferred to the measured radionuclide 

1360 When it is necessary for the measured radionuclide to be used as a surrogate for more than one 
1361 radionuclide, Equation 1-14 on MARSSIM page 1-32 can be used to calculate the modified DCGL for the 
1362 measured radionuclide: 

DCGLmeasmd = 
__+ ___ +n_+.., 

Di_ D2 D3 

1363 where D, is the DCGLc for the measured radionkclide by itself, D2 is the DCGLc for the second 
1364 radionuclide (or first radiohuiclide being inferred) that is being inferred by the measured radionuclide.  
1365 R2 is the ratio of concentratiori of the second radionuclide to that of the measured radionuclide.  
1366 Similaily, D3 is the DCGLc for the third radionuclide (or second radionuclide being inferred) that is 
1367 being inferred by the measured radionuclide, and R3 is the ratio of concentration of the third radionuclide 
1368 to that of the measured radionuclide.
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Recall that the benefit of using surrogates is the avoidance of costly laboratory-based analytical methods 
to detect radionuclides with weakly penetrating radiation. Surrogates usually emit y rays, which enable 
the use of noninvasive and nondestructive methods. The surrogates come in two forms: (1) surrogates by 

"viitue of a decay series, and (2) surrogates by virtue of association. The difficulty with surrogates that 
are part of 'a series is that a time for sufficient number of half-lives of the longest lived progeny that, 
intervenes between afnd including itself and its parent must pass in order to establish secular equilibrium.  

In-the case of 3.2Th, this is ialmost 40 years. This is because 232Th decays into 228Ra, which has a half-life 

of 5.75 yeýrs. 'In ifie case 238U and 2261ka, the half-lives of the intervening progeny are relativel Iy short.  

However, 226Ra possesses a special problem because it decays into 222Rn, which is-a noble gas that can 
escape the matrix and disrupt equilibrium. Radionuclides that are not part of a decay series have the 
potential to be surrogates because they are produced by the same nuclear process (usually fission or,-, 

activation) and have similar chemical properties and release mechanisms. However, this type of.  
surrogate needs some special attention becaiuse there must be a consistent ratio between the measured, 

ra'dionuclide and surrogate, which is not always easy to demonstrate. For example, in the case of 

reactors," Co can be used as a surrogate of 5,Fe and .3Ni-because bbth are activation-corrosion.products 
with similar chemical properties. Sinilarly,'!3,Cs can beu used as a surrogate for ,the P-emitting 9"Sr ' 

because both are fission products and are generally found in soluble cationic forms. While 3̀7Cs has,
been suggested as a possible surrogate for 99Tc, it must be noted that 99Tc does not have different 

chemical properties and, in power reactors, it has different release mechanisms. For a further discussion 
of surrogates and establishing ratios, see MARSSIM (1997) and Best and Miller (1987).  

4.6 Measurability of Contamination . . - .:: ..  

Detection limits for field survey instrumentation are an important criterion in the selection of appropriate 

instrumentation and measurement procedures. For the most part, detection limits need to be determined 

in order to evaluate whether a particular instrument or measurement procedure is capable of detecting 

residual activity at the regulatory release criteria (DCGLs). For example, the MARSSIM recommends 
that the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) sho-uld b 6sufficiently lesslthan the DCGL (e.g., no 

greater than 10 to 50 percent of the DCGL). This is a reflection of two concerns. First, when calculated 

a priori, the MDC frequently tends to be optimistic in that some factors that may adversely impact 

detection sensitivity, are either unknown or not included (e.g., surface roughness, interfering, 

radionuclides, or radiations). Second, the objective is not simply to detect whether radioactivity exists at 

levels approaching the DCGL, but to quantify the actual concentration level within a reasonable overall 
uncertainty. - ."-. 

Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 address the measurability of contamination under the general survey approaches 
of (1) static measurements and (2) scanning, respectively. Static MDCs are calculated when the 

clearance survey approach includes conventional direct measurements of surface activity, in toto 

measurements, or laboratory analyses of media samples. Scan MDCs are calculated when the clearance 

survey approach includes scanning with conventional detectors, or when using automated scanning 

equipment such as the conveyorized survey monitor.
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1407 4.6.1 Static MDCs 

1408 The measurement of contaimination during clearance stirveys often involves measuring contamination at 
1409 near-background levels. Thus, it is essential to determine the mininriumiamount of radioactivity that may 
1410 be detected usihg a given survey instrument and m6asurement procedure. In general, the MDC is the 
1411 minimum activity concentration on a' surface, or within a material volume, that an instrument is expecied 
1412 to'detect (e.g., activity expected to be detected with 95-p1ercent confidence). It is important to note, 
1413 howveer, that this activity concentration, or MDC, is determined a priori (that is, before survey 
1414 measurements are conducted).  

1415 The MDC corresp6nds to the smallest activity concentration measurement that is practically achievable 
1416 with a given instrument arid type 6f measiirement procedure. Thai is, the MDC depends on the particular 
1417 inistrument characteiistics'(efficiency" background, integration time, etc.), as well as the factors involved 
1418 in the survey measurement process, which'include surface type, source-to-detector distance, source 
1419 geometry, and surface efficienrcy (backscatter and self-absorption). More information on detectability, 
1420 detection limits; and formulas to comlute MDCs is available in the literature (Currie 1968, NRC 1984, 
1421 Brodsky 1992 and 1993,'Chambless1992, ANSI 1996, ISO 2000a and b).  

1422 The'methodology to'deteimin'e an MDC for a given instrument, radionuclide, matrix or surface, and 
1423 measurement protocol is based on the specific fob'mulati6on of the MDC for the application in question.  
1424 For example, the formula for calculating the MDC for a technician scanning copper tubing for alpha 
1425 contamination would be different than the formula for calculating the MDC for 131Cs in soil using a 
1426 shielded gamma-ray spectrometer. However, all forms of the MDC equation do have the following 
1427 structure (NCRP 1985): 

" MDC = ,k detection limit 
"efficiency x sample size (4-1) 

1428 where k is a unit conversion (from instrument response to' activity and the desired units).  
¼ ' 7 

1429 The detection limit con'siders both the instriiment background arid backgrou'nds from other sources; such 
1430 as interfering radiations from the environment (both natural and anthropogenic), in determining the 
1431 response of the instrument'that is statistically different from background. This detection limit is 
1432 determined using a statistical hypothesis test with a specified gray region and Type I and Type II errors.  
1433 The overall uncertainty of the measur'ement process when measuring a blank iample is a key parameter 
1434 for determining realistic detection limits.' 

1435 The efficiency term includes the efficiency associated with the detector (instrument or intrinsic 
1436 efficiency), geometrical efficiency, surface or sample efficiencyý, absorption efficiency, and, in some 
1437 applications, surveyor efficiency (see Section 4.6.2). The surface efficiency accounts for field conditions 
1438 such as rusty metal, damp surfaces, or scabbled concrete.  

1439 The sample size term takes on different values depending on the type of measurement. For field survey 
1440 instruments, thi's is usually well-defined as the physical probe area of the detector. For laboratory 
1441 measurements, it is again a well-defined quantity defined as a measured amount of the sample. However, 
1442 in the case of an in situ or in toto measurement, the sample size: is a function of the detector's field-of
1443 view, which is usually not well-defined (or difficult to define accurately). Section 5.4 further addresses 1444 MDC issues for the in situ gamma spectrometer used to release materials.
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1445 The following equation is used to calculate the MDC for surface activity assessments using conventional 
1446 survey instrumentation (NRC 1998a): 

3-+4.65 CB 
-MDC~ (4-2); 

KT, - .... -2) 

1447 where CB is the background count in, time, T, for paired observations of the sample and blank. The
1448 quantities encompassed by the proportionality constant, K, include the instrument efficiency, surface 
1449 efficiency, and probe geometry., Based on the radionuclides of concern, specific instrument and surface 
1450 efficiencies are used to calculate the static MDC for surface activity measurements. The MDC is also a 

1451 function of the surface material background level anrd, therefore, varies with the nature of the surfaces 
1452 being surveyed.  

1453 The detection and detectability of contamination when using other'than the conventional survey approach 
1454 must also be considered. Tritium'(3 H) and '4C create a significant challenge Ifor detection (because of the 

1455 assý6iated l6ýýifistruni6fitefficienS.Y). They-each emita lox,-enfrgy 03 radiation, and they ar-e -ffot.....  
1456 amenable to the surrogate approach. Similarly, 63Ni and 99Tc are somewhat difficult to detect because 
1457 -they too have primary radiations of low:energy betas. Conversely, 60Co, Cs-134, and '?TCs (via Ba-137m) 
1458 are easily detected because of their intense and rather energetic gamma-rays and readily-measured beta 
1459 radiations. T he ealuation of detectability for the'se seven radionuclides is more or less independent of 
1460 the matrix and nature of the contamination. In general, all of the radionuclides (with the exception of 3H) : 
1461 can be detected with hand-held devices using standard survey methods. The issue is whether hand-held 
1462 devices and standard survey methods can detect thee radionuclides, separately or in combination, at the : 

1463 levels established for release. : 

1464 Therefore, the recipe to calculate the MDC for any measurement method (such as for an in toto technique 
1465 or laboratory analysis) is to determine the detection limit, relevant efficiencies, and sample size for the 
1466 given instrument and measurement protocol. 'For some of the more common (conventional) techniques of ' 

1467 measuring radionuclides and materials, these quantities have been either measured, calculated, or 
1468 estirnated and MDCs are available in the literature (ANSI 1999, 1IARSSIM 1997, NRC 1998a, EC 1998, 
1469 and Goles et al. 1991). The reader should note, however, that the MDC provided in these references 
1470 apply only to the situation described and must not be construed to be a universal MDC for a particular 
1471 instrument or protocol. Rather, they should be viewed only as a general measure of the capability of the 
1472 instruments for the application described.  

1473 4.6.2 Scanning-Based MDCs 

1474 Scanning-based MDCs must also be assessed in order to appropriately design the clearance survey 

1475 approach. Relevant information on scanning-based MDCs for conventional survey approaches exists in 

1476 the MARSSIM (Section 6), NUREG-1507, and Abelquist and Brown, 1999. In general, when planning 

1477 surveys, one must often consider minimum detectable count rates (MDCRs) in order to evaluate the 

1478 effectiveness of a given scan. An MDCR is an a priori estimate of the signal level that a real surveyor is 

1479 expected to recognize as having a signal-to-noise ratio that is distinctly above the ambient detector 
1480 background noise. In general, the MDCR is defined as the detector signal level, or count rate for most 

1481 equipment, that a surveyor is likely to flag as being "greater than background." The MDCR will depends 

1482 on a number of factors, including scan speed,,detector type, detector background, and surveyor 
1483 performance., ,.
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1484 4.6.2.1 Hand-Held Detector Scan MDCs
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To illustrate the calculation of scanning-based MDCs, the scanning sensitivity for conventional hand
held survey instruments is provided for materials being cleared from a gaseous diffusion facility.  
[Note: Example 2 in Section 5 of this report pertains to nuclear power plants.] Assuming that a gas 
proportional detector is used as the primary instrument used for surface scanning, the instrument 
efficiency for scanning is slightly less than that used for static measurements. This is because the 
detector is not directly on the surface of the material during scanning. [Note: The fact that the detector 
is being moved over the source is separately accounted for in the'scan efficiency by determining the 
observation interal: Th& instrument efficiency for scanning is determined based on the detector-surface 
geometry for the obgerv'ationi interval, which is on the order of seconds.]. Table 4.4 shows the 
determination of detectibh efficiency for a gas proportional detector used'for scanning.  

Table 4.4: Detector efficiency when scanning for GDP-enriched uranium (1.2%) and 99Tc 
using a gas proportional detector (0.4 mg/cm2 window) 

Radionuclide Radiation/Average Activity Weighted Raincie Energy (MeV) Fraction c Efficiency 

99Tc -Beta/0.085 0.7082 0.30 0.25 5.3x 10-2 

238U Alpha/4.2 0.1077 0.32 0.25 8.6x10-3 

234Th Beta/0.0435 0.1077 0.20 0.25 5.4x 10-3 

234mPa Beta/0.819 0.1077 0.58 0.50 3.1xO1.2 

234u Alpha/4.7 ' - 0.1728 0.32 0.25 1.4x10.2 
At 

235u Alpha/4.4 0.0084 0.32 0.25 6.7x 10-4 

23 1Th B'eta/0.0764 0.0084 0.29' 0.25 6.1 x 10-4 

"Total Weighted Efficiency 0.11

'.Jý



1506 The scan MDC for structure surfaces may be calculated as "

'° ': " "•-":: •' MDCR 
.., h, ...:, scan MDC M 

ý `16:- .- VFISi 8.
(4-3)

where the minimum detectable count rate (MDCR), in counts per minute, can be written as

MDCR = d'*F/b•* (60/i).  
I r1," '

(4-4)

where d' = detectability index (the value can be obtained from Table 6.5 in the MARSSIM), 
b, = background counts in the observation interval, 
i = observational interval (in seconds), based on the scan speed and areal extent of the contamination 
(usually taken to be 100 cm 2), 

C, is the instrument or detector efficiency (unitless),.  

., is the surface efficiency (unitless), and I 
p is the'surveyor effi•iency (usually taken to be 0.5).  

Consider an example that involves determining the gas proportional scan MDC for the GDP mixture on 
concrete slabs. The scan MDC will be determined for a backgrobnd level of 400 cpm and a'1-second 
observation interval. For a specified level of performance at the first scanning stage of 95-percent "true 

_positive"_rate and 25-percent "false' posýitive"_ rate, d' equal.s2.32 (from Table 6.5 in the MARSSIM), and 
the MDCR is calculated as follows: 

°I

(400 cmin)(l s)(J mini60 s) = 6.67 o-utit,'" 

"si (2.32)(6.67)' = 6.0 counts, and
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MDCR = (6.0 counts)[(60 s/min)(1 s)] = 360 cpm.  
I ý_ I1 0 1 -ý C"., I ý 

Using a surveyor efficiency of 0.5 and the total weighted efficiency determined in Table 9.1 (0.11), the 
scan MDC is calculated as , 

366 ....  scan MDC - - 4,600 dpm/lOO cm2 (0.77 Bq/cm2 ) 

A Geiger-Mueller (GM) detector is often used to scan material surfaces that are difficult (or impossible) 
to access using the larger gas proportional detector. The efficiency of a GM detector in scanning this 
radionuclide mixture can be determined in a manner similaý to'that Used in Table 4.4. It is important to 
note, however, that the scan MDC calculations usually require the assumption that the instrument 
efficiencies are determined relative to a 100-cm2 calibration source to yield the appropriate units 
(dpm/100 cm2). This is in contrast to the static MDC equation, which uses a physical probe area 
correction in the calculation of surface activity.

- I--- I
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b, = (70 cpm)(l s)(1 min/60 s) = 1.2 counts,

s, = (2.32)(1.2)f = 2.5 counts, and

0 1) MDCR = (2.5 counts)[(60 s/min)/(1 s)] = 150 cpm.  

1556 Using a surveyor efficiency of 0.5 and the total weighted efficiency determined in Table 9.2 (0.018), the 
1557 scan MDC is calculated as 

scan MDC = 150 - 12,000 dpm/100 cm 2 (2 Bq/cm 2) 
V'. (0.018) 

40

Table 4.5 provides instrument efficiencies that correspond to a 100-cm2 calibration source, without 
reducing the 27t emission rate for the smaller area subtended by the GM detector. [Note: This is precisely 
what would be performed for static measurements of surface activity.] In other words, as long as 100 
cm2 is used as the size of the postulated small, elevated'area, and the instrument efficiency is calculated 
for the same area, there is no need for a probe area correction in the scan MDC equation.  

Table 4.5: Detector efficiency when scanning for GDP-enriched uranium (1.2%) and "Tc 
using a GM detector 

Radionuclide Radiation/Average Activity Weighted 

Energy (MeV) Fraction S Efficiency 
99Tc Beta/0.085 0.7082 0.05 0.25 8.9x 103 

238u Alpha/4.2 0.1077 0.02 0.25 5.4x 104 

234Th Beta/0.0435 0.1077 0.025 0.25 6.7x 1 0-4 

234mpa Beta/0.819 0.1077 0.12, 0.50 6.5x×10 3 

234u Alpha/4.7 0.1728 0.02 0.25 8.6x 104 

235u Alpha/4.4 0.0084 0.02 0.25 4.2x 105 

23 Th Beta/0.0764 0.0084 0.045 0.25 1.8x10.5 

Total Weighted Efficiency 0.018 

As an example, consider evaluating the scanning-based MDC for the gaseous diffusion plant (GDP) 
mixture on stainless-steel materials..The scanning-based MDC will be determined for a background level 
of 70 cpm and a 1-second interval using a GM detector. For a specified level of performance at the first 
scanning stage of 95-percent true positive rate and 25-percent false positive rate, d'equals 2.32 (from 
Table 6.5 in the MARSSIM), and the MDCR is calculated as follows:



1558 4.6.2.2 Conveyor Survey Monitor Scan MDCs
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The scan MDC for a CSM can be estimated using Equation 4-1, with some modification to account for 
the automated nature of a CSM. That is, the parameters that impact the CSM scan MDC include the 
detection limit, efficiency, and sample size. The detectionlimit is based on the background counts 
obtained over the counting interval and the acceptable rate of true (correct detection) and false positives.  
The background level depends on the nature of the material, while the counting interval is a function of 
both the detector's field-of-view and the system belt speed (i.e., it establishes the length of time that the 
detector(s) can respond to a fixed length of material). Basically, the MDCR can be calculated for the 
CSM in much the same manner as it is for conventional scans, with the primary difference being that 
automated systems interpret the signal stream (data) using a computer-based analysis algorithm iather 
than by calculation (Equation 4-4). : .  

Sample or, survey unit size is a function of the belt geometry, speed (which establishes the observation 
interval), and the detector's field-of view and, therefore, has a fundameniial impact on the scanning .  
detection limit (cpm) and MDC (Bq/g) of a CSM. The detection efficiency for a CSM depends on the 
detector characteristics, nature of the contamination, the material being surveyed, and source-to-detector 
geometry. Modeling was performed to support the determination of beta detection efficiencies for 
automated scanning systems, as further discussed in Section 5.3.  

4.6.2.3 Empirical Determinations of Scanning-Based MDCs 
". .... " ,. "' IL i,. ' . -• , ° " . , ," 

Empirical determination of scanning-based MDCs can serve as an alternative to calculation. That is, it is 
possible to design experiments to assess (and empirically determine) the scanning-based MDCs for 
particular survey instruments and scan procedures., A number of researchers, as well as R&D 
professionals, have developed mockups of surfaces with contamination tofdetermine scanning-based 
MDCs. For instance, in a study by Goles et al. (1991), empirical results included MDCRs as a function 
of background levels:. 305 net cpm detected in 50-cpm background level, 310,cpm. in 250-cpm , 
background, and 450 cpm in 500-cpm background. It is, important to note that these MDCRs were quoted 
for detection frequencies of 67 percent (compared to the usual 95 percent)., Empirical assessments of 
scanning-based MDC can also be valuable for determining the scanning capabilities of specific survey 
technicians. •., 

The uncertainty in the scanning-based MDCs calculated using the approaches described in this section.  
should be viewed in the context of their use. That is, scanning-based MDCs are used to helpidesign the 
clearance survey approach, and should represent a "reasonable estimate" of the activity concentration 
that can be detected when scanning. In other words, while the scanning-based MDC should be carefull 
assessed, it is important to remember that such MDCs are inherently subj-ct to unceraities g 
factors, unknown characteristics of contamination prior to survey, variable background levels, etc.).  
Recognizing this uncertainty in the scanning-based MDCs, it is worthwhile to consider additional means 
of evaluating these values.. -, . . .  

Empirical evaluation of scanning-based MDCs can also be an important validation tool. This validation 
is performed by assessing the contamination levels that are flagged on solid materials during scanning.
These radionuclide concentrations are evaluated by direct measurements orlaboratory analyses, and the 
concentrations at the lower end of the range of results should provide a reasonable estimate of the 
scanning-based MDC achieved. That is, an empirical evaluation might indicate that the lower values in 
the range represent a ballpark estimate of the scanning-based MDC. Obviously, increasing the number of 
samples that are actually flagged during the scan, as well as the number of subsequently measured 
samples will improve the accuracy of this empirical assessment of scanning-based MDCs.



1602 4.7 Inaccessible Areas

1603 A question that often arises6is hiw to handle thf release of materials that have inaccessible areas that may 
1604 have contamination. If the materia'l surface's're inaccessible, then byý definitiohi it is not possible to 
1605 deinonstratethat release criteria-have been siatisfied using convehtional survey activities. In such cases, 
1606 a couple of options exist. First, the material might not be released for unrestricted use; that is, " 
1607 the surveyor might conclude that since surfacies are not accessible, they must be assumed to have 
1608 contamination at levels greater tliah the release criteria. "Thus, the materials might be disposed of as 
1609 radioactive waste. In fact, this aipproach has been used to deal 'with materials that have inaccessible 
1610 surfaces.  

1611 A second alternative might be to make the surfaces accessible, either by cuiting or dismantlirig'the:' 
1612 material, or by using specialized survey equipment (e.g., small detectors). This option requires additional 
1613 resources beyond those required for conventional clediance surveys. The'discussion throughout thi" 
1614 report suggestsý a number of iesearchlopportunities for handling materials that have inaccessible areas.  

1615 4.7.1- Inaccessible Material Scenarios 

1616 It is important to recognize the various inaccessible' material sceiiri6s that ca'i occur during the clearance 
1617 of materials. Perhaps the most comm6n scenario is when contamination exists on the interior surfaces of 
1618 scrap equipment, such pumps, motors, and'other equij~ment. These items can become contaminated , 
1619 through a number of mechanisms, including their operation in airborne contamination areas where air is 
1620 -drawn into the equipment, thereby contaminating internal ýsirfaces. Similarly,"contaminated lubricating 
1621 oil can spreaid cbntamina'tion to a number of components within the scrap equipment. Thus, because of 
1622 the small openings on these items, it is nearly impossible to use conventional survey activities to assess 
1623 the potential for internal c6fitamination.  

1624 Another inaccessible material scenario involves contamination on the interior surfaces of pipes that are 
1625 difficult to access, such ag bunried or'einbedded pipes. Buried and embedded pipes may become 
1626 contaminated as a result of their function of transporting radioactive liquids or gases. Buried pipes are 
1627 usually at some depth beneath the soil surface and cannot be accessed unless they are excavated:: Process 
1628 piping, such as that associated with nuclear power reactor systems, can be embedded in concrete, which 
1629 further complicates the assessment. In addition, the small diameter of embedded piping typically makes 
1630 it extremely difficult to access the interior surfaces. 

1631 One final inaccessibl6 material scenario includes some of the material surfaces'in a scrap metal (or other 
1632 nmaterial) pile. This complex geometry is sine'~what different fronl the'first two scenarios, in that these'; 
1633 'surfaces cini be made accessible; blut sepirating the materials for examination might be considered too 
1634 labor-intensive to war-rant conventional clearance surveys. Therefor6, it might be worthwhile to consider 
1635 releasing a pile of scrap metal by' taking ih situ gamma spectrometry measurements of the scrap metal 
1636 pile. In this case, some of the scrap metal surfaces are considered to be inaccessible because they do not 
1637 directly contribute to the detector's response. However, provided that a sufficient fraction of gamma 
1638 radiation from the c6fitafhination is detected, in situ gamma sj,6ctrometry might provide a reasonable 
1639 clearance techniquie for scrap metal piles. (Refer to Section 5.4 for a discussion of this survey approach.)
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1640 4.7.2 Making an Inaccessible Area Accessible

1641 As previously indicated, one strategy that can be considered when dealing with materials that have 
1642 inaccessible areas is to make the inaccessible areas accessible. For example, this can be accomplished by 
1643 dismantling scrap equipment or by excavating buried or embedded pipes. Inaccessible areas that might 
1644 require disassembly include small pumps, motors, hand tools, power tools, and electrical control panels.  
1645 These materials are assumed to require some amount of disassembly to allow access to their interior 
1646 surfaces. The dismantling might be deliberate to ensure that the item is still functional following the 
1647 efforts to gain access to internal surfaces. Conversely, cutting techniques can be employed to expedite 
1648 the process if reuse is not an option.  

1649 Another technique that may be considered is the use of thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) or small 
1650 detectors to measure surface activity levels within buried and embedded piping systems. TLDs can be 
1651 deployed for some period of time within small bore piping or conduit to respond to the contamination 
1652 levels on the interior surfaces. An important aspe6t of this application is the calibration of the TLDs to 
1653 surface activity in the given pipe geometries. Small detectors, such as miniature GM detectors, and other 
1654 "pipe-crawling" detector systems have been used to assess surface contamination in pipe systems.  

1655 Nondestructive assay (NDA) is any quantitative technique that does not require sampling or sample 
1656 preparation, and will not alter the physical or chemical state of the object being measured. NDA 
1657 techniques have been developed and used on nuclear fuel materials, transuranic waste, soils, and scrap 
1658 metal. The two basic approaches to NDA involve passive and active techniques. A passive technique 
1659 involves directly measuring the spontaneous decay of nuclear material, while an active technique 
1660 attempts to excite atoms and molecules to emit characteristic radiation that can be measured and used for 
1661 identification and quantification. With the exception of nuclear activation analysis, active techniques 
1662 cannot distinguish between nuclear isotopes like some passive techniques. However, active techniques 
1663 are potentially more sensitive than passive techniques associated with decay counting. In general, NDA 
1664 techniques are less sensitive than laboratory techniques.
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S5 CLEARANCE SURVEY APPROACHES

1666 As discussed in previous sections of this report, the predominant factor in determining how much effort 
1667 should be expended in conducting a clearance survey to release the given solid material is the material's , 
1668 potential to have contamination in excess of,the release criteria. That is, the closer the radionuclide 
1669 concentration is to the release criteria, the greater the degree of survey effort that should be expended to .  
1670 release the material. Process knowledge and characterization activities are used to estimate the 
1671 material's contamination potential. The MARSSIM survey approach can be applied to clearance of, 
1672 materials,by designating the materials as Class l, 2, or,3,based on each material's contamination 
1673 potential. 

1674 The decision to implement a particular clearance survey approach depends on the material.  
1675 characteristics, nature of the contamination, detectability of the emitted radiation, and availability of 
1676 survey instrumentation. The reader is encouraged to revisit the DQO Process discussion in Section 3 , .  
1677 before selecting a particularclearancesurvey approach. .  

1678 5.1 Background Measurements , . , , 

1679 Release criteria for the clearance of solid materials may,.be expressed as the concentration of 
1680 radioactivity that exceeds background levels.,Consequently, an important aspect bf clearance s'irveys-is ;'-

1681 to adequately assess the background levels associated with specific solid materials. This can be achieved 
1682 by selecting background reference materials that are non-impacted (i.e., materials that have no reasonable 
1683 potential to be contaminated) and representative of the solid materials being considered for release....  

1684 Background measurements are also necessary to calculate the MDC of the selected clearance survey 
1685 approach.. , , ,* ,, •..' .- , . • 

1686 The number and type of background measurements that are necessaryto support the design of clearance 
1687 surveys depends on the p,-'ticularclearance survey approach, the-sur'ey instrument, and the nature of the 
1688 solid material. The number of background measurements should be based on the requirements of the 
1689 statistical test (if a statistical test is used) or on ithe. QO Process. .[Note: If background levels are a 
1690 small fraction of the release criteria, one might consider ignoring the background in demonstrating 
1691 compliance. Refer to Section 6 for more information on this conservative practice.] ) -

1692 Background surface activity levels for instrumentation used to measure beta radiation can be expected to 
1693 vary in response to a number of influences. The primary variance is attributable to survey conditiohs 
1694 (such as gamma contributions from ambient environmental and building materials), while variations in 
1695 the solid materials themselves and temporal fluctuations attributable to sources such as radon can add 
1696 additional variance. Backgrounds for alpha-measuring instrumentation can be expected to vary primarily 
1697 as a result of natural material contributions and tempjorai variations i radon, where radon concentrations 
1698 tend to be elevated. In all cases, surveys should be performed in areas where instiument backgrounds ,. , 
1699 from ambient radiation, level allow the detection sensitivity requiremiients to'be met., 

1700 Appropriate background data sets should be collected for each detector type, such that all significant 
1701 sources of variance are properly accounted for. Background measuremeInts sh'ould b& collected on 
1702 material types representing items that will be sirveyed and should also account for fluctuations within 

1703 the area where surveys will be performed.- Although not required, it is suggested that data sets be formed 
1704 for beta-gamma detection equipment by, collecting measurements on non-impacted solid materials at' 
1705 varying locations to esiablisha good representation of b'ackground variance. For thos'e areas where radon 
1706 progeny or other external influences on detector response may pose a significant problem,'it is suggested 
1707 that the materials be moved elsewhere before being surveyed.
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1708 Dependent upon site- and material-specific considerations, the background data sets may be pooled or 
1709 analyzed individually according to material types. The mean and variance of the background 
1710 measurements would then be calculated for the complete data set(s). At a minimum, materials with very 
1711 dissimilar background radiological properties should not be grouped together. For example, the' 
1712 background means for various metal types generally should not differ by greater than 30 percent in order 
1713 to be considered for grouping.  

1714 Background measurements for the conveyor survey monitor should be determined for each type of 
1715 non-impacted solid mIaterial being considered for release. For example, non-impacted soil could be run 
1716 through the CSM repeatedly to develop a background database for that material. (Refer to Section 5.3.) 

1717 At least one ambient background measurement for the in situ gamma spectrometer (ISGS) should be 
1718 performed in the area where clearance surveys will be conducted. This background spectrum should be 
1719 collected for a sufficient time to provide the necessary sensitivity for theradionuclide(s) and material 
1720 being considered for release. (Refer to Section 5.4.) Provided that the radionuclide(s) being measured 
1721 are not naturally present in the solid material being assessed, additional ISGS background measurements 
1722 are unwarranted. By contrast, when the radionuclide(s) being measrired'areý naturally present in the solid 
1723 material (e.g., uranium, thorium), a number of background measurements should be performed on the 
1724 same type of non-impacted solid materials to permit comparison to the materials being released. It is 
1725 likely that the number of background measurements required in this case will be based on WRS test data 
1726 needs.  

1727 5.2 Survey Approach Using Conventional Instrumentatiori 

1728 In general, survey methods that use conventional instrumentation can be classified into three survey 
1729 categories, which are commonly known as (1) scanning, (2) direct measurements of surface activity, and 
1730 (3) smear and miscellaneous sampling. These survey approaches are based ofi the uge of hand-held, 
1731 portable field survey instruments,' which should have a minimum measurement detection ability, typically 
1732 referred to as minimum detectable concefitrati6n (MDC), that is less than aliplicable release criterion 
1733 (DCGLc). For diffciclt-to-detecf radionuclides, the survey should use surrogates, or collection methods 
1734 and laboiatory analysis techniques, that have minimum detection abilities that are less than applicable 
1735 release limits for media samples.  

1736 5.2.1 Survey Instrumentation 

1737 To maintain sufficient survey instrument detection capabilities, release surveys should be conducted in 
1738 areas with low background radiation levels. Survey instrument parameters to consider include count' 
1739 timesr(for direct measurements of surface activity), blackground levels, and detection efficiencies to 
1740 determine if they yield MDCs that are sufficiently below the release criteria to allow unambiguous 
1741 decisions regarding the acceptability for release. Section 4.6 piovides detailed information on 
1742 measurability issues.  

1743 All measurement instrumentation should be calibrated and monitored for performance in accordance with 
1744 accepted standards applicable to performing surveys before ielezing materials, from radiological control.  
1745 Survey instruments typically include gas proportional, GM, ZnS, and NaI scintillation detectors, coupled 
1746 to ratemeters or ratemeter-scalers with audible indicators. Calibration andlefficieA'Cy data are necessary 
1747 to ensure that individual dete'ctors are capable of meeting the minimum p•rf6iimnance specifications, as 
1748 previously discussed.
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1749 5.2.2 Survey Activities (Measurement Methods)

1750 As previously mentioned, conventional clearance survey methods include scanning,'direct measurements, 
1751 and Sampling surveys. Given these options,`thý measurement techniques for a given clearance stirvey, 

1752 should be selected on the basis of the radionuclides -(radiations) 6f concern and apprbpiiately sensitive 

1753 instrumentation should be selected for field use. The types of measurements,'specific portable 
1754 instrumentation, and specific measurement methods should be consistent with the appr'opriate standard 

1755 operating procedures (SOPs) and presented in clearance survey plans.  

1756 5.2.2.1 Scanning and Direct Measurements of Suiface Activity 

1757 Surface activity surveys are performed using both'scans and static,' integrated direct mieasurements." 
1758 Clearance materials should be assessed on the basis of process knowledge and other historical 
1759 informati6n, and should also be scanned for 'alpha, beta, or gamma raidiation according to the nature Of 

1760 the potential radionuclides. When paus ing during scans, a surveyor should compare'the resulting signal 
1761 to the expected backgrouind level to deteimine whether the observation indicates an elevated radiation" 
1762 level. Any locations of elevated direct radiation should be marked for further investigation, which should 

1763 include judgmental measurements of surface activity. Scans should be performed using survey 

1764 instruments that have been appropriately calibrated for the radiations present. Approlriate'investigation 

1765 levels should be established and implemented for evaluating elevated radiation.  
1766 
1767 - Direct "measurements of surface activity should be perfornie'd for materials being cornsidered for release.  
1768 *The type of surface activity measurement (gross alpha or gross beta) shobld be selected on the basis of 
1769 the potential radionuclides present. Direct measurements should be'Oerforrimed using appropriately 
1770 calibrated survey instruments, including gas proportional, GM, and ZnS detectors coupled to ratemeter
1771 scalars. Material-specific background measureiments 'shtould also be obtained for each material type.  
1772 (Refer to Section 5.1.) In addition, all measurement .ocations'sho'6ud be p rlydocumented on detailed 
1773 survey maps.  

1774 5.2.2.2 Smear and Miscellaneous Sampling 

1775 Materials 'considered for release may include miscellaneo" samplings, such as'smearre'sidue; 'and/or ..  
1776 swab samples, with the methods chosen on the basis'of the inaccessibility of some surfaces. [Note: •° 

1777 Given the significant variations in smear collection efficiencies, smear results are usually considered to 

1778 be semi-quantitative]. Smear samples for the determination of removable activity may be collected at 

1779 direct measurement locations. Residue anid/or swab samples may also be collected at specific locations 
1780 where the sdrface area is inaccessible for direct mea'surements." " 

1781 The selected frequency of sampling should be based on the'appropriate classification (based on surface 

1782 area, minimum number per item), and 5neasuremrent locations should be properly docimented on detailed 

1783 survey maps. -Procedures and equipment used for sampling (smears, Q-tips, swabs, etc.) should be 
1784 appropriate for the assessment of the contamination' 'A comprehensive reference on the use and purpose 
1785 of smears is Frame and Abelquist, 1999.
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5.2.3 Clearance Survey Designs Using Conventional Instrumentation

1787 The following sections discuss various applications of the conventional survey approach based primarily 
1788 on the capability of the survey instrumentation. These conventional survey applications include (1) 
1789 scanning-only, (2) scanning and direct measurements, and (3) statistically based sampling. [Note: In the 
1790 following discussion, the statistical term "sample" refers to both direct measurements of surface activity 
1791 and media samples (smears, soil, etc.)].  

1792 As mentioned in Section 1.3, this report stresses the use of scanning to release materials whenever the 
1793 scan MDC is sufficiently sensitive. As Such, the conventional survey approaches discussed in the 
1794 following sections are ordered in terms of relative ease in performing survey activities. That is, 
1795 scanning-only is the most direct survey approach, followed by scanning and direct measurements, and 
1796 lastly statistically based sampling. The NRC staff recognizes that constraints in the availability of 
1797 specific survey instrumentation, in tei-ms of scan sensitivity or ability to automatically record scanning 
1798 results, may limit the conventional survey options that are available to the licensee. However, the reader 
1799 should note that each of the techniques discussed in Sections 5.2.3.1 - 5.2.3.3 is equally acceptable for 
1800 demonstrating the acceptable release of materials.  

1801 5.2.3.1 Scanning-Only 

1802 This clearance survey approach can be used to release solid materials only when two conditions are met.  
1803 First, the survey instrumentation must exhibit sufficient scan sensitivity. That is, the scan MDC must be 
1804 less than the DCGLc. (Refer to Section 4.6 for guidance on determining the scan MDC for comparison 
1805 to the DCGLC.) Second, the survey instrumentation must have the capability to automatically document 
1806 the survey results, which may be Accomplished using a data logger or similar device. This condition 
1807 cannot be satisfied by the surveyor manually recording the scan results; automatic documentation is 
1808 much more reliable. (Manually recorded scan results are a function of the surveyor's memory.) 

1809 The scan coverage should be graded based on the material's classification. That is, 100 percent of 
1810 surfaces should be scanned for Class I materials, 50 to 100 percent for Class 2, and 10 to 50 percent for 
1811 Class 3. The size of the material survey unit may also be a function of the material's classification. That 
1812 is, the amount of material comprising Class I survey units may be smaller than either Class 2 or 3 survey 
1813 units. The size of all survey, units may have to be consistent with any dose modeling used to obtain the 
1814 DCGLc.  

1t 

1815 Whenever less than 100 percent of the survey unit is scanned, there is the potential to reintroduce 
1816 uncertainty attributable to spatial variability, because the entire population of measurement locations is 
1817 not being sampled and the scanning coverage is not random. These factors are expected to be of minimal 
1818 consequence in Class 2 and Class 3 survey units because the level of contamination is expected to be 
1819 fairly, low and not as spotty as in Class 1, survey units. Nonetheless, with less than 100-percent scan 
1820 coverage, these measurements should be considered a potentially biased sample, and the resulting 
1821 average will be a somewhat biased estimate of the population average.  
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5.2.3.2 Scanning and Direct Measurements (and Media Samples) 

This clearancie sirvey approach is possible .hen .thes .rvey inst t ..... ""e....t' c " n 
rsensitivity (i.e., the scan MDC is less than the DCGLCQ but the6'suirvy ins'tuimentati6h does not have the 
capability to automatically document the sur'ey results. 'In this'situation, a number of direct' 
measurements (or media samples)'ai' peif6ormed,'plririarily t6 docuii fit the scan results. The'number of 
these measurements should be determined using the DQO Process, and may be determined using the 
statistically based samplirg design discuissed in Section 5.2.3.3. ' 

Again, the scan coverage should be graded based on the material's classification. That 'is,-100'percent of Isurfa6es should be scannted for Class lrma- terials, 50 t6o 100 percent'for 'Cls•s 2 and 1Oto 50 percentfor 
Class 3. The size of the material survey unit may also be a function of the material's classification. That 
is, the amount of material comprising Class 1 survey units may be smaller than either Class 2 or 3'survey 
units. Again, the size of all survey units may have to be consistent with any dose modeling used to 
obtain the DCGLc. . .  

5.2.3.3 Statistically Based Sampling 

Thig'clearance survey approach is necessarywhen'the survey instriimentation does not' exhibit a 
sufficient scan sensitivity (i.e., the seain MDC is'-re"ater"than'the DCGL) 'In this instance, scannin*g'i• 

iot capable of dem'onstrating compliance with the release criteria. Theref6re, it is n'ieessa'ry to'd•iign the 
conventional clearance survey based on a-staiistical samhple size. Scanis are 'still performed to identify' 
contamination that rray -,exceed the scan MDC,'recogriiing that areas of contamnination falling between 
the DCGLc and the scan MDC in concentration may not always be detected. The scan coverage should 
be graded on the basis of the material's classification. That is, 100 percent of surfaces should be scanned 
for Class 1 materials, 50 to100 peicenit fdr Class 2, aind 10 to 50 pe'rcentfor Class 3. The size of the 

ateri urvey unit may also be a ftion of the material 'sclassification.' That is,;the amount of 
material'comprising Class 1 survey units should be smaller than either'Clai's 2 or 3 survey iuniit. The size 
of all survey uniits should be consistenit wiih a'y dos'e'modelihk used to obtain the DCGL":' 

In most cases, the statistical tests used'in the MARSSIM are recommended, and for the same reasons., 
The criteria for choosing between the Sign test and the Wilcoxon Rank Sum (WRS) test are also the 
same. 'In 'gefieral, when the'radionuclide is'not' iinbackground (or its backgrouind conientirtion is . .  

I I ""theWRS negligible) and radionuclide-specific measurements are made, the Sign test is used; otherwise,the 
test is used. These nonpa'r'ametric statistical tests, described below,can be used for both surface a6tiity 
assessments and vohimeiric concentrations in materials:' As discussed in Section 3.6, there a'e two' 
possible scenarios under which'these tests miaybe c6nducted. In'Scenano A, the survey data are tested 
against a specified activity,' known as ihe DCGLc, to determine whether theconcentration in the material 
survey unit 6xceds ihat value. In Scen ,ri6 B, the criteri6fi is'that iio'contamination is allowed in 
materials that are to be released from radiological controls.
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1857 One-Sample Statistical Test (Sign Test)-

1858 The Sign test is designed to detect whether there is contamination in the material survey unit in excess of 
1859 the DCGLc. This test does not assume that the data follow any particular distribution, such as normal or 
1860 log-normal. If any measurement exceeds this DCGLc, additional investigation is recommended, at least 
1861 locally, to determine the actual areal extent of the elevated concentration.  

1862 The following formal null arid alternative hypotheses are tested by the Sign test under Scenario A: 

1863 Null Hypothesis 
1864 H,: The median concentration of contamination in the material survey unit is greater than the DCGLc 

1865 versus 

1866 Alternative Hypothesis 
1867 H.: The median concentration of contamination in the material survey unit is less than the DCGLc 

1868 The null hypothesis is assumed to be true unless the statistical test inidicates that it should be rejected in 
1869 favor of the alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis states that the probabilityof a measurement less 
1870 than the DCGLc is less than, one-half (i.e., the 50t" percentile, or median, is greater than the DCGLc).  
1871 Note that some indi.'idual survey unit measurements may exceed the DCGLc even when the survey unit 
1872 as a whole meets the releasi criteria. In" facta survey unit average that is close io the DCGLc miglit have 
1873 almost half of its individual measurements greaterithan'the DCGLc. Such a'meatrial survey unit may still 
1874 not exceed the release criteria..  

1875 The assumption is that the survey ufiit measurements are independent random samples from a symmetric 
1876 distribution. If the distribution of measurements is symmntric, the tiedi an nd themean are the, same.  
1877 To the extent that the mean' may be larger' than the'median, there~sh6uld be -ome areas of large' 
1878 concentration that cause the distribution to be'skew. Wheidthat is'the case, they will be identified by 
1879 scanning, and will tri'gger appropriate investigation levels as descri'bed in Section 6. This is the reason 
1880 for combining direct measurements with scans in the survey design.  
1881 The hypothesis specifies a release criterion in terms of a DCGLc. The test shbuld have sufficient power 

1882 (l-13,as specified in'the DQb Process) to detect residual iadioactivity conientrations at the lower bound 1883 of the gra, regioA (LBGR) The LBGR should b- si at the expected mean contamination level for the' 
at eg ioi(BR. shoul ^~ set at theddvito 

1884 material survey unit. If a is the standard deviation of the measurements in the• material survey unit, then 
1885 A/a expresses the size of the shift (i.e., A = DCGLC - LBGR) as the number of standard deviations that 
1886 would be considered "large" for the distribution of measurements in the survey unit. Table 5.5 in the 
1887 MARSSIM provides sample sizes for the Sign test as a function of relative shift and Type I and II 
1888 decision errors. A "
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1889 If the criterion specified for controlling the release of material is that there must be no contamination, the 
1890 clearance survey requires a different approach, similar to Scenario B described in NUREG-1505. The 
1891 following formal null and alternative hypotheses are tested by the Sign test under Scenario B: 

1892 Null Hypothesis .
1893 H0: The median concentration of contamination in the material survey fnit is zero.  

1894 versus 
I ;J 

1895 Alternative Hypothesis . - . : 
1896 H.: The median concentration of contamination in the material survey uinit is greateir than the upper 
1897 bound of the grayregion (UBGR). , *1 

1898 As in Scenario A, in order,to design a survey to test the null hypothesis for Scenario B, it is necessary to 
1899 specify a gray region. Sinie no conitamin'aiion is the criterion', the LBGR is zero, but it is still necessary 
1900 to Specify the UBGR.' This isieisse'nitial for`determininig an appropriate sample size, and for specifying the 
1901 needed measurement sensitivity (i.e.,MDC, as discussed in Section 9.1). The width of the gray region, A 
1902 =UBGR - LBGR =UBGR-,0 = UBGR. If o is the standard deviation of repeated "blank" measurements 
1903 (i.e., measurements on mite'ial that is known to contain no contamnation), Al/a expresses the width of 
1904 the gray region as a relative shift. Table 5.5 in the MARSSIM shows that when this relative shift falls 
1905 below 1, the sample size required for the test increases dramatically. For example,_if A/a-=, 1, and the 
1906 DQOs f6rthe TypeI and'Type II error rates,'a= P3 =0.05, 29 measurements are required. .If A/a = 0.5, 89 
1907 -measurements are required. If A/a falls as low as 0.1, more than 2,000 measurements are required. Thus, 
1908 it is generally recommended that the relative shift A/a be between 1 and 3. Increasing the relative shift 
1909 much above 3 does not appreciably reduce the required number of measurements.  

1910 There is a direct connection between the UBGR and the MDC. Forevery instrument andprocedure,, 

1911 theie is an assokiated MDC, which is usually defined to be the concentration that will be detected 'with a 
1912 95-percent probability when it is present, while limiting to 5 percent the probability that a detection 
1913 decision will be made when there is actually no contamination. (Refer to-Section 4.6.)::This decision is 
1914 made separately for each measurement. It is a test of the hypothesis that there is no contamination at that 
1915 single location on the material. IThe detection decision is based on whether the instrument signal is above .  
1916 a critical level corresponding to a concentration equal to about one-half the MDC. The MDC is usually 3 
1917 to 4 times the measurement uncertainty, a. Since the MDC should'not exceed the UBGR, the smallest 
1918 practical value of the UBGR occurs when it equals the MDC. Thus, an essentialpart of the DQQ -r 
1919 process for this case is setting the requiredMDC. This ultimately defines the gray region,,the sample
1920 size, and the effort that should be expended to find any. contamination that might be present. I When the, 
1921 *UBGR =MDC, A/a is about 3.. Table 5.5 in the MARSSIM then indicates that between 8 and 20 ..  
1922 samples must be taken, depending on the Type I and Type II error rates that are setW. ,,- , 

1923 In practice, the very use of the Sign test implies that radionuclide-specific measurements are being made •; 
1924 to detect radionuclides that do not appear in background. .Thus, any unambiguously detected positive ,5 , 

1925 concentration measured anywhere on the material obviously shows that it does not meet the criterion of 
1926 no contamination, even though the median added concentration may be zero., This is anaiogous to the, ., 
1927 procedure used in the MARSSIM, namely, if the average concentration exceeds the release criterion, -
1928 the survey unit may not be released regardless of the result of the statistical test.



1929 Two-Sample Statistical Test (WRS Test) 

1930 Measurements from the reference material and material survey unit are compared using the Wilcoxon, 
1931 Rank Sum (WRS) test (also called the Mann-Whitney test). The WRS test should be conducted for each 
1932 material survey unit. If any measurement in the material survey unit exceeds the average of the reference 
1933 material by more than DCGLc additional investigation is recommended, at least locally, regardless of the 
1934 outcome of the WRS test.  

1935 The WRS test is most effective when contamination is uniformly present throughout a survey unit.  
1936 The test is designed to detect whether this activity exceeds the DCGLc. The advantage of the 
1937 nonparametric WRS test is that it does not assume that the data are normally or log-normally distributed.  
1938 The WRS test also allows for "less than" measurements to be present in the reference material and the 
1939 survey units. As a general rule, the WRS test can be used with up to 40 percent "less than" 
1940 measurements in either the refere nce material or the survey -unit. However, the use of "less than" values 
1941 in data reporting is not ricomrmenrled. Whern possible, 'report the actual re'stiltotof a measurement together 
1942 with its uncertainty.  

1943 The following formal null and alternative hypotheses are tested by the WRS test under Scenario A: 

1944 Nuill Hvlothesis 
1945 'I-H: The median concentration in the ma terial survey unit exceeds that in the reference material by 
1946 more than' the DCGL6 

1947 versus 

1948 Alternative Hypothesis 
1949 H` The median concentrationin-th6 materiial survey unit exceeds that in the reference material by 
1950 less than the DCGLc, 

<I 

1951 The null hypothesis is assumed to'be true unless the stitistical test indicates 'that it should be rejected in 
1952 favor of the altemativd. One assumes that any difference between the distributions of the reference 
1953 material and material suivey unit concenirations is attributable to a shift in thý survey unit concentrations 
1954 to higher values (i.e., because of t.....senc. of contamination in addition to background).  

1955 If the distribution of measUrements is symmetric, the median and the mean are the same. To the extent' 
1956 that the mean may be larger than th& median, there should be some areas'of larger concefitration that 
1957 cause the distribution to be skew. When that is the case, they will be identified by 9canning, and will 
1958 trigger appropriate investigation levels as described in Section 6. This is the reason for combining direct 
1959 measurements with scans in the survey desigýn.  

1960 The assumptions underlying the WRS test are'that (1) the samples from the reference material are 
1961 independent random samples'from the same reference concentration distributioni, (2) samples from the, 
1962 material survey unit are independent random samples from the same material survey unit concentration 
1963 distribution, and (3) each? measurerinent is independent of every other measurement, regardless of which 
1964 set of samples it came from.
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Note that some or all of the material survey unit measurements may be larger than some reference 

material measurements, while still meeting the release criterion. Indeed, some survey unit measurements 
may exceed some reference'maierial measurements by more thin the DCGLc. The result of the 

hypothesis test determines whether or not the material survey unit as'a whole is deemed to meet the 

release criterion. Individual measurements exceeding the DCG12J are further investig.ted to the extent 
necessary to ensure that the overall average in th6 survey unit does not exceed the DCGLc. Additionally, 
the test should consider whether any smaller-areas with elevated levels of contarmination may exceed a 

"separate criterion set for such areas. - * 

The test should have sufficient power (1-P, as specified in the DQO Process) to detect residual 

radioactivity concentrations at the lower bound of the gray region (LBGR). The LBGR should be sei at 

the expected mean residual contamination level in the material survey unit. The larger of the two values 

of a estimated from the reference material and material survey unit should be used for the WRS test 

sample determination. As described in the MARSSIM, the relative' hift, A/o;,-where A = DCGL c

LBGR is calculated. Table 5.3 in the MARSSIM provides sample sizes for the WRS test as a function 

of relative shift and Type I and IIldecision errors.'

If the ýriterion slpecified for controlling the release of material is that there must be no contamination, the 

clearance survey requires an approach similar to Scenario B described in. The following formal null and 

alternative hypotheses'are t~sted by the WRS test under Scenario B: 

Null Hypothesis ". ' 

"H0: The median concentration in the material survey unit does not exceed that in the'reference 

material (i.e., there is no contamination).  

versus 

Alternative Hypothesis 
Ha: The median concentration in the material survey unit exceeds that in the reference material by 

more than the upper bound of the gray region (UBGR). ' " 

For this test, the lower bound of the gray region is set at zero contamination. As for the Sign test using 

-Scenario B, it is again necessiry tb'spe-cify a UBGR. It'i• e6sential for determining an appropriat6 

sample size and the needed measurement sensitivity. The width of the gray region, A = UBGR - LBGR = 

UBGR - 0= UBGR. If a is the standard deviation of repeated "background" measurements (i.e., 

measurements on material known to contain no contalmninati6n), WAl expresses the width of the gray 

region as a relitive shift: Tabl' 5.3 im the MARSSIM shows thatwh ei this relative shift falls below 1, 

the sample size required for the test increiasei dramatically. For example,' f Aa = 1, and the DQOs for 

the Type I and Type II error rates, a = 13 -0.05, 32 rn'e-surenients are required on both the survey material 

and on the background reference material. If A/l = 0.5, 114 measurements are reqtuired on each. If A/G 

falls as'low as 0.1, more than 2,700 measurem~hts are re4uiired ohn eacl, Thus, it is generally 

iecommended that the relative shift Ala be between q and 3.' Ixicreasing'the relative shift much above 3 

does not appreciably reduce the required number of's ga~ples.
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2002 There is a direct connection between the UBGR and the required measurement sensitivity.  
2003 To distinguish between a measurement of background on the reference material and a measurement equal 
2004 to background plus the UBGR, the instrument or procedure must be able to reliably detect the difference 
2005 (i.e., the UBGR). Unless the uncertainty of a typical background measurement, aM, is less than the 
2006 UBGR, the relative shift A/a = UBGR/a will fall below 1, even if there is no spatial variability 
2007 contributing to a. Conversely, setting the UBGR to be less than a,, will cause the number of 
2008 measurements required to achieve the DQOs to rise dramatically. Thus, an essential part of the DQO 
2009 Process for this case is in setting the UBGR, recognizing the implicit demand on the required relative 
2010 measurement uncertainty at near-background levels.  

2011 Application to Surface Activity Measurements 

2012 Either the Sign test or WRS test can also be used for surface activity measurements. Given that many 
2013 material survey units are composed of the same material types, using theoWRS test should be relatively 
2014 straightforward (i.e., same as described in the MARSSIM). In some cases however, the number of 
2015 materials present in a batch may make' it impractical to use the WRS test. In such cases, it is possible to 
2016 perform the Sign test on the difference of paired measurements on similar materials, one from the survey 
2017 unit and one from a reference material, as outlined in Section 12 of NUREG-1505 (NRC, 1998b).  

2018 When surface activity measurements are performed using non-radionutclide-specific (gross) survey 
2019 instruments (e.g., GM and gas proportional detectors), a commonly used procedure is to subtract an 
2020 "appropriate average background" from each gross measurement on the solid material, and then analyze 
2021 the resulting data using a one-sample statistical test, such as the Sign test. Before doing so, however, the 
2022 surveyor should recognize that the WRS test may be more advantageous for the following reasons: 

2023 (1) The number of samples taken to compute an appropriate background average is left purely to 
2024 judgment. When the WRS test is used, the appropriate number of background measurements has a 
2025 statistical basis.  

2026 (2) The Sign test will generally not be as powerful as the WRS test (more important as the expected 
2027 contamination level approaches the DCGLc).  

2028 (3) The same data that are used to calculate the average background can always be used in the WRS test 
2029 as well.  

2030 The Sign test offers no real savings (compared to the WRS test), with the possible exception of the time 
2031 needed to perform the calculations. However, when the material survey unit is very clean, the maximum 
2032 survey unit measurement and minimum reference area measurement will likely not exceed the DCGL, 
2033 and the survey unit will pass the WRS test without any need for calculations. When the material is 
2034 contaminated above the DCGL, a simple comparison of the averages will likely show that the material 
2035 cannot be released. It is only in cases where the contamination is near the DCGL that the extra 
2036 computations involved in the WRS test will be necessary; however, it is precisely in those cases that the 
2037 higher statistical power of the WRS test makes its use more desirable.
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2038 Statistical Sample Locations , " " 

2039 While many sampling and analysis procedures for solid materials clearance surveys are the same as those 

2040 recommended in the MARSSIM, the major exception is the selection'of sampling points on a survey unit 

2041 consisting of a few large, 'irregulaily-shaped pieces. It is virtually impossible in most' ases to identify 

2042 random locations on material with odd shapes, simply because such materials'are virtually impossible to 

2043 grid. Materials consisting of many small regularly shaped pieces can be spread out evenly, as discussed 

2044 in Section 4.2. A random start grid (rectangular or triangular) can be used to locate samples. It is 

2045 important to emphasize that the objective in this case is to give every portion of the batch the same 

2046 opportunity to be sampled. Thus, it is only necessary to locate and lay out the grid sufficiently to ensure 

2047 that sampling locations are chosen objectively.:. 

2048 One way to approximate this procedure for a survey unit consisting'of a few large,'irregularly shaped 

2049 pieces is to lay out a grid in the area where measurements are to be made. The batch of material should 

2050 be laid out in a single layer on top of this grid. ,A randomly selected grid node is sampled by measuring 

2051 -whatever -piece (or portion) is nearest that node. If no piece is near, select another pr int until the required 

2052 number are obtained. If there is a well-defined inside and outside (as for a pipe), an additional random 

2053 - number can be used to determine whether the inside or outside is sampled. Even this procedure may not 

2054 be workable for large pieces of equipment that ýahhnot be'placed on a grid so that every point has an equal 

2055 choice of being sampled. In such cases, there may be no alternative other than to'chbose biased sampling 

2056 locations, giving preference to samples that are more likely to contain radioactivity. This involves 

2057 professional judgment, afid ot'ten results in overestimating the ave'rage coni'centrati6n. This is not a 

2058 guarantee,of course, because' such judgments" are nbtperfect. It is important to document th6 criteria 

2059 used for selecting sampling locations'in a standard operating procedure (SOP), and to document that 

2060 these criterid wefe followed." These criteria, and the associated logic, should be specified before the 

2061 actual sampling. 
4, 

2062 Another possible method for sampling 'a lot of similarly sized small pieces of material is to systematically 

2063 measure every mr piece. -This requ-ires some' estimate of the total number of pieces, N, so that N/m equals 

2064 -or exceeds the'number', n',-req*uired for the statistical tests. 

2065 5.3 Automated Scanning Surveys (conveyorized survey monitors) 

2066 Systeins that W'utomate the colle'-tion of measufieiiients can offer an appealing alternative to manual 

2067 surveys: By designý'automated systen's require little in'the w.vay of hu'man intervention during operation 

2068 and analyze the data on-the-fly, whil•'storing the inifobrmatiria in digital fori-m. These features can provide 

2069 -'several idvantages whe'n compared to manual suiveys by pers'ohnel using hand-held equipment; however, 

2070 such automation typically requires equipment that is bbth exklensive afid bulky:-' 

2071 Conveyorized 'survey monitorý (CSMs) 'bffer a' fohrn f automation that may be l5articuiarly wdll-suited 

2072 f6i use where sigiifican't quantities of bilk material are subject to clea'nnce requirements. As the name 

2073 plethese system's -operate b, iiov'inj iiýterials , pat rdiation detectors using a convreyor system, 

2074 while autoniatically storing and analyzing there'sultingg ignals. The radiation detectors themselves can 

2075 ' be of an•c"type andare chosenr to match the' apicatipp : The mostpcornfion detecto-s in usýe are Nal 

2076 crystals for gamma-detection and thin-winidow pro~oftioxial counters for betaaet~ction. V
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2077 Sections 5.3.1 - 5.3.3 discuss CSM systems and their possible application as a measurement method 2078 when releasing solid materials during clearance surveys. Like all measurement methods, CSMs are 2079 viewed as tools that may be used alone or in tandem with other methods. Although specific 2080 manufacturers' systems are not discussed, Appendix B, "Advanced/Specialized Instrumentation," 2081 includes a sampling 6f platforms that are presently being marketed for this application, as well as 2082 supporting information about various types of detectors and materials..  

2083 5.3.1 Equipment 

2084 Conveyorized survey monitors typically include a motorized conveyor, a detector array, supporting 2085 measurement electronics, and an automated data acquisition subsystem., Monitors may also include 2086 segmented pathways along the conveyor so that suspect material may be transported to a destination 
2087 other than that of the non-suspect (or releasable) material.  

2088 The conveyor portion of a system consists of a belt that is moved by a variable-speed motor from a 2089 loading area, past a detector assembly or set of assemblies, and onto the final destination, which may be 2090 either a disposal container or an intermediate pile. If a mechanical diverter is used, the system controls 2091 the final material destination based upon user-configured measurement parameters. Without automated 2092 segmentation of the material, a system would need to be used in a "shutdown" mode to allow manual 
2093 separation of suspect. material.  

2094 Since the conveyor operates in a continuous loop, it creates the possibility for cross-contamination on the 2095 belt. When processing materials wvith a low probability of contamination, as is usually the case during 2096 clearance surveys, this issue is of littie concern. For applications where cross-contamination poses a real 2097 issue, however,, it would seem reasonable to use a continuously replaced rolled sheeting material as a 
2098 protective barrier.  

2099 Automated Data Processing (ADP) - Measurements collected using a CSM are usually digitized before 2100 being analyzed and digitized., The data are analyzed on-the-fly using a preset algorithm, and decisions 2101 concerning suspect materials are usually made in real-time. The resulting data, together with the analysis 
2102 results, are then archived to a long-term digital storage medium.  

2103 The counting parameters associated with measuring a stream of material passinig near a CSM detector are 2104 very similar to those encountered with other detection systems. Although each manufacturer's system 2105 employs a proprietary analysis mechanism, the fundamental physics and statistical parameters are 2106 independentof the software design. As such, one can estimate the detection sensitivity of a CSM 2107 detector system without detailed knowledge of the analysis methods that are actually used, provided that 
2108 the type of detector and electronic configuration are known.  

2109 A very interesting capability that is unique to automated systems is the ability to perform multiple, 2110 parallel analyses. As a practical example, a CSM could be configured to monitor over multiple time 2111 intervals, in order to optimize the detection capability for both small'and large regions at the same time.  2112 Additionally, the data collected from shorter time intervals could be used to augment the decision 2113 criterion applied to longer, time intervals, so that small increasesdover the long interval may be corrected 
2114 for anomalies (e.g., such as from potential hot spots) observed during short-interval measurements.
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2115 Detectors - The heart of any ridiation mieasurement system is the'detector(s). +The selection and = 

2116 conrfiguration of detectors and associated electrbnics is'the single most important aspect of designing any 

2117 'radiation measurement device,'since it defines the 'system's baseline capability. dixiliary comnonents, 

2118 such as data analysis engines and hardware conitrols, certainly affect the overall performance of a CSM, 
2119 but not to thesdme degree as the detectoi(s). The ability of any detector to measu're radiation is defined ,, 

2120 by physical constraints that cannot be easily manipulated or changed by users, so ihe initial selection of 
2121 this component more-or-less establishes the system's capability. . ' 

2122 Gross screening of gamma-emritting radionuclides is usually best j~erfobimed tising'scintillation-detectors, 

2123 such as Nal or plastic scintillators. 'While 'these detectors 'are hot the be'st selection for quantitative' 

2124 measurement of c6rniplex spectra, their'excellent detection efficienccies and relatively low cost make'them 

2125 top candidates for gross gamma measuremeht applications wvhere CSMs may be desired. Solid-state' 

2126 gamma-ray detectors,-such as high-purity germianium (HPGe) detectors,'offer much better assay 

2127 capability, but are fairly expensive to purchase and maintain, especially if ori6 is interested in aichieving 

2128 the same level of detection efficiency offered by large-volume scintillation crystals.  

2129 The type, shape, encapsulation, and electronic configuration of a scintillation detector determine its 

2130 oi'erall detection 'efficiericy and background rspohse,'thereby defmirig its sikal-t-rioise ratio.  

2131 •'Consequently, 'it i'irnportafit to select detectors that balance background resp6iise with detectio'n " ' 

2132 efficiency for the suspected radionuc'lide(s). 'As an example, a 3" x 3" Nal detector yields a good Signal

2133 to-background ratio for a high-energy gamma-emitter such as "0Co, but is a poor selection for a low

2134 energy emitter such is -41Am. Beyond -the bases'electiofiof the detectormatefial ahd physical design', 

2135 'one should consider the selectior and placement of &lot6'detectors and driving electronics when 

2136 •" considering- the optimizatiori of a system."FoFex'aiiple, simnply reducing (or increasing) the&detection 

2137 input thresh6ld at the amplifier stage c'an'sosmetirfes 'critically alter the overall system performance.' 

2138 High-purity geirnanium detect6rs couIld play an important role indsome CSM systems, e'vn though they 

2139 arie iniore 'xpehsive anid difficult to'ifiaintiin. These detectors are excellenit for gammra-ray spectrometry, 

2140 "hs the6Y facilitate 'a'nhinparialleled cap'ability for nondestructive identification and quantification 'of 

2141 gamma-emitting iadi6nuclides. With tlie exception bf veiy expensive large-volume crystals, however, 

2142 these detectors cannot compete with low-cost scintillation materials when gross sensitivity is desired.  

2143 Their use inai CSM system could be warrianted in so'me 'istances f6ii niuclide iden.tification follo&.ing a 

2144 p6sitive detection during a gross scan. For exam'ple, a systemi c6uldplausibly be 6onfigured to 
2145 'automatically it0•op conveyor'following a positive ditet; and thenitttempt to identify 'the gamma

for ras hg th e ial ialdstntin 
2146 emfiitting radioniulides present bef passing its final destination.  

2147 Measurement of beta-emitting radionuclides i' (or on) bulk myatrials mai also'be posible, delending on 

2148 the radionuclide, material type, and release limit. Beta detection can be accomplished using thin-window 

2149 -' gas-filled detectors,'sueh'gas proporitiohal andl'Geiger-Muiller detectbios, and 'thin-windowed sciiiillat'rs.  

2150 The most'likely can~didate for measuring beta-emitt'eris ]slarge-area'gas'flow througl lropo-rtional': I'"' 

2151 de teci6is with Ithin I" Mylar efitrance windows, however" l"arge-'area sealed 'proportidnal' and GM detect6rs 

2152 ' are also eipnctedl to perform well. Scintillation matenals'unwersally suffer from'an inferior signal-to
2153 'background ratio when measuring beta-emitters, but may still be adequate'for some' applications.  .... . ° , 4 - ,+, ' , , + --" . Z + , ; 

+ .. + r + ' ' ":+ + '+ ? - ' * 

,A'', ,+ |' , .. .
'' ''4+" - •
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2154 The surface area and window thickness of beta detectors are the critical design parameters that affect 2155 detection efficiency. Ideallyý, one would desire a large array of small detectors, so that each segment 2156 moniiors a small area while keeping its background to a low level. Thiswould be an expensive option, 2157 so aictual'systems ustiually'employ intermediate-sized detectors with thin windows, with each detector 2158 ofttn occupying 100 cm2 to 500 cm9 of sensitive area. Smaller detectors are also often grouped together 2159 in parallel'assimblie's wi'th common electronics to minimize the overall system cost. These detector sizes 2160 provide a good balan'ce between cost and' detection sensitivity for CSM applications.  

2161 As another, somewhat uncommon option for CSM systems, electronically segmented proportional 2162 counters overcome the size-versus-background design issue., Detector systems operating in this mode 2163 attempt to subdivide large--are'a"pro p'ortional detectors into small, virtual regions by using advanced 
2164 ti , ming electronics to optimize the signal-'to-background ratio for small areas, while keeping the number 2165 of detectors low. These'designs require more advanced electronics and anal ,sis algorithms, and are not 
2166 typically used in CSM systems today.  

2167 5.3.2 Detection Sensitivity 
- " "; ' La" r -,• 4* • , 

2168 The selection of detectors and supporting electronics is the key to optimizing overall system performance 2169 for specific applications'. Other parameters that should be considered include the quantity and placement 2170 of detectors, as well as the speed of materials past the sensitive regions of the detector(s).  

2171 As a rule, the signal-to-background ratio of a radiation detector array is directly proportional to the 
2172 square root of the number of detectors enplloyed:when measuring uniform radiation fields. To illustrate 2173 this principal, two identical detectors operated in tandem (parallel) yield a signal-to-background ratio that 2174 is about 40 percent higher thaii the ratio that a single detector would yield when measuring a material o 2175 with homogeneously distributed contarnination. Grouping the detectors together in parallel, with a single 2176 set of driving electronics, reduces the detection ability for small regions near a given detector. By 2177 con'trast, if the two detectors are operated independently of each other, with separate driving electronics, 
2178 the measureement sensitivity for homogenous media would also be 40 percent higher than the capability 2179 of a single detector, butwithout penalizing the ability to detect small, elevated regions.  

2180 Placement is also critical - particularly for the measurement of beta emitters - since the inverse square 2181 relationship and absorption within the intermediate air can greatly affect sensitivity. While this is less 2182 important for gamma-detection equipment, it is essential to place beta-measurement detectors as close as 2183 practical to the'niaterial lbeing monitored. As with portable stirvey equipment, it is also advisable to 2184 establish a CSM detector configuration tlhat offers an acceptable detection ability without placing th'e 2185 detector into harms way,(as might occur when jagged materials pass too near a fragile detector face).  

2186 Belt speed significantly affects the measurement capability of a CSM. Detectiosensitivit for "SmaIll to 2187 intermediate-sized regions varies (rough@ly.Nwith the square root of the obsercation interval (time') for any ,.  2188 segment of material being monitored. In 6theirwords, a slower-moving belt facilita'tes a more sensitive 2189 detection capability, for smallei regions. Interestingly, belt speed hai noJ imlpact on deiection ability for a 2190 continiious stream of truly h6moogeneous materials since, by defiiiiion, the ra'.dioactivify is present at an 2191 equal concentration throughout all of the nmaierial. In practice, hi'owev"er, material with homogenedusly 2192 distributed contamination is atypical, and the detection ability for smaller regions should be considered 
2193 when designing a scan protocol.
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2194 To deal with this fact while using a CSM during clearance surveys, one can assume, for better or worse, 
2195 that homogeneity exists within sub-regions of the suspect material and, to be consistent with traditional 
2196 survey design, these regions should be labeled as survey units or batches. The desired belt speed should, 
2197 therefore, be determined as a function of the release limit (DCGL), the allocated survey unit size, and the 
2198 -detection efficiency of the system for the target media and expected radionuclide(s).  

2199 Detection Efficiency for Gamma-Emitters using Nal Detectors- The detection ability of Nal detectors 

2200 operating in a gross count rate mode3 will be dependent on the design,°quantity and electronic 
2201 configuration of selected detectors. For purposes of providing an example of an expected dete6tion 
2202 capability, this section discusses a hypothetical system that has been configured with moderately sized 3" 

2203 x 3" cylindrical crystals with supporting electronics:: It is assumed that three such detectors will be 
2204 operated in tandem in a detector bank and that the total detector volume per bank will therefore be about 

2205 1000cm3. ". 

2206 A common radionuclide that may be measured using such a system would be 13TCs-with a primary 
2207 gamma-ray emitted by its daughter (l3mBa) at -662 keV with an emission ratio of -0.85. If one assumes 

2208 that cesium is mixed relatively homogeneously within each region of a CSM conveyor stream,-.then a 

2209 fairly accurate estimate of detection ability can be calculated by coupling empirical data with modeled 
2210 exposure rates. The two empirical parameters that should be known are the total background count rate 

2211 and the detection efficiency for '"Cs. In general; although certainly depending on location and 

2212 configuration, the background count rate for 3" x 3" cylindrical NaI crystals operating in full-open gross 

2213 count rate mode will be in the range of about 8 x,10',to 1 x 10' counts per minute (cpm) and the detection 

2214 efficiency will be approximately 4 x 106 cpm per mR/h when measuring "'Cs. For three detectors 

2215 ganged into a single electronic bank, these values correlate to a total system background of about 2.7 x 

2216 104 cpm and a total detection efficiency of about 1.2 x 10' cpm per mR/h.  

2217 These-parameters can be coupled to calculated exposure rates in the vicinity of material passing along a -....  

2218 conveyor system to evaluate detection sensitivity as a function of the material geometry and radionuclide.  

2219 As an example application, consider a scenario where a CSM will be used to scan for "'Cs in soil having 

2220 a bulk density of 2 g/cm3. .The center-line of the three detectors is assumed to be placed approximately 

2221 15 cm above a 76-cm (30-in) wide conveyor belt such that they are evenly spaced across the breadth of 

2222 the belt at 13, 38 and 64 centimeters (5, 15 and 25 inches) from one edge. If the soil is assumed to be 

2223 2.5-cm (1-inch) thick and to extend on the conveyor for 76-cm (30-inches) along the conveyor to either '4 

2224 side of the detector bank then the expected exposure rate -will be about 120 mR/h per jiCilg at the two 

2225 outside detectors and approximately 140 mR/h per giCi/g for the center detector. ,Coupling these data 

2226 with the expected detection efficiency previously-given; the total efficiency for this geometry-using all 

2227 three detectors in an electronically ganged configuration-- is expected to be about 1.5 x 10' cpm per 

2228 pCi/g of 37Cs. If the soil thickness isincreased to 10-cm (4-in) and the detectors are positioned 20-cm 

2229 (8-in) from the belt,'then the system detection efficiency will increase to about 4 x 10' cpm per pCi/g of 

2230 137Cs. The latter case represents a count rate increase of 15% above background for each pCi/g of 137Cs.  

3 Gross count rate mode refers to operating a detector such that all measured pulses within a pulse-height 

window, whether it be narrow or wide open, are summed together into a single value representing the gross count 

rate for the detector configuration being used.
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2231 An estimate of the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) can be estimated while operating such a 
2232 detector configuration in a scan mode by assuming a false positive detection rate of 1% and a false 
2233 negative detection rate of 5% (Cur-ie 1968). These values mean ihit true contamination will be missed 
2234 5 percent of the time, and false alarms will occur 1 percent of the timie: For an observation interval of 
2235 6 seconds, the MDC foia 2.5k-m (ofie-inch) thick layer of soil containing `Cs is expected to be about 
2236 2 pCi/g and will decrease to 0.7 pCi/g when the soil thickness is increased to 10 cm.  

2237 Detection Efficiency for Beta-Emitters Using Thin-Window Propor'tional Detectors - Beta particles 
2238 originating within or on a target media usually undergo significant interaction before reaching th" 8' 

2239 sensitive volume of a CSM detector. As such, the process for estimating detection ability is significantly 
2240 more problematic than is necessary when evaluating detection capability for gamma-emitting 
2241 radionuclides. As previously mentioned, the most common type of detector for this application is a thin
2242 window gas-flow proportional detector. Such detectors have a thin Mylar entrance window with a 
2243 density thickness ranging from less than 1 to a few mg/cm'. Although the mixture may vary, the most 
2244 commonly used gas is P-10; containing 90 percent argon and 10 percent methane.  

2245 This section provides an analysis of the beta detection ability for gas-flow proportional counters and, in 
2246 pirticular, that which is applicable to a CSM. The first scenario considers surface contamination with 
2247 99Tc and 9"Sr on flat surfaces; while the second looks at 99Tc and 9"Sr in soil, and the third evaluates `3Cs 
2248 in soil. These evaluations are summarized in the following paragra'phs; 

2249 Surface activity refers to contamination on the surface of solid materials. As simple as this sounds, it is 
2250 difficult to define what constitutes a "surface," since real-world materials have a thickness when viewed 
2251 from the perspective of a radioactive atom deposited within their surfaces. One might define surface 
2252 contamination as the activity contained within a surface layer that ha§ a thickness equal to that of the 
2253 saturation layer (ISO 1988), where the thickness of the saturation layer is defined as the thickness of the 
2254 medium (surface material) equal to the maximum range of the specified particulate radiation. While 
2255 some materials are more porous than others; all have some level of absorptiveý capacity. The definition of 
2256 "surface," therefore, becomes significani ivhen evaluating the detection ability for charged particles 
2257 emitted from the surfa6e of materials, and is amplified significantly when constructirig a model.  

2258 Consider an 80-cm (31-inch) wide conveyor using five proportional counters with open, or sensitive, 
2259 areas of 500-cm2 each; placed 5 cm above the belt surface. The detectors are rectangular in shape, with 
2260 each window region measuring 50 cm x 10 cm (20 in by 4 in), with the long dimension placed parallel to 
2261 the direction of belt travel in the CSM. If five such detectors are placed side-by-side across the breadth 
2262 of the conveyor, the total sensitive area is 2,500 cm` (390 in2). Each detector is assumed to be configured 
2263 individually (not grouped), ,vith 0.8 mg/cm2 of window material without protective screens, and the 
2264 detection capability is assumed to have been maximized for low- to intermediate-energy beta detection.  
2265 The background response for such a detector is in the range of 2 to 3 cpm/cm2 of window area, so each 
2266 detector has a non-shielded typical background of about 1,300 cpm.- Again, the reader should note that 
2267 this configuration is defined for the purpose of estimating beta detection ability as an example; however, 
2268 the detection abilities of actual systems will vary by manufacturer (although not very much).
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2269 First, the pure beta-emitting radionuclides 99Tc and 90Sr(`°Y), having-maximum-energy beta emissions of 
2270 294 and 546(2280) keV, respectively, are assumed to be placed onto the surface of a thin, flat plane in 

2271 contact with a CSM conveyor belt. Although unrealistic for most real-world measurement scenarios, this 

2272 finite plane, zero-thickness geometry provides the highest possible beta-detection sensitivity for a system 

2273 without imprO'ing the detector to belt distarice. 'As an extension to this pure geometry, it is then assumed 

2274 that tlie radi6'nuclides are not restricted to the outermost surface, but instead that they have absorbed 
2275 homogeneously within the top 50 pm of a masonry-type material (e.g., cement) having a bulk density of 2 

2276 g/cm 3.,This scenario is much more plausible when evaluating real-world applications. Table 5.1 

2277 presents the results of these geometry calculations.  

2278 The s6cond geomentry place-s the same isotopes (i-e2,9Tc and 9"Sr(°Y)) into -aso6il niatrixi and -,varies 

2279 the depth of the material from 0.1 to 1 cm, while keeping the belt to detector distance constant.  

2280 The results of this analysis display, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the impact on detection 

2281 'capability that occurs when beta particles interact within the source-matrix material. Table 5.1 presents 

2282 the results. 

2283 Finally, the isotope "'37Cs, which is both a beta- and a gamma-emitter, is modeled within a soil matrix.  
2284 Cesium-137 decays ,with the emission of a 512-keVma. beta 94.6 percent of the time, and decays with the 

2285 emission of a 1,173-keV,, beta for the remainder. As previously mentioned, l3'mBa is produced by 94.6 

2286 percent of '3Cs decays, and it, in turn, emits a 662-keV photon during 90 percent of its decays, yielding 

2287 'an overall y-emission ratio of 0.85. Although not previously discussed within this section, gas-flow 

2288 proportional counters also detect ionizing electromagnetic radiations (e.g., gamma and x-rays) by 

2289 measuring secondary eiectrons produced both within and otitside the gas volume. The probability of 

2290 interaction varies; however, the sensitivity is roughly proportional to the mass of intervening material 

2291 within the vicinity of the detector, times the probability of interaction within the mass, times the fraction 

2292 of those particles carrying enough energy to travel into the detector. For "'Cs, the intrinsic efficiency 

2293 expected with a thin-'window proportional detector is about 0.01 counts per photoh. 'The photon 

2294 'detection capability for this scenario was estimated for each CSM detector by calctlating the average 

2295 solid-angle for the geometry and coupling the result with the activity, source-material absorption 

2296 probability and finally the detector interaction probability. Table 5.1 presents the result for the summed 

2297 beta and gamma defection capability. . - *-- ..... .  

'.  
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Table 5.1: Model results for the detection capability of a 
CSM configured with a bank of 500-cm2 gas proportional detectors2a) 

Isotope Materiallb) Single 500-cm2 Detector~c) Five Detectors Grouped 
as One 2,500-cm2 Detector 

Efficiency MDC 6-.s, 95%(d) ,Efficiency MDC6.s 95% 

in cpm per [dpm/cm2 or in cpm per [dpm/cm2 or 
[dpm/cm2  pCi/g*] [dpm/cm2 or pCi/g*] 
or pCi/g"] pCi/g* ] 

99Tc Surface [0-ýp m] 60 10 300 5 
Surface [50-pm] 30 20 150 10 
Soil [0.5 cm thick] 1 * 650* 5' 300' 
Soil [1.0 cm thick] 1" 650' 5' 300' 

'Sr Surface [0-pm] 130 5 650 2 
Surface [50-pm] 95 7 480 3 
Soil [0.5 cm thick] 6' 110' 30' 50* 
Soil [1.0 cm thick] 6* 110* 30* 50' 

9Y Surface [0-pm] 250 3 1300 1 
Surface [50-prm] 230 3 1200 1 
Soil [0.5 cm thick] 60' 10' 300' 5* 
Soil [1.0 cm thick] 60* 10* 300' 5* 

137Cs (e Soil [0.5 cm thick] 10', 65' 50' 30' 
Soil [0.8 cm thick] 12' 55' 60* 25* 
Soil [1.0 cm thick] 14' 45' 70' 20* 

a Section 5.3 describes each geometry.  
b A 0-prm surface is defined as a zero-thickness source, where all isotope material is present exactly at the surface.  

Such surfaces are similar to an electroplated laboratory standard, but would not be expected during typical CSM 
operation. A 50-pm surface assumes that the source material is homogeneously distributed within the top 50-pin 
layer of a low atomic number material (e.g., masonry) with a density of 2 g/cm3, and the material is present as a 
continuous plane beneath the detector. Soil describes a homogenous mixture with a bulk density of 2 glcm.  
All detection efficiencies are reported in cpm /dpm /cm2 of source area for surface scenarios and cpm /pCi/g) for 
soil. Single-detector values represent the average response expected for five detectors spread across the breadth 
of a 80-cm wide CSM. All values have been rounded to no more than two significant digits.  

d Minimum detectable concentration (MDC) calculated including the variability of background for each 500-cm2 
detector equal to 130 counts during 6-second count intervals (1,300 cpm), based on a given belt speed.  
The probability of false-detection is assumed to be set at 1 percent and the probability of missing existing (true) 
contamination is assumed to set at 5 percent. Results have been rounded to no more than two significant digits 
and are given in units of dpmfcm2 for surfaces and pCi/g for soil.  

e Detection ability calculated for beta-emissions from '37Cs as well as gamma-emissions from "37mBa.  
The observed increase in detection efficiency with soil thickness is due to the increased number of 662-keV 
gamma rays produced with increased soil mass.
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2323 5.3.3 CSM Survey Design Considerations r 

2324 Conveyorized survey monitors are expected to be used in conjunction with other survey methods during 

2325 the release of, materials for unrestricted use. :These relatively massive devices are primarily designed for 

2326 scanning applications; however, it is possible to construct control algorithms that combine a number of 

2327 complementary survey stages. Examples include the combination of different detector types, scan and 

2328 static measurement modes, and the ability to make parallel decisions based on various combinations of 

2329 measurement results. Ultimately, it is expected that CSM machines could be applied as an advanced, 

2330 automated scanning process in lieu of using hand-held equipment as discussed elsewhere in Section 5.  

2331 As an example, consider an application for the detector assemblies discussed above, which include a set 

2332 of three grouped 3" x 3" NaI crystals placed in series, with a set of five 500-cm2 gas-flow proportional 

2333 counters. Fine concrete rubble is to be surveyed and is expected to contain 'ý?Cs and 9Sr(•Y) at varying 

2334 ratios, which means that a simple correlation cannot be assumed for 'Sr based solely on gamma 

2335 measurements for 3' Cs. Furthermore, the radioactivity is primarily expected to be present throughout 

2336 moderate-sized yolumes of the material, and the hypothetical release limits (DCGLs), based on draft 

2337 NUREG-1640 dose factors, are assumed to beset at 0.16 Bq/g (4.4 pCi/g) for `37Cs and 4.4 Bq/g (120 

2338 pCi/g) for 9°)Sr. The daughter, 90Y, is assumed to be-present at the same concentration as "Sr. r 

2339 A number of design decisions can be made for such a CSM system to help automate the clearance of 

2340 material. A configuration decision would be to use the Nal detectors to look for' 37 Cs and to use the gas

2341 proportional detectors to monitor gross beta emissions from 9Y°yand, to a much lesser degree, 9°Sr and 

2342 137Cs. Referencing the preceding analyses, the detection MDC for 1
37Cs for the proposed bank of NaI 

2343 detectors will be 2 pCi/g for a 2.5-cm (1-inch) thick layer of soil, and will decrease to about 0.7 pCi/g 

2344 when the soil thickness increases to 10 cm.- These values are fairly accurate for'our concrete rubble 

2345 scenario. Similarly, the detection sensitivities (MDCs),for rSr and 9Y in soil were given as 50 pCi/g 

2346 and 5 pCi/g, respectively, and represent reasonably accurate estimates for the granulated concrete 

2347 scenario. To reiterate, all of these detection sensitivity values were calculated for 6-second observation 

2348 intervals, while assuming 5 percent false-negative and 1 percent false-positive detection probabilities.  

2349 As is readily seen, the detection capabilities for the target radionuclides for a 2.5-cm (1-inch) thick layer 

2350 of material are less than the hypothetical release limits. Therefore, it is plausible that the CSM could be 

2351 used for the majority of the release scan process without complicated detection schemes. It is important 

2352 to recognize that the premise of homogeneously distributed contamination over the volume of the solid 

2353 material is the basis for assuming that the beta-emitting radionuclides are on or near the material's 

2354 surface. Otherwise, there is only a slim likelihood of detecting a discrete amount of ?0Sr(90Y) activity 

2355 present a few millimeters beneath the soil surface., ., .  

2356 '15.4 In Toto Surveys, - . L:. , .  

2357 In contrast to sampling and direct measurements, which use discrete samples and measurements to assay 

2358 contamination, an in toto approach assays the solid material as a whole. Examples of instruments that 

2359 use an in toto assay approach are in situ gamma spectrometry systems, drum and box counters, tool and 

2360 bag monitors, and portal monitors. Y . , -. i -1 '< 

2361 In toto survey techniques can be used to demonstrate compliance with the average contamination level 

2362 over the entire material survey unit, and can be used as a technique for measuring individual samples.  

2363 When used to measure contamination over the entire material survey unit, this cleararic6 survey'approach 

2364 is well-suited for solid materials that do not have a potential for small elevated areas of radioactivity (i.e., 

2365 solid materials classified as Class 2 or 3).
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2366 When small elevated areas of radioactivity are potentially present (e.g., Class 1 materials), their impact 2367 on the average contamination level should be properly addressed during the calibration and efficiency 
2368 determination for in toto'survey techniques. Alternatively, when potential small elevated areas of 
2369 radioactivity are a concern, it may be appropriate to consider c6mbining the in toto techniques with 
2370 conventional scanning for locations of elevated direct radiation.  

2371 When employing in toto clearance survey techniques, it is important to consider both the classification of 2372 solid materials and the difference between the material survey unit size and simple size. Consider a 2373 pallet of 1.5-m long steel pipes that is assayed using a calibrated in situ gamma spectrometer system.  
2374 This pallet represents a material survey unit, which would likely be surveyed via in situ gamma 
2375 spectrometry in the same manner regardless of its classification.  

2376 Consider a large container' filled with hundreds of small pieces of equipment and tools that are proposed 
2377 for clearance. Assume that a tool monitor will be used to demonstrate'compliance with the release 
2378 criteria. In this instance, the amount of material (perhaps no more than 10 items at a time) that can beý 2379 analyzed by the in toto-technique represents the sample size, rather than the survey unit size. When 
2380 in toto survey techniques are used to measure samples, the statistical design methods discussed in 
2381 Section 5.2.3.3 should be used to determine the sample size.  

2382 The DQO Process should be used to establish the appropriate survey coverage. The material's 
2383 classification should be considered when setting the size of the material survey unit. For example, the 
2384 amount of material comprising Class I survey units may be smaller than either Class 2 or 3 survey units.  
2385 Alternatively, it may be reasdnable to maintain consistent survey unit sizes for all material classes, while 
2386 adjusting the survey coverage based on classification. In this situation, the t6ol monitor might be used to 2387 assay 100 percent of the materials in Class, 1, while smaller fractions of the total material would be 
2388 analyzed in Class 2 and 3 survey units. For example, it may not be necessary to survey each and every 2389 brick that comprises a lot of Class 2 bricks. Regardless of the selected approach, the solid materials 
2390 having the greatest potential for contamination should receive the highest degree of survey coverage.  

2391 Sections 5.4.1 - 5.4.3 discuss in situ gamma spectrometry, volume counters (e.g., drum counters, tool and 
2392 bag monitors), and portal monitors. Calibration and implementation considerations for using these 
2393 systems are also discussed.  

2394 5.4.1 In Situ Gamma Spectrometry 

2395 In situ gamma spectrometry (ISGS) measurements for solid materials, particularly in a complex geometry 
2396 that renders some of the surfaces inaccessible, may be a'viable release survey option. This section, 
2397 discusses some of the considerations and the overall plan for implementing ISGS as a tool for surveying 
2398 solid materials, including experimental results for applying ISGS to surveys of scrap metal. Appendix C 
2399 provides a few examples of commercial applications of ISGS.  

2400 5.4.1.1 Equipment 

2401 An ISGS system typically consists of a semiconductor detector, electronics for pulse amplification and 
2402 pulse height analysis, a computer system for data collection and analysis, and a portable cryostat.  
2403 The most common detector is the high-purity germanium (HPGe) semiconductor, but other 
2404 semiconductors such as developing room temperature variants can be deployed. The HPGe crystal 
2405 should be cooled to liquid-nitrogen (LN) temperature for operation, but can be stored at room 
2406 temperature without destroying its detection properties.
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2407 This is an important distinction between HPGe semiconductor detectors and germanium-lithium (GeLi) 
2408 semiconductor detectors, 'vhich must be cooled to LN temperature at all'tiiiies. Scintillating detectors, 
2409 such as sodium iodide (NaI), have limited application (e.g.4,wheri eiergy reso'lution is not iprimary 
2410 concern)., Additionally, depending on the application,lead shielding'and c6llimation m-ay be required.  

2411 5.4.1.2 Technological Advances , 

2412 Many technological advances have allowed ISGS to become more of a mainstream survey methodology.  
2413 As previously mentioned, one of the most important adVancements-,as'the H1Ge'detdctor, which only 
2414 required cooling to LN temperature during operation. Als6othese detectori have incr¥ased in volume, 
2415 resulting in much higher efficiency, while'maintainin excellent energy'resolutiofi. These'systems can 
2416 - -only be used if the detector is maintained'at LN tempei-ature, but the advanrcements bf rugged, multi
2417 attitude LN cryostats have permitted ISGS systems to be deployed in almost any envirohment. The 
2418 electronics have also been improved by reducing their size, which increased their portability. Typically, 
2419 these electronics have been analog in design, which rneans that-they suffered from instability under'- ' 
2420 certain conditions. Digital electronics packages have overcome the limitations of the analog designs.  
2421 The portable computing systems used to collect 'n'danalyze the ISGS data hawee also iiieased in power 
2422 while also decreasing in size. -' ' 
2423 - ,.r -• 
2424 5.4.1.3 Sensitivity 

2425 Unlike hand-held detectors used to scan and/or perform direct measurements to qualify or quantify 
2426 p--'primarily alpha and beta surface activity, ISGS can'be used to quantify volumetric conta'mination of 
2427 - gamma-ray-emitting radionuclides. Many factors determine the overall efficiency and sensitivity of an 
2428 ISGS system for quantifying volumetric contamination, as follows: 

2429 Intrinsic detector'efficiency ,-
2430 The intrinsic efficiency of a detector is the measure of how efficientthe detector medium absorbs 
2431 gamma-ray energy, as a function of energy., At very low energies, gamma-rays are absorbed outside 
2432 "'the detector, in the casing or fac'eplate., As the energy, increases; the intrinsic efficiency increases until 
2433 a maximum intrinsic efficiency is reached, typically at an'energy'of afe~w hundred keV. After thee 
2434 maximum is reached, the intrinsic efficiency decreases with increasing energy.  

2435 Radionuclide gamma-ray energy and abundance - " 
2436 - -As discussed above, the intrinsic efficiency of a detector-depends on the gamma-ray energy. -Also, 
2437 attenuation from the material being surveyed increases as the'gammia-ray energy decreases. Solid 
2438 materials with potential contamination involving radionuclides of low gamma-r4ay decay abundance, 
2439 or yield, require longer count times than radioniuclides with high gamma-ray decay abundance.  

2440 Background, including shieldingand collimation . -.  
2441 High background, for the gamma-ray energies of 6c'ncern, decreages itie-sensitiVity of the ISGS. This 
2442 effect is more pronounced at lower energies because of the Comptdn'tontihuumi contributions from 
2443 ambient gamma-rays, which are higher in energy than the energy of concern. To reduce the effect of 
2444 " '"background, lead shielding and collimation can be used."While generally imcreasinmgthe sensititiiyof 
2445 L"the ISGS mieasurement, collihmaiiton can actually lower the overall 'fficiency of the ISGS system by 
2446 " effectwely Whielding the 6ontaminati6 n from the'detect6r. 'This is a concern wheni uisinmgsmall- °-' 
2447 opening collimators. " .... . . . -

I ' - I- - .- - tJ
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2448 Count time .  

2449 Many factors influence the amount of time required to count the material. These include the overall 
2450 efficiency, source and background count rates, and desired uncertainty. IIn general, as the background 
2451 increases, the sensitivity decreases. To compensate, increasing count time increases sensitivity. In 
2452 order to reduce the uncertainty of the measurement by half, the count timhe would need to be increased 
2453 by a factor of four.  
2454 
2455 Geometry , . ,, 

2456 Geometry refers to the orientation of the source material and the detector relative to the source, 
2457 material. For example, the overall efficiency and, therefore, the sensitivity of the ISGS measurement 
2458 would be different if a lot of 25 pipes is stacked in a pyramid, rather than placed flat and unstacked.  
2459 The overall efficiency of the ISGS measurement is also affected by the distance the detector is placed 
2460 from the source material.  

2461 5.4.1.4 Experimentation to Determine Sensitivity 

2462 Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) performed an experiment to determine the 
2463 magnitude of the ISGS detection capabilities for a release of scrap metal from a nuclear facility. In this 
2464 case, 1 metric ton of 12.7-cm (5-in.) diameter steel conduit was selected. To determine how much 
2465 radioactivity was required for the experiment, the mass-based, critical-group dose factors reported in 
2466 draft NUREG-1640 were used. For comparison with draft NUREG-1640, a normalized unit dose factor 
2467 of 10 pSv/y (1 mrem/y) was assumed in the calculations. As the following equation shows, 38 kBq 
2468 (1 pCi) of "Cs on steel would produce approximately 10 pSv/y (1 mrem/y) to the critical member of the 
2469 group.  

l_ __Svy" kBq 2470 ,260,Sv y-. Bq-1 g" E6g. 1000Bq -38kBq 

2471 Therefore, if the ISGS system can demonstrate a sensitivity less than 38 kBq (1 pCi), this is a candidate 
2472 technique. Table 5.2 summarizes ,the total activity calculations for ste.el.  

2473 Table 5.2:' Calculated total activity for sel'ented ladionuclides 
2474 using mass-based, critical-group dose factors for steel (1x10 6 g)

2475 

2476 

2477 
2478 
2479 

2480 
2481 
2482 
2483 
2484 
2485 
2486

Radionuclide Key Gamma(s)- Mean Dose Factor Total Activity for 

I If I , . (keV) .- (Sv y-' Bq' g)a 10 jiSv y-' (kBq)b 
137Cs ",6 62 260' 38 / 

60Co 1173, 1332 250 40 
"To convert to units of mrem y' pCi-1 g, multiply by 3.7xl0"3.
b To convert to units of pCi, divide by 37.  

Twenty sources each for Cs and 'Co were fabricated; each source was approximately one-twentieth of 
38 kBq (1, pCi). The ,7Cs sourceswere randomly placed inside the conduit interiors. A measurement 
was performed at the midpoint of eachs'ide of the pallet for 10 minutes, for a total of 40 minutes of count 
time. The process was repeated for ninie additional measurement sets with the 13Cs sources placed 
randomly each time. The 6'Co measurements were independently performed in the same manner. No 
shielding or collimation was used, and the detector was placed 1 meter (vertically) from the floor, and 
generally as close as possible to the pallet of steel conduit.
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2487 The efficiency, E,-for the region'-of-inter6st (ROI) correspondin'g to the appropriate total absorption peak 
2488 (TAP) for ')Co or '37Cs was calculated.' First, the net counts in the TAP ROI werie calculated by 
2489 ---subtracting the Compton continuum counts in the ROI from the gross counts in the TAP.ROI. -Next, the 
2490 net counts for the TAP ROI were divided by the total activity of the particular source, and the count time 
2491 in minutes'to determine efficiency in net counts per minute per kBq. The minimum detectable activity 
2492 (MDA), in kBq, for the TAP ROI was calculated by the equation below, using the experimentally 
2493 determined efficiency, where the BKG values, or continuum counts, were determined by the gross peak 
2494 counts minus the net peak counts. 3+4.65 '' 

3 + 4 .6 5 V[ B K G [ c o u n ts ] - .. . " - . . " ' - , 

2495 MDA [kBq] = 
T [min] e [net peak counts per min per kBq] 

2496 Table 5.3 below summarizes the results of the ISGS measurements of the steel conduit pallet.,-[,: 

2497 -Table 5.3: Efficiency and MDA summary for, ISGS measureinents of scrap steel pallet 
2498 1.0,. (0-minute count time), . . .

2499 
2500 

2501

,4Efficiency - Efficiency MDA
Radionuclide (Standard Deviation') 2-Sigma Range MDA 2-Sigma Range 

(keV) [net counts min' kBqI']b '(net counts min-' kBq"') (kBq)' (kBq) 

13Cs (662) 0.41 (0.09) - .'- 0.23-0.59 11 7- 19

2502 - 6 Co(1173) - - -- -.. 0.33(0.07) . . . . 0.19-0.47 -. 11 . 7-22

2503 6()Co (1332) 0.30 (0.06). 0.18-0.42, 11 7-15:
2504 'Total propagated uncertainty. ' ' " - .. 1-" ' , ,, - . .-. j 
2505 b To convert to units of net counts min"' pCi' , -multiply by 37..  
2506 rTo convert to units of pCi, divide by 37. , 

2507 Multiple'sets of meisurements with iandomly placed sources (in a"non-uniform geometry) were Z 
2508 performed to calculate an unbiased range of efficiencies for this particular geometry. Using the lower 
2509 5-percent confidencee interval on the 2-sigma range of the efficiency from Table 5.3 allows the MDA to 
2510 be conservatively reported for comparison to potential dose limits., " -, I -

2511 Table 5.3 shows that at an alternative dose criterion of 10 pSv/y(1- mrem/y), ISGS is`a viable technology 
2512 for 1 metric ton of 5-inch diameter steel conduit released from a nuclear facility. The upper range MDA 
2513 for 131Cs at 19 kBq (0.5 pCi) is below the total activity of,38 kBq (1.0 RCi) required to produce 10 pSv/y .  

2514 (1 mrem/y). The upper range MDA for 6°Co at 22 kBq (0.6 PCi) is below the total activity of 40 kBq 
2515 ,(1.1 pCi) required to produce 10 pSv/y (l1mre.m/y). However, if the~more-restrictive dose limit of 
2516 1 pSv/y (0.1 mrem/y) is assumed, ISGS would lack the necessary sensitivity, to detect 3.8 kBq (0.1 pCi) 
2517 ofeitherwCo or 3 7Cs. , - :.• ,' ,.  

2518 With the same .Csand6 Co sources used with the steel conduit experiment, a second experimental 
2519 configuration consisting of a pallet of 148 insulated copper wires with a totalmweight of 490.kg, 
2520 (1,080 pounds) was st up. The only difference between the steel and copper experiment was that the 
2521 count time was increased from 10 to 30 minutes per measurement to allowfor the increased attenuation 
2522 of the gamma-rays by the copper. 'Table 5.4 shows the dose calc ation results.
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2522 Table 5.4: Calculated total activityfor selected radionuclides 
2523 using mass-based, critical-group dose factors for copper (4.9x10s g)

2524 

2525 
2526 
2527 
2528 

2529 
2530 
2531 
2532 
2533 
2534 
2535 
2536 

2537 
2538 

2539 

2540 

2541 

2542 

2543 
2544 
2545 
2546 
2547 

2548 

2549 
2550 
2551 
2552 
2553 
2554 
2555 
2556
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Key Gamma(s) " Mean Dose Factor Total Activity for 

Radionuclide (keV) (pSv y" Bq" g)a- 10 jSv y"' (kBq)b 
'37Cs 662 62 78 
60Co 1173, 1332 250 19 
To convert to units of mrem y-' pCi"- g, multiply by 3.7x 10'.  

bTo convert to units of pCi, divide by 37.  

Table 5.5 shows that for an alternative dose criterion of 10 PSv/y (1 mrem/y) and for the given 
experimental c6nditiohs, ISGS 'nay not be a viable technology for a typical volume of copper released 
from a nuclear facility. The upper range MDA for 137Cs at 89 kBq (2.4 ptCi) is above the total activity of 
78 kBq (2.1 pCi) required to produce 10 pSvly (1 mrnm/y). The upper range MDA for 61Co at 59 kBq 
(1.6 pCi) is above the total activity of 19 kBq (0.5'pCi)'required to produce 10 pSv/y (1 mrem/y).  
However, if the less-restrictive dose limit of_100 pSv/y (10 mrem/y) were adopted, ISGS would have the 
necessary sensitivity to detect 780 kBq (21, pCi) of `37Cs or 190 kBq (5 pCi) of 61Co in this copper 
matrix.  

Table 5.5: Efficiency and MDA summary for ISGS measurements of scrap copper pallet 
(30-minute count time)" 

Efficiency Efficiency MDA 
Radionuclide (Standard Deviationa) 2-Sigma Range MDAC 2-Sigma Range 

(keV) [net counts mrini kBq'l]b (net counts min"1 kBq-') (kBq)d (kBq) 
1
3 7

Cs (662) 0.13 (0.04) 0.05-0.21 33 22-89 

'Co (1173) 0.11 (0.03) 0.05 -0.17 I 37 22-85 

6°C6 (1332) 0.09(0.02) 0.05-0.13 30 22-59 
Total propagated uncertainty.  

bTo convert to units of net counts min-' pCi"-, imultiply by 37.  
CMDA values calculated for a 10 minute count.  
, To con\vert to units of pCi, divide by 37.  

5.4.1.5 ISGS Measuremint Considerations 

The average contamination in the nmatrial deter'm'ined by the ISGS system should be representative of the 
true average for c6mpari'oi: to'the ýolumetric guidelines. For materials with uniform or near-uniform 
contamination, only one measurement, from any orientation, may sufficiently determine the average 
contamination. For materials that do not have uniform contamination, different ISGS measurement 
approaches may be necessary to determine a more accurate averagei6ontamination level. For instance, 
for Class I materials that potentially contain small elevated areas 6f rhdioactivitýi, the ISGS calibration 
shotild a.ddress the impact that thee small elevated areas of radioactivity have on the efficiency of this 
survey technique, so that an accurateaverage contamination le6'el is determined.
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One approach is to perform multiple measurements at different angles around the material, such as all 
four sides, and then average the measurement results. Another approach, which is commonly used in 
drum counters, is to rotate the material during the measurement time. However, rotating a pallet of pipes 
or wire can be unwieldy, if not~impossible, so to effectively rotate the material, one might perform part of 
one measurement at each location around the material.-For example, suppose a count time of 40 minutes 
was required to meet the required sensitivity and the material was to be measured from all four sides.' 
The first 10 minutes of the single measurement would be performed, and then the acquisition would be 
paused while the detector was moved to the second measurement location, and then the acquisition would 
continue for another 10 minutes. This process would be repeated for the remaining two positions.  

5.4.2 'Volume Counters •'vi -' ' ' 

Various designs of volume counters can be used to quantify surface activity or total activity., Volume 
counters,"while generally designed for specific counting applications, have common characteristics.
These include a counting chamber, array of detectors, and electronic package for analysis. %, •' : 

The counting chambers are designed specifically for the measurement application. .The size determines 
,what type of materials or containers the system is capable of measuring.. Volumes range from small 

;-items to large shipping containers. ,A variety of detectors; including gas proportional, plastic and Nal 
scintillators, HPGe semiconductors, and long-range alpha detection configurations, are used in volume 
counters, depending on the application. -Many designs focus on detecting specific waste streams (e.g., 
transuranic waste, with a high throughput). Systems designed to quantify alpha and/or beta surface 
activity use gas proportional and plastic scintillator detectors or long-range alpha detection. Plastic and 
NaI scintillators and HPGe semiconductor detectors are used for volumetric gamma radioactivity.  

Calibrations are usually performed with standard packages or suitable geometries containing sources of 
known activity. Shielded configurations are frequently used to reduce the background, thereby 
increasing ihe signal-to-noise ratio. In many systems, the shielded configuration completely surrounds 
the material to be measured (i.e., 47r counting geometry). An example of this configuration is the drum 
' counter, in which a conveyor belt typically moves-the druminto the counting chamber, where the drum is 
usually rotated during the measurement to obtain a more representative average. After the count, the 
drum is then moved out and another drum'counted.'-, ',,.,... ," .  

Considerations for applying volume counters do not vary, significantly from the individual application of 
each of the mentionied detectors. For example, gas proportional detectors need to be calibrated to a 
calibration source representative of the radioactivity, and the considerations listed for ISGS apply for 

,systems using HPGe detectors for volume counting.,_, 

5.4.3 Portal Monitor's 

A common example of a portal monitor is a truck or racilcar scrap metal radiation detection system.  
These use large-area plastic scintillation det•ct6rs to'detect buried radioactive sources in scrap metal.  
The radioactive sources are identified by detecting srmall changes in 'the ambient gamma backround.  
Entities in the United States have used portal monitors upon receipt of materials in'ificoming shiprM'ints.  
Advances in porfal m6nifo-t e-hfiolog y may o6iie day all ,-sui'v y-ors to ti,-this tcTchnique as a primary 
material survey technique.
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2597 5.5 Laboratory Analytical Methods

2598 Sections 5.5.1 - 5.5.3 discuss the laboratory analyses for hard-to-detect nuclides and various media 
2599 matrices (i.e., bulk materials). This discussion ties in with the conventional survey approach, in the sense 
2600 that some statistical samples (such'as 'H in concrete) are much more complex to analyze than others 
2601 (such as simple direct measurement of surface activity).  

2602 5.5.1 Representative Sampling and Laboratory Analysis 

2603 Laboratory analysis provides the greatest level of accuracy and precision, with the lowest detection 
2604 levels. Indeed, some techniques have remarkable detection limits. For example; an inductively coupled 
2605 plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) can have detection limits less than I part per quintillion (ppq).  
2606 Furthermore, laboratory analyses usually do not suffer from the calibration issues that plague ISGS and 
2607 in toto systems (namely, the expense associated with producing or obtaining reference materials needed 
2608 to develop or validate a calibration).  

2609 Laboratory methods for measuring radioactivity cover a broad range of techniques. It is difficult to 
2610 reduce all of the standard techniques to a single recipe. However, once the samples are collected, they 
2611 are usually subject to a destructive process (gamma spectrometry is a notable exception), which changes 
2612 the physical or chemical state of the sample. Next, the samples are usually purified or~chemically 
2613 separated into a solution to which a tracer is usually added. The sample is then put in a form that will 
2614 allow it to be counted efficiently. This preparation can be time-consuming and costly. Table 5.6 
2615 provides cost information on routine radiochemical analysis. Ultimately, the decision to follow an 
2616 approach that uses laboratory techniques will balance data quality objects againist available resources.  

2617 Table 5.6: Cost information on routine radiochemical analysis

2618 

2619 

2620 

2621 

2622 

2623 
2624 
2625 
2626 
2627

Energy Spectrometry 
Estimated Cost Relative 

Radiation Techniique/Instrumentation per degree of 
t I Measurementt lprecision 

Alpha spectroscopy using solid-state semiconductor 
detector, (surface barrier detector'). $ - 0 

Gross activity measurements using gas-flow proportional $50 low 
counter (typically for swipe samples) 
Beta spectroscopy using liquid scintillation counting $100 - $200 high 
Gamma and X-ray spectroscopy using NaI scintillator $100- $ 200 medium 

Y Gamma and X-ray spectroscopy using germanium $100-$200 high 
detector 

Mass Spectrometry 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spkctrometer (ICP-MS) > $4000•' 
Chemical speciation laser ablation/rfias's spectrometer > $4000 
t From Appendix H of the MARSSIM , ' 
ORec~nt data from commercial laboratories suggest that this value should be closer to the value for alpha spectroscopy
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2628 5.5.2 Saiijle Collection 

2629 The assay process actually begins with the collection of samples. The critical issue regarding the use of 
2630 laboratory methods is that the object that is sampled must be disturbed; that is, some amount of material 
2631 must be removed from the object. The amount cafi range from a fraction of a gram in the case of a swipe 
2632 or wipe sample for removable alpha contamination, to several kilograms in the case of soil sampling.  
2633 While extracting samples from surface soil, for example, is relatively simple and involves the use of 
2634 trowels and augers, the collection of samples fr'ri steel and concr'ete 6an be very difficult. 'Sampling 
2635 these materials requires chisels, hammers, drills, and other more specialized equipment. The collection 
2636 of samples, specifically the number and location of the samples, is fundamental to characterizing and 
2637 quantifying the contamination. Morever, the number and location of the samples should follow the DQO 
2638 Process (see Section 3).  

2639 5.5.3 Sample Preparation 

2640 Most samples that are collected cannot be assayed directly, but should be converted to a suitable form for 
2641 assay. The type and energy of the radiation to be measured determine the ultimate form. For example, 
2642 samples containing a or low-energy 03 activity have problems with self-absorption and, therefore, the 
2643 form of the sample should be as thin as possible. More'importantly,'chertical purification may be 
2644 required if interferences are anticipated. Table 5.7 provides a general indication of the sample 
2645 preparation for x and 0 assay for low tormedium activities in solid samples. The preparation of samples 
2646 for gamma-ray analysis is usually less involved.' For example, the preparation of soil involves nothing 
2647 more than drying and homogenization. For a more complete listing of standard laboratory methods and 
2648 instruments, see the MARSSIM; for specific radiochemical techniques, consult the Environmental 
2649 Measurements Laboratory (EML) Procedures Manual (U.S. DOE, 1990) and Radiochemical Analytical 
2650 Procedures for Analysis of Environmental Samples (EPA, 1979).  
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Table 5.7: Sample preparation for a and P3 assay for low to medium radioactivity levels.

2652 Sample preparation for a assay (solid sample) . .  

2653 Detector Sample preparation Preparation time 

2654 Solid-State If the sample is thin', count directly. a week or more 
2655 Semiconduct6r If not, dissolve and redeposit as a thin source 

2656 Liquid -. Dissolve in suitable solvent and heat as liqbid, several days to a 
2657 Scintillator or count'directly as a suspension in a gel, week 

2658 .. Sample preparation f6r 3 assay (solid sample).  

2659 Proportional May be counted directly unless low energy [ day 
2660 Counter (< 50 keV) requires pretreatment 

2661 Solid-State2662 Semiconducto Same as proportional counter day 2662 Semiconductor 

3Liquid Should be dissolved in a suitable solvent and treated 
as a liquid sample. Can be counted directly as a a week or more, 

2664 Scintillator suspension in a suitable gel mixture.  

2665 5.6 Assay Quality Assurance 

2666 Sections 5.6.1 - 5.6.3 address quality assurance (QA) issues involving tli6 measurement systems 
2667 associated with clearance surveys, including the calibration process, data quality indicators, and quality 
2668 control (QC). In general, any assay or measurement strategy must develop and follow a quality assurance 
2669 process, which should be part of an overall quality assurance program. For guidance in establishing 
2670 quality assurance programs, see ASME NQA-l-1994, EPA Guidance Document QA/G-5, and Regulatory 
2671 Guide 4.15 (NRC, 1979). At a minimum, the quality assurance program should address the quality 
2672 following elements: 

2673 * organizational structure and responsibilities 
2674 * procedures and instruction 
2675 * records 
2676 ° personnel qualifications 
2677 • quality control of measurement systems 

2678 5.6.1 The Calibration Process 

2679 An important consideration associated with the calibration of instrumentation for use in clearance 
2680 surveys (see Appendix B) is the lack of appropriate reference materials and guidance on methods to 
2681 calibrate these systems. Therefore, a calibration process should be developed and documented in a 
2682 standard operating procedure (SOP). For general requirements that apply to calibrations see 
2683 ANSIIASQC Ml-1987 and ANSI/ISO/IEC 17025:2000.
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The following items should be part of the calibration process and included in a QA document: %

2685 • Describe the type of instrument to be calibrated., ' . . - ,4 

2686 * Describe the calibration method in sufficient detail so that others can duplicate the method.  
j4. .4 4, '4 f 

2687 - Justify, and document the calibration methods..,, ::' '....'', ,. .. - .  

2688 Describe how calibration data will be analyzd., 

2689 * List the parameters, quantities, and ranges to be determined.  

2690 Describe any corrective action, including recalibration, that will be taken if calibration data fail to 
2691 meet the acceptance criteria. ...- -.  

2692 Describe the calibration standards. If the standards are not traceable (to NIST or some other national 
2693 certifying organization), describe how the standards will be prepared. Any method used to verify the 
2694 certified value of the standard independently should also'be described.,; 

2695 ° Describe the frequency of the calibration and whether the frequency is related to any temporal 
2696 variation of the system.  

2697 5.6.24 Data'Quality Indicators 

2698 Data quality indicators (DQIs) are qualitative and quantitative descriptors used in interpreting the degree 
2699 of acceptability or utility of data. The principal DQIs are precision, bias, representativeness, 
2700 comparability, and completeness. These are referred to as the "PARCC" parameters, where the "A" 
2701 refers to accuracy rather than bias, but the two are generally regarded as synonymous. Of the five DQIs, 
2702 precision and bias are crucial when evaluating the performance of an instrument or measurement method.  
2703 Establishing acceptance criteria for precision and bias sets quantitative goals for the quality of the data 
2704 generated by measurement instrument. DQIs are established during the planning phase of the DQO 
2705 Process. More information on DQIs may be found in the MARSSIM.  

2706 Comparability is also important, in that it can establish the validity of a measurement technique, 
2707 calibration method, or instrument. For example, calibrations of CSM, ISGS, and in toto systems may 
2708 need to establish comparability with representative sampling and laboratory techniques. There are 
2709 several examples of this approach involving ISGS (DOE 1999a, DOE 1999b, Kalb et al. 2000). Two of 
2710 the studies (DOE 1999a and Kalb et al. 2000) utilize the DQO Process. The intent of these studies was 
2711 not to show that ISGS produces data that is indistinguishable from the baseline approach (sampling and 
2712 laboratory analysis) on a sample-to-sample basis, but that the decision drawn from the data is the same.  

2713 An effective tool for evaluating sources of bias, providing a mechanism for standardization and 
2714 establishing traceability are intercomparison or intercalibration exercises. Such exercises have long been 
2715 a key element in quality assurance programs for field measurement techniques.
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2716 5.6.3 Quality Control,

2717 Quality control (QC) is an important element of the quality assurance'proces's. The purpose of QC is to 
2718 ensure that the measurements and other data-producing systems operate within defined performance 
2719 limits as specified in planning'(EPA 1998a). QC actiVities help to identift .burces'of error and 
2720 uncertainty, as well as the impact these quantities will have on the decisionmaking process. QC activities 
2721 involve the use of QC samples to detect when attributes of the measure ment proce ss are exceeding their 
2722 performance limits so that corrective actions can be initiated. The measurement attributes that QC 
2723 samples monitor include contamination, calibration drift, bias, and precision. Tlie following is a biief 
2724 description of standard QC samples.  

2725 Blanks are samples that contain little or no radioactivity, and none of the radionuclide of interest.  

2726 Performance Evaluation (PE) Matrices are samples with enhanced levelsibf radioactivity (compared to 
2727 a surrogate material) at a known concentration of the radionuclide(s) of interest.  

2728 Calibration Checks are samples containing a source or radioactive material, which is independent of a 
2729 calibration standard, and can ensure that the calibration remains in a state of'statistical control.  

2730 Replicates are samples that are measured repeatedly to check the prdiision of the system.  

2731 The quality assurance document should describe the QC procedure, which should identify the QC checks 
2732 that are to be performed, the frequency with which they will be performed, their" acce'tance criteri'a, and 
2733 a correction action plan to be followed if the acceptance criteria are not met. Table 5.8 provides 
2734 additional information onQC samples. "
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Table 5.8: Suggested QC checks for measurement systems used in-clearance suirveys 

QC Check Measurement . Frequency Corrective Action ,. . Comments 
Attribute' '

2737 

2738 

2739 
2740 

2741

beginning and end of recalibrate 
every shift instrument

Bias on a change of;,:, 
material, matrix, 
radionuclide mix, 

•-' • •;.and/or,-• • 

environmental/ 
S:' -operating conditions 

(if it can be shown 
that these properties 
affectthe:_,-,,,,-
measurement result)

control charts are a 
useful method of - d6 cumenting drift

. adjust measurement not readily available 
parameters for all types of 
(e.g., count time, clearance materials; 
belt speed, standoff ;user may have to 
distance) ."- *, prepare their own 

reevaluate 
measurement 
method and/or ,- .. , 
instrumentation

Blank., Contamination on a change of A decontaminate .used to establish a.  
, material ....s.fcatizinstrument " baseline or ' " '"' clai~sificatiorn•' ui... background value 

(e.g., measuring adjust background 
'Class 2 or 3, or non- or baseline, used to adjust or 
impacted material ,, , " - correct ' *, "" 
after measurina' " a measurement resu 
Class I or impacted 
material)

whenever a 
measurement has a 
reasonable chance of 
contaminating the 
instrument

A.  

''A-

Replicate '- Precision 
."A'. .. :.

'once/day, o•': r ,!` :•• check,-: ' " _": 
"once/shift • ... irmeital 6rr 

"operatinge 
parameters

* - A . I 

-, - A

system might be 
' . 4 " : ý , r unstable and need' " 

repair

A -

IF~
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Calibration 
drift

Ualioration 
check

PE Spike

2742

2743
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2743 5.7 Clearance Survey Examples

2744 The clearan-ce stii e-y eaniple-s pirented-bn- the following pages -illustrate ijossible-clearance survey 
2745 approaches'f&r pipe sectioins being r'eleased from a power reactor facility. The fib dciagram for 
2746 clearance of solid materials (Section 2) served as a guide for developifig these exAmples; the letters in the 
2747 examples correspond to the steps in Figure 2.1.  

2748 Example 1 Clearance of small-bore pipes from nuclear power reactor 

2749 a. Evaluate the physical description of the solid material.  

2750 The solid material being considered for release is small-bore pipe (steel). The material survey unit 
2751 consists of approximately 60 sections of pipe and conduit, each of which is 1.2 to 1.8 m in length.  
2752 The diameter of each pipe section is less than 6 cm, with a total interior surface area of 17 m2 and a 
2753 weight of 2 tons. The pipe interiors are considered to be inaccessible with conventional hand-held 
2754 detectors.  

2755 b. Evaluate and document process kno~vledge and characterization of the solid material.  

2756 The small-bore pipes are from a nuclear power plant. Process knowledge indicates that the pipes were 
2757 used to transport radioactive liquids frhin the nuclear laundry. Thý radionuclide mixture for the nuclear 
2758 power reactor'consists of a numberf radionuclides, including fission products, activation products, and 
2759 even trace quantities of transuranics.  

2760 During characterization, three samj~les'of pipe residue were colleFcte'd and analyzed from the total pipe 
2761 population. The radionuclide mixture was as follows: 

2762 60Co 15% 
2763 '37Cs 27% 
2764 90Sr(90Y) 8% 
2765 14C 13% 
2766 55Fe 11% 
2767 63Ni 6% 
2768 3H 20% 

2769 Therefore, the radionuclide mixture from characterization confirms the process knowledge that fission 
2770 and activation products comprise the contamination. The mixture includes radionuclides that are readily
2771 detected ('Co, '37Cs, ')Sr( 90Y)), as well as those that are hard-to-detect (3H, 63Ni, and "5Fe).  

2772 c. Is the material impacted? 

2773 Yes, these small-bore pipe sections are certainly impacted, given that they were used to transport 
2774 radioactive liquids.  

2775 d. Specify release criteria and conditions for the solid material.  

2776 For this example, Regulatory Guide 1.86 will be used. The surface activity guideline for all 
2777 radionuclides (except 9°Sr( 90Y)) is 5,000 dpm/100 cm2 averaged over I m2 . The guideline for 9°Sr(90Y) is 
2778 1,000 dpm/100 cm2.
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2780 e. Classify the material.

• t ¢• - - I
2781 The small-bore pipe sections are Class 1. This classification is based on the fact that the material was 
2782 designed to be in contact with radioactivity, as further supported by 'the ch'aracterization results.  

2783 f. Is clearance an option? 

2784 Yes, the licensee in this example has decided to perform a clearance survey.  

2785 g. Consider the survey approach based on the nature of the material and contamination.  

2786 Given that the interior of the pipe sections is potentially contaminated, it will be necessary to cbt the 
2787 pipes along their lengths (resulting in semi-cylindrical sections). The nature of the radioactivity suggests 
2788 that beta-sensitive detectors would work well.  

2789 h. Can scanning be used to release the material? 

2790 Yes, the proposed clearance survey approach is to scan the interior of the semi-cylindrical pipe sections 
2791 using GM detectors. Before this approach can be'im lefnented, it is necessaiy to demonstrate that the 
2792 scan MDC is less than the DCGLc... - .  

2793 i. Application of DCGLs. A . " .  

2794 To demonstrate compliance with the clearance release criteria, the clearance survey will consist of 
2795 surface scans with a GM detector. Given the radioactive decay emissions from these radionuclides, the -

2796 GM will respond to gross beta radiation. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the gross activity DCGLc 
2797 for surface activity using the following equation: •' " . - ., - " 

Gross Activity DCGLC = 1 _ 
- - f2 f . (14) 

DCGLI DCGL2  DCGLnJ 

2798 where f1, f2, etc. are the fractional amounts of each radionuclide present. , 

2799 A simplifying observation is that 92 percent of the radionuclide mixture consists of radionuclides for 
2800 which the surface activity guideline is 5,000 dpm/100 cm2, while 9°Sr(90 Y) makes up 8 percent with a , 
2801 guideline of 1000 dpm/100 cm 2. Substituting into the above equation, the gross activity DCGL is 3,800 
2802 dpm/lOOcm2 .  
2803 j. Determine background. . .. -- 3 . . .  

2804 Measurements were performedon similar, non-im-iaac-ted pie sections t-o-determi-ne the GM background; 
2805 this resulted in a background level of approximately 60 cpm.
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2806 k. Determine scan MDC.

2807 
2808

Radionuclide Weighted 
Fraction Efficiency 

6°Co 0.05 0.25 0.15 1.88 x10"3 

137Cs 0.08 0.5 0.27 1.08x10-2 

90Sr 0.12 0.5 0.08 4.80x10 3 

14C 0.03 0.25 0.13 9.75x10-4 

"55Fe 0 0.25 0.11 0 
63Ni 0.01 0.25 0.06 1.50x 10-4 

3H 0 0 0.2 0 

Total Weighted Efficiency 1.9x10 2
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Scan MDCs are determined from the MDCR by applying conversion factors to obtain results in terms of 
measurable surface activities. The scan MDC for a material surface can be expressed as 

MDCR 
scan MDC = - DCR 

where the minimum detectable count rate (MDCR), in counts per minute, can be written 

MDCR = d/1 i* (60/i) 

d'= detectability index (the value can be obtained from MARSSIM Table 6.5), 
b,= background counts in the observation interval, 
i = observational interval (in seconds), based on the scan speed and areal extent of the contamination 
(usually taken to be 100 cm 2), 
6, is the instrument or detector efficiency (unitless), 

S. is the surface efficiency (unitless), and 
p is the surveyor efficiency (usually taken to be 0.5).  

The scan MDC is determined for a background level of 60 cpm and a 2-second observation interval using 
a GM detector (b, = 2 counts). For a specified level of performance at the first scanning stage of 95
percent true positive rate and 25-percent false positive rate, d'equals 2.32 and the MDCR is 98 cpm.  

Before the scan MDC can be calculated, it is necessary to determine the total efficiency for the 
radionuclide mixture.

2809

2810 
-2811 
2812 
2813 
2814 
2815 
2816 

2817 
2818 
2819 

2820 
2821

2822 
2823 
2824 
2825 
2826 
2827 
2828 

2829



2828 Using a surveyor efficiency of 0.5 and the total weighted efficiency of 1.9xl 0 2 , the scan MDC is 
2829 calculated as 

Scan MD9= 8 -740 , -,' 

Scan 7,400 dpm100 cm 2 (1.2 q/c m 2) V3 (1.9E-2) 

2830 1. Is the scan MDC less than the DCGLc? 

2831 No, the scan MDC of 7,400 dpm/100 cm2 (1.2 Bq/cm2) is not less than 3,800 dpm/100 cm2 (0.6 Bq/cm2).  

2832 m. Can the scan MDC be reduced? 

2833 It is not likely that modifying the scanning parameters will lower the scan MDC to a value less than the 
2834 DCGLc. (Note: If the scan MDC could be sufficiently reduced below the DCGLC, the next step is to 
2835 evaluate the instrument's ability to automatically document scan results (step 0).) 4 

2836 n. Is another clearance survey design feasible? .  

2837 Since the scan MDC is not sufficiently sensitive, the next step is to determine whether conventional static 
2838 measurements are feasible. Example 2 provides the details of the design.  

2839 Example 2 Clearance of small-bore pipes from nuclear power reactor (using statistical design for 
2840 static direct measurements), 
2841 Based on the information obtained in Example 1,steph in the flow diagramof Figure 2.1 results in the 

2842 decision that scanning with a GM detector cannot be used to release the pipe sections. This example 
2843 continues from step n in Example 1 (now at the right side of Figure 2.1).  

2844 i. Application of DCGLs.  

2845 To demonstrate compliance with the clearance release criteria, the clearance survey will consist of static 
2846 direct measurements of surface activity using a GM detector. The gross activity DCGLc for surface 
2847 activity determined in Example 1 is the same for this example (i.e., the gross activity DCGLc is 
2848 3,800 dpm/100 cm2). 1.. 

"4 o. Can scanning instrument automatically document results? (Note: This step, as well as 
step p, is not possible in this example because the scandMDC is not less than the DCGLc; it is '

covered in this footnote for illustration only).  

p. If the scanning instrument can automatically document resultsthe material survey unit is 
scanned and the resuits are automatically logged. Since it is a'Ci*ss-suivey unit, 100peicent of 
the pipe sections are scanned. However, if the scanriiihgin'strument cannot automatically 
document results, it is necessary to collect a number of static diiect measurements to serve as 
scan documentation, in addition to scanning 100 percent of the Class 1 material survey unit. The 
number of these measurements should be determined using the DQO Process, and may be 
determined using a statistically based sampling design.
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2849 j. Determine background.

2850 Fifteen measurements, as determined based on the WRS test (step p), were performed on non-impacted 
2851 pipe sections to determine the GM background. The mean background was 60 cpm, with a standard 
2852 deviation of 8 cpm.  

2853 k. Determine the static MDC.  

2854 The static MDC for the GM detector can be calculated as 

M3 + 4.65 /6 "MDC = 

E, E, T probe area 

100 cm 2 

2855 where CB is the background count in time, T, for paired observations of the sample and blank, e, is the
2856 instrument efficiency, and e, is the surface efficiency. However, before the static MDC can be 
2857 calculated, it is necessary to determine the total efficiency for the radionuclide mixture. [Note: The 
2858 instrument efficiencies for the GM detector used for static measurements (based on the detector's 
2859 response to a source aiea equal to its physical probe area of 20 cm2) are higher than instrument 
2860 efficiencies for the GM detector used for scanning (based on the detector's response to a source area of 
2861 100 cm 2), by a factor of 5.]

2862 
2863 
2864 
2865 
2866 
2867 
2868 

2869

C, Radionuclide Weighted 
Fraction Efficiency 

"'Co 0.25 j 0.25 0.15 9.40x10 3 

137Cs 0.40 0.5 0.27 5.40x10 2 

9(Sr 0.60 0.5 0.08 2.40x10 2 

14c 0.15 0.25 0.13 4.88x10"3 

"Fe 0 0.25 0.11 0 63Ni 0.05 ' 0.25 0.06 7.50x 10' 
3H 0' 0 '0.2 0 

Total Weighted Efficiency 9.3x10 2

2870 Therefore, the static MDC for the GM for 1-minute counts is

.MDC = 

9.3E-2, (1 min)- 20 cm 2 

ý I 100 cm 2

2,100 dpm/lO0 cm 2 (0.4 BqIcm 2)
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2873 

2874 

2875 
2876 

2877 
2878 
2879 
2880 
2881 

2882 

2883 
2884 
2885 

2886 
2887 

2888 
2889

The DCGLc, and the expected standard deviation of the material survey unit and background 
measurements are used to e~timate the relktive'shift, A. • " - . .' -'

2890 First, it is necessary to convert the DCGLc into the same units as the standard deviation-: - " ..

0,,. -gross activity DCGLC = (3,800 dpm/100.cm2).(9.3E-2) 20/100=. 70.7, cpm 

The larger of the values of the estimated measurement standard deviations from the survey unit and the 
-reference area should be used. Since the estimated standard deviation in the survey unit is 18 and that for 
the reference area is 8, the survey unit value of o,=18 will be used to calculate the relative shift... -.  

The relative shift can now be calculated; (70.7, 22)/18 = 2.7. ,2' .. -
7 • L ,.  

Table 5.3 in MARSSIM (1997) provides a list of the number of data points to demonstrate compliance 
using the WRS test for various values of Type I and II errors and A/C. For ca = 0.05 and 0. =0.01, the' 
required sample size is about 15,direct measurements for this material survey unit and 15 measurements 
on non-impacted pipe sections (background). , ,- , -. ' ,, .' - -

2~, "J. 't .i 

-4T
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1. Is the static MDC leis than the DCGLC? . 4,: 
2 - .. 2. , 

Yes, the static MDC of 2,100 dprn/100 cmrn2 is less than the-DCGLc'Of 3,800 djrn/100 cmi2.  

p. Perform clearance 'surve' based 6n'staiistical sampling design for the numiiber of direct " measurements 
of surface activity. 4 - - .. .• ' -• 

The WRS test can be used to determine the number of surface activity measurements needed for the 
clearance surveý.'The number of data'pbinti neceisary for thii material suivey uinit ii'determined 
through the DQO Process. Specifically,' the sample sizelis based on the DCGL6, the expected standard 
deviatiofi of the radiornuclides in thi-pipel'sectiofis, and the acde'ptable jp~obability of making Type I ana 
Type II decision errors.  

* The gross activity DCGLc is 3,800 dpm/100 cm'.  

* Process knýoWledg'ec6upjed with'results from cliaract~rization surveys, was used to estimate'the 
"contamination oii the pipe sections. The cbntaininfitioh, as m'easured in'grois cpm with aGM 
detector, averaged 82 cpm, with a sfandard deviation'of 1 8'cpm" 

* Other DQO inputs include the LBGR setat ihi&e4Xcted contamination level on the pipe sections (82 
- 60 cpm, or 22 cpm), and Type I and II errors of 0.05 and 0.01 respectively.

%V*-
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2900 The scan coverage for these pipe sections is 100 percent because of their classification (i.e., Class 1).  
2901 Note, however, that the scan MDC is 7,400 dpm/100 cm2; therefore surface activity levels between the 
2902 DCGLc (3,800 dpm/100 cm2) and the scan MDC will likely be missed during scanning. At a minimum, 
2903 however, scanning can detect surface activity at a level of 7,400/3,800, or about two times the DCGLc5.  
2904 A provision for area factors as a function of specific areas of materials may be appropriate to serve as a 
2905 - possible driver for collecting additional direct measurements. If not, the DQQ Process should be used to 
2906 assess the risk of missing an area with concentration between the DCGLc and the scan MDC, and 
2907 whether the material is candidate for release.  

2908 Direct measurement locations are determined by random number generation. Fifteen pairs of random 
2909 numbers are generated, with the first number specifying the particular pipe section to be measured, and 
2910 the second number determining the distance from the end of the pipe section for the direct measurement.  

2911 Example 3 Clearance of small-bore pipes from nuclear power reactor (using in situ gamma 
2912 spectrometry) 

2913 This clearance survey approach is similar to the approach illustrated in Example 2, with two major 
2914 exceptions. First, this approach does not require the pipes to be cut in half; in fact, the entire material 
2915 survey unit is measured and results in minimal handling of the material. Second, the clearance survey is 
2916 based on one "total" measurement, rather than a statistically based sampling design. Steps a throughf 
2917 are the same in Example 3 as they were for the first two examples. 

2918 g. Consider survey approach bused on nature of material and contamination.  

2919 Given that the interior of the pipe sections is potentially contaminated with some gamma-emitting 
2920 radionuclides among the mix, the use of in situ gamma spectrometry (ISGS) is considered as a clearance 
2921 survey approach.  

2922 h. Can scanning be used to release material? 

2923 The proposed clearance survey approach is to use ISGS measurements; therefore, scanning is not used to 
2924 release the pipe sections.  

2925 i. Application of DCGLs.  

2926 Considering the radionuclide mixture provided in step b (shown in Example 1), 'Co and 137Cs'compirise 
2927 42 percent of the radioactivity.' Therefore, thes6 two radionuclides are rmfe asured hsing ISGS; and' re 
2928 used as surrogates for the entire mix of radionuclides. In order to use this approach, it is necessairy to, 
2929 assume that this mixture is representative of the potential contamination on the pipe sections (refer to 
2930 step'b).  

2931 It is necessary to convert'the surface activity guidelines (from RG 1.86) io total activity limits. This is 
2932 performed for each radionuclide by multiplying the surface activity guidelin6 byý the total surface area of " 
2933 the pipes in the material survey unit (17 m2). For example, the total dpm that corresponds to 5,000 
2934 dpm/100 cm2 can be calculated as 

2935 (5,000 dpnml00 cm2) x (17 i 2) x (10,000 cm 2/ I M2 ) = 8.5E6 dpm 

5For comparison, Regulatory Guide 1.86 provides for an effective area factor of 3.
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2934 Each of the radionuclides, with the exception of °Sr(9"Y), has a surface activity guideline of -,
2935 5,000 dpm/100 cm2. The total activity limit for 9Sr(9°Y), based on its 1,000 dpm/100 cm2 guideline, 
2936 is 1.7x 106 dpm. , ..- -: 

2937 Returning to the use of 6°Co and 1'7Cs as surrogates, it is necessary to modify the DCGLc for these two 
2938 radionuclides to account for all of the other radionuclides. First, note that the limit for both 'Co and 
2939 137Cs is 8.5x10 6 dpm; therefore, when both are measured, the sum of b0oth ridionuclides should not 
2940 exceed 8.5x 106 dpm (when they are the only radionuclides present). Equation 1-14 on page 1-32 o f the 
2941 MARSSIM can be used to calculate the modified DCGLc for Co+Cs: 

,-.C - DCGL 

2942 where D, is the DCGLc for the SUM of 60Co and t'Cs (8.5x 106 dpm), D2 is the DCGLc for the first 
2943 radionuclide (9°Sr(90Y)) that is being inferred by 'Co and "ICs. R2 is the ratio of concentration of the 
2944 9'Sr(°Y) to that of the sum of 'Co and '"Cs (8% divided by 42%, or 0.19), and R 3 is the ratio of the 
2945 concentration of "4C to that of the sum of 6°Co and '`Cs (or 0.31). Therefore, DCGLco o can be. \ 
2946 calculated for the mixture a; follows: 

DCGL -=-1 2.7E6 dpm ,' 
D CG .Csm = 1____ • 0.19 0.31 .. 0.2'6+ 0.14 +0.476 ....  

8.5E6 1.7E6 8.5E6 + 8.5E6 8.5E6 -8.5E6) ,.  

2947 Therefore, to demonstrate compliance, the ISGS result should be less than 2.7x10 6, dpm (1.22 pCi) for the r" 
2948 sum of,6°CO and s' I I- -... . 4" , , •- f -' , ":, . .  

2949 j. Determine ba~kground :, .  

2950 Since neither 6Co nor 1'7Cs is present naturally in the material (pipe sections), the background value (i.e., 
2951 Compton continuum) for each radionuclide's regionof interest (ROD was determined from an ambient 
2952 count at the location where the pipe section clearance measurements will be performed. The count time 
2953 should be long enough to result in sufficiently sensitive MDC.
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2956 k. Determine static MDC: 

2957 The static MDC for the in situ gamma spectrometer can be calculated as 

MDC-3 + 4.65 X_ 
eT 

2958 where BKG is the background continuum counts determined in time T, and e is the efficiency in net peak 
2959 counts per minute per activity (pCi or Bq). This MDC is the general MDC for the measurement process, 
2960 rather than an individual MDC for each measurement.  

2961 The measurement protocol •6nsisted of four 10-minute measurements at the midpoint of each side of the 
2962 material survey unit. The efficiency for a particular distribution of radioactivity within the pipe sections 
2963 was determined by randomly positioning a known quantity of 6"Co and "'Cs radionuclide sources within 
2964 a non-impacted geometry of pipe sections." The efficiencies for the 'Co (1,173 keV) ranged from 7.2 to 
2965 17.3 net counts per minute per gjCi, while the efficiencies foi the 1.7Cs ianged from 8.8 to 21.8 net counts 
2966 per minute per pCi., To be conservativ&, the MDCs for both 60Co and '31Cs were'calculated for the lowest 
2967 efficiencies observed.- The MDCsfor 6'Co and '3Cs wefe 0.6 and 0.5'0Ci, iespectively.  

2968 1. Is the static MDC less than the DCGLc? 

2969 Yes, tlhe static MDCs for 'Co and "'Cs are less than the DCGLc-of 1.22 pCi. If either of the MDCs 
2970 were greater than the DCGLc of 1.22 pCi, step m would be performed to determine whether the MDCs 
2971 could be reduced (e.g., by using longer count times).  

2972 p. Perform in toto survey.  

2973 Perform cleararicesurvey based on ISGS measurements f6c 60o and '"Cs. Each measurement consists 
2974 of four 10-minute measurements at the midpoint of each side of the material survey unit. The total 
2975 activity for both 'Co and '31Cs is summed, and then compared to the DCGLc of 1.22 pCi. Survey results 
2976 are documented.
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2976 '.6 DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

2977 6.1 Overview ,- .+ I. 

2978 This section discusses the interpretation of survey results, focusing primarily on those of the clearance 
2979 survey. Interpreting'a survey's results is most straightforward when measurement data'are'entirely higher 
2980 or' lower than theý DCGLwt In such cases, the decision that a survey unit meets or exceeds the release r 

2981 criterion requires little iri terms of data analysis., However, f6rmal statistical tests provide a valuable tool 
2982 when a survey unit's measuiements are neither clearly above nor entirely below the DCGLc.  
2983- Nevertheless, the survey design always makes use of the statistical testsini helping to ensure that the 
2984 number of sampling points and the measurement sensitivity are adequate, but not excessive, for the 
2985 decision to be made. . . " ; 

2986 Section 6.2 discusses the assessment of data quality, while Sections 6'3 and 6.4 deal with the application 
2987 of the statistical tests used in the decisionmaking process, and Section 6.5 focuses on the evaluation of 
2988 the test results.  

2989 6.2 Data Quality Assessment ' ".  

2990 Data quality assessment (DQA) is a scientific and statistical evaluation that determines whether the data 
2991 are of theright type, quality, and quantity to support their intended u'se. There are five steps in the DQA 
2992 Process: . , - ' - + 

"I "" A ' II I + , ,.. ' . . I v - " - .  

2993 ,, ,Review the data quality objectives (DQOs) and survey design. - - ' "*.  
2994 * Conduct a preliminary data review. - -" * ' 

2995 • Select the statistical test. - I , ,, , , 

2996 • Verify the assumptions ofthe statistical test.. , 
2997 • Draw conclusion-s from the data.: ' -" , . , .  

2998 The effort expended during the DQA evaluation should be consistent with the graded approach used in 
2999 developing the survey design. The EPA guidance document QAIG-9 QAOO Update (EPA 2000) provides it 

3000 more information on the DQA Process. Data should be'verified and validated as described in the site' L 
3001 quality assurance project plan (QAPP) for clearance surveys. - Information on developing QAPPs is 
3002 contained in EPA guidance documenit QAIG-5 (EPA 1998a)."' 7 - ..  
3003 6.2.1,, Review the Data'Quality Objectives (DQOs) and Sampling Design,-' , 

3004 The first step in the DQA evaluation is a review of the DQO outputs to ensure that they are still 

3005 applicable. For example, if the data suggest that the survey unit was misclassified as Class 3 instead of 
3006 Class 1, the DQOs should be redeveloped for the correct classification. L ,' " 

3007 The sampling design and -data collection should be reviewed for consistency Mith the DQOs. I K 
3008 For example, the review should verify that the a'propriate number of samples were taken in the correct 

3009 l 1ocations and that they~were analyzed 'With'nieasurement systems with appropriate sensitivity. 0- .,' 

3010 In cases where the survey does not involve taking discrete measurements or samples' (i.e.,'scanning only, 

3011 CSM, or in toto surveys), it is imperative that the MDCs be calculated realistically, and that they truly 

3012 reflect at least a 95-percent chance that concentrations at or above that level will be detected. Periodic 

3013 QA measurements must be made to ensure that the measurement systems remain within acceptable 
3014 calibration and control limits.
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3016 When discrete sampling is involved, determining that the sampling design provides adequate power is 
3017 important to decisionmaking, particularly in cases where the levels of contamination are near the DCGLc.  
3018 This can be done both prospectively, during survey design to test the efficacy of a proposed design, and 
3019 retrospectively, during interpretation of survey results to determine that the objectives of the design are 
3020 met. The procedure for generating power curves for specific tests is discussed in Appendix I to the 
3021 MARSSIM. Note that the accuracy of a prospective power curve depends on estimates of the data 
3022 variability, a, and the number of measurements. After the data are analyzed, a sample estimate of the 
3023 data variability, namely the sample standard deviation (s) and the actual number of valid measurements 
3024 will be known. The consequence of inadequate power is that a survey unit that actually meets the release 
3025 criterion has a higher probability of being incorrectly deemed not to meet the release criterion.  

3026 6.2.2 Conduct a Preliminary Data Review 

3027 To learn about the structure of the data - identifying patterns, relationships, or potential anomalies 
3028 one can review quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) reports, prepare graphs of the data, and 
3029 calculate basic statistical quantities.  

3030 6.2.2.1 Data Evaluation and Conversion 

3031 Quality assurance reports that describe the data collection and reporting processes can provide yaluable 
3032 information about potential problems or anomalies in the data. EPA Report QA/G-9 (EPA 2000) 
3033 recommends a review of (1) data validation reports that document the sample collection, handling, 
3034 analysis, data reduction, and reporting procedures used; (2) quality control reports from laboratories or 
3035 field stations that document measurement system performance, including data from check samples, split 
3036 samples, spiked samples, or any other internal QC measures; and (3) technical systems reviews, 
3037 performance evaluation audits, and audits of data quality, including data from performance evaluation 
3038 samples. This report also suggests that when reviewing QA reports, particular attention should be paid to 
3039 information that can be used to check assumptions made in the DQO Process, especially any anomalies in 
3040 recorded data, missing values, deviations from standard operating procedures, or the use of nonstandard 
3041 data collection methodologies.  

3042 Verification of instrument calibrations and calculations of minimum detectable concentrations (MDCs) 
3043 are particularly important to surveys of solid materials-. Clearly, MDCs must be capable of detecting 
3044 contamination at the DCGLc. When making quantitative comparisons of the average of survey data to a 
3045 limit, the MARSSIM recommends that the MDC target should be 10-50 percent of the DCGLc. This is 
3046 an expression of the fact that a simp!e detection decision does not address the relative uncertainty of the 
3047 data value obtained. The minimum quantifiable concentration (MQC) is often defined as the smallest 
3048 concentration that can'be measured with a relative standard uncertainty of 10 percent. As a rule of thumb 
3049 mentioned previously, the MDC is generally about 3 to 4 times the standard uncertainty of repeated 
3050 background or blank measurements. An extension of this rule of thumb is that the MQC is about 10 
3051 times the standard uncertainty. Hence, if one wishes to not merely detect but also quantify 
3052 concentrations near the DCGLc, the MQC should be no larger than the DCGLc. Combining the 
3053 approximations for the MQC as 10 times the uncertainty and the MDC as about 3 or 4 times the 
3054 uncertainty, the MDC should be about one-third of the MQC. Thus, the recommendation that the MDC 
3055 should be 10-50 percent of the DCGLc is really an expression of the fact that the MQC should be no 
3056 larger than the DCGLc: 
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These rough guides can sometimes point out inconrsistencies or shortconiings in the data analysis.. For 
example, suppose that the DCGLC is 200, and the claimed MDC is 100. Data are then reported as 

100±75, 50±75, -25±50, and 75±75. The relative uncertainties are rather high.'- Are they consistent with 

the quoted MDC? If the MDC is estimated as 3 to 4 times these uncertainties, we get values of 150 to 

300, much higher than the quoted 100. This is an indication that the data quality targets are not being 

met. - I 

Radiological survey data are usually obtained in units, sich as the number of 'counts per unit time, that 

have no intrinsic meaning relative to DCGLs. For comparison of survey data to DCGLs, the survey data 

from field and laboratoiy'measurements are converted to DCGL units.  

Basid statistical quantities that should be calculated for the sample data set'are as follows:

3055 
3056 
3057 
3058 
3059 
3060 

3061 
3062 
3063 

3064 

3065 
3066 
3067

4 �,7 '1 -' '4' 

.7 '-. -4' - .4

(,' 44'

3068 Example:

3069 Suppose the following 10 measurement values are from a survey unit composed of materials: 

3070 9.1, 10.7, 13.6, 3.4, ,.-ol3.3; 7.9,,' 4.5,' 7.7, 8.3, 10.4 
3071 . ; - °- . . 1 •

3072 First, the average of the data (8.88) and the sample standard deviation (3.3) should b6 calculated.,*'

3073 These next 10 measurements are from an appropriate matching reference material:' .

3074 6.2, 13.8, 15.2, 9.3, 6.7, 4.9, 7.1, 3.6, 8.8, 8.9.

The averag6'of these data is'8.45 and the standard deviation is 3.7. 

The average of the data can be cornpared to the reference material average and the DCGLc to ge t a 

preliminary indication of the survey unit status. The difference in this case is 0.43.  

Where there is much added activity, this 6ompaii~on may readily 'eveal that the mfiaterial survey unit 

should not be released - even before applying statistical tests. For example, if the difference between 

the survey init and reference material averages of the data exceeds the DCGLc,;the survey' unit clearly 

does not meet'the release criterion. On the other hand, if the difference bet~veen the largest survey unit 

measuremeni'(.13.6) and the siriallestfreference 'material measutrement (3.6) is'below the DCGLc, the' 

survey unit clearly meets'the releaie criten'on.6 V C - " 

6 It can be verified that if the largest difference between survey unit and reference material measurements is 

below the DCGLc, the conclusion from the WRS test will always be that the survey unit does not exceed the release 

criterion, provided that an adequate number of measurements were made to meet the DQOs.
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3086 The value of the sample standard deviation is especially important. If it is too large (compared to that 
3087 assumed during the survey design), this may indicate that an insufficient number of samples were 
3088 collected to achieve the desired power of the statistical test., Again, inadequate power can lead to an 
3089 increased probability, of incorrectly failing a material survey unit.  

3090 The median is the middle value of the data set when the number of data points is odd, and is the average C 3091 of the two middle values when the number of data points is even. Thus 50 percent of the data points are 3092 above the median, and 50 percent are below the median. Large differences between the mean and 1' K 3093 median would be an early indication of a skew in the data. This would also be evident in a histogram of 
3094 the data. For the example data above, the median is 8.7 (i.e., (8.3 + 9.1)/2). MThe difference between the 
3095 median and the mean (i.e., 8.45 - 8.7 = -0.25) is a small fraction of the sample standard deviation 
3096 (i.e., 3.3). Thus, in this instance, the mean and median would not be considered significantly different.  

3097 Examining the minimum, maximum, and range of the data may provide additional useful information.  
3098 The minimum in this example is 3.4 and the maximum is 13.6, so the range is 13.6 - 3.4 = 10.2. This is 3099 only 3.1 standard deviations. Thus, the range is not unusually large. When there are 30 or fewer data 
3100 points, values of the range much larger than about 4 to 5 standard deviations would be unusual.  
3101 For larger data sets, the range might be wider.  

3102 6.2.2.2 Graphical Data Review 

3103 Graphical data review may consist of a posting plot and a histogram or-quantile plots. A posting plot is 
3104 simply a map of the survey unit with the data values entered at the measurement locations. This 
3105 potentially reveals heterogeneities in the data, especially possible patches of elevated contamination.  3106 Even in a reference material survey, a posting plot can reveal spatial trends in background data, which 3107 might affect the results of the two-sample statistical tests. Posting plots are most useful when the data 
3108 are obtained by discrete measurements.  

3109 If the posting plot reveals systematic spatial trends in the survey unit, the cause of the trends would need 
3110 to be investigated. In some cases, such trends could be attributable to contamination, but they may also 
3111 be caused by inhomogeneities in the survey unit background. Other diagnostic tools for examining 
3112 spatial data trends may be found in EPA Guidance Document QAIG-9.  

3113 The role of a posting plot for a CSM would be a time series display of the data, showing any trends 
3114 between adjacent batches of material being conveyed beneath the detector.  

3115 However, the geometric configuration of most survey units composed of a few large irregularly shaped 
3116 pieces of material is transitory. The arrangement of tools, piles of scrap, and the like will change as 3117 pallets of, material are moved around and even while pieces are lifted to be surveyed. In these cases, 
3118 some identifying marks, numbers, or bar-code labels should be used to identify and track where 
3119 measurements were made, at least until it is determined that the material can be released. Such marking 
3120 or labeling need not be permanent, but may be made with chalk and removable labels.
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3121 Afrequency'plot (or histogram) is a useful tool for examining the general shape of a data distribution. -

3122 This plot is a bar chart of the number of data points within a certain range of values. A frequency plot 

3123 reveals any obvious departures from symmetry,-such as skewing'or bimodalit, (two'peaks), in the data • " 

3124 distributions for the survey unit or reference material. The presence of two peaks in the survey unit - - 1 .

3125 frequency plot may indicate the existence'of isolated areas of contamination.' In some cases, it may be 

3126 possible to determine an'appropriate background for the survey unit using this information. J ..  
3127 The interpýrtation of the -data for this purpose is generally highly dependent on site-specific 

3128 considerations'and should only be pursued after a consultation with the responsible regulatory agency.  

3129 -.The preseiice 6f two peaks in the background reference material or survey unit frequency plot may 

3130 -Aindicate a mixture of background concentration distributions as a result of different soil types,-' 

3131 construction materials, etc. The greater variability in the data caused by the presence of such a mixture , 

3132 reduces the power of the statistical test§ to detect an adequately decontaminated survey unit. These , 

3133 situations should be 4aoided whenever possible by carefully matching the background reference 

3134 materials to the survey units, and choosing material survey units with homogeneous backgrounds.  
*544',, • 4o ' , • .. * " ' . • . . •, I - .-i4 - •. " . ' - '• , , 44 , 4 , r ", 

3135 Skewness or other asymmetry can impact the accuracy of the'statistical iests. A data transformation

3136 (e.g.,'taking the logarithms of the data) can sometimes be used to make the distribution more symmetric. ,; 

3137 The statistical tests would then be performed on the transformed data. -When the underlying data .

3138 distribution is highly skewed, it is often because there are a few high activity concentration areas. Since "' 

3139 scanning is used to detect such areas, the difference between using the median and the mean as a measure 

3140 'for the degree to which uniform contamination remains in a survey unit tends to diminish in importance.  

3141 When data are obtained from scanning surveys alone using data loggers, a large number of data points is 

3142 usually logged. In essence, the'entire Class 1 materiil'survey unit is measured and, while tie survey.  

3143 coverage is less for Class 2 and 3 materials, there Will still likely be a large number of data points. In this 

3144 case, the frequency plot will be close to the'population distribution'of concentrations' in the survey unit.  

3145 The mean and standard deviation calculated from these logged values should be very close to their, 

3146 population values. In other words, when nearly the entire material survey unit has been measured, 

3147 statistical samInling is unnecesisary. " " o .4. , 

3148 Similarly; when an in toto measurement has been performed, the entire survey unit has been measured. 4 

3149 Again, statistical sampling is not necessary:.,-:- .. - 4 '" 

3150 ' 4:For conveyorized survey monitors, the data may be interpreted batch by batch as it is scanned, in which 4' " 

3151 -''case,' the data treatment would be most similar to an in toto measurement. -If the data were logged " 

3152 continuously, the data treatment would be similar to that for a scanning survey using data loggers.;
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3153 6.2.3 Select the Tests , 

3154 As mentioned above, when data are obtained from scanning surveys alone using data loggers, a large.  
3155 number of data points is usually logged. In essence, the entire survey unit is measured., The mean and 
3156 the standard deviation calculated from these logged values should be very close to their population 
3157 values. In other words,- when the entire survey unit has been measured, statistical sampling is 
3158 unnecessary, as are statistical tests. There is no uncertainty contribution from spatial variability in survey 
3159 unit concentrations because the entire survey unit has been measured. The average of the logged values 
3160 may simply be compared to the DCGLc. However, there remains an uncertainty component as a result of 
3161 the variability in the measurement process. Measurement variability, unlike spatial variability, can often *, 

3162 be modeled realistically. using a normal distribution. In that case, parametric statistical tests may be more 
3163 appropriate; however, because removing spatial variability is often the major concern in these surveys, it 
3164 is suggested that a simple comparison of the mean to the DCGLc is sufficient. As long as the 
3165 measurement uncertainty is a small fraction of the DCGLc, the gray region should be very narrow.  

3166 When an in toto measurement has been performed, the entire survey unit has been measured. Only a 
3167 single measurement is made, and so the decision is really a detection decision. The statistical test is that 
3168 used to calculate the MDC. However,, assumptions are made about the distribution of activity inherent in 
3169 the calibration of such detectors, and the validity of those assumptions determines the appropriateness of 
3170 the measurement. 

3171 Again, data from conveyorized survey monitors may be treated as a series of detection decisions on a.  
3172 batch-by-batch basis, or may be analyzed by aggregating the data, much as with a logging scanner.  

3173 When conventional surveys are used, they should address the statistical considerations important for 
3174 - .clearance surveys, as presented in Section 5.2.3.3. The statistical tests recommended for conventional 
3175 clearance surveys are the same as those recommended by the MARSSIM for final status surveys of lands 
3176 and structures.  

3177 The most appropriate procedure for summarizing and analyzing the data is chosen based on the 
3178 preliminary data review. The parameter of interest is the mean concentration in the material survey unit.  
3179 The nonparametric tests recommended in this report, in their most general form, are tests of the median.  
3180 If one assumes that the data are from a symmetric distribution - where the median and the mean are 
3181 effectively equal - these are also tests of the mean. If the assumption of symmetry is violated, 
3182 nonparamretric tests of the mediah only approximately test the mean. Note that the mean and median only 
3183 diffei greatly when large concentration values skew the distribution. Such areas can be identified while 
3184 scanning:. This is precisely why the survey strategies in this report emphasize using both direct 
3185 measurements and scans. In addition, computer simulations (e.g., Hardin and Gilbert, 1993) have shown 
3186 that the approximation of the mean by the median implicit in using the nonparametric tests is a fairly 
3187 good technique as far as decisionmaking is concerned. That is, the correct decision will be made about 
3188 whether the mean concentration exceeds the DCGL, even when the data come from a skewed 
3189 distribution. In this regard, the nonparametric tests are found to be correct more often than the 
3190 commonly used Student's t test. The robust performance of the Sign and WRS tests over a wide range of 
3191 conditions is the reason that they are recommended in this report.
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3192 When a given set of assumptions is true, a parametric test d&signed for exactly that'set of condliti 6 ns will 

3193 have the highest power. For example, if the data are from a normal distribution, the Student's t test will 

3194 have-higher power than the nonparametric tests. It should be noted that for large enough sample sizes 

3195 (e.g., large number of measurements), the Student's t test is not a great deal moi'e powerful than the 

3196 nonparametric tests., On the other hand, when the: assumption of normality is violated, the nonparametric , 7 

3197 tests can be very much more powerful thanthe t test.'* Therefore, any statistical test may be used, 

3198 provided that the data are consistent with the assumptions underlying their use. When these assumptions &

3199 are violated, the prudent approach is to use the nonparametric tests, which generally involve fewer 

3200 assumptions than their parariietric equivalents:v i.- ,: 
- I* ,, , ,. " 2'. +' + +, ,-,4"- ++ =+ '" ";" ' 

3201 The one-sample statistical test (Sign test) described in Section 5.5.2.3 of the MARSSIM should only be ? +" 

3202 used if the radionuclide being measured is not present in background and radionuclide-specific 

3203 measureriients are made., The one-sample test may'also be used if the radionuclide is present at such a 

3204 small fraction of the DCGLc value as to be considered insignificant. In this cise, background - -

3205 concentrations of the radi6nuclide are included with any contamination that may be present'(i.e., the 

3206 entire amount is attributed to fadility 6piiati6 ns). Thus, the total concehtration of the radionuclide is 

3207 compared to the release criterion. This option should only be used if one expects that ignoring the 

3208 background concentration will not'affect the outcome of the statistical tests.The advantage of ignoring a 

3209 small backgrotirhd contribution is that no reference material is -needed. This can simplify the survey 

3210 considerably. "'-- "-, , .+ 

3211 The one-sample Sign test (Section 6.3.1) evaluites wheth6r the mrdian of the data is above or below the 

3212 DCGLc. If the data distribution is symmetric, the median is equal to the mean. -In cases where the'data 

3213 are severely skewed, the mean may be above the DCGLc, while the median is below the DCGLc2 In such 

3214 cases, the survey unit does not meet the release criterion regardless of the result of the statistical tests.  

3215 On the other hand, if the largest measurement is below the DCGLC, the Sign test will always show that 

3216 the survey unit meets the release criterion, provided that enough samples were taken to meet the DQOs.  

3217 For clearance surveys, the two-sample statistical test (WRS test, discussed iii Section 5.5.2.2 of the 

3218 MARSSIM) should be used when the radionuclide of concern appears in background or if measurements 

3219 are used that are not radionuclide-specific. The two-sample WRS test (Section 6.4.1) assumes the 

3220 reference material and survey unit data distributions are similar exc•'pt for aipossible shift in'the medians.  

3221 When the data are severely skewed, the value for the mean difference may be above the DCGLc, while 

3222 the median difference is below the DCGLc. *in 'stich cases, the survey unit does -not meet the release 

3223 critenon regardless of the result of the-statistical t~st. On the other hand,'if the difference between the 

3224 "largest survey unit measurefment iand the sminllesf'eference material measurement is less than th 

3225 DCGLo, the WRS test'will always show that the survey ,unit-meets-the release criterion; provided that 

3226 enough samples were taken to'nmeet the DQOs ' -.  
- + q ., +• •, +• ° : ' ,, ' 

.+ *-. 
,-+ _ ' 

. ,+ ' i+ + 

- . I -I t
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6.2.4 Verify the Assumptions of the Tests

3228 An evaluation to determine that the data are consistent with the underlying assumptions made for the 

3229 statistical procedures helps to validate the use of a test., One may also determine that certain departures 
3230 from these assumptions are acceptable when given the actual data and other information about the study.  
3231 The nonparametric tests described in this chapter assume that the data from the reference material or 
3232 survey unit consist of independent samples from each distribution.  

3233 Asymmetry in the data can be diagnosed with a stem and leaf display, a histogram, or a Quantile plot.  
3234 As discussed in the previous section, data transformations can sometimes be used to minimize the effects 
3235 of asymmetry.  

3236 One of the primary advantages of the nonparametric tests used in this report is that they involve fewer 
3237 assumptions about the data than their parametric counterparts. If parametric tests are used, 
3238 (e.g., Student's t test), any. additional assumptions made in using them should be verified (e.g., testing for 
3239 normality). These issues are discussed in detail in EPA QA/G-9 (EPA, 1998b).  

3240 One of the morie important assumptions made in the survey design is that the sample sizes determined for 
3241 the tests are sufficient to achieve the data quality objectives set for the Type I (a) and Type II (03) error 
3242 rates. Verification of the power of the tests (1-03) to detect adequate probability for passing material 
3243 survey units that meet the criteria for clearance may be of particular interest. Methods for assessing the 
3244 power are discussed in Appendix 1.9 to the MARSSIM. , If the hypothesis that the material survey unit 
3245 radionuclide concentration exceeds the clearance criterion is accepted, there should be reasonable 
3246 assurance that the test is equally effective in determining that a survey unit has radionuclide 
3247 concentrations less than the DCGLc. Otherwise, unnecessary survey unit failures may result. For this 
3248 reason, it is better to plan the surveys cautiously, even to the following extents: 

3249 0 overestimating the potential data variability 
3250 * taking too many samples, - , 
3251 • overestimating the minimum detectable concentrations (MDCs) 
3252 If one is unable to show that the DQOs are met with reasonable assurance, a resurvey may be needed.  

3253 When data are obtained fromn scanning surveys alone using data loggers, the mean of the logged values 
3254 may simply be compared to the DCGLc., Because such a large number of data points are obtained, 
3255 essentially the entire population of concentrations on, the material has been measured. Thus, no formal 
3256 statistical test is necessary. It is the assumption of full measurement coverage that is the central issue in 
3257 this case. It is also assumed that the measurement uncertainty is small compared to the DCGLc.  
3258 The validity of these assumptions should be carefully examined, and the results documented in the SOPs 
3259 and QAPP.  

3260 When an in toto measurement has been performed, the entire survey unit has been measured. Again, 
3261 statistical sampling is not necessary. However, assumptions are made about the distribution of activity 
3262 inherent in the calibration of such detectors, and the validity of those assumptions determines the 
3263 appropriateness of the measurement.  

3264 Examples of assumptions and possible methods for their assessment are summarized in Table 6. 1.
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3263 

3264 

3265 

3266 

3267 

3268 

3269 

3270 
3271 
3272 
3273 
3274 
3275 
3276 

3277 
3278 
3279 
3280 
3281 
3282 
3283 
3284 
3285 

3286 
3287 
3288 
3289

Appropriateness of the statistical test 

Data logging and calibration geometry, 

Data logging and calibration geometry 

Calibration model'and source geometry.-

6.2.5 Draw Conclusions from the Data . -° 

--The types of conventional measurements that can be made on a surivey unit are (1) direct measurements 

at discrete locaiions, (2) samples collected at discrete locations, and (3) scans., The statistical tests are 

only applied to measurements made at discrete locations. Specific details for conducting the statistical 

tests are given in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. When the data clearly show that a survey unit meets or exceeds 

the release criterion, the result is often obvious without performing the formal statistical analysis. This is 

the expected outcome for Class'2 and Class 3 material survey units: :Table'6.2 summmaizies examples of 

circumstances leading to specific conclusions'based on a simple'examinationhof the Idtita-.  

Scans may uncover potential areas that exceed the DCGLc. Unless a scanning-only survey with a data 

logger or an in toto measurement is made, any such area will require further investigation. Note that 

there may be, as discussed in Section 3.3,aseparateacriteria established for simall Areas 6f elevated aciivity.  

The investigation may involve taking further measu remehts to determine whether the area and level of 

contamination are such that the resulting average over the material survey unit meets the release.  

-- criterion. -The investigation should also provide adequate assurance, using the DQO Process;that there 

are no other undiscovered areas of elevated radioactivity in the survey unit that might otherwise result in 

a dose or risk exceeding the established criterion. In some cases, this may lead to reclas'sifying all orlpart 

of a survey unit. .  

Section 6.3 desjcribes the 'Sin test used t6 evaliate the mhateiial.surveyjunits, arid Section 6.4 desciibe~s 
the WRS test used to evaluate the material surve•, units",here the radionuclide beinig measured is present 

in background. Section 6.5 discusses the evaluation t s ou the'statisical tests and the decision 

regarding comf~iance with theirelease criterion. ' a ,

C- '�'

Table 6.1: Issues and assumptions underlying survey results 

S. Survey Type -• - Issue

a 4a a. .  

a, raaa., 

a 4 La a

a-a,, 
a a J�' -' A a .� 

- a - a -, *', a, �- /( 

- a a .1 -, 
*� a a.......-.  

-Ca a a- .. a aa-a...a a U ,.-' a a--a' 
a,.  

a..,. #4aa a, Ia a 
a -a. 'a -a I -a
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Automated scanning 

In toto survey
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Table 6.2: Summary of statistical tests 

Radionuclide not in background anid radionuclide-specifie measurements made:

3292 

3293 

3294 

3295 

3296 

3297 
3298 

3299 

3300 

3301 
3302 
3303 

3304 
3305 

3306 
3307 
3308 
3309

Radionuclide in backgrounid or radlionudiltde non-sp~ecific (gross) mecasurements made:

I
Conclus~ion

Difference between largest survey unit measurement and 
smallest reference material measurement is less than 
"DCGLc 

Difference of survey unit ayerage and reference material 
average is greater than DCGLc 

Difference between any survey unit measurement and any 
reference material measurement greater than DCGLc and 
the difference of survey-unit average and reference 
material average is less than DCGLc

3310 116.3

Survey unit meets release criterion 

Survey unit does not meet release criterion 

Conduct WRS test and elevated measurement 
comparison

The statistical test discussed in this section is used to compare each material survey unit directly with the 
applicable release criterion. A reference material is not included because the measurement technique is 
radionuclide-specific and the radi6nuclide of concern is not present in background. In this case, the 
contamination levels are comoared directly with the DCGLc. The methlod in this section should only be 
used if the radionuclide being miwasured is not present in background or is present at such a small 
fraction of the DCGLc value as to be considered insignificant. In addition, one-sample tests are 
applicable only if radionuclide-specific measurements are made to determine the concentrations.  
Otherwise, the method in Section 6.4 is recommended.  

Reference materials and reference samples are not needed when there is sufficient information to indicate 
that there is essentially no background concentration for the radionuclide being considered. With only a 
single set of survey unit samples, the statistical test used here is called a one-sample test. Further 
information on the Sign Test can be found in Section 8.3 of the MARSSIM and Chapter 5 of NUREG 
1505, Rev. 1.
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Survey Result Conclusion 

All measurements less than DCGLc Survey unit meets release criterion 

Average greater than DCGLc Survey unit does not meet release criterion 

Any measurement greater than DCGLC and the average Conduct Sign test and elevated measurement 
less than DCGLc - comparison

Survey Result

Sign Test

3311 
3312 
3313 
3314 
3315 
3316 
3317 
3318 

3319 
3320 
3321 
3322 
3323

I

Concht•ion

I .



3324 6.3.1 Applying the Sign Test

3325 The Sign test is applied by counting the number of measurements in'the survey unit that are less than the 
3326 DCGLc. The result is the test statistic S+. Discard any measurement that is exactly equal to the DCGLc 
3327 and reduce the sample size, N, by the number of such measurements.,:The value of S+ is compared to the 
3328 critical values in MARSSIM Table 1.3. If S+ is greater than the critical value, k, in that table, the null 
3329 hypothesis is rejected.  

3330 6.3.2 Sign Test Example: Class 1 Copper Pipes 

3331 This example illustrates the clearance survey design for copper pipe sections using a gas proportional 
3332 counter to measure 239Pu. Since the alpha background on the copper material is essentially zero, it was 
3333 decided to use the Sign test to determine whether the material meets the clearance criterion. The sample 
3334 size was determined using the DQO Process, with inputs such as the DCGLc, the expected standard 
3335 deviation of the radionuclide concentrations in the pipe sections, and the acceptable probability of 
3336 making Type I and Type II decision errors. The inputs were as follows: 

3337 9 The gross activity DCGLc was 100 dpm/l0O cm2. When converted to cpm, the gross activity DCGLc 

3338 was 10 cpm.  

3339 9 The LBGR was set at the expected added activity level on the copper pipe sections (i.e., 5 net cpmr 

3340 the same as the gross mean for an alpha background of zero).  

3341 * The standard deviation on the material survey unit was expected to be about 2 cpm.  

3342 0 The relative shift was calculated as (10 - 5)/2 =2.5 

3343 * The Type I and H errors were set at 0.05.'

3344 Table 5.5 in the MARSSIM (1997) indicates that the'number of measurementsesiimated for ihe Sign 
3345 Test,-Nis 15 (a = 0.05, f3 = 0.05, and A/6 =2.5). "Therefore, 15 surface actiity measurements were 
3346 randomly collected from the inside'sIurfaces of the copper pipe sections. Clearance survey restlts are.  

3347 shown on Table 12.3. ' '
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Table 6.3: Example sign test results3346 

3347 
3348 

3349 
3350 
3351 
3352 
3353 
3354 
3355 
3356 
3357 
3358 
3359 
3360 
3361 
3362 
3363 
3364 

3365 
3366 
3367 
3368 
3369 
3370 
3371 
3372 

3373 
3374 

3375 
3376 
3377 
3378 
3379 
3380
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Data Surface activity <DC 
(cpm) (dpm/100 cm 2) < DCGLc? 

4 40 Yes 
3 30 Yes 
3 30 Yes 
1 10 Yes 
1 10 Yes 
4 40 Yes 
6 60 Yes 
3 30 Y'es 
9 90 Yes 
6 60 Yes 
14. 140 -No 
1 10 Yes 
4 40 Yes 
3 30 Yes 
2 20 Yes 

Number of measurements less than DCGLC =14 (= S+) 

The surface activity values on Table 6.3 were determined by dividing the measured cpm by the efficiency 
(0.10). No probe area correction was necessary. The average count rate on this material survey unit was 
4.3 (we had estimated a residual cpm of 5 cpm). The median of the data was 3 cpm. The mean surface 
activity level was 43 dpm/100 cm2. The standard deviation was 3.5, which was higher than the value of 2 
that was estimated for the, survey design. Thus, the power of the test will be lower than planned for.  
With the actual value of the relative shift (10 ; 5)/3.5 = 1.4, N = 20 measurements would be required.  
With the 15 measurements, the actual Type II error rate is a little over 0.10. (The closest table entry is 
for a = 0.05, $3 = 0.10, and A/a =1.4 with N=16.) 

One measurement exceeded the DCGLc value of 100 dpm/100 cm 2. The portion of the material survey 
unit containing that location merits further investigation.  

The value of S+, 14, was compared to the appropriate critical value in Table 1.3 of the MARSSIM.  
In this case, for N = 15 and a = 0.05, the critical value is 11. Since S+ exceeds this value, the null 
hypothesis that the survey unit exceeds the release criterion is rejected. In this case, the slight loss of 
power attributable to underestimating the standard deviation did not affect the result. Pending the 
outcome of the investigation on the one elevated measurement, this material survey unit satisfies the 
release criteria established for clearance.



3381 6.4 WRS Test 

3382 The statistical tests discussed in this section will be used to compare each material survey unit with an, 
3383 appropriately chosen, site-specific reference material. Each reference material should be selected on the 
3384 basis of its similarity, to tle'sui'vey unit, as discussed in Sefcti6h 5.2.3.3. Futrther'infofmiiation on the WRS 
3385 Test can be found in Section 8.4 of the MARSSIM and Chapter 6 of NUREG 1505, Rev.1. , 

3386 6.4.1 Applying the WRS Test . ,. , . , 

3387 The WRS' test is-applied as outhmned in theolowing six steps and further illustratedby the example in 
3388 Section t6.4.2. . ; ' • 

3389 (1) . Obtain the adjusted reference material measurements, Z, , byadding the DCGLc to each 
3390 refeience material measurement, X1.'Z, X, +DCGLc .... .... 4 

3391 (2) Them adjusted rference sample measurements, Z, from the reference material aid the n sample 
3392 . measurements, Y,, from the survey unitare poolediand ianiked in order of increasing size from I 
3393 to N, where N = in+n." " s, &- . . ..  

3394 (3) If several measurements are tied (i.e., have the same value), they are all assigned the average 
3395 rankof that group of tied measurements, 4 , , o 1 ' 4... . , 

3396 (4) -If there are t "legs than" valuIes, they are all gi'en the average of the ranks from 1 to t. -Thereore, 
3397 , they'are-all ris'ignedd the rank t(t+1)/(2t), (t+1)/2,"which'is theiaeag of the fis n egesfoe 
3398 there is more ihan one detection'limit, all observati6ns below the largest detection limit should be 
3399 treated as "less than" values.' ' 7 4 .... 4." 

3400 (5); Sum the ranks of the adjusted measurements from the reference material, W,. Note that i-nce the 
01um 4 the first N mtegers is N(N+I)2,o sum the ranks of the measurements 

3402 fr&n the survey unit,' W, and compute'W,'= N(N+I)12 - W,. , "" 

3403 (6) Compare W, with the critical value given in Table 1.4 of the MARSSIM for the appropriate 
3404 values of n, m, and a.'If W, is greater than the tabulated value, reject the hypothesis that the , 
3405 surNey unit exceeds the release criterion. 4 .....  

7 If more than 40 percent of the data from either the reference material or survey unit are "less than," 
the WRS test cannot be used. Such a large proportion of non-detects suggest that the DQO Process must be 
revisited for this survey to determine whether the survey unit was properly classified or the appropriate 
measurement method was used. As stated previously, the use of "less than" values in data reporting is not 
recommended. Wherever possible, the actual result of a measurement, together with its uncertainty, should be 
reported.  
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6.4.2 WRS Test Example: Class 2 Metal Ductwork

3407 This ex'ample illustrates the use of the WRS'test for releasing Class 2 metal ductwork. Assume that a gas 
3408 proporonal detector was used to make gross (non-radionu'clide-specific) surface activity measurements.  
3409 
3410 The DQOs for this survey unit inclutde a =' 0.05 and f = 0.05, and the DCGLc converted to units of gross 
3411 cpm is 2,300 cpm. In this case, the two-sample nonparametric WRS statistical test was used because the 
3412 estimated background level (2,100 cpm) was large compared to the DCGL. Th6 estimated standard 
3413 deviation of the measurements, a, was 375 cpm. The estimated added activity level was 800 cpm; the 
3414 LBGR will be set at itis valkle'. Th'e relative shift can be calculated sA" /a = (DCGLc - LBGR)/a, which 
3415 equals 4.  

3416 The sample' ize needed for ihe WRS test can be fouiid in Table 5.3 of the MARSSIM for these DQOs.  
3417 The result is nine measurements in each surv'ey unit and nine in'6ach reference material (a = 0.05, 
3418 = 0.05, and A/a = 4). The ductwork was laid flat onto a prepared grid, and the nine measurements 3419 needed iii the suve uni we" mad - '"d ' ':sin...."ga' . .  
3420 materdeias the measurvey unit were made usg a random-'start triangulargrid pattern. For'the reference 
3420 materials, the measur'em~ent locaItions were Ichosen randomly boh a suitable batch of material. Table 6.4 
3421 lists the gross count rate data obtained.  
3422 In column B, ihe code "R" denotes a referenc imaterial mheasurement, and "S" denotes a'survey unit 

3423 measurement. Column C contains the adjusted data, which were obitined by adding the DCGLc to the 
3424 reference material measurements (see Section 6.4.1, Step 1). The ranks of the adjusted data appear in 
3425 Colunin D. They range fi6m 1 to 18, since there is'a'tbtal'of 9+9 measurements'(see Section 6.4.1, 
3426 Step 2). Note that the sum of all of the ranks.is still 18(18+1)12 = 171. Checking this value with the 
3427 formula in Ste6• 5 of Section 6.4.1 is recom'mended to guard againt'terrors in the rankings.  

3428 Column E contains only the ranks belonging to the reference material measurements. The total is 126.  
3429 This is compared with the entry for the critical value'of 104 in Table i.4 of the,'MARSSIM for a = 0.05, 
3430 with n = 9 and m =9. Sifice the sum-6f, thi' refe~rence'miit~rial ranks is" greater than the critical Value, the 
3431 null hypothesis (i.e., that the average surv&y unit concentration exceeds the DCGLc) is rejected, and the 
3432 ductwork is released.  

3433 Note that this conclusion could be reachedrmuch more quickly by noting that the largest survey unit 
3434 measurement, 3,423, differs from the smallest reference material measiremfient, 1,427, by much less than 
3435 the DCGLc of 2,300 cpm.  
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Table 6.4: WRS test'fo'r Class 2 ductwork

- ''1 - -

Data (ct 
1 
2 2180

4 

5

A B C D E
m) Area Adjusted Ranks Reference Material 

-, ,Data - jRanks 
R. :4480 . ':15': ' 15: 

" "-R "!,':'-"4698 " 16" ' : :"' 16'" 

R 5079 18 18 

R 3727 10 10

*2398 

2779 

1427

3437 

3438 

3439 
3440 
3441 
3442 
3443 
3444 
3445 
3446 
3447 
3448 
3449 
3450 
3451 
3452 
3453 
3454 
3455

* " 5038 

4324 

3861''
, 4291 

4373 
-': -2039 

"*~~'-•3061 
3243 
2456 

2115

1874 

1703 

-;2388,5 
2159

Sum =

'1711 
.13 --'1

,12.  

14
12, 
14

"" ,- ',:3 -' , O' 

8 0 

47 0 

4 0

2 

-,6 

5 

171

k 

(Lt 

C'

. 0 

0 

0 

126

3456 6.5 Evaluating the Results: The Decision

Once the data and the results of the tests are obtained, the specific steps required to achieve material 
clearance depends on the procedures approved by the regulator and specific considerations to ensure that 
the contamination is as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). The following considerations are 
suggested for the interpretation of the test results with respect to the release limit established for 
clearance. Note that the tests need not be performed in any particular order.

.99

6 2738 .R 

7 2024 R 

'8" 1561 'R 

9 1991 R

10 2073 R 

11 2039 S 
' 12 ",-'061 ;" ' S 

-13- . 3243 S 
"14 2456 S 
15 2115 S 

16 1874 S 

17 1703 S 
18 2388 S 

19 2159 S

3457 
3458 
3459 
3460 
3461

3436



3462 6.5.1 Interpreting Data for Each Survey Type 

3463 Clearance survey designs using conventional instrumentation are as follows: 

3464 Scanning-Only 

3465 • Calculate the average and compare it to DCGL.  
3466 • Investigate measurements exceeding the DCGL.,' 
3467 • Anything above the DCGL will trigger a reevaluation of the classification if Class 2.  
3468 • Any contamination will trigger a reevaluation of the classification if Class 3.  

3469 Statistically Based Sampling 

3470 • Tichniques are similar to those used in MARSSIM.  
3471 • Survey unit must pass statistical tests.  
3472 • Sampling involves investigations of individual measurements/scans (as for scanning-only).  

3473 Automated Scanning Surveys (conveyorized survey nonitors) 

3474 • Scan sensitivity and ongoing QA data must be documented.  
3475 • The statistical tests are essentially those used to calculate the MDC as discussed in Section 3.  
3476 • "Batch-by-batch" segmented gate systems segregate any material above the clearance DCGL.  
3477 • Data from continuous scanning of materials can be interpreted in the same way as for 
3478 scanning-only surveys.  
3479 
3480 In Toto Surveys 
3481 * Emphasis is on adequate documentation of calibration.  
3482 • A single measurement is compared to the DCGL.  
3483 • A realistic estimate of the MDC is essential.
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3484 6.5.2 If the Survey Unit Fails 

3485 When a material survey unit fails to demonstrate compliance with the clearance criterion, the first step is 
3486 to review and confirm the data that led to the decision. Once this is done, the DQO Process can be used 
3487 to identify and evaluate potential solutions to the problem. The level of contamination on the material 
3488 should be determined to help define the problem'. For example, if only one or two pieces of material in a 
3489 Class 1 material survey unit fail, the simplest solution might be to segregate those pieces and either 
3490 remove the added activity from them or dispose of them as waste. If such a situation were encountered in 
3491 evaluating Class 2 or Class 3 material survey units, it would call into question the entire classification 
3492 procedure, and would require that the material at hand be reclassified and treated as Class 1.  

3493 As a general rule, it may be useful to anticipate possible modes of failure. These can be formulated as 
3494 the problem to be solved using the DQO Process. Once the problem has been stated, the decision 
3495 concerning the failing survey unit can be developed into a decision rule (for example, whether to attempt 
3496 to remove the radioactivity or simply segregate certain types of units as waste). Next, determine the 
3497 additional data, if any, needed to document that a survey unit with elevated pieces removed or areas of 
3498 added activity removed demonstrates compliance with the clearance criterion. Alternatives to resolving 
3499 the decision rule should be developed for each type of material survey unit that may fail the surveys.  
3500 These alternatives can be evaluated against the DQOs, and a clearance survey strategy that meets the 
3501 objectives of the project can be selected.
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3617 Glossary 
3618 
3619 calibration: comparison of a measurement standard, -instrument, or item with a standard or instrument of 
3620 higher accuracy to detect and quantify inaccuracies, and to report or eliminate those inaccuracies by 
3621 making adjustments..- . ' ,, . , -n 

3622 Class I materials: solid materials that have (or had) a potential for contamination (based on process( 
3623 knowledge) or known contamination (based on previous surveys) above-the release criteria- (DCGLC).' 

3624 Class 2 materials: solid materials that have (or had) a potential for or known contamination, but are not 
3625 expected to be above the release criteria (DCGLc).  

3626 Class 3 materials: solid materials that are not expected to contain any contamination, or are expected to 
3627 contain contamination less than a small fraction of the release criteria (DCGLc) based on process, " 
3628 knowledge or previous surveys.  

3629 clearance: release of solid materials that do not require further regulatory control.  

3630 critical level: the net count, or final instrument measurement result after appropriate calibration ,and/or 
3631 correction factors have been applied, at or above which a decision is made that activity is present in a
3632 sample. When the observed net count is less than the critical level, the surveyor correctly concludes that 
3633 no net activity is present in the sample.- -. i .  

3634 detection limit: the smallest number of net counts, or final instrument measurement result after 
3635 appropriate calibration and/or correction factors have been applied,-that will be detected with a 
3636 probability (P) of non-detection, while accepting a probability (a) of incorrectly deciding that activity is 
3637 present in a sample.  

3638 impacted: materials that have some contaminationipotential, and therefore require a clearance survey in 
3639 order to be released.  

3640 inaccessible areas: locations on the surface of a solid material, which are not accessible for direct survey 
3641 evaluation without cutting ordismantling the material. JThese inaccessible areas include the interior 
3642 surfaces of pipes and scrap equipment such as pumps, motors, and other equipment.  

3643 instrument efficiency, el: similar to the intrinsic efficiency of a detector, the instrument efficiency is the 
3644 ratio between the instrument net count rate and the surface emission rate of a source under specified 
3645 geometric conditions. For a given instrument, the instrument efficiency depends on the radiation energy 
3646 emitted by the source and the geometry between the detector and the source. Instrument efficiency is a 
3647 -2n value and shall only be used in surface activity determinations when multiplied by a surface efficiency 
3648 to yield a 41r value of total efficiency. - .... -. .

3649 
3650 in toto: a clearance survey technique that measures the entire material (or materials) at once.
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Glossary (continued)

3652 measurement quality objective (MQO): a statement of performance objective or requirement for a, 
3653 particular method performance characteristic. Like DQOs, MQOs can, be quantitative or qualitative 
3654 statements. An example of a quantitative MQO would be a statement of a required method uncertainty at 
3655 a specified radionuclide concentration, such as the action level [i.e., "a method uncertainty of 3.7 Bq/kg 
3656 (0.10 pCi/g) or less is required at the action level of 37 Bq/kg (1.0pCi/g)"]. An example of a qualitative 
3657 MQO would be a statement of the required specificity of the analytical protocol, such as the ability to 
3658 anaquantify the amount of 12 6Ra present given high levels of .35U in the samples.  

3659 minimum detectable concentration (MDC): the smallest activity concentration that can be detected with 
3660 specific confidence for a given instrument and specific measurement procedure. The MDC is usually 
3661 specified as the smallest activity concentration that can be detected with 95 percent confidence (i.e., 
3662 95 percent of the time a given instrument and measurement procedure will detect activity at the MDC).  

3663 minimum detectable count rates (MDCR): the detector signal level, or count rate for most equipment, that 
3664 is likely to be flagged by a surveyor as being "greater than background." 

3665 non-impacted materials: materials that have no reasonable possibility of having contamination.  
3666 These materials may be used for background reference measurements: 

3667 process knowledge: the use of operational information to assess the contamination potential of solid 
3668 materials considering the location and use of the materials during operations.  

3669 real property: land anid biiilding structures and equipment or fixtures (e.g., ductwork, plumbing, built-in 
3670 cabinets) that are installed in a building in a more or less permanent manner.  

3671 scanning: a survey technique performed by moving a detector over a surface at a specified speed and 
3672 distance above the surface to detect radiation; usually via the audible output of the instrument.  

3673 secular equilibrium: the condition that exists between the parent and other members of a decay series 
3674 when the parent radionuclide decays much more slowly than any of the other members of the series.  
3675 During secular equilibrium, the activity of the parent and each daughter radionuclide is equal.  

3676 solid materials (also non-real property): as opposed to lands and structures, materials such as 
3677 tools/equipment, office items, consumable items, and debris that are offered for clearance.  

3678 spectrometer: a device that measures energy (specifically, radiation energy).  

3679 surfaice efficiency, e,: ratio between the number of particles of a given radiation type emerging from the 
3680 surface per unit time (surface emission rate) and the number of particles of the same type released within 
3681 the source per unit time. The surface efficiency is nominally 0.5, but may be increased by backscattered 
3682 radiation and reduced by self-absorption.
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Glossary (continued)

3684 surrogate: a radionuclide that is measured for the purpose of inferring the radionuclide concentration of 
3685 one or more radionuclides that are not measured.  

3686 survey unit, material (lots/batches): a specified amount of solid material for which a separate decision 
3687 will be made as to whether the unit meets the release criteria for clearance.  

3688 total efficiency, er: similar to the absolute efficiency of a detector, the total efficiency is the ratio of the 
3689 detector response (e.g., in counts) and the number of particles emitted by the source. The total efficiency 
3690 is contingent not only on detector properties, but also on the details of the counting geometry, surface 
3691 characteristics, and other environmental conditions. The total efficiency (a 4nr value) is the product of 
3692 the instrument and surface efficiencies.
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3693 Appendix A: Fundamentals of Radiation and Radiation Detection



3694 A.1 Introduction 

3695 This appendix introduces some basic properties of radiation, which are relevant to the measurement of 
3696 residual radioactivity in and on solid materials. To provide a generic discussion, this appendix avoids 
3697 mentioning or referring to a specific amount of. radioactivity. ,Instead, this appendix focuses on some of 
3698 the fundamental principles of radiation detection and measurement. It must be understood that the assay 
3699 of residual radioactivity in and on solid materials is not simply a matter of radiation detection; rather, it 
3700 involves (to some extent), identifying the presence of specific radionuclides, and quantifying their 
3701 specific activities, while satisfying quality assessment objectives., This can be accomplished in a variety 
3702 of ways, depending on the nature and type of material, the radionuclides involved, and the distribution of 
3703 the radioactivity. It is unlikely that any single detector or method can cover all possible scenarios.  

3704 Radionuclides are identified by measuring their nuclear properties, which are usually expressed by the 
3705 energy of the radiation emitted as a result of nuclear transformations. Measurement of the radiation 
3706 energy, along with a nuclear decay table, provides a method of identifying radionuclides. -In situations 
3707 where the measurement of the energy is difficult or impossible, the measurement of the nuclear mass 
3708 (also known as mass spectroscopy) can also be used. This appendix focuses on techniques that use 
3709 energy spectroscopy.  

3710 A.2 Measurement of Radioactivity: Decay Counting 

3711 In the majority of applications, radioactivity is usually measured using an indirect method, which 
3712 requires a standard of known activity from which a calibration is obtained. Basically, the radioactivity 
3713 (decays per unit time) is measured by counting the number of events in a detector for a specified interval 
3714 of,time (this interval is referred to as the "count time"). These events, which usually take the form of 
3715 electronic pulses, result from the interaction of the radiation with the active (sensitive) components of the 
3716 detector. The number of events is proportional to the radioactivity of the source. Once the detector is 
3717 calibrated, using a standard sourceunder reproducible conditions, the radioactivity can be quantified.  
3718 A more complete discussion of radioactivity measurements, both direct and indirect, may be found in 
3719 NCRP Report 58. ,

3720 For the assay of residual radioactivity in and on solid materials, a comprehensive set of reference 
3721 materials does not exist to cover the range of conditions needed to develop an instrument calibration.  
3722 The range of conditions refers to the geometry of the measurement system and source, as well as the 
3723 disposition and quantity of any material, absorbing or scattering radiation. The term calibration, in this 
3724 context, presumes that the reference material has traceability toa national certifying organization, such as 
3725 the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or the International Atomic Energy 
3726 Agency (IAEA).  

3727 The challenge for instrument developers is to extrapolate from the limited supply of available reference 
3728 materials enough information and data to produce meaningful results. For~example, the calibration of a 
3729 radiation detector or detector system for, a large-area (or volume) source, in some cases, can be obtained 
3730 through a* series of measurements using a certified point source (Becker et al., 1999).,, 
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3731 The concept of calibration is evolving to encompass techniques that do not use actual sources, but rather 
3732 simulate a calibration source. The simulation method relies on knowledge of and experience with 
3733 radiation transport coutpled with fast and powerful computers; The radiation transport code, called 
3734 Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP), employs Monte Carlo 'methods to simulate radiation transport for 
3735 neutrons, photons, and electrons fora wide'variety'of energies, materials, and geometries (Briesnieister, 
3736 1993). The MCNP code provides a resource for investigators to test the r'esponse of their instruments to 
3737 a variety of measurement conditions; which ultimately can lead to a calibration., It must be emphasiied, 
3738 however, thatfthe quality or accuracy of a calibration-developed using a simuliiti6n is predicated on the 
3739 quality or accuracy of the'transport code and the degree to which the sirmiulation reflects the actual 
3740 conditions of the measurement.  

3741 A.3 Statistical Models of Nuclear Decay 
-• Ii ° •l -; 

3742 Radioactive decay is a stochastic or random process. Any mrasurementof radioactivity has an inherent 
3743 variation attributable to the random fluctuations associated with the decay process. Three statistical 
3744 models are used to describe and quantify these' randoni fluctuations under different circumstances: 

'I 

3745 . Binomial distribution is the most general, but computationally cumbersome, distribution of the 
3746 three models. It is applied when counting short-lived radionuclides with high efficiency.  

3747 * Poisson distribution is a special case of the more general binomial distribution. It is applied 
3748 when the counting time is shdrt in comparison to the half-life., The Poisson distribution is a 
3749 discrete distribution.  

3750 0 Gaussian distribution is the distribution applied when the number of decays during the count 
3751 time is fairly, substantial (>'20). The Gaussian distribution is a continuous distribution.  

3752 These statistical models can be used to help understand, interpret, and make predictions concerning the 
3753 outcome of radiation nieasurements. For example, if the outcome of a single measurement yields n 
3754 counts, then by applying what is known about the distributions, it is possible to predict the results' bf 
3755 subsequent measurements. This reproducibility is an indication of the precision of the measurement.  
3756 A system that can be describ'ed by a Poiison (or Gaussian) distribution has a variance, equal to the mean, 
3757 which is'a measure of the dispersi6n of a'distribution. Therefore; a ireasurement that yields a result of n 
3758 counts has a variance of n and a standard deviation of Sn. Hence, 68 percent of subsequent 
3759 measurements under tfi'samne conditions will yield results that fall 'within the range n+4 n to n-4 n.  
3760 'Another Way of expressinig thevariabilit•, in the measurement in terms of the mean and the standard 
3761 deviation is'n+_kvn (counts).  

3762 The parameter k is known as a coverage factor and the product kin defines a confidence interval.  
3763 If k - 1, then 68 pe'rcent of the measurements will fall within an inteivwl'that is two standard deviations 
3764 wide, cenitered about the mean. If k = 2, theni 95.5 percent of thie results wrill fall within an interval that is 
3765 four standaid deviations wid6; cEntered about the mean. The typical or recommended coverage factor is 
3766 k = 1 (ISO 1995), ýnd the relative un'ceitainty is the ratio of the standard deviation'to the mean.  
3767 Figure A-I shows the relative uncertainty as a function of the number of counts. The more counts, the 
3768 smaller the relative uncertainty, and the greater the precision. For more information on the application of 
3769 the statistical models to the analysis of decay counting, see ICRU Report 52 and NAS-NSS Report 3109.
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3771 If there are requirements specifying a certain precision, the statistical models can be used to determine 
3772 exp-erim-eiital parameters, such as count time, to be able to meet the requirements. The suitability of 
3773 various instruments or measurement techniques to detect a prescribed or predetermined amount of 
3774 radioactivity, with a given precision, can be evaluated by using the statistical models.  

3775 A.3.1 Nuclear Radiation 

3776 The energy and matter released during radioactive decay, called "nuclear radiation," assumes two 
3777 principle forms, including (1) charged particles, which are emitted from the nucleus of the atom, and 
3778 (2) felectromagnetic radiation in the form of photons. The charged particles consist of electrons (called 
3779 beta particles) and helium-4 (He-4) nuclei (called alpha particles). The photons associated w.ith 
3780 radioactivity consist of gamma rays, which result from nuclear transitions, and x-rays, which result from 
3781 atomic transitions between electron energy levels.  

3782 A.3.2 Properties 

3783 The two properties of nuclear radiation that are relevant to radiation detection are its energy and its 
3784 ability to penetrate matter. The energy associated with radioactivity is usually expressed in units known 
3785 as electron volts (eV), defined as I eV =1.6 x10'"9 joules. This is the kinetic energy an electron would 
3786 gaiA by being accelerated through a potential difference of I volt. Because the electron volt is a very 
3787 small unit, radiation is often expressed in multiples of electron volts.  

3788 1 thousand electron volts (1 keV) = 10' eV 
3789 1 million electron volts (1 MeV) = 106 eV 

3790 The energies that are typically associated with nuclear radiation range from about 10 keV to 10 MeV, 
3791 and are generally measured with devices known as spectrometers. The penetration power of charged 
3792 particles is typically expressed in terms of its range, which is not well-defined for electrons because they 
3793 do not travel throughlmatter in straight lines, as is the case with heavier charged particles. Range usually 
3794 varies with energy and is defined as the distance that a charged particle will penetrate material before it 
3795 ceases to ionize. Figure A-2 illustrates the range of alpha particles in air as a function of energy, while 
3796 Figure A-3 shows the maximum range of beta particles as a function of energy for several different 
3797 materials. As Figure A-2 illustrates, a 2-Mev alpha particle no longer produces ionizations in air after.  
3798 traveling only a centimeter distance. Note that the penetrating power of beta particles in metals is also 
3799 limited; a I -MeV beta particle in copper has a maximum range of less than a millimeter. An immediate 
3800 consequence of these facts regarding the range of charged particles (alphas and betas) in matter is that 
3801 alpha radiation can only be used to assay surficial contamination, while beta radiation can, to a limited 
3802 extent, be utilized for volumetric contamination. Also, these two particles produce very different specific 
3803 ionization. (The specific ionization is the number of ion pairs produced per unit path length by an 
3804 ionizing particle; some detectors exploit this value to discriminate between alpha and beta particles.) 
3805 A typical alpha particle traveling through air generates 10,000 to 70,000 ion pairs per centimeter, while 
3806 a typical beta particle may produce only 60 to 7,000 ion pairs.
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3813 The transport of gamma and x-rays through matter is quite different than for charged particles.  

3814 The penetration power of gamma and x-rays in matter is typically expressed in terms of its half-valuer 

3815 thickness (HVT), defined as the thickness of a material necessary to reduce the intensity of an x-ray or/ 

3816 gamma ray beam to one-half of its original value. Figure A-4 is a plot of HVT as a function of energy for 

3817 several materials. The HVT in this application can be thought of as an indication of the depth-of-view 

3818 for volumetric contamination. Another significant feature of gamma radiation is that, unlike charged 

3819 particles, photons can pass through matter without losing energy. The mean-free-path (MFP) is the 

3820 average distance a photon can travel before having an interaction. Figure A-5 is a plot of the MFP as a 

3821 function of photon energy for several materials. Note that a 1-MeV photon in copper can travel, on 

3822 average, almost 2 centimeters without having an interaction. Germanium (Ge) is included in Figure A-5 

3823 because it is a common detector material. Here again, a I-MeV photon can travel, on average, 

3824 3 centimeters without having an interaction.  

3825 Another form of radiation that comes from the nucleus exists a uncharged particles, called neutrons, 

3826 which behave quite differently from gamma rayss;and charged particles. As previously mentioned, 

3827 radiation in the form of gamma rays and charged particles comes from nuclear decay. Neutrons, on the 

3828 other hand, are generated by different processes, including the spontaneous fission of heavy elements 

3829 such as uranium and plutonium. For most isotopes, the neutron emission rate is low compared to other 

3830 forms of radiation.  

3831 Table A-1 shows the spontaneous fission for a selected group of heavy elements, along with the 

3832 corresponding alpha yield. (For the radionuclides listed in Table A-i, alpha particles are the primary 

3833 source of radiation.) While the production of neutrons from the spontaneous fission yield of heavy 

3834 elements is considerably less than the number of alpha particles generaied from nuclear decay, neutrons 

3835 do have a very significant detection advantage over alpha particles in that they can penetrate matter quite 

3836 easily. Unlike charged particles, which have a range on the order of centimeters to meters depending on 

3837 the type of radiation and the medium of interest (e.g., air, tissue), neu'trons-, like gamma rays, can have an 

3838 indefinite range in matter. This makes neutrons attractive for the assay of volumetric contamination.  

3839 Measurements of neutron fluence rates are widely used to assay transuranic waste. Despite this 

3840 advantage, the use of neutrons for the assay of residual radioactivity islargely precluded because the 

3841 yield is rather small and limited to a handful of heavy elements.
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3846 Table A-i: A comparison of the fission yield and alpha yield for'a selected group of radionuclides 

Isotope Spontaneous fission yieldt Alpha yield 
(neutron/s-g) (alpha/s-g) 

232Th 6 x 10s 3.11 x 103 

233u 8.6 x 10. 3.01 x 108 

234u 5.02 x 10-3 1.66 x 10' 
2 35U 2.99 x 10-' 3.98 x 104 

238u 1.36 x 10-2 9.52 x 103 

237Np 1.14 x 104  1.23 x 107 

238pu " 2.59 x 101 4.53 x 10" 

2 39pu 2.18 x 10-2 1.70 x 109 

240pu 1.02 x 103  6.17 x 109 

241psU; 5 x 10-2 7.78 x 107 

242pu, 1.72 x 10 3  1.12 x 108 

24'Am 1.18 1.08 x 10" 
242Cm 2.10 x 107 9. 11 X 1013 

2 "Cm 1.08 x 107 2.28 x 1014 

t Adapted from Table 11-1 of NUREG/CR-5550.
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3847 A.4 Elements of Radiation Detection v 

3848 Radiation detection is a broad field, which covers all types of radiati6n (e.g.,'x-ray, gamma-ray; alpha'and 

3849 beta particles, and neutrons) at levels ranging from background to extremely high levels associated with 

3850 operational facilities (e.g., power and research reactors). The methods for detecting radiation are also 

3851 quite diverse, ranging from calorimetry (measuring the decay heat) to event counting (counting the 

3852 number ofradiation interaction'events)? The'purposb of this section is to introduce and discuss some of 

3853 the concepts and quantities that are common to most radiation detectors.  

3854 A.4.1 Modes of Operation 

3855 Radiation detectors may be operated in two distinct modes: 

3856 0 Current Mode: A radiation detector operated in current mode produces a current that is 

3857 proportional to the event rate and the charge produced per event. An event is an interaction of a 

3858 , single particle (alpha, beta, orgamma ray) in which the particle transfers some or all of its energy 

3859 within the sensitive region of the detector. Current mode operation is most often'used in high

3860 activity applications, such as ionization chambers.  

3861 Pulse Mode: A radiation detector operated in pulse mode produces a pulse associated with 

3862 -individual evefits. In many instances, the pulse is proportional to the energy of the incident 

3863 radiation.:Detectors that utilize this energy proportionality feature are known as spectrometers.  

3864 .,Other detectors, known as gross radiation counters, measure and count pulses regardless of 

3865 energy. " .  

3866 A.4.2 Pulse Height Spectrum " -, 

3867 :When detectors that are operated in pulse mode are exposed to radiation, they produce a series of pulses 

3868 that can be collected, sorted sand displayed. The result of fucha proIcess is a distribution of pulse I I I 
3869 heightg, lwiht ~gtcnb ~ated to the energyý of ~ 

i ht ich isreferred as a pulse height spectrum. The pulse height can be rl 

3870 the radiation, in which case, the spectrum is called an energy sp'ectirum. Thfepulse'l'eight spectrum 

3871 (or energy spectrum) is an important property of the detector output that is used to identify and quantify 

3872 the radiation.  
3873 A.4.3. .Energy Resolution , ' 

• , L • " " : • • " r " 4" , H '.' . -•. -, " -- _ t '' " , • "

3874 Two fundamental properties of aspectrometerare the p6ision w'ithwhich it measures energy and its 
3875 abiity to distinguish between~energies. Together, these properties are kniown as "energy resolution," 

3876 which is expressed in terms of ihe full width "of a petk at half its maximu!Tm valu6 (also%,referred to as the 

3877 full width at half maximum, or FWHM). In' some cases,t iýs expressed in keV; in' ther cases, it , is 

3878 expressed as a percentage of the radiation energy. Spectrometersare so' etimes characterized as low-, 

3879 medium-, or high-resolution detectors. The resolution is a result of statistical processes associated with 

3880 the transfer and collection of the energy associated with the radiation. In general, the higher the 

3881 resolution, the better - and more expensive - the detector. However, in" applications where there is a 

3882 single energy or a very simple energy spectra, low or medium resolution is adequate. A
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3883 A.4.4 Detection Efficiency 
3884 
3885 The two basic types of detector efficiency are absolute and intrinsic. Absolute efficiency is defined as 

3886 eab, ='response/number of particles emitted 

3887 where the response is usually defined in terms of the number of pulses (or counts) recorded by the 
3888 detector. The absolute efficiency depends not only on detector properties, but also on the details of the 
3889 counting geometry. It can also be affected by environmental conditions, such as temperature and 
3890 humidity.  

3891 By contrast, intrinsic efficiency is defined as 

3892 ejt = response/number of particles incident on the detector 
3893 
3894 The intrinsic efficiency usually depends on the detector material, the radiation energy, and the physical 
3895 thickness of the detector in the direction of the incident radiation.  

3896 A.4.5 Geometrical Efficiency 

3897 Geometrical efficiency is not a property of the detector and can only be defined in the context of the 
3898 source-detector configuration. In that context, the geometrical efficiency is the fraction of radiation 
3899 emitted from the source that intercepts the detector. It is expressed in terms of the solid angle, 9, 
3900 subtended by the detector with respect to the source: 
3901 41 
3902 69geom = 

3903 
3904 The gedmetrical efficiency' is closely related to the intrinsic and absolute efficien'•ieý. For a sourde that 
3905 emits radiation isotropically (i.e., in all dire6tions) with no losses from attenuation, the' relationship 
3906 between Cab, eat, and eo'm is e4ressed as 

,abs = 'geomcint 

3907 A.4.6 Sensitivity 

3908 The sensitivity of a detector has a formal definition, which involves "the ratio of the variation of the 
3909 observed variable to the corresponding variation of the measured quantity, for a given value of the 
3910 measured quantity" (ANSI N323A-1997). Ho4w/ever, this is never the intehded meaning when the'te'rm is 
3911 used.' Ihistead, the sensitivity of'an instrument represents the minimum amount of activity or activity 
3912 concentration that will produce a response from the detector that is statistically significant from the 
3913 response in the absence of radioactivity.
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3914 Minimum Detectible Concentration and Sensitivity 

3915 When discussing limits of detectability, the two expressions that are often used are minimum detectible 

3916 concentration (MDC) and sensitivity. The term "minimum detectible concentration" implies a degree 

3917 of statistical rigor and math6inaitical fo-rmality,-whilethe term "sensitivity" is generally regarded as a 

3918 colloquialism. Even though regulatory bodies, such as the NRC, require the rigor and formality of the 

3919 MDC, this appendix uses the term "sensitivity" because it is consistent with the terminology of 

3920 instrument manufacturers, and it avoids some of the persistent difficulties associated with the formal 

3921 definition of MDC. For example, NUREG-1507 reviewed the literature on the statistical interpretation 

3922 , of MDC as tart of a brief study addressing the consistency of MDC values for five MDC expressions.  

3923 The var'ious exl'iessions led to a range of MDC values for a gas proportional counter. While the spread 

3924 of MDC values was modest, it illustrates the fact that the MDC is not unique and depends upon the 

3925 statistical treatment of the data. Others (MacLellan and Strom, 1999) argue that traditional MDC 

3926 formulas (and decision levels) are wrong. In their view, these traditional formulas do not adequately 

3927 account for the discrete nature of the Poisson distribution for paired blank measurements at low numbers 

3928 of counts. Using the term "sensitivity" retains the concept that is embraced by the MDC, while avoiding 

3929 some bf the difficulties. " 

3930 Factors Affecting Sensitivity -
, 

3931 The sensitivity of any detection method or system depends on the individual processes and mechanisms 

3932 that are particular to that method or system. In broad'terms, any'process that degrades or absorbs 

3933 radiation energy adversely affects sensitivity., The sequence of events that lead to a signal from a 

3934 detector begins with the decay of nuclei, or the de-excitation of electrons to produce radiation energy.  

3935 The radiation energy must then reach the active or sensitive region of the detector, where it is converted 

3936 to information carriers. Any loss of energy that occurs throughout this sequence results in a loss of 

3937 sensitivity. Table A-2 addresses the primary energy and information loss mechanisms associated with 

3938 various processes involved in radiation detection.  
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Table A-2: Loss mechanisms for radiation detection3936 

3937 

3938 
3939 
3940 

3941 
3942 
3943 

3944 

3945 

3946 
3947 

3948 

3949 

3950 
3951 
3952 
3953 
3954 

3955 
3956 
3957 
3958 
3959 
3960 
3961 
3962 
3963 

3964 
3965 
3966 
3967 
3968 
3969

A-14

Process Loss Mechanism Significance 

transport from very significant for weakly 
source to sensitive radiation scattering and absorption penetrating radiation, 

region detector potential loss of all energy 

conversion of the lower the energy loss, 
radiation energy to energy to create information carriers the more information carriers and 
information carriers the better the energy resolution 

recombination (gases+ semiconductors), significant, in the sense that 
charge collection trapping (semiconductors), and these processes determine 

quenching (scintillators) the size of the detector 

pulse handling pileup and ballistic deficit very minor for low count rates 

pulse counting conversion and storage time very minor for low count rates 
and storage 

spectrum analysis peak-fitting algorithm potentially significant, 
and continuum subtraction' if small peaks on large continua 

'With the exception of this item, all of the listed loss mechanisms represent physical processes.  

Table A-2 does not reflect one of the most significant losses, which does not involve any physical 
mechanism. Specifically, that loss occurs when the emitted radiation does not intercept the detector.  
Most conventional detectors have relatively small active areas and intercept only a small fraction of the 
emitted radiation. The one key to improving sensitivity involves designing detection systems with large 
active areas that optimize the geometrical efficiency.  

The sensitivity has two components, both of which involve the detector response. One focuses on the 
response to radiation from the source; the other deals with the response to everything else. (In this case, 
"everything else" is referred to as "background.") Optimizing the sensitivity means maximizing the 
signal from the source, while minimizing the contribution from background. Maximizing the signal is a 
matter of energy conservation; the more radiation energy that reaches the detector, the greater the 
potential for producing a signal and, consequently, the greater the sensitivity. Minimizing the 
contribution from background is a matter of background reduction, which works not by absorbing energy, 
but by rendering unusable the information that the energy produces. Background is an interference 
mechanism.  

Interference affects two components of the detection and measurement process: (1) the characteristic 
radiation from the source (external) and (2) the signal chain (internal). Some examples of external 
interference come from spectroscopy, where two or more radionuclides can emit characteristic radiation 
at essentially the same energy. For example, both 226Ra and 235U emit approximately a 186-keV gamma 
ray and both occur in natural uranium. Another form of interference, which is related to spectrometry, 
concerns the loss of spectral information (in the form of peaks) from scattered radiation.



3970 Scattered radiation is radiation that has interacted with matter in such a way that its characteristic energy 

3971 has changed. Scattered radiation can potentially interfere or obscure energy peaks. The continuum in a 

3972 spectrum results from scattered radiation. -Radiation can be scattered in the detector, in the source, or 

3973 from materials surrounding the detector. While techniques have been developed to extract information 

3974 from the continuum, it usually only obscures small peaks and, in some cases, renders the measurement 

3975 useless.  

3976 Figure A-6 shows the effect of resolution and interference on a gamma ray spectrum. The area under the 

3977 peak is the same for all three cases; however, the peak in the bottom spectrum is all but lost to the 

3978 continuum. At low radionuclide concentrations, the radiation emitted from most radionuclides competes 

3979 with natural background radiation. Many laboratory systems have large and elaborate shields to limit the 

3980 interference of natural background radiation. Techniques have been developed to reduce the contribution 

3981 of scattered radiation. These techniques include anti-coincident shielding and coincidence counting, 
3982 which make use of concurrent or coincident events in multiple or segmented detectors.  

3983 Electronic noise is a form of interference that acts on the signal chain. Electronic circuits used to amplify 

3984 and process pulses have two basic forms of noise: thermal and shot. Thermal noise refers to noise 

3985 occurring in resistors in absence of current flow, while shot noise is associated with a flow of current.  

3986 The technology used to process electronic signals is well developed and the instruments are well 

3987 designed. Therefore, electronic noise is not typically a limiting factor for detector sensitivity. Rather, 

3988 most of the problems with interference come from external sources.
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3990 Figure A-6: The effects of interference from scattered radiation 
3991 on the ability to detect a peak for several measured energy resolutions (Knoll, 2000)
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3992 Sensitivity and Energy Resbluti6n

3993 When spectroscopy is used to measure activity, the sensitivity is affected by the energy resolution.  

3994 .The issue of energy resolution and its impact on sensitivity is essentially the issue of background 
3995 reduction. Recall that the sensitivify represents the minimum amount of activity that produces a 

3996 response, in counts, that istatistically significant from background. If the detector has ho energy 

3997 resolution, any particle that enters the detector's active volume will produce counts. This, in turn, will 

3998 increase the amount of activity that must be present in order to establish a response that is statistically 

3999 significant from background. Because the decay 6f a radionuclide often emits radiation with a very 

4000 specific energy (e.g., alpha decay), spectroscopy can be used to restrict the response to an energy range ,.  

4001 that corresponds to the decay of the radionuclide in question. Th'betietr the energy reso'lution, the 

4002 greater the selectivity in the number of counts and the greater the sensitivity. -In this way, spectroscopy is 

4003 a form of background reduction.  

4004 Factors AffectiniEnergy Resolution 

4005 The number of information carriers affects the resolution. That is, the more information carriers that are 

4006 produced in the detector's active volume, the greater the energy resolution. This is a result of the 

4007 statistical fluctuation in the number of information carriers., Under the assumption of a Poisson process, 

4008 the variance in the number of information carriers is'equal to the nurfiber'of information carriers. '_ 

4009 Assuming Poisson statistics, the energy resolution,'measured in terms of the FWHM, becomes 4009 Ass ing .. ..  
j 1 , -, 1' ,,- -, , . " ' I ; "" • _- a . . .  

4010 7,2 (. '-- 'FWHM=2.35/"N - .," 

4011 where N is the number of information carriers. Hence, the greater the number of information carriers, 

4012 the better the en'ergy resolutio'n. 'However, measurements of 'the energy resolution of some typeg of 

4013 radiation detectorý have shown thatthe'achievable values foi'FWHM can be 16wer'than the value 
4014 15redicted by'heab 6veequati6n.' Th-se results inidicate that simnple Poisson statiit•ics do 'not des' ri the 4 0 1 p e d cstabte e r cs d o n t d sc rb th 

4015 processes that give rise to the formation of each individual charge. The Fano factor has been introduced 

4016 in an attempt to quantify the departure of the observed statistical fluctuations in the number of charge 

4017 carriers from pure Poisson statistics: -The Fano factor is the ratio of the observed variance' to the variance 

4018 predicted by Poisson statistics. Hence,'the smaller the Fano factor, the better the resolution: Fano factors 

4019 for semiconductor devices'and proportiofial counters are much less than binitywhereas scintillation 

4020 -counier- have a Fan6 factorof about unity., ..... •"' "'vu-"" :'.>. .. 

4021 When radiation energy is absorbed in a detector, it must be converted into a form from which information 

4022 can be extracted. The term "information carrier" is used to denote, in a general way, the particles that 

4023 participate in the conveyance of information- For most detectors, the particles consist of ions, electrons, 

4024 and electron-hole pairs. The effectiveness of a detector in terms of producing information carriers relates 

4025 to the energy that is lost as a result of their creation. The higher the loss in energy, the less information 

4026 that can be extracted. Ultimately, these information carriers deliver their information in-the form of a 

4027 charge pulse. Table A-3 lists some key properties of some common detectors.  

• -, ~ I'I - I ,'
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4031 

4032 

4033 

4034 
4035 

4036 
4037 

4038 
4039 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 

4044 
4045 
4046 
4047 

4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4054 
4055 
4056 
4057 

4058 

4059 
4060 
4061 
4062 
4063 
4064

Table A-3: Important parameters associated with common radiation detectors 

Energ loss lur...rof ,• ::, ,Number of 

m Information per information Charge pulse amplitude 
Detection system information carriers per per 100 keV 

carrier 100 keV (coulombs) (eV)10 e 

Nal (TI) + PMT, Photoelectron -120 800 10-11 

Proportional tube . Ion pair 25 - 35 3000 -4000 10-12 

Germanium (Ge) Electron-hole pair' 3 33000 10.-4 

detector 

a Refers to a sodium iodide (Nal) gamma detector with thallium (TI) as an activator or doping agent., The solid crystalline 
detector is physically connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Refer to the following text for further information.  

A sodium iodide (NaI) gamma detector with thallium (TI) as an activator ordoping agent is a 
"scintillator," which means that the radiation produces light in a crystalline solid when absorbed.  
The scintillator is coupled, optically, to a photocathode; which is part of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
assembly, a device that converts the light to electrons (photoelectrons). The "cost" (or loss in energy) 
for producing these photoelectrons is approximately 120 eV. A 100-keV photon produces about 800 
photoelectrons. Further amplification by the PMT results in a charge pulse of 10" coulombs.  

A proportional counter is a gais-filld -detector that ýonverts radiation energy to ions. The loss in energy 
for producing these ions i'smtich less than for" theNaI(Tl) detectorresulting in many more information 
carriers for a 100-keV photon. Note in Table A-3 that an increase ihi the riumber of information carriers 
does not translate to a larger clharge pulse.  

The germanium detector consists of a very pure crystal of germanium. The crystalline structure conveys 
special conducting properties. The germanium detector is a solid-state semiconducting diode, which 
produces electron-hole pairs when radiation energy is absorbed. Note that the energy loss is very small, 
resulting in a huge number of information carriers for a I 00-keV photon. Again, Table A-3 shows that, 
despite the large number of information carriers, the associated charge pulse is relatively small. While 
increasing the detector size improves sensitivity, it must be noted that the detector size can have a 
deleterious effect on resolution. There are loss mechanisms (see Table A-2) that affect the information 
carriers as they migrat6 through the material to be collected. The larger the detector, the greater the 
chance that the informatioh carriers will be neutralized. The loss of information carriers means that a 

'decrease in resolution will occur.  

Radionuclides Commonly Identified with Clearance 

Of the 1,500 radionuclides, only about 10 to 15 percent present a long-term risk to the public. A number 
of studies have investigated screening levels for radionuclides associated with clearance (NCRP 129, 
AEC 1974, Hill 1995, IAEA 1996, EPA 1997, NCRP 1999, NRC 1999, ANSI 1999, EUR 2000). Rather 
than develop a new list or augment existing lists, Table A.4 lists radionuclides that are common to all of 
the aforementioned studies and provides some basic information about them. The last column refers to 
specific radiation detectors, a brief description of which is presented in Appendix B.



,,:Table A-4: Information on selected radionuclides 

Radionuclide Series/decay Half-life Primary. Potential Standard 
-chain -(y) radiation .• surrogate method of 

(keV) detection 
(survey)

none

none,

".12.28 7 , (5. 9 )b

)-- 5730 :,,_,•(49.5)'

0.85none 

none 

none 

none

4067 

4068 

4069 

4070 

4071 

4072 

4073 

4074 

4075 

4076 

4077 

4078 

4079

none

134Cs..- -- - none

decays in 
Ba-137m 

Th series (parent) 

U series 
(progeny) 

Ac series 
(progeny)

",- y(834.8)

2.7 x-ray (5.89)

5.27 ,,- y(1332)

100 

28.6

213000 

2.06 

30 

long' 

244500 

long'

03 (17.1)b

none 

none 

d 

`Co

d

0̀Co

(I (196)b 37Cs 

" (84.6)' 1 .Cs

swipes + liquid 
scintillation 
counter 

thin-window 
G-M detectors/ 
GP detectors' 

gamma or x-ray 
survey meter 

gamma or x-ray 
survey meter 

gamma or x-ray 
survey meter

thin-window 
G-M detectors/ 

-Gp detectorsf 

thin-window 
* G-M detectors/ 

"i -GP' detectors 

thin-window

S ' • - G-M detectois/ 
GP detectors( 

y (60) " --- gamma or x-ray 
survey meter

P /y (662) 

a (4010) 

a (4773) 

a (4389)

\1 I,'

C V.'

Ba-137m gamma or x-ray 
survey meter

22SAc, 208Tl 

none 

d

ZnS/ GP 
detectors gh 

ZnS/GP 
detectors' h 

scintillators 

ZnS/GP 
detectors' h

f -A- 19

4065 

4066

-'I

"14C

decaysin 90Y

"F4Mn 

55Fe

63Ni

90Sr

137Cs 

232Th 

2 34
U 

2 3 5
U

I



4080 

4081 

4082 

4083 

4084 

4085 

4086 

4087 
4088 
4089 
4090 
4091 
4092 
4093 
4094 
4095
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Table A-4: Information on Selected Radiohuclides'(continued) 

Radionuclide Series/decay Half-life Primary Potential Standard 
chain radiation method of 

(Y) surrogate detection 
(keV) (survey) 

2 3 8U U series (parent) longe a (4198) 234Th, 234mpa ZnS/ GP 
detectorsz.h 

226Ra U series 1640 (x (4602) Bi-214, Pb-214 ZnS/ GP 
(progeny) detectors'h 

238Pu 87.7 a (5499) nonel ZnS/ GP 

detectorsg'h 
239Pu 24065 a (5156) none. ZnS/GP 

detectorsr-h 
244'Pu 6537 oa (5168) nonel ZnS/GP 

detectorsl.h 

Shalf-life > 10'7y 
V b average 03 energy 

not used - equilibrium with progeny Ba-137m 
d not necessary, emits y 

speculative 
r gas proportional counter operated in ao+1p mode 
s ZnS - Zinc Sulfide Scintillator 
h gas proportional counter operated in a mode 
'does emit gammas of low intensity (<0.1%)
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4147 Appendix B: Advanced/Specialized Instrumentation



4148 B.1 Conventional Radiation Detectors 

4149 This appendix provides information on a wide range of radiation detectors and detection methods.  
4150 - -Beginning with conventional radiation detectors, it profiles various detection systems as they relate to 
4151 clearance surveys. While this appendix addresses many examples of commercially available systems, it 
4152 <couldniot be, and is not intended to be, exhaustive. It does, however, provide a snapshot of systems that 
4153 could have an impact on clearance surveys, and it discusses emerging and advanced radiation detectors 
4154 and software programs. While these systems are expected to have an impact on the field of radiation 
4155 detection, their impact on clearance surveys is uncertain.  

4156 The majority of instruments described in this appendix use one of the following types of radiation 
4157 detectors: 

4158 " Gas-filled proportional counters and Geiger-Mueller (GM) tubes. Gas proportional detectors 
4159 come in two basic types: sealed systems and gas flow proportional systems.  

4160 * Scintillatioif et'ct6rs may be either inorganic (e.g., Zinc Sulfide and Sodium Iodide) or organic 
4161 (e.g., plastic)., . .. .. : ,, 

4162 * Solid-state semiconductors include high-purity germanium (HPGe) and cadmium zinc telluride 
4163 (CZT). 

4164 While a complete discussion of these detectors is beyond the scope of this appendix, the following table 
4165 summarizes the properties and features of these detectors. A more comprehensive treatment of these 
4166 detectors may be found in Knoll (2000). : .  

4167 Table B-i: Properties of some common detectors 

4168 Detector Type Comments 

4169 Gas-Filled "...  

4170 gas flow proportional counters,, , . use thin windows (aluminized Mylar 0.2 mg/cm2 ) to 
-detect alpha and low-energy beta particles 

require a supply of P-10 gas (a mixture of argon 
and methane gas) 

4171 sealed proportional counters depending on the mass density of the window, 
can respond to alpha, beta, and gamma radiation 

can be attached to a multichannel analyzer to 

perform spectroscopy 

4172 GM * used primarily for gross radiation measurements 

* depending on instrument design, can detect alpha, 
beta, and gamma radiation
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4173 Table B-i: Properties of some common detectors (continued) 

4174 Detector Type ,. Comments-,, 

4176 ZnS(Ag) * limited t6 thin screens or films 

* used to d~tect alpha radiation 

4177 NaI(TI) * / used to detect gamma'radiation 

* has superior light output 

* hygroscopic (absorbs moisture); must be sealed 

0 can be fabricated into a variety of shapes and sizes 

0 can be attached to a multichannel analyzer to 
perform spectroscopy 

4178 organic (plastic) , Responds well to charged particles (e.g., beta 
particles) 

a non-hygroscopic and rugged 

. inexpensive 

* can be made fairly large (large-area detector) 

* low density and low atomicnumber make it 
inefficient for medium- and high-energy gaminas
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Table B-i: Properties of some common detectors (continued) 

Detector Type -,Comments ' 

Solid-State Semiconductr 

HPGe used for gamma-ray spectroscopy

* • has superior energy resolution 

"-l , . '- _g - • purity crystals can be girbo 
w vthv6lunmes exceeding 400 Icm 

* high density and atomic number make it well-sfiited 
for medium- and high-energy gammas

S .,must bemaintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures 
J(7 7 O°()l .K.  

-,'•• '• " ' .. . . 4.i ,. . .- -- 'i-- , - -.  

S- expensive 

can be operated at room temperature 

used for medium-resolution gamma-ray 
spectroscopy

"small volume (< I cm ) , 
'8 -i.

4
I

4-

.t4 

,1

- I)

4 4 , -

1.4 - . .4

This section briefly describes conventional radiation detection instruments for field surveys. These 
instruments typically are small, portable systems that have a radiation detector, sich a i one of those 
mentioned above, coupled to an electronic data collection and visualization package. The instruments 
are categorized below in terms of the radiation for which thle9 ha,6 th'e greatesi 'efficien3;)7F&r more 
detailed information on these instruments, see the MARSSIM. For an evaluation of their MDCs, see N UREG -1507. • ) :" "_ " P! • PA Z" . 'L " . -I " I

4? � 4 
-. *44� � -4

These detectors use silver-activated Zinc sulfide (ZnS(Ag)) to detect alpha radiation. Alpha particles 
enter the scintillator through an aluminized Mylar window. A typical probe area covers about 75 cm2 .

4179 

4180 

4181 

4182

U'-, � 

44 4 --

4183 CZT

44 -

4
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4184 B.2 Conventional Field Survey In-trume tation'

4185 
4186 
4187 
4188 
4189 
4190 

4191 

4192 
4193

Alpha
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4194 Alpha/Beta

4195 While gas flow proportional detectors can detect alpha and beta radiation, they can distinguish between 
4196 thetwo by adjusting the -peiatihg voltag6. The active Volume of the detector is filled with P-10 gas.  
4197 Radiation enters the active volume through an aluminized Mylar window.' Typical probe areas cover 
4198 about 100 cm'.  

4199 Beta/Gamma 

4200 Geiger-Mueller detectors, or "pancake" detectors are used to detect beta and gamma radiation.  
4201 The detector tube is filled with an inert'gas, which is a mixture of argon, helium, neon, and a halogen
4202 quenching gas. Radiation enters this tube through a mica window. A typical probe area covers about 
4203 20 cm 2.  

4204 Gamma 

4205 Thallium-activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) scintillation detectors are used to measure gamma radiation.  
4206 Since gamma radiation is much more penetrating than alpha and beta radiation, the type of detector 
4207 window is not crucial, but these instruments typically use aluminum. The cylindrical crystals range in 
4208 size from 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm (height x diameter) to 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm. Integrated systems are often operated 
4209 on a gross count rate mode. However, recent developments in microchips and spectrum analysis 
4210 software for NaI(TI) detectors provide for greater flexibility and expanded use, while still retaining its 
4211 portability. These new systems ire discussed in the next section.  

4212 B.3 Specialized Instrumentation 

4213 Along with the conventional radiation detection instrumentation, there is a substantial assortment of 
4214 instruments that have both generic and specialized uses. While this section addresses many examples of 
4215 the commercially available radiation detection systems that are relevant to clearance, it is not intended to 
4216 be exhaustive. In addition, it must be noted that the following discussion should not be construed as an 
4217 endorsement of any of these products by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).  

4218 When available and appropriate, this section provides capital cost information, using the following four 
4219 indicators to signify four capital cost ranges; when appropriate and available, estimated measurement 
4220 costs may also be provided.  

4221 $ - less than $1k 

4222 $$ - greater than $1k, but less than $ 1Ok 

4223 $$$ - greater than $1 Ok, but less than $1001k 

4224 $$$$- greater than $1 00k
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4223 B.3.1 General Detectors

4224 Alpha Track Detectors ., 
4225 An alpha track detector is a passive, integrating detector used to measure gross alpha surface
4226 contimination on flat surfaces such as concrete, metal, and wbod. It can also be used to determine soil 
4227 activity levels. The'1-inm thick p.ycarbon.te material is dep'loyed on or close to the surface to be 4228 measured. Microscopic damage to the'plastic matrix occurs when alpha particles strike the surface. ' 
4229 ThisT damage is then made visible by etching the' material in a caustic solution. After etching the pl-astic, 
4230 an optical reader is used to counit the number and density of tracks. The track density is then related to 4231 the source activity through appropriate calibrations. The standard detector size is 2 cm2. Alpha track 4232 detectors prov'id'g'oss -alpha measurements-, with no imfeasurable response to beta or gamma radiation.  

4233 Sensitivities for surface contamination are 0.03 Bq/cm2 (260 dpm/100 cm 2), 0-.065 'Bq/cm2 
4234 (30 dpm/lOO cm2), and 0.002 Bq/cm2 (10 dpm/100 cm 2) for deployment times of 1, 8, and 48 hours, 4235 respectively. For soil contamination, sensitivities are 11 Bq/g (300 pCi/g), 3.7 Bq/g (100 pCi/g), and 4236 0.7 Bq/g (20 pCi/g) for deployment times of 1, 8, and 96 hours, respectively. If deployed along the side 4237 of a trench, the alpha track detector can provide depth profile information of the contamination. Alpha 
4238 track detectors can'also be deployed in pipes and on -or inside of equipment.  

4239 Advantages of alpha track detectors over conventional electronic survey instrumentation are that 
4240 (1) plastic can be molded into various shapes and sizes to accommodate locations that are not easily 
4241 accessible for measurements, (2) detectors are passive with no electronic failures, (3) they are 
4242 inexpensive and rugged, (4) they have no measurable response to beta or gamma radiation, and 4243 (5) activities down to background levels can be determined depending upon deployment times and site 
4244 conditions. .

4245 Disadvantages include (1) the etching and counting must be performed by a vendor, requiring shipping to 4246 the vendor in a timely manner; (2) measured surfaces must be free of dust, dirt, water, oil, or other 
4247 material that will attenuate alpha emissions; (3) the plastic is sensitive to scratching, abrasion, oils, 
4248 pe'rspiration, and radon; and (4)'rmeasured surfaces must be relatively flat.  

4249 Capital Cost: $$$ ' 7 

4250 Unless an optional automated scanner is provided, each detector is returned to the vendor for reading, at 
4251 a cost of $5 to $10 per measurement.  

4252 Electret Ion Chambers , 4, 

4253 An electret ion chamber (EIC) is a passive, integrating ionization chamber made from electrically 
4254 conducting plastic. Ionizing radiation enters the ion chamber through a thin aluminized Mylar window.  
4255 The electret is a positively charged piece of Teflon', which produces an electric field that collects the 4256 electrons produced by the alpha ionization. ,As the electrons collect over time on'the electret, the-charge 
4257 on the electret becomes neutralized. After the predetermined deployment time, the electret is removed 
4258 and a charge reader is used to measure the remaining charge of the electret. Knowing the original and 
4259 final charges, an activity calculation can be performed. An EIC does not require electrical power to 
4260 operate. An adequate sampling plan is the only technical requirement for using this system, as 
4261 deployment does not require specially trained technicians.
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4264 Electret ion chambers have traditionally been deployed to measure radon concentrations in the air of 
4265 homes and businesses. The literature also discusses other applications of EICs, such as measuring alpha 
4266 and low-energy beta surface contamination, measuring alpha soil concentration, quantifying alpha 
4267 contamination inside piping, and performing gamma dose measurements. EICs can be used for 
4268 inexpensive alpha measurements and/or for areas where conventional alpha probes cannot measure.  
4269 While the deployment time can be long, the measurement time is very short and sensitivities are much 
4270 better compared to traditional detectors such as a gas-proportional counter. Also, EICs can be used in 
4271 difficult-to-measure situations, such as tritium contamination or alpha contamination inside piping.  
4272 The EICs measure gross alpha, gross beta, gross gamma, or gross radon.  

4273 An example of a commercially available EIC is Rad Elec Inc.'s E-PERM alpha radiation monitoring 
4274 systems. These systems are available in sizes ranging from 50 to 180 cm 2 and in various electret 
4275 thicknesses depending on the required sensitivity.  

4276 Capital Cost: $$ 

4277 Alpha Surface Measurements 

4278 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has developed a procedure, known as Method RAO 10, using 
4279 Rad Elec's E-PERM alpha radiation monitors for use in decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) 
4280 operations (Meyer et al., 1994). Costs for deploying the E-PERM system were reported to be $5 per 
4281 measurement for a large-scale survey.  

4282 Levinskas et al. studied low-level alpha measurements using a 145-ml EIC with a deployment time of 
4283 48 hours. They reported that the results were within 5-percent accuracy, compared to NIST-traceable 
4284 calibrated gas flow proportional counters. Sensitivity for this measurement method was reported to be 
4285 (1.1 ± 0.5)x 10-3 Bq/cm 2 (6.4 ± 3.0 dpm/100 cm2) at the 95-percent confidence level.  

4286 Alpha Soil Measurements 

4287 Meyer et al., 1995, described a method for taking in situ measurements of alpha contamination in soils 
4288 using EICs. Probe sizes of 50 and 180 cm' are used. With a 50-cm2 EIC, detection limits of I Bq/g 
4289 (27 pCi/g), 0.7 Bq/g (18 pCi/g), 0.5 Bq/g (13 pCi/g), and 0.3 Bq/g (9 pCi/g) were achieved for 
4290 deployment times of 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours, respectively. Survey costs ranged from $8 to $25 per 
4291 measurement.  

4292 Alpha Contaminated Pipes 

4293 Direct measurement of alpha contamination inside pipes is difficult because of the short range of 
4294 alpha particles. However, measurements of the ionization caused by the alpha radiation in air can be 
4295 used to infer alpha contamination. An EIC is placed at the end of the pipe and air is directed through 
4296 the pipe to the EIC. The collection of the secondary ions reduces the charge of the electret. Calibration 
4297 is performed by locating an alpha source of known strength and determining response factors.  
4298 In a 15-minute measurement, uniform alpha contamination in a pipe with a 15-cm diameter can detect 
4299 an activity of 0.04 Bq/cm' (2.2 dpm/cm') (Dua et al., 1997).
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4298 Beta Surface Measurements 

4299 Sensitivities for tritium measurements are reported to be I Bq/cm2 (6,000 dpm/100 cm2) with a 

4300 deployment time of 1 hour, and 0.05 Bq/cm2 (300 dpiý/lOO cm2) for 24 hours. "99Tc sensitivities are 0.08 

4301 Bq/cm2 (500 dpm/100 cm2) for 1 hour and 0.003 Bq/cm2 (20 dpm/100 cm2) for 24 hours.

4302 Gamma Measurements 

4303 The response of this type of detector to gamma radiation is nearly independent for energies ranging from 

4304 15 to 1,200 keV. A 30-day deployment with 50-ml chamber is required to quantify an ambient field of 

4305 6.9x10" C kg-' s- (10 gR/hr). Using a 1,000-ml chamber can reduce the deployment time'to 2 days.  

4306 The smaller chamber is generally used for long-term monitoring.  

4307 Portable Gamma-Ray Spectrometers 

4308 There are a wide variety of handheld spectrometers avitilable on the market. They consist of two general 

4309 types, including integrated systems and modular systems. The integrated systems have the detector and 

4310 electronics contained in a single package. The modular systems separate the detector from the 

4311 electronics. These spectrometers employ small scintillators, typically NaI(TI), and room temperature' 

4312 solid semiconductors such as CZT. Recently, the systems using NaI(TI) scintillators utilize special 

4313 analysis software to do isotope identification. These systems represent an advancement over the 

4314 conventional scintillation probes connected to rate meters. The systems using CZT have superior 

4315 resolution (compared to scintillators) and, therefore, perform'the standard peak analysis. The preferred 

4316 application for the devices tends to be in nuclear non-proliferation, where isotope identification is more 

4317 important'than sensitivity.  

4318 Three systems of note include SAM-935 from Berkeley Nucleonic Corporation, RADSMART from 

4319 SAIC, and the GR-130 miniSPEC from Exploranium. All of these systems are handheld and do some 

4320 form of isotope identification. The SAM-935 uses an NaI(TI) scintillator and a spectrum analysis 

4321 technique called Quadratic Compression ConversionTM to perform rapid isotope identification.  

4322 The RADSMART uses a proprietary CsI scintillator coupled to a photodiode., The isotope identification 

4323 is performed using spectrum templates rather than peak analysis, which is often problematic for low-to

4324 medium resolution spectrometers such as CsI. The GR-130 miniSPEC also uses an NaI(TI) scintillator, 

4325 but performs ii peak analysis on the spectrum for isotope identification. These systems are no more 

4326 sensitive to radiation than the conventional instruments (e.g., small scintillators operated in a gross count 

4327 mode), but they can provide information on radibnuclide identity. These systems are rather new and 

4328 there is little or no data available to support claims that the spectrum analysis programs can significantly 

4329 improve the sensitivity.  

4330 Capital Cost: $$$ 

4331 X-ray Fluorescence 

4332 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a spectroscopic method in which secondary x-ray emission is generated by 

4333 the excitation of a sample with x-rays. The x-rays eject inner-shell electrons, then outer-shell electrons 

4334 take their place and emit photons in the process. The wavelength of the photons depends on the energy 

4335 difference between the outer-shell and inner-shell electron orbitals. The amount of x-ray fluorescence is 

4336 sample-dependent, and quantitative analysis requires calibration with standards that are similar to the 

4337 sample matrix. The nature of the method does not allow for isotope identification (but rather the element 

4338 itself) and is generally not useful for measuring the fluorescence yield in elements with atomic numbers 

4339 less than 32. I- ; 1: ,
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4340 Recently, field-portable x-ray fluorescence (FPXRF) systems have been developed that are available 
4341 commercially. These systems use sealed sources to produce fluorescent x-rays and contain a small x-ray 
4342 spectrometer to measure the fluorescent x-rays. The advantage of this technology includes the ability to 
4343 measuire solids, liquids, thin films, and powders. FPXRF is a useful technique for screening or surveying 
4344 materials for their elemental content when portability, short analysis times, and real-time results are 
4345 required. For information concerning the performance of FPXRF, see Potts (1999) and U.S. DOE 
4346 (1998a).  

4347 An FPXRF, known as the Spectrace 9000, is commercially available from Thermo NORAN's 
4348 KevexSpectrace. This device uses iron-55 (55Fe), cadmium-109 (Cd-109), and americium-241 (241Am) to 
4349 produce a wide range of excitations, capable of exciting atoms of atomic number 16 (sulfur) to 92 , 
4350 (uranium). T his particular unit can simultaneously measure 25 elements. The detector uses a mercuric 
4351 iodide semiconductor to measure the fluorescent x-rays. The Spectrace 9000 can operate on battery or 
4352 1 10-Vac power. Measurements can be made on a surface, or small samples can be taken and placed in a 
4353 small counting chamber attached to the probe.  

4354 Capital Cost: $$$ 

4355 Compton Suppression Spectrometer 

4356 Background reduction is critical to maximizing detector sensitivity. Typical methods for background 
4357 reduction include lead shields and anti-Compton shields made of NaI(TI) (or bismuth germanate').  
4358 Princeton Gamma Tech (PGT) has developed a Compton Suppression Spectrometer (CSS) based on 
4359 the Duode detector, which is a transversely segmented single crystal of high-purity germanium.  
4360 PGT developed the crystal processing techniques specifically to improve detector performance at low 
4361 energies without sacrificing the efficiency of a large HPGe detector. Suppression is achieved by 
4362 detection and electronic vetoing of coincident energy deposition events in the rearmost segment of the 
4363 crystal. At low energies, most of these coincident events are from background photons, which have 
4364 undergone forward Compton scattering from the front "planar" segment. The suppression provided by 
4365 this geometry is ideal for rejecting these background events.  

4366 In general, the Duode suppression provides significant background reduction across the energy range and 
4367 imnprovement in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, thus, reduced peak fitting errors in a limited energy 
4368 range. For a strong peak, a reduction-in background has little effect on the SNR or peak-fitting error.  
4369 For a weaker peak, such as 2-3 standard deviations (a) above background or lower, the improvement in 
4370 the SNR and reduced peak fitting error can be significant. The principal benefit of the Duode is for 
4371 measurement of those isotopes which would normally be lost in the background (Haskins et al., 2000).  

4372 Capital Cost: $$$ 

8Bismuth Germanate (Bi4Ge 3 0 1 2 or BGO) is a scintillation material that has a high density (7.13 g/cm 3) and large 
atomic number (83), which makes it a preferred detector material for high-energy gamma-rays and anti-Compton shields.
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4375 -1B.3.2 Application-Specific Detection Systems 

4376 Responrding to the measurement needs of nuclear facilities engaged in D&D activities, instrument, 
4377 *manufictureri have developed specialized detection systemis arid, in aifw instances,'services that are 
4378 "designed to facilitate and ex-pedite radiation measurements associated with the D&D effort. Mary bf 
4379 these syste'ms use traditional detectors (gas proportional counters, plasti scintillators, and NaI(TI) 
4380 scintillators) coupled to rate meters. The design goal of theke is to optimize throughput while 
4381 detecting cointamination at guideline levels9. These goals have been more-or-less accomplished by using 
4382 large shielded detectors and arranging them in a manner to optimize the geometrical efficiency.  
4383 Shielding ifie det~ct6rs helps to improve the'SNR by"reduci•i the backgrouid. This...ectionbriefy 
4384 addresses'the following systems and/or applications: 

4385 * conveyorized survey monitors 

4386 ' lor and suiface contar nation monitors .....  

4387 * in situ gamma-ray spectromfietry systems -

4388 * in toto monitors . ' ' ' 

4389 pipes (interior/exterior) .*, , ... : -4.' 

4390 s ubsurface ' 

4391 * portal monitors - - ;. . ,

4392 This section 'do~es hot address sy"st6ms thiat have been'developed spe6iihcally' for the assay of transuraniic 
4393 'waste. Some of the sy-stems are qu ite sophistiiated ind use'active measurement techniques, as discussed 
4394 in Section B.4. " ' ' ' '" " ' ' 

4395 Conveyorized Survey Monitors 
4... . ,•. ' " . ':2 - 4 4 ',o . , 

4396 Conveyorized survey monitors (CSMs) automate the'scanning or hand-frisking 6f materials. Current 
4397 systen's have been designed to measuie materials such as clothing (laundry monitois), coppei chop"' 
4398 (smill ̀ piec's of copper), concrete rubble: and soil. A typical CSM consists'6f d conieyor belt that'piasses 
4399 under or between an array 6f ddtectois. Most systems use an array of gas flow' proportional counter's'in a 
4400 ""sag'red configuration. The staggered &6nfigurationr eliminates blinds 'Sots (locations where "' " 
4401 cofitamination may be present but-cann6t be 'detected because the radiation cannot reach-4the detectors).  
4402 Systems range from small motniors with'small belts to large trailer-'mounted systenis for measuring and 
4403 segregating (interms of activity) rubble, debris, and soil.' . ' " ' ' 

4404 Commercial Systems 

4405 Eberline manufactures several conveyor systems. Model ACM-10 is an automated contamination 
4406 monitor utilizing a single conveyor belt. Radiation measurements are performed with an rraY of 

4407 ,b large-area (503-cm) gas proportional detectors that are located above and below, the belt. Model 
4408 140A is a larger version of the ACM-10, which utilizes twoconveyor beltsoto compress the material 
4409 being measured (typically clothes)., This model uses an array ofgas flow proportional counters, 14 above 
4410 and 14 below. Ludlum manufactures a laundrymonitor (Model 329-32) that also utilizes a single 
4411 .. -conveyor belt. It uses two arrays of sixteen1 00;cm2 gas proportional detectors each.  

9 Guideline levels depend on the actual application and may be site specific. ' '
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4412 BNFL markets a CSM that is intended for rubble, debris (e.g., concrete and steel), and soil. This high
4413 throughput system (- 1.5 x 10' kg/h) uses a modular detection approach, which means that it has 
4414 individual detector inodules to measure s~pecific radiation types. For example, the system has a gross 
4415 gamma detection module, an alphalbeta surface detection module; a low-resolution gamma spectrometry 
4416 m6dule, and a high-resolutioni gamma spectrometry module. Multiple modules can be linked together 
4417 when data from different'radiation types are needed. Canberra Industries also markets a CSM for rubble, 
4418 debris, and soil. This trailer'-ifounted'system is also a high-throughput systern; Canberra reports a 
4419 ihroughput up to 4.5 x 104 kg/h (50 tons/h). The system uses shielded HPGe detectors to perform 
4420 spectroscopy on the material. However, for specific situations that do not require the high reslolution 
4421 offered by the germanium detectors, large NaI(T1) detectors can be utilized. An available diverter 
4422 mechanism can be used to automatically segregate materials in terms of activity.  

4423 A similar system, called the Segmented Gate System (SGS), is available as a service from Eberline 
4424 Services. The SGS is primarily a soil characterization and sorting system, which has been induse for a 
4425 number of years and has processed more than 176,000 m3 of soil.- The system consists of a combination 
4426 of conveyor systems, radiation detectors, and computer controls that remove contaminated soil from a 
4427 moving feed supply on a conveyor belt. The system uses two sets of gamma radiation detector arrays 
4428 housed in shielded enclosures. The two sets of detectors allow for the radiation measurement of two 
4429 gamma energy regions of interest. The thin detector array uses 0.160-cm thick NaI(TI) detectors and 
4430 incorporates a 1.9-cm thick lead shield that is fully encased in steel. T he thick detector array uses 5-cm 
4431 thick NaI(TI) detectors and is housed in a similar shield. Eberline Services reports a throughput of 
4432 approximately 3.4 x 10' kg/hro (38 tons/hr). While the majority of applications have measured gamma 4433 radiation from radionuclides such as cesium-137 ('37Cs), cobalt-60 (Co), and americium-241 (Am), 

4434 the SGS has been equipped with beta detectors to assay strontium/yttrium-90 (`°Sr(9°Y)).  

4435 Large-Area Surface Contamination Monitors 

4436 Conventional survey instruments, such as those described previously (e.g., gas proportion counters, 
4437 GM tubes, and ZnS scintillators), are very efficient at measuring surface contamination on small items.  
4438 However, with a relatively small active area (100 cm2 for a gas proportional counter, 20 cm2 for G-M 
4439 pancake probes and 75 cm 2 for some ZnS scintillators), these devices are rather inefficient at scanning 
4440 large objects such as walls and floors. This section addresses the natural extension of these devices for 
4441 the measurement of contamination on large areas. These large-area surface contamination monitors have 
4442 active areas that exceed 1,000 cm2 and are ideally suited for scanning large, flat areas such as walls, 
4443 floors, and soil. The simplest systems mount conventional survey instruments, such as gas proportional 
4444 counters with rate meters, on a mobile platform. More sophisticated systems utilize position sensitive 
4445 gas proportional counters and/or fiberoptic sensors, and can perform data logging and mapping.  

4446 Commercial Systems 

4447 Several companies market systems that detect contamination on floois. The Ludlum Model 239-IF floor 
4448 monitor represents one of the simplest systems available. This modular system features a 16 cm x 47 cm 
4449 gas flow proportional counter that can be mated to any one of three survey meters, one of which is a data 
4450 logger. The single'handleditwo-wheeled'cart can accommodate the rate meter and a Matheson size 2 or 
4451 Linde Q bottle for the coufiting gas! The FM-300 floor monitor series,"rmanufactured by Aptec-NRC, is 
4452 also a modular floor monitor system. The basic unit features two large. sealed proportional counters.  
4453 The detectors have an active area of 504 cm 2 and a sensitivity of 42-83 Bq (2,500-5,000 dpm) for 'Co in 
4454 normal background. The model FM-302 system includes the battery powered omniTrack rate meter.  
4455 While the omniTrack rate meter does not currently do data logging, the system is being modified to 
4456 support this feature. I.
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4457 Thermo Eberline makes the FCM-4, which is an integrated system that uses four 15.2 cm x 220.3 cm 
4458 ZnS(Ag) scintillators. The system, which comes with a computer to allow data logging, is similar to the 
4459 Apt'ec-NRC system in terms of its forim; it has four wheels and a'tubulhr,handle. -Thermo Eberline 
4460 reports'a sensitivity 6f 8.3 Bq (500 dpm) alpha and 33 Bq (2,000 dptm) b6ta from '37Cs.  

4461 Shonka Research Associates Inc. produces the Surface Contamination Monitor and Survey-Information 
4462 Management System (SCM/SIMS). This sophisticated system features a position-sensitive gas 
4463 proportional counter mounted on a motor-driven cart. The position-sensitive gas proportional counter 
4464 uses a multi-wire electrode configuration to detect the position of the activity wiihin the'active Volume.  
4465 The width of the proportional counter tsed w~ith the SCM/SIMS is variable, typically from 0.5 to 5 'in.  
4466 ', 'Also,'the system can be equipped with a Variety of sensors to facilitate the detection of both beta/gamma 
4467 and alpha radiation fields. - .

4468 Th, SýIMS pa'rt of th"system includes Hi Video camrfera and a series of softwarc'programs that processes 
4469 anal analiies the collected survey strip data. The SIMS recrds both the intensity and location of the 
4470 radioactivity in an electroni6 database 'and riapling softw'are'.' STITCHER' is a program that takes the 
4471 individual survey strips and 'positions them relative t•6'•achother dnd the surveyaiea. Once the strips are 
4472 positioned, the VISUSPECT.program projects and aiverages the data from the strips onto standard 
4473 100-cm2 areas typical of mainual surveys. Thedata from this array can then be 'isually inspected using 
4474 various image-processing algo6rithms`,or it can be used to generat-e a data report that documents the 
4475 average c6ntamination present in each 1-m2 area and the maximurm'coritamination le,'el'in a given 100 
4476 cm2 within this 1-mn area. Note that 160 cm is 'the active firea 6f most hand-held lpirobesithat would be , 
4477 used for scanning application-s. More ifif6rmation on the SCM/SIMS and its detection principles can be 
4478 found in papers and reports b•' Shonka (1992, 1995, 1996a, and 1996b) a/id U.S' DOE (1998b).  
4479 The SCM/SIMS is not for sale. It is included as a service that is provided by Millennium Servic"e.  

4480 BetaScint Inc. has designed a detector that uses a fiberoptic sensor to determine the concentration of' 
4481 9"Sr or "'8U in soil. The device, called BetaScintM , uses a layered configuration of scintillating fibers to 
4482 detect betas from the radioactive decay of Yttrium-90 and Protactinium-234m (the equilibrium progeny 
4483 of Sr and 231U, respectively). It can also discriminate between high- and low-enery 'betas'and between 
4484 beta and gamma-rays. To achieve this discriminationjit exploits the penetrating properties of betas'and 
4485 'gamma rays. The detector measures 1.5 mn x 0.35 i-ii' 0.8 in and weighs approximatel 20 kg. The 
4486 monitor'can be placed on'or above contaminated soil 6i surfaces. Ouice the active window of the, 
4487 BetaScintTM sensor is placed over a sample of dry homogeneous soil, the b&ta particles excite electrons in 
4488 a plastic fiber doped with fluorescent compounds in the layers of the sensor. The plastic fibers scintillate 
4489 when the fluorescent molecules lose energy and return to their ground state. Scintillations in the plastic .  
4490 fibers are counted by photon detectors to determine the activity of the soil sample. The unit can be 
4491 'calibrated by exposing it to a soil with a kniwn cjiantity'of 'Sf (or' 13 U). -' '' 

4492 The BetaScintT, is specifically desig-nedto measure 9°Sr and 238U, but cannot distinguish between beta 7 90 238U (t' ýý- 90 , 238 9 

4493 radiation from 9 Sr and measures the' sum of,, Sr and U).2 However, except in rare cases, ?0Sr 
4494 and 238U usually do not occurtogether because the source of 9,Sr contamination is a fission product, 
4495 while 211U i"s associated ývithi the fuel & fuel'elenm'ent (that is,ii is not afissiii product). If other 
4496 radionuclides are knovri (oi suspected)t8 b-presoent, data'frm'other measuremeno techniqfes must be 

37  
t 137 4497 Utilzed. For exampkl, hiwh livelsof 'Cs i the soil will produce interference (the decay of 'Cs emits 117 

4498 two betas). Deinonstrations have shown that '.Cs interference will not become an issue, unless its 
390 7C b'90 

4499 concentration exceeds thatof Sr by' 'mianyordersof magitude. When , ýCsand 'Sr levels are 
4500 comiparable and less than 3.7'Bq/g'(100 pCi/g) (i., typical soil remed•ion conditions), the ,Cs 
4501 contribution to the sensor background is negligible. More information on the BetaScintTM can be found .  
4502 in papers and reports by Schilk et al. (1994a, 1994b, 1995a, and 1995b) and U.S. DOE (1998c).
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4503 In Situ Gamma-Ray Spectrometry 

4504 In situ gamma spectroscopy is a measurement technique that uses HPGe detectors to measure gamma-ray 
4505 fluence to quantify radionuclide inventories for a variety of source geometries. The technique has been 
4506 used most often to measure activity in surface soil with real-time or near-real-time results. The approach 
4507 has been commercialized by selling detectors that are calibrated for a specific application or source 
4508 geometry.  

4509 Commercial Systems 

4510 The In Situ Object Counting System (ISOCS) from Canberra Industries, Inc., uses a computational 
4511 process to identify and quantify radioactivity in a variety of geometrical arrangements. While the system 
4512 can be calibrated using traditional prepared radioactive sources, the real advantage of the ISOCS 
4513 software is the ability to calculate efficiencies by entering parameters such as the elemental composition, 
4514 density, standoff distance, and physical dimensions. By using the supplied geometry templates (for 
4515 example, boxes, cylinders, pipes, circular planes, rectangular planes, spheres, and wells such as Marinelli 
4516 beakers), a calibration curve is generated that can be applied to multiple collected spectra. A more 
4517 detailed review of this system may be found in Kaspe'r (1999) and Kalb et al. (2000). The M-1 Gamma 
4518 Spectroscopy System for In Situ Activity Measurements is an 'in 'situ system, manufactured by 
4519 PerkinElmer. This systeni'u"ses the DOE Environmental Measurement Laboratory characterization 
4520 methodology. It is targeted for undisturbed soil measurements in environmental restoration projects, 
4521 assessment of radionuclides depo'sited during emergencies, and rouiine environmental monitoring.  
4522 PerkinElmer also produces ad in situ system that consists of the ISOTOPICS software program; a 'mobile 
4523 assay system, which includes a detector, collimator, and MCA called ISO-CART; and an HPGe detector.  
4524 Of these components, ISOTOPICS and ISO-CART are intended to beused together for'the 
4525 nondestructive analysis of drums. The M-I system and ISOCS participated in an intercomparison 
4526 exercise, which evaluated the bias of the systems for measuring activity in surface soil. A discussion of 
4527 the intercomparison and the results may be found in Miller et al. (1998).  

4528 Capital Cost: $$$ 

4529 Eberline Services offers in situ spectrometry as a service. The service features a proprietary system, 
4530 called Spectral Nondestructive Assay Platform (SNAP), which uses HPGe detectors to measure a variety 
4531 of waste packages, including B-25 boxes, "D" boxes, glove boxes, and 208-liter (55-gallon) drums.  
4532 Eberline Services claims that its approach enables the system to map contamination levels and locations 
4533 with near-real-time results.  

4534 In Toto Monitors 

4535 In toto monitors covers a range of instruments that measure or assay objects in toto. The systems consist 
4536 of a counting chamber, an array of detectors, and an electronics package. There is a wide variety of 
4537 volume counters ran'ging from small item monitors to box counters and waste assay systems. A typical 
4538 small item monitor has a counting chamber of about 0.08 m3.'Box coutiiers and waste assay systems are 
4539 designed to measure specific' waste containers such B-25 boxes, which have a volume of 2.55 m3 . Since 
4540 box counters and waste assay systems' are designed to measure a specific type of waste (transuranic 
4541 wvaste) utilizing advanced measurement methods, they are addressed in Section B.4. In general, volume 
4542 counters use a variety of deitectors such as gas proportional counteis, plastic scintillators, and NaI(T1) 
4543 scintillators. These detectors are shielded (to reduce background) and surround the counting chamber to 
4544 maximize the geometrical efficiency. Calibrations are performed with standard packages or suitable 
4545 geometries containing sources of knowri activity.
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4544 Commercial Systems 

4545 BNFL Instruments has developed the IonSens® 208 Large Item Monitor. The system is called the 
4546 "Large Item Monitor" because it has a chamber volume of nearly 1 cubic meter. TheIonSens® 208 
4547 determines the total alpha activity on objects by measuring the specific activity (number of ion pairs' 
4548 produced per unit path length by an ionizing particle) created by the alpha particles as theyinteract with 
4549 the air surrounding the item being assayed. Filtered air passes over the object and is drawn to a detector 
4550 which measurements the ionization. The system consists of two modules, an air inlet module and a 
4551 measurement module. The air inlet module filters ambient air to remove particulates and dust before 
4552 entering the measurement module. The measurement module is an airtight I m x I m x 0.8 m cavity in 
4553 which the items to be measured are placed. BNFL reports a limit of detection of 10-15 Bq 
4554 (600-900 dpm) for a 100-second count time.- 

4555 Thermo Eberline produces a series of small item/tool monitors, including the TCM-2, WCM-1 ,0,' 
4556 LRAD-1, and GTM. The TCM-2 is designed to detect hot particles and low-level contamination 
4557 distributed on tools. The system uses an array of 6 gas flow proportional detectors, each of which is 
4558 electrically divided, resulting in 12 channels or counting zones. The detector geometry is designed to 
4559 minimize dead zones and maximize sensitivity. The~system features "sumzones," which represent the 
4560 combination of detector counts from any two channels. The sumzones are important for detecting 
4561 distributed activity. This system has 30 sumzones and an adjustable interior volume. Thermo Eberline 
4562 reports a sensitivity of 0.83 Bq/cm2 (5,000 dpmi100 cm2) for beta contamination with anapproximate 
4563 counting time of 10 seconds. The WCM-10 is intended for waste and uses six large area plastic 
4564 scintillators. The counting chamber is heavily shielded and lined with polished stainless steel to facilitate 
4565 decontamination. Thermo Eberline reports a sensitivity of approximately 74 Bq (2 nCi) of Co-60.  
4566 An option to include a weight sensor outputs reported activity in activity per unit mass.  

4567 The LRAD-1 uses the long-range alpha detection technique (see the next section for a description) to 
4568 measure alpha c6ntamination on surfaces. The detection principle is similar to BNFL IonSens®, which 
4569 detects the ions produced by alpha particles. Thermo Eberline reports a sensitivity of approximately 
4570 5 Bq (300 dpm) for objects that fit in the counting chamber, which has a volume of 0.08 in3 . The GTM 
4571 is another tool monitor that uses a 5-cm thick plastic scintillator on four or six sides of the counting 
4572 chamber. Just as with the TCM-2, the system utilizes a signal from the individual detectors as well as 
4573 summed signals from any two detectors to measure "hotspots" as well as uniformly distributed sources.  

4574 The G35-90 Package Monitor, manufactured by Canberra, is designed to detect the concentration and 
4575 type of gamma-emitting radionuclides within small packages. Unlike the other systems, in which the 
4576 counting chambers can be closed, the G35-90 has a 90-liter open-ended rotating drum for a counting 
4577 chamber. The system is mobile and computer-controlled, ahd utilizes two shield NaI(TI) scintillators.  
4578 The system comes calibrated from the factory. No MDC or sensitivity data has been reported for the 
4579 system. Finally,,NE Technology produces the SAM 11 Small Articles Monitor. Like some of the other 
4580 systems described in this section, it uses an array of shielded plastic scintillators to detect beta/gamma 
4581 radiation. This system has a fairly large counting chamber volume, approximately 0.5 m3 .
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4582 Pipes 

4583 In addition to building debris, D&D activities have produced, and will continue to produce, a 
4584 considerable amount of ductwork and piping. Because of their interior surface, long lengths of small
4585 diameter ductwork and piping are largely inaccessible to conventional survey instrumentation.  
4586 Manufacturers have, therefore, developed specialized instrumentation to survey the exterior and interior 
4587 of piping.  

4588 Commercial Systems 

4589 The IonSens® Alpha Pipe Monitor, available from BNFL, is a modular system that measures total alpha 
4590 contamination on metallic pipe work and/or scaffolding poles. It can accommodate lengths up to 6 m and 
4591 diameters up to 15 cm. The detection method and basic operation is very similar to the IonSens® 208.  
4592 The IonSens® Alpha Pipe Monitor consists of three basic modules, including the air inlet module, 
4593 measurement module, and detection head module. The measurement modules are airtight and can be 
4594 configured to accept 6-m lengths by joining three measurement modules. As with the other IonSens® 
4595 systems, the detection head module contains the ion detector as well as a HEPA filter, fan, data 
4596 processing electronics, iris seal, and PC. BNFL claims a limit of detection of 15 Bq (900 dpm) for a 
4597 300-second count time. The detection module has a small standardized source that is used to monitor 
4598 performance.  

4599 The Pipe ExplorerTM, available through Science and Engineering Associates Inc., is a pipe 
4600 characterization system that employs an airtight membrane deployed from a canister with air pressure to 
4601 line the interiors of pipes and to carry a tether to which detectors are attached. As the membrane 
4602 deploys, detectors are towed along inside the membrane while measurement data is collected. This 
4603 system consists of three primary components, including (1) the deployment canister, which holds the 
4604 membrane and detector assembly as well as the necessary transducers and sensors for the operation of the 
4605 system, (2) the data acquisition computer, which logs and correlates information from the deployment 
4606 and detector systems, and (3) the instrumentation and control box, which is used to control the 
4607 deployment of the membrane and survey tools. The heart of the system is an airtight membrane that is 
4608 initially spooled inside the deployment canister. Air pressure on the membrane causes it to be pulled 
4609 from the spool, and deployed into the pipe. A characterization tool (such as a radiation detector) is 
4610 attached to the end of the membrane and is towed into the pipe as the membrane unwinds. Because the 
4611 membrane and detector are tethered to the spooler inside the canister, they can be wound back into the 
4612 canister. The detector can, thus, be moved freely through the pipe while its output and position are 
4613 continuously recorded. The Pipe ExplorerTM system can be used to tow any detector that is compact 
4614 enough to fit into a pipe. The tether has two coaxial cables available and six single conductor cables, 
4615 which are used to provide power and control to the characterization tools. To measure alpha particles 
4616 with the Pipe ExplorerTM, the membrane material itself must be an integral part of the detection system.  
4617 An effective solution is to make the membrane material a scintillator, and then tow a photodetector 
4618 through the pipe to detect the scintillation events occurring in the membrane. This is the approach 
4619 adopted for the alpha measurement capability, which is referred to as the Alpha ExplorerTM system.  

4620 The Pipe ExplorerTM system has been laboratory-tested and tested at a number of DOE locations, 
4621 including Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory.  
4622 More information on the Pipe ExplorerTM System is provided in published reports (Matalucci et al.  
4623 1995a; Cremers etal. 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997; Cremers and Kendrick 1998; and U.S. DOE 1996b).
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4626 The Pipe Crawler®, developed by, Radiological Services, Inc., is a manually deployed pipe inspection 
4627 system that consists of a crawler, mounted with a 3600 array of thin GM probes connected by cable to an 
4628 external data processing and storage system. A family of crawlers is used to accommodate various 
4629 piping sizes. The dimensions of a given crawler must closely match the size of pipe to be surveyed; this 
4630 ensures the proper counting geometry (the detector surface must be within about 1 cm of the surface), 
4631 which is afforded by a spring-loaded wheel suspension system. Eachlcrawler is custom made, emp!oying 
4632 commercially available GM tubes. The size and shape of the available GM tubes strongly influence the 
4633 configuration and design of a given crawler. The smaller crawlers forlpipes with diameters less than 
4634 20.3 cm are manually deployed using flexible fiberglass rods attached to either end. The rods are similar 
4635 to those used by plumbers. The larger crawlers (for 20.3-cm diameter and larger pipes) employ 
4636 pneumatically operated positioning systems. It must be noted that tthe Pipe Crawler® is utilized by 
4637 Radiological Services, Inc. exclusively as a part of a service they provide to customers and, as such, it is 
4638 not for sale.  

4639 Subsurface 

4640 While in situ spectrometry provides a noninvasive approach to surface soil investigation, the subsurface 
4641 remains intractable to such techniques. Current developments in instrumentation seek to reduce the 
4642 burden of obtaining subsurface data. This basically involves using small detectors that can be pushed 
4643 through the soil and are capable of real-time results. Because of the expense associated with the 
4644 sampling equipment, subsurface measurements are typically provided as a service.  

4645 One system related to subsurface sampling is the cone penetrometer, which consists of a 2-4 x 105 kg 
4646 (20- to 40-ton) truck equipped with hydraulic rams to push steel cories, one section at a time, into the 
4647 ground. Penetration rates can be as high as 5.5 rn/hr (180 ft/hr), but are typically 1.2 rr/hr (40 ft/hr) to 
4648 1.5 m/hr (50 ft/hr). Compared to traditional drilling methods, cone penetrometer techniques are less 
4649 costly, allow less-intrusive sampling and analysis, do not result in contaminated soils being brought to 
4650 the surface, and minimize worker exposure to potential industrial and chemical hazards. Although cone 
4651 penetrometer techniques have existed for many years, most 'earlier efforts focused on oil exploration and 
4652 construction engineering. Only recently has the techrnique been applied in environmental 
4653 characterization and monitoring, with resulting development of many sampling devices arnd sensors for 
4654 use with the cone penetrometer. Applied Research Associates Inc. is a research and engineering 
4655 company that provide subsurface sampling using a cone penetrometer.  

4656 A spectral gamma probe, developed for DOE by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways 
4657 Experiment Station, was evaluated and demonstrated under field push (a push is when the penetrometer 
4658 is driven into the ground) conditions at the DOE Savannah River Site in 1997. The probe consists of a 
4659 2.5 cm x 7.6 cm NaI(TI) scintillation crystal, a photomultiplier tube, a temperature sensor, and a custom 
4660 designed preamplifier. The temperature monitor is used to track temperature changes, which can affect 
4661 the performance of the spectrometer. The probe is driven into the 'subsurface using a cone p~netrometer 
4662 truck: During a'field evaluation, nine pushes were made at three locations, and the gamma probe was 
4663 stopped at 7.6-cm (3-in) to 30.5-cm (12-in) intervals for counting during each push. Results of the 
4664 gamma probe measurements were compared with results of laboratory analysis of surrounding soils.' 
4665 Where the sites were primarily contaminated with '3Cs with little beta activity, gamma probe results 
4666 corresponded well with laboratory analysis results. However, the gamma probe experienced interference 
4667 from the high level of beta activity found at some sites. In general, the lower limit of detection for '37Cs 
4668 was found to be in the range of 0.3-0.5 Bq/g (8-11 pCi/g).
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4667 To minimize the deleterious effect caused by a high level of beta activity, Sentor Technologies, Inc. is 
4668 developing a high-pressure xenon spectrometer device for use with the cone penetrometer. Three 
4669 prototype devices have been built and tested in the laboratory; however, they are not commercially 
4670 available.  

4671 Commercially available radiation detection systems for subsurface measurements include HPGe 
4672 detectors that have small diameter, endcaps and dewars, typically about 7 cm, that can be lowered into 
4673 boreholes. These detectors are available from PerkinElmer.  

4674 Portal Monitors 

4675 Portal monitors cover a broad range of instrumentation reflecting a wide range of applications. For 
4676 purposes of this discussion, a portal monitor is an instrument that detects radioactivity as it passes 
4677 through a portal, which is typically an access point to a controlled area or checkpoint through which 
4678 people, vehicles, equipment, and waste pass. Just as with many of the other systems previously 
4679 discussed, these systems use large detectors to improve sensitivity. Most systems use plastic scintillators 
4680 because they are rugged, inexpensive, and can be made with a large surface area. Count or integration 
4681 times are very short (typically just a few seconds)., The detectors are usually part of a structure which 
4682 surrounds the portal on one, two or three sides. Although not strictly a portal monitor, plastic 
4683 scintillators can also be attached to the base frame of grapples'" to detect radioactivity in scrap metal.  
4684 These devices have a clear advantage over portal monitors because the scintillator is in contact with the 
4685 metal and remains in contact for as long as it takes to grab and move it, which could be several minutes.  
4686 Like portal monitors, they are gross radiation detectors and do not provide quantitative information 
4687 (e.g., activity per unit mass); they usually signal the operator when a preset threshold has been exceeded.  

4688 Commerical Systems 

4689 A large number of portal monitoring systems are available from several manufacturers. This section 
4690 briefly mentions a few systems. For monitoring small waste items as they pass through doorways, 
4691 Ludlum makes a series (3530/3532/3534) of monitors that use NaI(TI) scintillators. Models 3530 and 
4692 3534 use two shielded 7.6 cm x 2.5 cm NaI(TI) detectors, while Model 3534 uses four detectors. These 
4693 detectors are mounted on opposite sides of a doorway or opening through which waste may pass. For 
4694 larger waste items that are tranisp6rted by vehicles, Ludlum makes Model 3500-1000WM, which utilizes 
4695 two 7,866-cm 3 shielded plastic scintillation detectors. Exploranium is very active in the area of detecting 
4696 radioactivity in scrap metal. They have a series of large portal monitors that detect radioactivity 
4697 transported by vehicles, including railcars. These systems also use large plastic scintillators mounted to 
4698 large structures.  

4699 One portal monitor of note comes from Constellation Technology Corporation. They have developed a 
4700 mobile system, known as the HPXe-1000, that performs spectroscopy. The uinique feature of this system 
4701 is the fact that it uses high-purity xenon gas (HPXe). The use of HPXe for gamma-ray spectroscopy is 
4702 covered in the section on detector materials (see Section B.4). Constellation reports a resolution of 
4703 3-percent FWHM at 662 keV for a detector that has a linear dimension of I m and a mass of almost 2 kg.  
4704 The primary application for this system is the detection of special nuclear material for treaty verification.  

iGrapples are pneumatic devices with "fingers" or tines that are used to pick up and move scrap metal.
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4707 Rad/Comm Systems makes a grapple mounted detectors called the Cricket. The Cricket consists of a 
4708 30 cm x 30 cm x 10cm scintillator mounted inside the top ofeihe grappll. T~he system also has a 
4709 protective shield, battery pack, and controller. Detectable source strengths for scrap densities of 0.5, 
4710 0.75,; and 1.0 g/cm3 range from 30-100 kBq (0.03-2.7 mCi) for 6"Co, 180-1,000 kBq (4.9 -27 mCi) for 
4711 -Cs-137, and 80-250 kBq (2.1-6.8 mCi) for 226Ra (de Beer et al., 1999). ,'" 

4712 B.4 'Ad'vanced Radiation Detection Systems '"- : " ,.  

4713 Advancements in radiation detection instrumentation have resulted from developments in material' " 

4714 science; advances in electronics, and software. This trend shows no sign of slowing down and will 
4715 continue to be the driving force behind the'innovations in radiation monitoring instruments.' 

4716 Detector'Materiails ' , 

4717 One of the most important properties of a material thatmakes it a good radiation detector (and 
4718 spectrometer) is its ability to absorb radiation energy. The property of a material to absorb radiation 
4719 energy is known as the stopping power, which is defined as an average rate of energy loss cf a pairticle 
4720 per unit thickness of a material or per unit mass of material traversed., The higher the stopping power, the 
4721 better the detector material. Stopping or absorbing the energy of charged particles is not an issue, but 
4722 absorbing high-energy photons is. In general, high-density materials with large atomic numbers (Z) are 
4723 ideally suited to absorb high-energy photons. Once a material has absorbed the radiation energy, it must 
4724 be converted to information carriers. This conversion is accomplished either by producing ions as in the 
4725 case of gas-filled detectors, electron-hole pairs as in the case of solid-state semiconductors, or 
4726 photoelectrons as in the case of scintillators...A detector must be able to produce these information .  
4727 carriers efficiently; that is, with as little loss in energy as possible. The energy'thatvis required to produce 
4728 ,,information carriers (ions, electron-hole pairs, photoelectrons) ranges from a few eV to about.100 eV.  
4729 -In general, the lower the better, in terms of the resolution for a spectrometer. ' ' " 

4730 In th'e case of solid-state 'semiconductor detectors, a rather large bias v6oltage (> 1,000 volts) is applied to 
4731 the crystal. T his bias voltage creates a depieted region where electron-hole pairs aie crated when, 
4732 radiation energy is absorbed. The electrons and holes are swept from the deIpleted region and are 
4733 collected to create a charge pulse. A good semiconductor material must have a high resistivity in order to 
4734 prevent the collection of unwanted current, sometimes called leakage 'current, in the presence of a high 
4735 bias voltage. The resistivity is linked to energy separating the valence and conduction bands, the so
4736 called bandgap., The larger or wider the bandgap the greater the resistivity. If the bandgap is wide 
4737 enough, the leakage current becomes low enough to permit room temperature operation. ' . ...  

4738 When describing the properties of a solid-state semiconducting detector material, the issues of purity-and 
4739 crystal defects are important. A process known as charge trapping occurs when charge carriers (electron 
4740 and holes) recombine n the cry-stal lattice.'This occiirs for a number of reasons, but it is often traced to a 
4741 lack of purity 'and crystal defects. The reduction in charge collection' attributable to trapping reduces the 
4742 size of the charge pulse and, therefori', reduces the'resolution and efficiencý, of the detector. However, a 
4743 niew technique; which uses microwave photons instead of electrons as the information cai'iers, avoids' 
4744 some of the problems associated with charge collection. ,
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4745 Cadmium Telluride and Cadmium Zini Telluride 

4746 A radiation spectrometer that operates at high (i.e., room) temperature has obvious advantages over 
4747 conventional cryogenic spectrometers for applications where the system has to operate in an unattended 
4748 mode or where liquid nitrogen (or a sufficient source of power) is difficult to obtain or too cumbersome 
4749 to use. In recent years, the technology of radiation detectors that operate at room temperature has greatly 
4750 improved, as a result of the ability to grow a number of semiconductor miterials. 'Cadmiuiný zinc telluride 
4751 (CZT) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) are two such semiconductor materials with the properties required 
4752 by a high-performance spectrometer. CdTe and CZT have high atomic numbers; however, a chief 
4753 concern related to the use of alloy materials (including CdTe and CZT) for detector applications is 
4754 degradation of detector resolution as a result of detector matrix heterogeneity. The most significant 
4755 drawback of CZT is the insufficient supply of high-quality crystals for spectroscopic systems. This 
4756 circumstance results from both uniformity issues and carrier transport properties.  

4757 Other Detector Materials 

4758 While CdTe and CZT are currently receiving most of the attention and focus as room temperature 
4759 detectors, several other materials are. being researched for this function. The following paragraphs, 
4760 briefly summarize the current development of four such materials, namely xenon (gaseous and liquid), 
4761 mercuric iodide, lead iodide, and diamond.  

4762 Xenon 

4763 The properties of xenon that make it desirable as a detector material are that the energy required to 
4764 generate an ion pair is 21.9 eV (which is smaller that argon and neon), and that its Fano factor is about 
4765 0.17. This means, for example, that the 662-keV gamma-ray line from 1

37
Cs has an energy resolution of 

4766 0.56-percent FWHM in xenon. This excellent intrinsic resolution, combined with a high atomic number 
4767 (Z=54), shows that xenon is a suitable medium for high-resolution gamma-ray detection. Tepper et al.  
4768 (1998) report on a cylindrical io'nization chamber filled with highly purified xenon that has an energy 
4769 resolution of 1.8 percent at 662 keV.  

4770 Xenon does exhibit some nonlinear behavior in its density when its pressure is varied near its critical 
4771 point", which corresponds to 106 dynes/cm2 (58 bar), p = 1.1 g/cm3 and 17'C. In general, at room 
4772 temperature, xenon exhibits very little increase in pressure, for significant increases in density.  
4773 Nonetheless, the sensitivity of the pressure to temperature must be considered when designing a detector 
4774 using xenon (Mahler et al., 1996). A portable gamma-ray system using xenon gas will be discussed later.  

4775 Liquid Xenon 

4776 Liquid xenon (LXe) has been used as a detection medium for an imaging telescope (Aprile et al., 2000).  
4777 LXe is an ideal material for high-energy gamma-ray detection because of its high density (3 g/cm3)'and 
4778 high atomic number (Z=54). The ionization and excitation of xerion atoms, which result from these 
4779 interactions produce a large -number of electron-ion pairs (6,400 e-/ 100 keV, whereas gas proportional 
4780 counters yield -4,000 e-/ 100 keV) and a similar number of scintillation photons. However, when 
4781 compared to gaseous xenon, the resolution of LXe (approximately 6 percent at I MeV) is somewhat 
4782 poor.  

The critical point is where two phases (e g., liquid and gas) have exactly the same density and are indistinguishable.
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4783 Mercuric Iodide 

4784 Red mercuric iodide (a-HgI2) has been researched for almost thiee decades for use as a room temperature 

4785 -,radiation detector material. Its high atomic number and wide bafidgap make a-HgI2 particularly well

4786 suited for fabrication of room temperature compact spectrometers: .It has bee n used to produce some'of 

4787 the highest resolution room temperature x-ray and gamma-ray detectors. i However, these positive 

4788 properties are balanced by several negative properties, including the fact that the material has a relatively -' 

4789 high' vapor iressure at room temperature, and the iodine is generally preferentially sublimed at a faster 

4790 rate, yielding a mercury rich surface. Additionally, the material is mechanically very soft, and ,," 

4791 delaminates easily at the iodine layers (James 1996, Van Scyoc 1996). , 

4792 A novel room temperature, high- resohition HgI2 sp'ectrometer that has the, needed performance and'yield 
4793 of high-quality detectors, with minmal supportand maintenance requirements', has been developed 

4794 (Van Scyoc, 1997). In particular, the reduction of clharge'irapping defects has beeri achieved by 

4795 eliminating the material properties most degrading to performance. With these improvements, HgI2 ,• 

4796 devices with high-energy resolhtion over the range'of x-ray and gamma-ray photon energies of l keV to 

4797 1 MeV can be readily produced. Figure B-1 shows the dramatic difference between the 24"Am spectrum 

4798 produced with a' cbnventional'HgI2 detector on the left, and the saine spectirum produced "with the new 

4799 HgI2. Notice that the peaks on the right spectrum are much sharper and more symmetric. ' Also notice 

4800 that while low-energy tailing is still visible, it is at a much lower level, which allows a Compton, , 

4801 scattering peak to become visible.  
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4802 Lead Iodide 

4803 Lead iodide (PbI2) was first introduced in the 1970s as a candidate material for nuclear radiation 
4804 spectrometry having an extraordinarily high efficiency for gamma rays. In addition, the wide bandgap of 
4805 this material makes possible the growth of extremely high resistivity material. Lead iodide has a high Z 
4806 and a high density (6.2 g/cma), which means a high stopping power. Thus, room temperature, and even 
4807 above room temperature, operation of gamma-ray spectrometers fabricated in this material is feasible.  
4808 Also, the growing of single crystals of lead iodide is simpler in comparison to mercuric iodide or CZT 
4809 growth. High-purity (99.9999, percent pure) PbI2 is commercially available and further purification 
4810 (which is crucially important for detector grade material) is accomplished by zone refining for 
4811 100 passes"2. The primary difference between recently demonstrated lead iodide detectors and those 
4812 fabricated earlier appears t6 be the degree of crystal purity. However, one of the obstacles in dealing 
4813 with PbI 2 is its poor mechinical behavior resulting from its layered'structure.  
4814 With the appropriate processing techniques, it has been found that detectors fabricated from high-purity 
4815 PbI 2 crystal exhibit significant improvement in performance, compared to those produced from low
4816 purity crystals. However, problems still exist in lead iodide because of the low charge carrier collection 
4817 efficiency, which is probably caused by additional impurities or defects incorporated during crystal 
4818 growth and detector fabrication processes (Hermon, 1997).  

4819 Diamond 

4820 For application to radiation detectors, the wide bandgap, radiation hardness, optical transparency, and 
4821 low atomic number are important properties of diamond. Any radiation that generates free carriers in 
4822 diamond can be detected. This i ncludes photons with an energy greater than the bandgap of 5.5 eV, 
4823 which includes ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma rays. High-energy particles (e.g., alpha particles, electrons, 
4824 neutrons, etc.)can also be detected. Diamond radiation detectors have a lengthy history.  
4825 Photoconductive ultraviolet detectors were developed in the 1920s and ionizing radiation detectors were 
4826 fabricated in the 1940s. However, these devices found only restricted usage because of the limitations of 
4827 geological diamonds. Advances in the quality and size of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamonds 
4828 have created new opportunities for the fabrication and application of diamond radiation detectors 
4829 (Kania, 1997).  

4830 Because of their ability to withstand very high heat flux levels and very high radiation levels, CVD 
4831 diamond detectors are being researched and developed for high-energy physics devices, such as the 
4832 Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory and the Large Hadron Collider at the European 
4833 Lab6ratory for Particle Physics (Liu et al. 1996, Hrubec et al. 1998; Friedl et al. 1998).  

12Some solids can be purified by a process known as zone-refining. The impure solid is packed tightly in a glass tube, and the tube is lowered slowly through a heating coil that melts the solid As the melted solid cools slowly in the region of the 
tube below the heating loop, pure crystals separate out, leaving most of the impurities behind in the molten zone. This process 
can be repeated as often as necessary to achieve the desired purity of the recrystallized solid.
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4834 The detection of radioactive sources in scrap metal presents a harsh environment that excludes many 

4835 traditional detector materials. The lifting Aiagnets used in a scrap yard would be a favorable location to 

4836 detect'potentially contaminated metal entering the, yard. Unfortunately, the tresence of magnetic fields 

4837 and mechanical vibration prohibits theuse-of traditional photomultiplier'tubesw-ith scintillation 

4838 detectors. 'Moreover, the high temperatures iestrict the use of solid-state detectors such as Ge or Si.  

4839 Manfredi and Millaud (2000) have proposed that diamond be used as a detector m aterial for 

4840 contamination in scrap metal. tSin'ce diamond has a low Z, it is unsuitablefor the dejection o medium to 

4841 high energy gamma rays. Manfredi and Millaud have'proposed the'developme'it of a con'version-type 

4842 detector that would be made of alternating lyers of converter material and detectors. High-eneigy' 

4843 photons would strike the conversion material (tun'gsten has been suggested) and pfroduce secondary 

4844 radiationi that could b6detected in the diamond. 

4845 Software 

4846 The role of software in radiation detection is to facilitate the analysis and interpretation of information 

4847 that detectors provide. Numerous analytical techniques have been developed, which utilize and optimize 

4848 spectrometric information. For example, information in the form of a detector response, which can be 

4849 calculated using radiation transport codes, can be combined with spectral information (e.g., count rates 

4850 associated with radiation energy) to provide spatial distribution of radioactivity. Still other techniques 

4851 improve detector sensitivity by optimizing spectrometric information. Software aids in the 

4852 implementation of these analytical techniques, which can improve and extend the abilities of radiation 

4853 detectors.  

4854 Gamma Detector Response and Analysis Software 

4855 The Gamma Detector Response and Analysis Software (GADRAS) is a collection of programs used to 

4856 plot and analyze gamma-ray spectra. In contrast to most spectral analysis programs that find radionuclide 

4857 concentrations by determining the areas of characteristic photopeaks and ignoring the 

4858 continuum,GADRAS uses linear regression to fit the entire spectrum with a combination of computed 

4859 spectral templates. Spectra are computed using a semi-empirical response function that was originally 

4860 developed for use with sodium iodide detectors (Mitchell, 1986), and was expanded to accommodate 

4861 other types of scintillators plus semiconductor detectors such as high-purity germanium. Subsequent 

4862 developments that have been incorporated into the current response function enable computation of 

4863 spectra based only on the detector material and dimensions. This capability can be applied to evaluation 

4864 of detector designs prior to fabrication. GADRAS was developed at Sandia National Laboratory and is 

4865 used primarily for safeguard applications (Mitchell, 1992a). It has been used to analyze air filter samples 

4866 for the Remote Atmospheric Monitoring Project (Mitchell, 1987 and 1992b). Figure B-2 shows a typical 

4867 spectrum analysis of an air filter sample using a modified form of GADRAS called RAMP-PC .  

4868 GADRAS-PC1 is a version of the software that has been written specifically for use on IBM-compatible 

4869 personal computers. Routines included in GADRAS-PCI enable a calibration of the response function 

4870 parameters by fitting computed spectra for a set of calibration sources to measured spectra. The template 

4871 set used in the analysis of unknown sources can include combinations of the 96 isotopic sources in the 

4872 radionuclide library, fluorescence x-rays, or a user-defined library of source templates. The 

4873 GADRAS-PC1 response function has been used to characterize a variety of sodium iodide, cesium 

4874 iodide, bismuth germanate, and plastic scintillators plus high purity germanium detectors.  

4875 GADRAS-PC1 is particularly useful for analysis of spectra recorded by the scintillators because the low 

4876 resolution can preclude identification of photopeaks for all but the simplest, gamma-ray sources. The 

4877 analysis routine also excels for weak sources or measurements with short counting times because the 

4878 entire spectrum is utilized, including statistically significant continuum regions.  
I~ ~ ~ ST 1:"C-'IýI .
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The GADRAS response function is based on the fundamental interactions of photons with the detector 
material. The first-order response is derived from the detector material's crosssections for photoelectric 
absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production. As many as 49 adjustable parameters can be used 
to include compensation for unusual scattering environments and anticoincidence shields. It is seldom 
necessary to use more than about 20 parameters, including those associated with the energy calibration 
and detector resolution. The response function also computes the effects of phenomena that are generally 
neglected, including: detection of coincident gamma-rays, pileup attributable to high count rates, 
bremsstrahlung radiation, escape of fluorescence x-rays, and leakage of high-energy electrons from the 
detector. Note that the response function obtained using GADRAS is not necessarily different from a 
response function obtained using a radiation transport code such as Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)'3.  
GADRAS uses measurements and linear regression to obtain a response function, while a radiation 
transport code uses a simulation to determine the same quantity.  

13MCNP is distributed within the United States by the Radiation Safety Information Computational Center (RSICC), 
formerly the Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC), Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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Figure B-2: Analysis of an atmospheric filter sample containing Be-7 using a modified form of GADRAS. The plot shows 

background subtracted data represented with a la uncertainty. The step histogram gives the compound spectrum for the 

combination of isotopes including Be-7, 212Pb, Ru-103, and Ce-141 (Mitchell 1992a) 
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4891 Gamma Penetration Depth Unfolding Algorithm 

4892 The Gamma Penetration Depth Unfolding Algorithm (GPDUA) comprises a computer code and 
4893 measurement technique that uses the penetrating properties of gamma-rays to determine the depth of 
4894 contamination in materials. The measurement technique uses a typical portable HPGe gamma-ray 
4895 spectrometer system, consisting of a multichannel analyzer, high-voltage source, laptop computer (with 
4896 appropriate counting software), and a portable HPGe detector with a collimator. The lead collimator 
4897 serves two purposes, in that it (1) localizes the field of view, and (2) simplifies the efficiency 
4898 calculations. It must be noted that the method is applicable to radionuclides that emit at least two 
4899 gamma-rays, or radionuclides that emit a single gamma ray but have gamma-emitting progeny; parent and 
4900 progeny must be in secular equilibrium. The peak areas that correspond to the energies of the uncollided 
4901 gamma-rays are the only information necessary for GPDUA. It is the ratio of the counts in the peak areas 
4902 that contains the necessary information to determine the depth of contamination. GPDUA uses a point 
4903 kernel approach and solves an integral equation involving the net counts (from those photons incident on 
4904 the detector face), the intrinsic efficiency, the distance from the source to the detector, and the depth of 
4905 penetration. GPDUA solves the equation by iterating on the depth, and the depth that solves the equation 
4906 is the depth of the contamination. GPDUA has been tested with MCNP and predicts the depth of 
4907 contamination to within 10 percent of the actual (simulated) depth, regardless of the type of 
4908 contamination distribution (i.e., point, disk, or linear distribution) (Naessens and Xu, 1999).  

4909 Microwave-Based Radiation Detector 
4910 As previously noted, room temperature semiconductors suffer from material defects, which limit their 
4911 potential for high-energy gamma-ray spectrometry. Tepper and Losee (2001) are investigating the 
4912 feasibility of using microwaves to measure changes in the conductivity of these wide-bandgap materials 
4913 to determine the energy of the absorbed radiation. The method provides a way of extracting the energy 
4914 information without having to collect the charge, which has been a problem for these materials. The 
4915 method of using microwaves to measure the electrical properties of various materials has been used for 
4916 years. This, however, is the first time that microwaves have been used for gamma-ray spectroscopy.  
4917 Preliminary results show promise, but the sensitivity must be improved by at least two orders of 
4918 magnitude before high-resolution gamma-ray using this technique is a reality. Tepper and Losee are 
4919 confident that the sensitivity can be improved; however, it is unclear whether such a system could ever 
4920 match the performance of conventional cryogenic spectrometers such as HPGe detectors.  

4921 Compressed Xenon Gamma-Ray Spectrometer 

4922 A prototype gamma-ray spectrometer utilizing xenon gas at high pressure has been developed at 
4923 Brookhaven National Laboratory (Smith, 1996). Known as Compressed Xenon Gamma-Ray 
4924 Spectrometer (COXGARS), it was initially developed for safeguards applications. COXGARS is a 
4925 portable, battery-powered spectrometer, which functions at ambient temperature with an energy 
4926 resolution between semiconductor (Ge) and scintillation (NaI(TI)) spectrometers; Mahler et al. (1997) 
4927 reports an FWHM at 662 keV of 2.5 percent. Figure B-3 shows the int.nal components of the 
4928 COXGARS systems, which is capable of prolonged, low-power operation without a requirement for 
4929 cryogenic fluids or other cooling mechanisms. Table B-2 provides some of the important characteristics 
4930 of the compressed xenon spectrometer.
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Figure B-3: The internal structure'of COXGARS 
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Table B-2: Characitristics of COXGARS' : 

Energy Range 1 keV to -1 MeV 

Sensitive Volume 160cm 3 

Sensitive Area.:,; . ,, .30-cm2 

Energy Resolution @662 keV . ,, , 2.5% 

Intrinsic Efficiency @ 200"keV/662 keV' ' 40%/15% 

Detector Mass , . . 10kg, 

Portable System Mass ' . Two 20 kg containers 

Power Consumption .73w- 
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4938 Static and Dynamic Long-Range Alpha Detector 

4939 Static and Dynamic Long-Range Alpha Detector (LRAD) systems are designed to monitor alpha 
4940 contamination by measuring the 'number of ions produced by alpha particles as they interact with the air; 
4941 a typical alpha particle will generate about 150,000 ion pairs. A key feature of the LRAD detection 
4942 principle is that the ion pairs persist long enough so that ions may be collected on a detection electrode, 
4943 which is located some tens of centimeters away from an alpha-contaminated surface. The ions may be 
4944 transported to the electrode either by an air current or an electric field. Both the static and dynamic 
4945 LRAD surface monitors use an electric field. A more detailed description of the LRAD concept and 
4946 devices is contained in several reports (MacArthur 1991a, 1991b, 1992a, 1992b, and 1993).  
4947 Static LRAD Surface Monitor. In the static LRAD, the ions generated over the surface to be monitored 
4948 are collected on the detection electrode by a small electric field generating a bias voltage. This flow of 
4949 ions represents a small current which can be detected by a current meter or recording device.  
4950 This current is proportional to the total amount of contamination on the surface covered by the enclosure.  
4951 The detector enclosure serves two purposes, (1) to define the active area of the detector and (2) to 
4952 prevent externally generated ions from reaching the detector electrode and causing a spurious current.  

4953 A static LRAD system developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) for measuring surface 
4954 soil uses a 1.0 m x 1.0 m x 0.2 m box-shaped ion chamber with an open bottom face. A small tractor 
4955 with the detector on the front lift moves the detector between monitoring positions; it places the detector 
4956 open face down on the soil. About 15 minutes are required for signals to stabilize after the detector is 
4957 moved to a new monitoring position. Once signals'are stable, the currents are averaged for about 5 
4958 minutes. In this current measuring mode, only alpha activity is measured. Note that the LRAD monitor 
4959 relies on the physical connection between the LRAD enclosure and the surface to be monitored.  
4960 Since the LRAD is not a spectrometer, it cannot identify'radionuclides and, therefore, interference is a 
4961 problem. It cannot, for example, distinguish between the alpha activity from naturally occurring alpha
4962 emitting radionuclides such as uranium and thorium, and man-made alpha emitters such as plutonium.  
4963 It also cannot distinguish between surface alpha contamination and radon gas that emanates from the soil 
4964 and mixes with air within the LRAD chamber. The siatic LRAD detection electrode and the surface to 
4965 be monitored form a capacitor; this is called a capacitive coupling. Any movement of one surface 
4966 relative to the other changes the detector capacitance. This capacitive coupling causes a small current to 
4967 flow in the detector, creating an erroneous signal in the detector.  

4968 Field tests at various DOE sites have shown that LRAD surface soil monitors (SSMs) are faster and more 
4969 sensitive than traditional alpha detectors for measuring alpha contamination (Johnson, 1993). However, 
4970 an evaluation of the LRAD, performed at Savannah River, found several limitations to the application of 
4971 this technology: 

4972 * The signals differed dramatically (factors of 20) above the uncontaminated sample materials.  
4973 This likely resulted from differences in concentration of naturally.occurring alpha emitters, such 
4974 as uranium and thorium.  

4975 The edge seals used in the prototype sometimes allowed radon in-leakage during the 
4976 measurement. When this occurs, the LRAD signals do not stabilize.  
4977 Any contact between the LRAD charge collection plate and the ground can result in leakage 
4978 currents that are large relative to signals from uncontaminated soil. Great care must be taken to 
4979 monitor soil where grass is growing.
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It was concluded that if the LRAD is used to locate alpha contamination and map its distribution, results 

must be used with caution (Sigg, 1995). .Many false-positive indications are likely to be obtained,-which 

could require additional measurements by other independent methods.  

Dynamic LRAD Surface'M5A'itor: Some of the limitations'discussed above (capacitve coupling and t66 

fact that the'detector must b6 in contacwiti* th e surface to be monitorecl) have beeii addressed by adding 

ýih additional electrode (Mac;rthur et aL, 1998). Ex-eriý{lly geAierate•d ions'raný be-excluded using an 

electrostatic electrode. An electric field between the guaid electrode and the sturface excludes unwanted 

ions from entering the chamber volume. Thiis guard electrode removes the requirement for physical 

contact between the enclosure and the surface: The LRAD can be continuously moved relative to th'e 

surface to be monitored. *' ' ,. ' 

The guard electr'de and gridded'detector concepts are combined in the'large dynami(' sufrface' onitor.  

This detector system can be operated in a scanim6de with little or no'l6s's of kinsiii',it'.: Mový&Ment of 

the detector relaiive to the surface indludes both "moving-LRAD" applications (e.g., i9easuiements "of 
walls, floors,- ad oil), as welU'as"'mooin'g-strface"' applications '(e.g., soil and/oi rubble cofiieyer belt' 

systems).' Although the giid on tlie fr6nt of the detection chainber makes it -iore 'ulnerable, grid wires" 

as large as 0.5 mm in diameter have been demon'straied, and there is some speculation that larger wir es 

would work as well. Thevcurrent supp'lied to the exposed guiard electrodes is limited to' about a microamp 

without affecting the operation of the electrode. ' - - "' .  

"-Wastie AssayS•stms ",,'' 

Waste Assay for Non-Radioactive Disposal System (WAND). The WAND system scans low-density 

waste (mostly paper and plastic). This system is designed to verify that the levels of radioactive 

contamination (if present) are low enough so that the waste can be disposed of in public landfills., The 

WAND system was developed to reduce the volume of low-level waste that requires disposal from.  

'The WAND syitem consists of 'alad-shielded chamrber c6ritaining si'I 2.72cm.diameter p swich' 

detetiors.' A'phoswich detector is a.combination of two s6iiitillai6rs (in'this 'cas6 Nal find CsI) optically 

coupled to a single PM tube.- The combination of scintillators iejecti bac-kiround eiehts aid separates 

the full energy x-rays from other signals. The WAND system has a conveyor system that moves a 

30.5-cm wide layer of paper through the chamber about 5 cm beneath the detectors and deposits the 

screened material into a waste bin. Either pre-shredded paper or packets of paper no more than 30 sheets 

thick, are manually placed on the conveyor belt.  

The electronic portion of the WAND system consists of electronic modules (needed to process the 

signals from the six detectors) and a desktop computer (486/66 PC). The software portion of the system 

consists of a custom analysis algorithm (written in C++ language), along with the code by which the 

operator controls the system and produces reports. Each phoswhich detector is equipped with a 

preamplifier and two electronic nuclear instrument modules (NIMs), which provide the buffering, 

amplification, and pulse shaping. To preserve the individual signals from each of the 12 detectors while 

using a single analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) module, a custom multiplexer module was designed to 

handle the data. With the exception of the multip!exer, the electronics are all commercially available.  
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5019 While moving the waste material at a speed of 1.27 cm/sec beneath the detector array, the system 
5020 sofiware performs a series of consecutive 10-second evaluations of the levels of radioactivity seen in 
5021 each detector. If the count rate in any of the four energy regions of interest (ROs) meets or exceeds the 
5022 upper limit of the background, the conveyor belt backs up and does a recount. If excess radioactivity is 
5023 detected on the recount, the conveyor belt stops and the software identifies the detector and the ROI that 
5024 had the increased count rate. Additional information on the WAND syste-m may be found in papers and 
5025 reports by Arnone et aL (1998) and Myers (2000).  
5026 High-Efficiency Radiation Counter for Low Emission Sensitivity System (HERCULES). The 
5027 HERCULES system consists of a vertical array of three phoswich scintillation detectors positioned in a 
5028 shielded detection chamber. Low-density waste is placed in a 30-gallon plastic drum, which rotates on a 
5029 turntable (12 RPM) approximately 4.0 cm from the detector array. Count times can be varied according 
5030 to detection sensitivity requirements, but the standard measurement time for most radionuclides is 1,000 
5031 seconds. A sliding door on the top of the detection chamber allows for access to waste in the plastic 
5032 drum. The chamber walls are filled with 2 inches of lead shielding and are lined on the interior with 
5033 0.08-cm copper and cadmium sheets' 4. The HERCULES system uses the same electronic components 
5034 and software packages as the WAND system, which makes the components easily exchangeable.  
5035 Additional information on the HERCULES system may be found in- Myers (2000).  
5036 Controleur Automatique de DEchets Faiblement Actifs (CADEFA). The CADEFA is a system designed 
5037 by Canberra Industries for assaying large samples, specifically waste containers for the decommissioning 
5038 of the Chinon A3 Nuclear Power Plant. The samples can be as large as 1 m3 (250 gal) and weigh as 
5039 much as 450 kg (1/ ton). Samples that were measfired using CADEFA were thermal insulation, steel 
5040 pipes and beams, electrical wiring, and concrete. Gamma-ray spectrometry was used to achieve the 
5041 desired detection levels in the presence of fluctuating levels of natural radioactivity. Some of the 
5042 samples being considered for measurement at Chinon contain radionuclides that emit many gamma-rays 
5043 such as Eu-152, Eu-154, and "Co, along with naturally occurring radium, thorium, and potassium. These 
5044 radionuclides represent the limit that a NaI(TI) scintillator and standard gamma-ray analysis software can 
5045 reliably detect"5. Hence, HPGe detectors are being considered, since they have much better resolution 
5046 and would provide better results for this radionuclide mixture (Bronson, 1994).  

1
4Shielding with Cu and Cd is a well known technique to reduce the backscattering of fluorescent lead x-rays into the 

low-energy end of the Nal(TI) spectra.  

"Recall that NaI(TI) has a resolution of about 7 -8 % at 662 keV. This limits the ability of a Nal(TI) spectroscopy 
system to distinguish between a radionuclides based on their gamma-ray spectra. Only radionuclides with intense spectral lines 
that don't coincide with the characteristic lines associated with natural background can be reliably identified with a NaI(TI) 
detector.
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5049 Transuranic (TRU)/ Low-Level Waste. A number of requirements govern the disposition of DOE waste 
5050 generated at both Federal and commercial disposal sites. These requirements constitute the basis for the 
5051 performance of nondestructive waste assay (NDA) systems. The specific requirements for the 
5052 disposition of transuranic waste types are defined in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste 
5053 Acceptance Criteria and the associated Quality Assurance Program Plan (U.S. DOE,-1996d). WIPP 
5054 requirements essentially force NDA systems to be able to quantitatively determine alpha-emitting 
5055 transuranic elements with a half-life greater than 20 years that comprise 95 percent of the hazard. WIPP 
5056 also requires NDA systems to have sufficient sensitivity to verify that the total alpha activity per gram of 
5057 waste matrix exceeds 3,700 Bq/g (100 nCi/g). I n addition, the NDA technique must have a measurement 
5058 range equal to or greater than a 325 fissile gram equivalent"6. Therefore, a significant amount of 
5059 techniological development and innovation is being brought to bear on NDA systems for the assay of 
5060 TRU waste for storage at WIPP.  

5061 Technologies and Methodologies 

5062 Some aspect of the technologies and methodologies used in this field could be applicable to the 
5063 measurement of residual radioactivity in volumes and on surfaces. The following paragraphs discuss 
5064 some representative technologies.  

5065 Active & Passive Computed Tomography 

5066 Computed tomography (CT) is a radiographic method that permits the nondestructive physical and, to a 
5067 limited extent,'chemical characterization of the internal structure' of materials. Since the method is x-ray 
5068 based, it applies equally well to metallic and non-metallic specimens.  

5069 In conventional radiography, x-rays pass through the object, and the transmitted intensity is recorded as a 
5070 two-dimensional image. The information contained in this radiograph is a projection of the absorption 
5071 density in the sample onto the plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam direction. When the sample is 
5072 imaged several times in different orientations, volumetric information on the sample structure can be 
5073 obtained using computer algorithms. Known as a tomographic reconstruction or tomography, this 
5074 enables us to look at "slices" of the investigated object without physically cutting it. Figure B-4 
5075 illustrates the CT process...  

5076 Active and passive computed tomography (A&PCT) is a gamma-ray NDA method, which has been used 
5077 to identify and quantify transuranics in 208-liter (55-gallon) waste drum containers (Martz et al., 1996, 
5078 1997, and1998). The A&PCT consists of two'separate measurements. The first is an active CT (ACT) 
5079 scan that can yield quantitative attenuation data (related to' density and atomic number) using an external 
5080 radiation source. The second measurement is a passive'CT (PCT) scan that can, in principle, localize all 
5081 detectable radionu~lides' withinia volume (in this case,;a drum) and determine their identity if an entire 
5082 energy spectrum is obtained.- ' 

16A method of normalizing fissile and fissionable isotopes to plutonium-239 for use in establishing criticality safety 
limits
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5083 For ACT, the function to be imaged is the measured x-ray or gamma-ray attenuation of an external 
5084 source, whereas in the case of PCT, the function to be imaged is the measured x-ray or gamma-ray 
5085 activity at one or more energies of all detectable radionuclides within a drum. The ACT images are used 
5086 to correct the PCT images for attenuation to determine the activity of the internal or external emitting 
5087 source. For an A&PCT scanner with gamma-ray spectrometry detection equipment, each radionuclide in 
5088 the drum can be identified by the energy of its characteristic radiation. More information on A&PCT can 
5089 be found in papers and reports by Decman (1996), Keto (1995), Matalucci (1995b), and Robertson (1997 
5090 and 1998).  

Experiment Raw data Processed data 

S.... •@•%•y * .......  

incident 
X-ray beam bulksample 2-d detector Projecton radiographs 3-d volume data 

forevery angle on the interiorof the sample 

Figure B-4: The Computed Tomographic Process 

5091 Becker et al. (1999) evaluated 13 (with I under development) boxed waste NDA technologies, 2 passive 
5092 neutron-based systems, and 7 active/passive neutron-based systems. Some of the technologies for the 
5093 boxed waste NDA assays are summarized below. Detailed information from Becker et al. was preserved 
5094 to illustrate the level of technology that is used to assay boxed waste containers. Background 
5095 information on the technologies was included when provided.  

5096 Canberra's Gamma Box Counter 

5097 The Canberra Gamma Box Counter is designed to accommodate a variety of box container sizes up to the 
5098 large (- 80 mi) shipping container. The system is typically configured with either two or eight HPGe 
5099 detectors, which can be placed close to the container to optimize sensitivity, or at a distance for a far
5100 field measurement of higher dose rate containers. The system is intended to characterize fission and 
5101 activation product waste, as well as waste generated from plutonium, uranium, radium, and thorium 
5102 processing applications. These waste forms are typically generated in decommissioning or 
5103 environmental restoration applications. Mathematical calibrations are generated using Canberra In Situ 
5104 Object Counting Software (ISOCS). Matrix corrections are performed using an average density matrix 
5105 correction technique based on the sum of spectral data from all detectors. Corrections for nonuniform 
5106 distributions can be accomplished through the calibration and through a differential peak absorption 
5107 analysis technique. Qualitative evaluations of nonuniformity can also be made by evaluating the 
5108 response of the individual detectors.
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Oak Rid2e National Laboratory's Y-12 Box Assay System

5110 The Y-12 B-25 box NDA system is used to sort "non-radioactive 'waste" from low-level waste at the 
5111 1.3-Bq/g (35 pCi/g) total uranium activity. The system was designed and built at the Y-1 2 plant and 
5112 commenced operation in early 1996. The waste form characterized by the system is produced as a 
5113 byproduct of Y-12 plant operations and decontamination and decommissioning activities, and is routinely 
5114 packaged in the B-25 type box.  

5115 The Y-12 box assay system is composed of two arrays of uncollimated 12.7-cm diameter by 12.7-cm 
5116 thick NaI(TI) detectors. Each array consists of six detectors placed on the long sides of the box.  
5117 Detector spacing is determined according to the Nyquist critical spatial frequency17. Each detector is also 
5118 positioned 31.75 cm from the surface of the waste box. The output of each detector is routed to a 
5119 multichannel analyzer for display and analysis. Regions of interest are set for peak area quantification at 
5120 the 185.7-keV gamma-ray from 235U and 1,001-keV gamma-ray from234mPa. Analysis is performed using 
5121 a point-source efficiency response followed by a transmission correction for attenuation, thus quantifying 
5122 the radioactivity of 235U and 238U. Four HPGe detectors, two on each side, screen the box for the 
5123 presence of non-uranium isotopes to provide information on enrichment. A 5-cm thick iron wall on each 
5124 side of the detector arrays provides background radiation shielding.  

5125 In a separate measurement station, a three-position gamma-ray transmission measurement is made 
5126 through the short, horizontal axis of the box. This measurement allows correction of the uncollided~flux 
5127 for matrix attenuation. The transmission measurement is acquired via three collimated NaI(TI) detectors 
5128 (7.6-cm diameter by 7.6-cm thick) located on one side of the box, opposite three depleted uranium and 
5129 three enriched uranium transmission sources on the other side. Data from the two measurement systems 
5130 are fused together in an algorithm that yields measurement results for 235U and 238U.  

5131 East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP) K-25 Box Assay System 

5132 The East Tennessee Technology Park, formerly the K-25 Site, was a uranium enrichment facility that 
5133 processed and stored a large variety of radioactive wastes. These waste forms are generated primarily as 
5134 a result of maintenance and decontamination and decommissioning operations in the five gaseous 
5135 diffusion plants. The B-25 type box is the predomina-nt container type used for waste packaging. Matrix 
5136 types are segregated into two broad categories, including combustibles and metallic waste forms. The 
5137 waste is primarily contaminated with uranium at variable enrichmients that historically have averaged 
5138 approximately 3 percent. Techniques used include NaI(TI) gamma, HPGe gamma, and passive neutron.  
5139 The measurement protocol commences with an assay at the NaI(Tl) detector station, followed by a 
5140 passive neutron measurement for metallic type matrices only, and a final measurement via a HPGe 
5141 gamma spectroscopy system.  

5142 The Nal(TI) measurement station consists of four 12.7-cm diameter by 7.6-cm thick lead collimated 
5143 NaI(Tl) detectors interfaced to a PC-based analyzer equipped with four 1,000-channel analyzers. Two 
5144 detectors are centered on each long side of the B-25 box, 45.7 cm from the edge at 91.4 cm, box surface 
5145 offset. The system independently processes signals from each of the four detectors. Regions of interest 
5146 are set on the MCA for the 185.7-keV gamma-ray of 215U and the 1,001-keV gamma-ray of 234mPa. The 
5147 sum response of the four detectors, corrected for efficiency, attenuation, and background, is the basis for 
5148 mass determination on either 23.U or 238U.  

17The distance between adjacent detectors is the sum of the distances corresponding to that point where the detector 
response is one-half the maximum for a point source response at 31 75 cm from the detector face
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5149 The radioactive source's spatial and matrix attenuation dependent detector response is modeled for each 
5150 NaI(TI) detector using a program called GAMMAEFF. Corrections for matrix attenuation are based on 
5151 the net box weight to determine matrix density and knowledge of the matrix type to arrive at appropriate 
5152 gamma attenuation coefficients. The matrix density is determined from the net box weight with the 
5153 assumption that the matrix fills the box homogeneously. The GAMMAEFF program uses the matrix 
5154 type, density, and associated attenuation coefficients for determination of matrix attenuation correction 
5155 factors over a range of matrix types and densities. The matrix correction factor is applied to each of the 
5156 NaI(TI) responses, and the sum of the four detectors are used to arrive at the isotope mass. A 3-percent 
5157 uranium enrichment is assumed for the NaI(TI) measurement when the 235U and 2 38U masses are less than 
5158 0.2 and 30 grams, respectively. Mass values less than these do not allow use of the HPGe system for 
5159 enrichment measurements due to sensitivity considerations. Under such conditions, the NaI(TI) system is 
5160 effectively a standalone measure.  

5161 A passive neutron measurement station is used to verify that large masses of highly enriched 235U have 
5162 not been missed in the heterogeneous steel matrix. The HPGe measurement is used to estimate the 
5163 235U enrichment and identify the presence of other gamma-ray emitting radionuclides. The mass of 
5164 235U or 238U (based on the NaI(TI) measurements) is used as the reference value for determination of 
5165 enrichment and mass of other radionuclides through HPGe measured relative ratios. The system consists 
5166 of one collimated HPGe detector positioned to view the long side center of the box. The HPGe detector 
5167 is interfaced to a PC data acquisition and analysis system. The results of radionuclide identification and 
5168 peak fit routines are input to the ISOTOPICS program, which uses this information with measurement 
5169 configuration data to compute geometry and matrix attenuation corrections. Matrix and container 
5170 material types are adjusted to ensure applicable mass attenuation coefficients are employed for the 
5171 gamma-ray energies of interest. The HPGe results are normalized to the 235U, and occasionally 238U, 
5172 mass derived from the NaI(TI) measurement station. The NaI(TI) based 235U mass value used as this 
5173 measure has a smaller geometry dependent correction versus the HPGe system.  

5174 Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Waste Examination and Assay Facility B-25 Box Assay System 
5175 The specification and preliminary design of a waste assay system for the identification and quantification 
5176 of gamma-ray-emitting radionuclides in the B-25 waste box container has been performed at the Oak 
5177 Ridge National Laboratory Waste Examination and Assay Facility (WEAF). The system, tentatively 
5178 called the B-25 Box Assay System (B-BAS), is designed to address the need to measure the radionuclide 
5179 content of a B-25 waste box at its site of residence. This is specifically intended to reduce costs by 
5180 minimizing transportation of the box to a facility specifically for nondestructive assay or representative 
5181 sampling of its contents.  

5182 The B-BAS is based on an array of eight low-iesolution/high-efficiency 7.6-cm by 7.6-cm NaI(TI) 
5183 detectors for identification and quantification of waste entrained, gamma-emitting radionuclides.  
5184 Four detectors are positioned on one long side of the B-25 box with a symmetrical arrangement of the 
5185 remaining four on the opposite side. The eight detectors are mounted to a moveable support structure 
5186 with large wheels, allowing the B-BAS assembly to be moved by hand down the long axis of a B-25 
5187 waste container. This moveable structure is designed to be easily transportable between measurement 
5188 sites. The wheels are removed to insert the B-BAS in the WEAF Real-Time Radiography (RTR) system 
5189 for the ultra-high-sensitivity "No Rad Added" type measurements.
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5188 The moveable detector assembly positions the detectors at a distance of 30 cm from the -surface -of the 
5189 B-25 box. The dete&t6r's spatial configuration is designed to allow'a miximum field 6f 'view for the 
5190 middle two detectors and a minimum field of view for the uppermost and lowermost detectors: The-two 
5191 middle detectors have the same collimator design'(i.e., a 34.2 degree angle frcm the centerline of the, 
5192 collimator). The uppermost collimator has a smaller field of view with only a 9.5 degree' angle of 
5193 collimation with respect to the centerline. 'The smallest field of view is implemented in the lowest 
5194 detector (4.4 degree angle with respect to the cehterline). 'Each collimator has at least 2.5 cmof lead to 
5195 shield background gammarays. . ' '. 

5196 The measurement protocol for the B-BAS is to acquire data in a scanning fashion by movement of the' 
5197 NaI(TI) detecior array across the B-25 box. This scahnning data acquisition mode is performed manually 
5198 by operating*personnel. 'When the B-BAS is ifiserted intb'the WERF RTR chambei, the wheels of th'e' 
5199 B-BAS are removed and the detectors arefixed. Scaihni is achieved .within the RTR chambeer via a'- 7 
5200 'B-25 box transport system, which moýeg'the box past the fixed detector array at .a constant speei.  

5201 Signals from the NaI(TI) detectors are routed into two mixer/routers. Each of the tw6 mixef/routers 
5202 allows simultaneous acquisition of up to four signals. These mixer/routers havee a preamplifier and an 
5203 amplifier on each channel. The preamp/amp combination allows the user the abilityto "gain match" the 
5204 detectors:zThe purpose of gain matching is to allow spectra summing f6r the detector arrays by adding 
5205 channel to channel. The summed spectra are processed through aPC-based, multichannel analyzer card.  
5206 B.5 A Survey of Reported Minimum Detectable Concentrations for Selected Instruments and , , 
5207 ' Measurement Methods .,. .  

5208 For low-level measurements, the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) is'an importanit performance "t 

5209 characteristic.' It is usually difficult to make a fair and meaningful comparison of the sensitivity between 
5210 various instruments (e.g., a gas proportional counter and a GM tube) and measurement inethods 
5211 (e.g., total ionization and gamma-ray spectrometry). Yet, some approaches are generally regarded as.  
5212 more sensitive than others. This section lists MDC'values for a collection of instruments and 
5213 measurement methods that are relevant to clearance.- In most cases, MDC values are provided from 
5214 instrument vendors without any explanation concerning the methods and specific formuiae used to arrive 
5215 at these values; therefore, they should be viewed with caution...a 

5216 The focus of this section is'the data in Table's'B-3a, B-3b,'B-4a, and B-4b. Tab1es B-3a an'd B-3b cover 
5217 technologies that have been applied to volumetric contamination. Table B-3a categorizes the 
5218 techniques/technologies according to the application, assay strategy, matrix, source size, assay 
5219 technique/technology, and radiation detector. Assay strategies reflect techniques that are used to 
5220 quantify activity. They range from simple techniques that measure total ionization to more sophisticated 
5221 techniques that involve spectroscopy with passive and active methods of background reduction. Surface 
5222 measurements are treated in Tables B-4a and B-4b. Note that, unlike Table B-3a, these tables do not 
5223 address applications because (for the technologies listed) the application is exclusively for 
5224 decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). Also, note that for surface contamination, the preferred 
5225 detection method involves measuring total ionization, which precludes (for the most part) radionuclide 
5226 identification.
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5227 The range of MDC values for volumetric contamination is rather large. The Compton suppression well 
5228 counter (CSWC) has an MDC of a fewtenths of a Bq/kg in the case of '"Cs, while scanning for natural 
5229 uranium using scintillators has an MDC of several thousand Bg/kg. The situation is similar for surface 
5230 contamination; the MDCs range from a few tens of Bq/m2 for liquid scintillation counting to a few 
5231 thousand Bq/m2. Count times range from I second in the case of scanning measurements to a day or 
5232 more for laboratory analysis.- Sample size (and active area in the case of surface contamination) is one of 
5233 the key features in determining the sensitivity. Note that in the case of the CSWC (Table B-3a, 
5234 ID nos. 4a, 4b, 4c), the sensitivities are fairly low and somewhat comparable to the MDCs for the in situ 
5235 measurements of soil taken with a HPGe detector at a standoff distance of, I m (Table B-3a, ID nos. 5a, 
5236 5b, 5c, 5d). The in situ soil measurements achieve low MDCs with a relatively short count time 
5237 (ýk compared to the CSWC) because of the large sample size. The CSWC uses just a few grams of 
5238 material, while an in situ soil measurement has an effective sample size of about 100,000 kilograms.  
5239 Compare that situation with the in situ measurement of soil' note the MDC for '7Cs is a respectable 0.8 
5240 Bq/kg. This situation is similar for surface contamination. The LRIAD 'syste'm (see Table B-4b, ID no. 4) 
5241 has an MDC in the range of 12-30 Bq/m2, compared to a gas proportional counter with an MDC for 23.. Th 
5242 and transuranics of 600 Bq/m2. While the count time is not given for the LRAD system (it is not 
5243 unreasonable to believe that it is commensurate with the count time for the gas proportional counter), 
5244 we see that the active area of the LRAD is 100 times greater than that of the gas proportional counter.  

5245 The foregoing discussion leads tis'io a general conclusion that has implications for the design of a 
5246 detection system and/or measurement strategy to achieve the appropriate MDC value for a given 
5247 application. Specifically, use the largest practical sample size coupled with the largest practical 
5248 detector or array of detectors.  

5249 It is clear that measurement of radioactivity associated with the control bf solid materials is greatly 
5250 facilitated by the development of new radiation detectors and detection systems. Of the systems 
5251 addressed, the ones being developed for the assay of transuranic waste are of particular interest: 
5252 Although not directly applicable to levels of radiation near background, they do represent the state-of the
5253 art in radiation detection. This appendix attempted to compare the detection sensitivity for a variety of 
5254 systems, with the caveat that many of the reported MDCs are from instrument manufacturers and should 
5255 be viewed with caution. The comparison is valuable in the sense that it led to a general conclusion 
5256 regarding the sensitivity of radiation detectors for radioactivity associated with the control of solid 
5257 materials.
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5260 

5261 

5262 
5263 

5264 

5265 

5266 

5267 

5268 

5269 

57210 
5271 
5272 

5273 

5274 

5275 
5276 

5277
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Table B-3a: Measurement technologies for volumetric contamination 

Source Assay Technique! Radiation 
ID # Application Assay Strategy Matrix Size (g) Technology 

Size (g) Technology Detector 

la 
water HPGe lb 1000 

Ic (p=1.0 g/cm3) (60% rel. efficiency)t 

Routine sample analysis gamma-ray spectrometry with HPGe 2 250 shielded detector 
sampling (115% rel. efficiency)t 

3 & lab analysis soil _a NaI (TI) 
(p= 1.0 g/cm3 ) (7.6 cm x 7.6 cm) 

4a Compton suppression well HPGe 
4b Environmental .... . . .. 3 ...... . detector/gamma-ray ... _- well detector 
4c spectrometry (125 cm3 ) 

5a 
'5b f in situ HPGe 
5c gamma-ray spectrometry at 1 m (40% rel. efficiency)t 

,5d NDA/ soil'! 
f. DD insitu6 HIPGe D.D6 meadirect (p=1.5 g/cn9) -109 in 

measuremen gamma-ray spectrometry at 8 m (75% iel. efficiency)t 
7 N/A gamma-ray spectrometry CZT array 

8a N/A portable energy dispersive HgI 2 
8b x-ray fluorescenie -,



Table B-3a: Measurement technologies for volumetric contamination 

Soure Asay Tchniue/Radiation 

ID # Application Assay Strategy Matrix Source Assay Technique/ 

Size (g) Technology Detector 

9a 
D&D 

9b N/A laser ablation mass spect. N/A 
NDA/ 9c 
direct 

10 measurements 700 scintillating fiber optics with Fiber Optic 
anti-coincidence counting (Beta-ScintTm ) 

soil 
Ila 
1lb (p=1.5 glcm3) NaIl(TI) 

(3.8 cm x 3.8 cm) 1lic NDA/ 

N/A gross radiation counting 
12a hand-held scanning NaI(TI) 

I 2b 
(5.1 cm x 5.1 cm) 

12c
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5279 
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5281 

5282 

5283 

5284 

5285 
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5288 
5289 
5290 
5291 
5292 

5293 
5294 

5295 
5296 

5297 
5298 
5299 

5300 
5301 

5302 
5303 
5304 
5305 

5306 

5307 
5308 

5309
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Table B-3a: Measurement technologies for volumetric contamination 

Source Assay Techniquel Radiation 
ID # Application Assay Strategy Matrix Size (g) Technology deteor 

Size (g) Technology Detector 

13a 
13b WAND system 

43c Waste Assay NDAI in toto low density N/A Array of Phoswich 
14a Detectors 
14b HERCULES system 

14c 

15b low Z, low i iuH~ 15bJ •,, density 107in situ HPGe 
1 (p=0.3 g/cmn) gamma-ray spectrometry at I'm (40% iel. efficiency)t 
15d' 

16a l'6b•200 liter 
1 6b ltrin situ HPGe (55 gallon) 
16c drum gamma-ray spectrometry at I m (40% rel. efficiency)t 
16d 

17a, 
17b 5 x 106  CADEFA 
18a Misc.Waste gamma-ray spectrometry 
1 8a 

18b 

4 x10
4

19 Safeguards HEU in van portal monitor plastic scintillators 
2 xIOs b 

- data not provided 

b represents total mass of radionuclide (e.g, 40 - 200 kg of highly enriched uranium (HEU)) 

t rel. efficiency: efficiency relative to a 7.6 cm x 7 6 cm NaT(TI) detector



5310 

5311 

5312 

5313 

5314 
5315 

5316 

5317 
5318 

5319 

5320 
5321 
5322 

5323 

5324 
5325 
5326 

5327 

5328
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Table B-3b: MDC values for volumetric contamination 

ID Time MDC MDA* 
Radionuclide Reference 

# (s) (Bq/kg) (Bq) 

la OCo 0.64 0.64 

lb 137Cs 600 0.70 0.70 ANSI/HPS N13.12-1999 

Ic 24'Am 4.2 4.2 

2 'a3cs 6000 1.4 0.35 Koch, P., et al., 1997.  

3 40K 36000 15 N/Ac Ibeanu, I., 1999.  

4a 137Cs 0.32 9.6 x 104 

4b 23 8U 86400 18 N/Ad Harbottle, G., et al., 1994 

4c 24 1Am 0.44 0.0013 

5a 'C o 1.1 1 01 

5b '37Cs 0.8 www canberra corn/literature/technical ref/ca 

5c 238 U 110 ~ 108 mma/isocs 

5d 241Am 3.6 ~10, 

6 24 1Am 3600 3.8 -~101 Reimann, R.T, private communication 

7 Uranium --a 27 Metzger, R et al., 1998 

8a 4°K _a 6500 N/Ad Potts, P.J., 1999 

8b 23sU - 1900



5329 

5330 

5331 

5332 

5333 
5334 
5335 
5336 

5337 
5338 

5339 
5340 

5341 
5342 

5343 

5344 

5345 
5346 

5347 

5348 
5349 

5350
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Table B-3b: MDC values for volumetric contamination 

ID Time MDC MDA* 
Radionuclide Reference 

# (s) (Bq/kg) (Bq) 

9a 60Co 37 

9b 1
37

CS __a 4 N/A NUREG-1575, 1997 

9c 238U 0.04 

10 9°Sr / 23
8U 300 37 26 U.S. DOE, 1998a 

Ila 137Cs 380 

1lb Nat U - 1 4300 

1lc 241Am 1700 
N/A Abelquist, E.W., and W.S. Brown, 1999 12a '37Cs 240 

12b Nat U ~1 2700 

12c 241Am 1200 

13a 137Cs 52 

13b' 238Uj i000 <190 52 Myers, S.C., 2000 

136 24 1,'& 30 

,14a "37Cs 104 

14b . 23s" 1000 <190 18i' Myers, S.C.,2000 

14c 241Arh 22 

15a' 60Co • 7.8 8 x10 4 

15b' 37Cs 12 1 X I01 www.canberra.com/literature/technical ref/ga 

15c,2' 238900 1100 1 X10
7

- mma/isocs 

15dF 241Am - 1900 2 x10 7 

16a' 60Co 48" "-900 -- N/A " www.canbera.com/literature/technical .ref/Ra 
16b' 137Cs 28 ' mm,/isn



Table B-3b: MDC values for volumetric contamination 

ID Time MDC MDA* 
Radionuclide Reference #(s) (Bq/kg) (Bq) ,.  

16c 238u 3500 
16d 241Am 2700 
17a 60Co 180 2 1000 Bronson, F., 1994 
17b 1

37
Cs 2 1000 

18a 60Co 180 25 200 Bronson, F., 1994 
18b 137Cs 25 200 
19 HEU ~1-5 N/A -101 York, RL., et a.,1996 

*MDA - minimum detectable activity 

N/A' - Not applicable because no sample mass provided.  

N/Ad - Not applicable because not enough data was provided (mass and/or count time).
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Table B-4a: Measurement technologies for surface contamination 

ID # Assay Strategy Assay Technique/Technology Detector Active area (mi)

sampling & lab analysis liquid scintillation counting 

y ray spectrometry with unshielded detector

5361 

5362 

5363 
5364 
5365 
5366 
5367 
5368 
5369 
5370 
5371 
5372 
5373 
5374 
5375 
5376 
5377 
5378 
5379 
5380 
5381 
5382 
5383 

5384 
5385 
5386 
5387 
5388

I 
2 
3a 
3b 
3c 
4 
5a 
5b 
5c 
6 

7 
8a 
8b 

- 9a 

9b 
9c 
9d 

10a 

10b 
Ila 

ilb

NDA/ 
scanning 

measurements 
(manual & conveyorized)

total ionization

LRAD/ total iotiization 

total ionization 

SCM/SIMS/total ionization 

Pipe Explorertmt/total ionization

NDA/ in toto IONSENST 28 
12 measurements Large Item Monit6r 

.. data not provided I 

* Field Instrument for the Detection of Low Energy Radiation (FIDLER) The FIDLER consists of a thin Be and Al window with a 

Nal detector coupled to a PMT (see NUREG-1575 for more informatioh) 
"trel. efficiency - efficiency relative to a 7 6 cm x 7.6 cm NalTIl) detector

NaI(T1) 
FIDLER* (NaI(Tl))

HPGe (40% rel. efficiency)t 

ionization chamber 

gas proportional counter 

gas proportional counter 

zinc sulfide, 

Geiger-Muller tube 

ionization chamber 

large-area monitor 

position-sensitive 

proportional counter 

scintillating membrane 

NaI(TI)

ionization chamber

N/A 
a1

N/A 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 

0.002 

0.01 

0.01 

a

-b
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NDA/ 
direct measurements

LRAD/ total ionization



5389 

5390 

5391 
5392 
5393 
5394 
5395 

5396 

5397 

5398 

5399 

5400 

5401 

5402 

5403 
5404 

5405 

5406 

5407 

5408 

5409 

5410 

5411 

5412 
5413
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Table B-4b: MDC values for surface contamination 

Time Radionuclide/ MDC 
(s) Radiation Type (Bq/m2) Reference 

1)_ ()Sr 0.18 ANSIIHPS N13.12-1999 
2 24'Am 19000 Kirby, J., et aL, 1976 

3a 'Co 350 
3b 3600 1

37 Cs 3500 www canberra corn/literature/technical ref/gamma/i 
socs 

3c 24'Am 310 
4 _x activity 12-30 NUREG-1575, 1997 

5a 14C 930 
5b 60 99Tc 4.9 NUREG-1507, 1998 
5c 90SrC)Y) 2.9 

6 23([Th and transuranic 600 
7 230Th 108 
8a 90Sr((Y) 104 

8b fission products 104 Goles, R.W., 1991 

9a 60 9(Sr( 9Y) 750 
9b U (nat), 235U, 600 

238.U & progeny 

9c 230 Th and transuranic 600 

9d fission products 750 
10a -- j3/y activity 500 
10b 0y activity 50 Pulsford, S.K., et al., 1998 10b -- x activity 50 
11 a -3 a• activity/ 238U 8300 Ilb -3 o:/'yactivity/ 2o-0 1100 Cremer, C.D., and D.T. Kendrick, 1998 I 1b -- 1P/', activity/ Co-60 1100 

12 100 ax activity 4000 www.bnfl-instruments.com 
a data not provided
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